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In September 1992, yet another community was about to lose its last

Main Street department store. The May Company announced that it

would close G. Fox & Co. in downtown Hartford, Connecticut, and

familiar scenes unfolded in the local newspapers. White-haired pa-

trons of the luncheonette who had come for hot dogs or coffee over

the years and even decades were on the verge of tears. A local reporter

confirmed that, indeed, “many of the shoppers mourning the pass-

ing of the G. Fox store downtown were elderly.” The store had been

such a downtown fixture that two eighty-year-old customers could

not remember a time when they did not shop there. Articles wistfully

recalled the city’s retail “heydays” earlier in the century and method-

ically ticked off all the landmark stores that had closed since the

1950s.1

Hartford’s history of slow commercial decline, along with decades

of competition from suburban malls, lent legitimacy to the May

Company’s simple explanation that “economics dictated the decision

to close the store.” The firm’s spokesman pointed to a projected an-

nual loss of $1.5 million. One G. Fox executive said the closing was

merely a response to “the message delivered by the consumer about

the future of a store downtown.” Customers preferred to shop in the

malls, he noted. Retailing trends had claimed another victim.2

Hartford happens to be my hometown. But stories of the down-

town’s twentieth-century rise, fall, and possible resurrection have be-

come ubiquitous in America. The explanatory frameworks employed

by journalists, retailers, and scholars to make sense of this history

have become nearly universal as well. Main Streets everywhere have

been portrayed as living organisms facing the end of eventful lives. A

1996 Wall Street Journal story on Newberry, South Carolina, read,

“Downtown wasn’t dead, but it was on the gurney headed toward the

morgue.” A year later, the New York Times compared a closing Wool-

worth to an “elderly uncle who hangs around the house and tells

I N T RO D U C T I O N
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well-worn stories to impatient children.” At the same time, Main Streets 

were widely believed to stand helplessly in the path of inevitable, objective

economic forces. Downtown experts Bernard Frieden and Lynne Sagalyn

blended these metaphors in their 1989 book: “With downtown business dis-

tricts crumbling, cities faced fiscal ruin. Forces beyond anyone’s control were

pushing them into an economic back alley where they could die quietly.” 3 Ei-

ther way — as organic being or product of market forces — the downtown’s

history is usually portrayed as a process whose trajectory has been out of the

control of human hands.

In an effort to contextualize the “rise and fall” story of the downtown, and

in certain ways move beyond it, this book identifies quite a large cast of hu-

man actors who have set the frameworks of urban economic development.

Despite the obvious appeal of living-organism and free-market metaphors,

Main Street has been neither a dying relative nor the victim of objective eco-

nomic forces.4 Not that these narratives should be brushed aside; they reveal

a great deal about the cultural assumptions that have guided late-twentieth-

century downtown investment trends. Those who relied upon natural life

cycles or economic forces to explain the G. Fox decision, for example, would

resign themselves to the store’s closing and the city’s decline. Most models of

urban transformation are driven by the theme of decline. Such theories con-

strain our understanding of the urban past and similarly limit current and fu-

ture policy choices in ways that contribute further to disinvestment.

Throughout the twentieth century, most downtown real estate decisions

were propelled by interested individuals — concerned about the future —

who envisioned the possibilities of urban commercial life and tried to create

value where buildings and people came together. Put another way, varied

downtown investors endeavored to make their own markets and to chart

Main Street’s future in order to protect and enhance their stakes. The hands

of many participants — consumers and protestors as well as businesspeople,

government leaders, design consultants, and real estate professionals — have

been evident in this history, negotiating the nature of, and the standards for,

urban commerce.

Rarely has inevitability, passivity, or death captured the realities of down-

town development. Even facing the Great Depression’s economic collapse,

real estate investors did not suffer paralysis. Rather, Main Street experimented

with demolition and storefront modernization, and professionals recast the

appraisal field to solve the nation’s crisis of confidence in the field’s ability to

foresee and judge values. These and other depression innovations signaled a
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redefinition of wise investment practices, particularly a reorientation toward

recycling and rebuilding rather than freewheeling metropolitan growth. The

violence of the 1960s riots and looting, perhaps most emblematic of urban

“death,” induced many people to abandon their stake in cities. Yet others saw

the potential for new commercial forms, new consumers, and new investors

to galvanize promising relationships among fragmented and discouraged

people. Key investors, including James W. Rouse, believed that a reinvigorated

urban commerce might heal the country’s racial rifts, since commercial sites

had played a central role in the inflammatory racial conflicts of the 1960s. One

goal of this book is to reconceptualize the downtown’s history to incorporate

more of these creative efforts to reinvent urban commercial values, even while

accounting for uncertainty and fears of decline.

Some of the attempts to transform downtown commerce, such as urban

renewal and the Civil Rights movement, were greeted with controversy and

resistance. Other strategies, like Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation and the con-

cept of the 100% district (key ideas guiding investment in the 1920s), were

equally influential in another way — quietly making their way into executive

board rooms and confidential investment newsletters. Those two concepts

seemed at the time to be neutral scientific formulas, yet they expressed and

supported particular cultural values: they promoted the belief that wom-

en’s shopping activities underpinned peak downtown land values, and they

boosted the contributions of chain stores to the Main Street economy at a

time when the chains’ status was openly questioned. Still other improvement

agendas, such as the goal of a “dignified” Main Street envisioned during the

Progressive era, were hammered out and refined over decades of innovation

and conflict, as leadership in downtown beautification shifted from women’s

clubs to Main Street businesses and the expanding design professions, in-

cluding city planning.

Even though newspapers continue to announce, even today, that “eco-

nomics dictated the decision to close the store,” such decisions have not oc-

curred out of a dry commercial logic removed from the rest of society. Eco-

nomic anxieties have long intertwined with core cultural ideals to make Main

Streets resonant and symbolic locations, and downtown participants have

manipulated and mobilized cultural values for their own purposes. In the

1910s city planners ridiculed the idea of a feminized commercial landscape

(“it’s not like we’re going to tie pink ribbons on the lampposts”), in order to

distance themselves from the female downtown housekeepers whose Main

Street civic agenda the planners had in part adopted and commercialized. In
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contrast, between the 1920s and the 1960s, executives did everything in their

power to make the downtown appealing to the white, middle-class shoppers,

mostly housewives, whose actions (they firmly believed) seemed to determine

the future of downtown real estate. Civil rights protestors understood Main

Street’s cultural and economic interdependence when they selected Wool-

worth, Kress, and the downtown generally for their sit-ins and boycotts in the

1950s and 1960s. Attention to such features in the history of Main Street nec-

essarily alters our view of the interplay of culture, politics, and economics in

investment and disinvestment choices.

Since the 1970s the mourning and nostalgia evoked by store closings have

suggested something about the complex attitudes underlying the downtown’s

history. These sentiments themselves compel us to look beyond the cold

declarations by market analysts who universally dismiss chain stores as “di-

nosaurs” facing inevitable extinction — outmoded commercial forms with-

out any appeal. Occasionally, consumers in the news accounts claim not to

understand all the funereal imagery and emotion. A college student in Ithaca,

New York, responded sarcastically to the 1997 closing of the local Woolworth

(and all remaining Woolworths, for that matter): “It’s tough for mankind.

Where are you going to get flip-flops and stuff ?” 5 For him, Woolworth was

simply another business. However, many Americans would have understood

better the sentiment of the Woolworth employee who posted “Closed For-

ever” on the door of the empty Charleston, South Carolina, store and the

passer-by who wrote in lipstick “We miss you Woolworths!” (fig. 1).

But what exactly did people miss? The nostalgia flowed both from strong

personal memories and from a collective, community-wide sense of loss. In

Hartford, one journalist wrote: “It’s not just the lights going out in a strug-

gling Main Street store. For longtime Connecticut residents, the closing of

G. Fox & Co.’s Hartford store marks the passing of a hallowed tradition, a

once-grand building that was the setting of some of their warmest remem-

brances.” When Woolworth shuttered its Durham, North Carolina, location

in 1994, a local reporter described the somber mood during the closeout sale.

He found the shoppers to be “almost reverent” as they waited in line. “It is as

if they realize they are at a funeral, which, essentially, they are. This Wool-

worth’s, after nearly 90 years of serving as a community gathering spot, a civil-

rights era landmark — and yes, a wistfully remembered five-and-dime — has

reached the final checkout.” 6

One explanation for the mourning lies in the fact that the downtown has

been not only the linchpin of urban real estate and conspicuous consumption
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but also an idealized public place and thus a powerful symbol. Like so many

aspects of American culture, the downtown meant business, but it was also in-

vested with civic meaning. In the divided city (microcosm of a divided na-

tion), the downtown has served as a potential place of interaction and nego-

tiation of difference — a place of community gathering as well as all kinds of

conflict. A dominant theme of twentieth-century urban life was the division

of the city and the emergence of worlds inhabited by separate races, classes,

genders, and ethnic groups, but the democratic ideal of the downtown has op-

timistically suggested otherwise.7 Little wonder, then, that scholars and pub-

lic officials repeatedly debate whether urban commercial spaces were truly

B E Y O N D  D E C L I N E 5

Figure 1. In July 1997, Woolworth announced that it would close its remaining four hun-
dred or so variety stores. Market analysts declared good riddance to a “dead” retailing con-
cept, but a torrent of nostalgic commentary poured forth from the public. Emptied of the
crowds that had given them meaning and value a hundred years earlier, what did vacant
downtown stores represent at the end of the twentieth century? (Photograph by the author,
January 1, 1998.)



public, democratic, and inclusive. The downtown as a twentieth-century cul-

tural and economic artifact illuminates how a nonpolitical entity (in fact the

downright crass business street) came to represent the heights of democratic

hopes and the depths of democracy’s failures.

For some, the sense of loss stems not from businesses closing but from the

conviction that the democratic nature of commercial life declined over the

twentieth century. Historian Jon Teaford’s description of the early-twentieth-

century city, for example, suggests that the downtown was once a true melt-

ing pot: “In the downtown area the diverse ethnic, economic, and social

strains of urban life were bound together, working, spending, speculating, and

investing. Along the downtown thoroughfares wealthy financiers passed by

grubby beggars, rubbed shoulders with horny-handed porters and draymen,

and jostled for space with clerks and stenographers. In the socially and cul-

turally fragmented city, the central business district was the one bit of turf

common to all.” 8 This compelling romanticization of a “turf common to all”

(in which physically bumping into one another roughly equaled democracy)

has many adherents among influential urbanists. Michael Sorkin, in Varia-

tions on a Theme Park, paid tribute to a similar ideal. “This book,” he wrote,

“pleads for a return to a more authentic urbanity, a city based on physical

proximity and free movement and a sense that the city is our best expression

of a desire for collectivity. . . . The effort to reclaim the city is the struggle of

democracy itself.” Mike Davis too, in his popular book on Los Angeles, City of

Quartz, yearned for a lost “demi-paradise” of “democratic space,” and David

Goldfield and Blaine Brownell described the downtown street and depart-

ment store as “a metaphor of American democracy” in their historical survey

of urban America.9

This study suggests that democratic inclusion was often an important

theme in the formulations of downtown development, but so too was exclu-

sion — a duality revealed in the competing efforts of downtown interests (in-

cluding property owners, businesspeople, civic leaders, design professionals,

and consumers) to control and manage downtown commercial life. Eco-

nomic investment decisions have been firmly underpinned by evolving cul-

tural preferences about who should be downtown and why. Improvement

strategies of beautification, modernization, or renewal have gone hand in

hand with policies designed to attract certain types of people downtown while

ignoring or explicitly rejecting others. Race played an important role in Main

Street plans, as did gender, class, and age. Segregationists in the early twen-

tieth century believed that racial separation and boundaries in urban com-
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merce were one way to protect property investment. By the late 1950s, the

desperate-sounding belief that suburban women shoppers could save down-

town property values stood in stark contrast to the neglect of the more prox-

imate audience of African American consumers. Black shoppers had become

generous downtown spenders, but their presence was still construed narrowly

by Main Street businesses. Blacks were expected to keep a low profile in bar-

gain basements, in the “low-end” fringes of the business district, and in seg-

regated commercial facilities. Among other things, the Civil Rights movement

rejected this vision of urban commerce, using lunch counter sit-ins and boy-

cotts to propose instead that Main Street could be revived (morally and eco-

nomically) through integration. When market analysts in the 1980s and 1990s

concluded that the downtown five-and-dimes were no longer viable, that

judgment also devalued the largely elderly, nonwhite, and low-income variety

store customers, along with their often frugal ways of living and spending.

Throughout the twentieth century, the tensions between democratic rhetoric

and exclusionary practices continually redefined and transformed urban

commercial life.

Most of the participants who appear in this book, in promoting their own

downtown values, helped create this decidedly ambiguous space — demo-

cratic yet exclusionary, public yet also private. As the municipal housekeepers

of the 1890s plunged into scrubbing Main Street and setting new standards of

commercial aesthetics, they encountered many who believed the women did

not belong there. But the latter successfully manipulated widely held beliefs

about public and private realms in order to cross the gendered boundaries

separating women’s housekeeping work from men’s business. In doing so, they

redefined civic involvement and paved the way for a new generation of Main

Street businesses to embrace urban improvement without the taint of self-

interest.

Any history of urban commercial life must of necessity take stock of the

meanings invested in retail destinations. More than simply the setting for 

a concentration of stores, Main Street by the early twentieth century sym-

bolized and unified the new commercial forms emerging at that time. Al-

though not every town had a skyscraper or an opera house, they all had a

Main Street. In the late nineteenth century, American cities were fundamen-

tally reshaped by the growing middle class, corporations, and mass produc-

tion and consumption.10 Driven by urban masses and cultivated by corporate

brokers, a new commercial culture flourished in department stores, chain

stores, hotels, movie palaces, amusement parks, and skyscrapers. During the
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opening decades of the twentieth century, such places came to define the

landscape of the modern commercial city. Downtowns in America held out

many possibilities, bringing people together and separating them in new ways.

Since then, a vigorous debate has ensued: was this the beginning of a demo-

cratic heyday, uniting a divided society in the crush of urban crowds? Or was

this the suffocating triumph of corporate and bourgeois consumer values? 11

Either way, this period placed a newly valued cosmopolitan commercial ex-

perience at the core of modern American life.

By contrast with the early decades of the twentieth century, the post–

World War II decades brought a radical divergence between the fate of Amer-

ica’s cities and the nation’s robust commercial life.12 While the nation’s capi-

talist consumer ethos accelerated and spread on a global scale, cities stumbled.

Dramatic and sometimes violent postwar developments — rapid suburban-

ization, racial integration, urban renewal, riots, and the rise of a new femi-

nism — rattled city centers, and their implications for urban commercial life

remained unclear. Was urban renewal good or bad for cities? If Americans

accepted integration, could this revolution in race relations provide the boost

needed by downtown business? When middle-class women reached beyond

their roles as housewives and entered the workforce in growing numbers, who

would do the family shopping, where would they do it, and what would this

mean for urban commerce? Would the riots of the 1960s ultimately galvanize

black capitalism? Would corporations or government be compelled to pump

investment into ailing cities to address legitimate grievances and the frighten-

ing destruction of urban commerce? These questions, arising in the midst of

the upheavals of the 1960s, challenged investors and shoppers to debate and

envision the downtown’s reinvention and the rise of new commercial values.

In the postwar era of apparent decline (as commercial vitality seemed to de-

part from urban life), downtown stores continued to serve as sites for these

renegotiations, just as they did during earlier decades of presumed centrality

and growth.

The history of the downtown in the twentieth century, then, can be seen 

as one of gradual decline — and certainly that concept has dominated so-

cial commentary and scholarship for the past fifty years.13 However, as an in-

terpretive framework, decline obscures as much as it reveals. The evidence

suggests that Main Street, as an economic and cultural artifact, has been con-

stantly remade — by enterprising planners, investors, activists, and consum-

ers. And decline itself has multiple meanings, depending on one’s perspective.

The history of downtown, instead of being determined by inevitable organic
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or economic laws, has been defined by uncertainties, sudden reversals, ab-

surdities, and efforts throughout to create and sustain a market of profitable

values. The “hulking” vacant stores of the 1990s symbolized not death and de-

cline but another stage in the ongoing struggle to define urban commercial

values amid proclamations of decline.

This is not a study of Hartford, Connecticut; St. Louis, Missouri; or Lees-

burg, Virginia, but of downtowns throughout America, and this national

scope derives from the nature of Main Street investment. Downtown inter-

est groups in cities of all sizes have constantly negotiated between the politics

and resources of their local circumstances and the ever-changing array of

improvement strategies popularized nationally — from the late-nineteenth-

century municipal housekeeping campaigns to the late-twentieth-century

historic preservation movement. Real estate consultants, professional associ-

ations, chain organizations, and federal programs have played especially im-

portant roles in the circulation of information, tools, ideas, advice, and values,

thereby helping connect the story of each downtown to national trends. The

interaction between national forces and local realities has been multifaceted.

City planners and zoning specialists assisted with development guidelines 

for small and large cities across the country; retailers, appraisers, real estate

agents, and developers shared beliefs about where stores should be located

and about techniques for tracking shopper behavior, through journals and

conferences; and academics in the fields of marketing and retailing geogra-

phy published widely and often took in-house positions with companies in

order to influence who purchased what on Main Street. In the 1960s other na-

tional influences emerged. Grassroots consumer-led protests such as the Civil

Rights movement (and even the riots and looting) brought to light contro-

versies over racially based exploitation in urban commerce and reconfigured

commercial life in city after city, largely as a result of the combined impact of

national media coverage and local economic disruptions. It is through this

changing constellation of national actors that America’s downtowns have

been transformed.14

Over the course of the twentieth century, the scale of investment decision

making became more national and centralized — encouraged by the prolifer-

ation of federal programs such as urban renewal; the concentration of down-

town properties in the hands of insurance companies, banks, holding compa-

nies, and chains; and the maturation of a national real estate market. But what

is really striking is the degree to which early-twentieth-century commercial

investment converged on national models as well — a convergence hinted at
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by the millions of standardized Main Street postcards produced for cities

across America in those decades. With this in mind, one must rethink the

cliché that downtowns became more alike in the late twentieth century — a

time of seemingly formulaic solutions, when even nostalgic strategies like his-

toric preservation and the construction of historically themed urban festival

marketplaces appeared to rival the mind-numbing similarities of suburban

shopping malls.15 Whether one considers the range of participants in down-

town life or the variety of strategies, models, and ideas these investors can now

draw upon, Main Streets are in many ways more, not less, heterogeneous than

they were one hundred years ago.

In any given period of the twentieth century, there was an array of down-

town improvement ideas that most places would have been likely to consider

as they looked to the future (even if they ultimately rejected those plans), and

this book follows those popular strategies. Beginning in the 1890s, the munic-

ipal housekeeping movement swept through the tiniest villages as well as the

largest cities. Relatively few cities actually commissioned city plans by the

1910s, but many more brought in well-traveled planners like John Nolen and

Charles Mulford Robinson as public speakers. Planners and other civic im-

provement consultants used these innumerable venues to promote the goals

of dignifying and unifying Main Street. At least one village hired a city plan-

ner during these years in order to avoid the current improvement trends and

maintain its “old-fashioned and quaint appearance.” In the 1920s chain store

executives established new models of national expertise. Headquartered in

cities like New York, they prided themselves on being able to pick good Main

Street properties anywhere in the country without leaving their offices, basing

their authority upon the growing availability of scientific investment formu-

las and national real estate atlases. The Great Depression spawned a small but

influential crop of confidential national newsletters that offered advice to anx-

ious real estate investors. The drastic clearance policies of urban renewal, car-

ried out on a large scale in big cities like St. Louis and Pittsburgh during the

1950s and 1960s, had spread by the early 1970s to increasingly smaller towns.

Also by the 1970s, racial violence had modified the practices of urban com-

merce in all parts of the nation. And even more recently, historic preservation,

although it was frequently discarded as an option in the 1960s and 1970s, has

spread to affect “both the main drag of small towns and the older streets of

large cities, attesting to a commonality of aim and effort,” as an excited Ada

Louise Huxtable observed.16

The sharing of ideas, investment formulas, conceptual frameworks, and
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personnel presumed that American Main Streets should and actually did

resemble one another. A 1939 feature in Architectural Forum entitled “Main

Street, U.S.A.” typified that viewpoint, as the editors proclaimed: “Whether

Fifth Avenue New York or High Avenue Oskaloosa, every U.S. Main Street 

has one common denominator . . . People.” The editors elaborated upon this

philosophy, insisting that “the shopping centers of most towns — large and

small — have a good many common features.” “They are more alike than dif-

ferent, as critics of the American Scene are fond of pointing out. ‘Breakfast

Number Three’ is likely to consist of the same orange-juice, toast, and coffee

in New York, N. Y. and New Albany, Ind., and the drug store in which it is

served is sure to be as nearly like its big-city prototype as the proprietor can

make it. Main Street in a big town is simply a small-town Main Street with

added attractions.” The editors in this instance chose to investigate the down-

town of Bridgeport, Connecticut, as the prototypical “Main Street, U.S.A.”

because they claimed “that the business-man, realtor, builder, and architect

should have no difficulty in comparing its features with those in his own home

town.” 17 This comparability was the essence of Main Street’s apparent uni-

versality, and the striving for comparability was an important force shaping

local investment decisions.18

In recovering the downtown’s history, this book focuses not only on the

important points of transformation — the emergence of an inspiring new

Main Street ideal during the Progressive era, the challenges posed by 1920s

metropolitan growth, the collapse of real estate values during the depression,

the melodrama of urban renewal, civil rights demonstrations, riots, and the

tantalizing breakthrough potential of nostalgic developments like festival

marketplaces or Main Street preservation by the 1980s. It also explores the

tools, ideas, and information investors relied upon in making fateful decisions

about how the downtown should appear and be experienced, who should be

there, and who should not. This approach has entailed poring over the files

saved by downtown consultants to follow the articles they read and wrote,

studying the confidential real estate reports that circulated in company offices,

and looking through appraisers’ camera lenses or out planners’ office win-

dows in order to understand how they saw the downtown.19 The wide range

of materials that have informed investment choices also confirm the inter-

mingled economic and cultural meanings of Main Street’s transformations.

These sources include real estate appraisals, marketing studies, store location

analyses, conference transcripts, professional journals and association rec-

ords, confidential investment newsletters, city plans, Main Street postcards,
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trade newspapers (from Women’s Wear Daily to Traffic Quarterly), chain store

real estate records, federal program guidelines, and the office files of develop-

ers and consulting firms. I have sought out the broad cultural assumptions

underpinning real estate decisions (and documents like appraisals of Wool-

worth stores), but I have also uncovered how economic development plans

were enacted in cultural artifacts like Main Street postcards. Real estate his-

tory remains a remarkably understudied field, perhaps because of the percep-

tion that it involves only economic formulas and building permits. Yet its

seemingly dry, narrow sources yield rich and vivid perspectives on a topic of

great popular interest and broad cultural relevance.20

Although downtown real estate is economically valuable and symbolically

potent, it is also composed of the mundane — artistic lampposts, garbage

cans, storefronts, parking lots, lunch counters, plywood, broken glass, and 

red brick. For those involved in downtown investment, whether municipal

housekeepers, civil rights protestors, real estate appraisers, shoppers, or pres-

ervationists, conflict over these “things” stirred intense disagreement, since

(in their eyes) these things seemed to exemplify the very future and character

of urban commerce. Throughout the twentieth century, decisions about Main

Street’s mundane material conditions revealed broader cultural and economic

values — values that over time have said a great deal about people and the cir-

cumstances of their participation in urban commercial life. Together, these

values have shaped the contours, meaning, and experience of many journeys

downtown.
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C I T Y  B E AU T I F U L  O R  B E AU T I F U L  M E S S ?

T H E  G E N D E R E D  O R I G I N S  O F  A  C I V I C  I D E A L1
In 1962 Walker Evans poignantly captured the memory of a vanished

downtown “heyday”: “ ‘Downtown’ was a beautiful mess,” he wrote

in an essay for Fortune magazine. “This was the time when commer-

cial America was solidifying into what it is today. There are many

central streets . . . that are lined with fifty-year-old buildings, in

neighborhoods that still exude the atmosphere of 1911.” Evans, one of

the most influential photographers of the American scene, celebrated

the “extraordinarily unbeautiful buildings,” the “tangle of telephone

poles and wires,” and the “horse smells.” He relished the stimulat-

ing disorder, the colorful brick buildings, and the congestion of the

pre–World War I years. Yet he knew that these were the very quali-

ties that were out of favor in the early 1960s, when urban renewal

devalued and demolished Evans’s “beautiful mess” of commerce to

realize a new vision of commercial order. Amid the upheavals of

“renewal,” Evans hoped to retrieve for public consideration the

evolving questions of what defined a “beautiful” downtown, what the

downtown should look like, who should be there, and what activities

were appropriate.1

Evans denied that he was driven by nostalgia — “that blurred vi-

sion which destroys the actuality of the past.” 2 But was he right about

the “actuality” of Main Street in 1911? Was it a “beautiful mess”? What

did it look like at the turn of the century? What commercial visions

of beauty, what cultural values and preferences, shaped how various

interest groups saw, invested in, and experienced the downtown?

Who had the authority to determine the appearance of Main Street?

To answer these questions is to begin to understand how the com-

mercial corridor known as Main Street came to be elevated during

the Progressive era to the exalted status of a special American public

space, uniting business interests and the public good.3

On several counts Walker Evans was exactly right. Overwhelm-

ingly, the Main Street improvement agenda from the 1890s through
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the 1910s revolved around the mundane objects he described — wires, poles,

paving, and waste. The modest yet transformative downtown investment

strategies of this era remained remarkably influential right down to the dras-

tic solutions of 1950s–60s urban renewal, and they continue to serve as a ref-

erence point in the early twenty-first century. Despite the constancy and pro-

saic nature of Progressive era goals, there was tension and controversy over

how to build consensus behind them, who would monitor downtown stan-

dards, and whose interests would be served as Main Street was “improved.”

Against this backdrop, simple street objects such as lampposts assumed emo-

tionally laden meanings for contemporaries as they negotiated jurisdiction

over commercial aesthetics and the legitimacy of new professions — particu-

larly city planning — devoted to civic design.

Evans was also correct to single out beauty as a key concept for turn-of-the-

century downtown life, although celebrating the “beautiful mess” would have

placed him in a distinct minority in 1900. The currents of change were sweep-

ing in another direction at that time, toward the orderly visions of the City

Beautiful movement. Whereas Evans relished the “tangle” of utility wires and

poles, urban designers of 1910 called them eyesores and campaigned heatedly

to replace them with underground conduits. City Beautiful played an impor-

tant role in mediating the commercial aesthetics of the era — its directives at

first admired as inspiring dignity and monumentality and later ridiculed as

superficial and extravagant. The grandiose visions of the movement, exem-

plified by its sweeping watercolor renderings of civic center designs, have

often distracted attention from the more ubiquitous projects of downtown

transformation such as burying wires and removing sidewalk obstacles —

crucial aspects of city “beautification” (see fig. 1.1).4

We shall also see in this chapter that the Beautiful in City Beautiful proved

to be a gender-contested term. In particular, when we shift the focus from

monumental plans to local beautification battles, we learn how gendered de-

bates over standards of downtown beauty (and the influence of women in set-

ting those standards) marked the birth of the modern city planning pro-

fession. By 1910 voluntary civic groups, mainly women’s organizations, had

carved themselves a housekeeping domain in downtown aesthetics. Women’s

clubs cleaned up the business streets and established new practices of down-

town management, using the commercial streetscape to teach moral lessons

about responsibility for public property. Their activism in urban design, in-

cluding their sponsorship of early city plans, City Beautiful lectures, and in-

spirational civic rallies, introduced professional planners such as John Nolen
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Figure 1.1 Jules Guerin’s renderings have come to symbolize the monumental and unrealis-
tic goals of the City Beautiful movement. This Guerin view of “The Proposed Civic Center
Plaza and Buildings,” commissioned by the Commercial Club of Chicago, shows all of the
buildings in downtown Chicago at the same height. Such renderings implied a complete re-
construction of the city. This monumental view contrasted with the more modest and prac-
tical improvements highlighted in ordinary Main Street postcards of the same period — a
transformation and beautification also promoted by downtown housekeepers and city plan-
ners. (Daniel H. Burnham and Edward H. Bennett, Plan of Chicago [Chicago: Commercial Club
of Chicago, 1909], plate 132. Reproduced courtesy of the Art Institute of Chicago, gift of
Patrick Shaw, 1991.1381.)

and Charles Mulford Robinson to skeptical local communities — and, most

critically, legitimated these experts during the insecure early years of the plan-

ning profession.5

At the same time, women’s downtown initiatives paved the way for men’s

commercial organizations to take up the cause of Main Street beautification

too — by carefully defining such work as civic and public, rather than politi-

cal. At the turn of the century, businessmen, like women in general, were ex-

pected to stay aloof from politics. When they embraced city beautification,

business groups were able to follow the lead of downtown housekeepers 

and exploit the fluid, mixed public and private character of commercial space.

The civic and public realm of downtown improvement, as delineated by the

housekeepers, emerged at the turn of the century as an alternative base of au-

thority contrasted with the political terrain that was off-limits to them. Blur-

ring the lines between public and private, civic and commercial, women ac-

tivists exercised impressive influence in transforming business districts across
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America; it was not until the 1920s that women’s role as consumers would

come to the forefront in shaping downtown development. In their rhetoric,

men and women of the late nineteenth century drew sharp distinctions be-

tween commerce and culture, especially fearing the supposedly corrupting

force of commerce. Yet their actions demonstrated that commercial and cul-

tural values overlapped.

In the 1910s, the mostly male planners and business groups and their allies

adopted the women’s clubs’ strategies for transforming downtown’s “beautiful

mess” but distanced themselves from these municipal housekeeping origins.6

Women quietly resigned their leadership roles in upgrading commercial

aesthetics, pleased that they had succeeded in convincing others to take up

their cause. Nonetheless, public squabbles over whether planners were trying

to feminize the business district indicated both the potency of the female vi-

sion and the fact that some resented its implementation. Defensive and often

pained debates over the values of downtown beauty in these years marked the

transition from women’s activism in commercial design to the professional

leadership of city planners and business and city executives. And as these pro-

fessionals assumed responsibility, we shall see how they redefined Main Street

improvement to promote their own dreams of economic values. Truly, then,

as Walker Evans noted, the question of beauty was a central issue defining

Main Street at the turn of the century. Yet the feminizing influence of down-

town beautification — which sought not only to clean up and transform Main

Street but also to instill civic responsibility for the commercial environment

— suggests that downtown’s beauty was more complicated and contentious

than Evans realized.

Women: “Natural Leaders” for the City Beautiful
By the time Mary Beard published Woman’s Work in Municipalities in 1915,

women had gained national recognition for their initiatives in beautifying the

Main Streets of villages and cities across America. Amid the explosion of civic

work at the turn of the century, women established the field of municipal

housekeeping — a domain in which they attacked and struggled to reform the

shabby conditions of America’s business streets.7 “There is no doubt,” Beard

wrote, “that women are the natural leaders for the realization of the city beau-

tiful.” In recognition of this fact, the editors of American City magazine as-

sembled an entire Women’s Number for the June 1912 issue, even though less

than 10 percent of their subscribers were female. “The Old Order Changeth,”

proclaimed the editors, as they gave their stamp of approval to women’s civic
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activities and chastised skeptics: “How needless was the widespread fear that

woman’s attempt to spell the task would work havoc to the social structure!”

In the 1910s women enjoyed enthusiastic but also begrudging recognition for

their civic initiatives.8

Nevertheless, a certain resentment shadowed these housekeeping women

in their efforts to have the downtown sidewalks scrubbed. One Philadelphia

“city father” was heard loudly damning the women’s City Club, while kicking

“all around the block” a rubbish can the club had installed downtown to en-

courage cleanliness. He was picked up by the police. Such ridicule became es-

pecially pointed when women’s involvement crossed from voluntary club ac-

tivity into paid employment. In Cleveland, Mildred Chadsey was appointed

chief of sanitary police, supervising the city’s garbage enforcement. A car-

toonist depicted her “in a policeman’s uniform with a lace flounce around the

policeman’s badge and a bow of ribbon on the billy as the only remnant of

femininity.” Although Chadsey was at first stung by the caricature, she felt re-

assured by a policeman’s comment that his own wife, a “nifty housekeeper,”

would also qualify for the job. She decided to embrace the caricature, con-

cluding that “if one of these men had at so early a stage grasped the idea that

there was not such a chasm between housekeeping and municipal house-

keeping, why need I fear that every citizen of Cleveland would not soon come

to see the same thing?” Others did not respond as well to derision. One club

woman from Reading, Pennsylvania, complained despondently to a city plan-

ner about her unrecognized efforts: “We earn the money by rummage sales

and concerts, beg lumber, hardware etc. from merchants and money from in-

dividuals. We have been laughed at as ‘queer old maids.’” 9

As for the Philadelphia councilman who damned the local women’s club,

Mary Beard would have fully understood why he took out his frustrations on

a mere garbage can. The enthusiasm for city planning and civic activism in

this era reveled in the importance of such details — in fact, Beard noted that

it had all started with a lamppost. The ambitious social ideals of city planning,

she believed, could be traced to such modest origins — garbage cans, paved

streets, and cleared sidewalks. Since well-lighted streets helped fight crime,

“out of interest in the lamppost comes an interest in the causes of crime;

proper housing, wholesome amusement, and employment may thus be inti-

mately connected with an artistic street lamp.” 10 Though critics might dismiss

ornamental lampposts as frivolous, Beard and many others contended that

such objects possessed deeper moral implications. Garbage cans and lamp-

posts had opened the floodgates of women’s municipal activism (see fig. 1.2).



Figure 1.2 Municipal housekeepers focused on the improvement of ordinary downtown street
objects such as lampposts and trash cans in order to instruct the public about civic respon-
sibility and respect for the public property of the business district. Their campaigns involved
the revision of business practices, municipal ordinances, city public works agendas, and
most important, people’s ideas about what constituted an appealing downtown. (The artis-
tic street lamps were in Denver, Colorado; photo courtesy of the Frances Loeb Library, Grad-
uate School of Design, Harvard University; Charles Mulford Robinson Collection. The trash can
photo appeared over the caption “A Minneapolis Street Trash Can,” in American City, Sep-
tember 1913, 228.)
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Espousing such views in the decades around the turn of the century, female

urban designers threw themselves into improvement work as individuals and

club women, as volunteers and paid professionals, and as newsworthy officials

and anonymous dust-sweepers. An individual like Miss Mira Lloyd Dock of

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, was praised as “the original woman who kept prod-

ding,” who single-handedly championed civic improvement during “seem-

ingly fruitless years.” 11 But it was the organized club women who achieved

particular prominence, because of their concentrated leverage and promo-

tional skills.12 The formation of a national association — the General Federa-

tion of Women’s Clubs — in 1890 accelerated women’s interest in downtown

beautification. Thereafter, local clubs, as well as the national and state federa-

tions, reported on their progression from self-improvement and the study 

of literature to civic involvement. These club women were primarily white,

native-born, and middle-class; and they were often related by marriage or

birth to the businessmen and government men of their communities.13 Afri-

can American women also plunged into club organizing at the turn of the cen-

tury. But their agendas infrequently addressed commercial beautification, for

they marshaled their energies to fight neighborhood battles against poverty

and racial discrimination.14

In small town and big city, the beautification movement swept through

women’s clubs. Originating in the 1850s in Stockbridge, Massachusetts, village

improvement societies demonstrated the potential of community beautifi-

cation to the women who dominated their ranks and to citizens generally.15

Small towns that lacked businessmen’s clubs often had well-organized wom-

en’s clubs lobbying for local upgrades. By 1910 most large cities had a full spec-

trum of all types of clubs. Civic Improvement Leagues, the majority of which

were composed of women, emerged during this period as a club form dedi-

cated exclusively to urban improvement.16 These variations in villages, towns,

and cities advocated for very similar types of commercial beautification.17

As the movement gained force, women did not (and could not) exclude

men, who were, after all, both the “city fathers” and business proprietors on

Main Street. One hallmark of the downtown housekeepers was their focus on

cooperative, reciprocal relationships. The women of Yankton, South Dakota,

believed that their own diplomacy helped to overcome the initial disfavor of

city officials, who viewed the very existence of their club “as a standing criti-

cism of their administration.” The clubs advertised their collaborative efforts

by highlighting the invitations they received from mayors, businessmen’s
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leagues, and city councils to join forces. The women’s civic improvement

society of Knoxville, Tennessee, declared on the front page of its bylaws 

that it functioned “in co-operation with the municipal government.” 18 Some

groups, such as the Wichita, Kansas, Improvement Association, began as

clubs restricted to women but agreed to add men because “obviously the

concerns of any town-development organization are the concerns of every-

body in that town.” 19 Flattery and manipulation helped women negotiate the

boundaries of cooperation. One Mississippi club woman advised her sisters to

avoid appearing in person before a city board unless invited. In lobbying for

downtown improvement ordinances, she noted, “it is better to elect an advi-

sory and cooperative board of men, who . . . will be so flattered at the term ‘ad-

visory’ that it will warmly advocate your plans and fight an opposing mayor

and board on their own ground.” 20 Remaining in the background, to this au-

thor, was a key to the housekeepers’ success.

In the minds of these women, cooperation was not merely a euphemism

for deference. In Macon, Missouri, Edgar White recounted how a women’s

improvement league strategically inserted itself into the management of Ma-

con’s physical (and moral) landscape in 1903. “Hitherto,” he wrote, “the men

had wrought things out in their way, and had built streets, sidewalks, sewers,

viaducts across the railroad, modern store buildings, and installed an electric

‘white way’ to take the place of the old street lamps. The women said they had

done well, and immediately proceeded to show how to do still better.” Once

they had raised funds, “the women of the League began doing things the men

had never even thought of.” 21

Not all municipal housekeepers were so tactful in their dealings with the

male power structures. Mary Beard proclaimed bluntly that in the world of

civic clubs, men were loafers and women were doers, for “thousands of men

may loaf around clubs without ever showing the slightest concern about the

great battle for decent living conditions that is now going on in our cities; but

it is a rare women’s club that long remains indifferent to such momentous

matters.” As another reporter put it, men were not lazy; they simply did not

see the problem. Women applied themselves to civic challenges “that men

have been quite blind to in their zeal for political prestige or for what they

considered the ‘big’ things.” And once housekeeping campaigns had gained

steam, men were accused of indifference if they did not offer support. Some

reformers were not shy about drawing attention to men’s civic neglect. At

times men seemed to block the path of reform: “Frequently,” one consultant
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noted, “the chief obstacles in the way of civic progress have been those very

groups which can best promote it; the clergy, the newspaper men and the

business men.” 22

Once women had staked out responsibility in the realm of commercial aes-

thetics, few improvement tasks were beyond their reach. In matters related to

downtown improvement, women gained a broad authority to intervene, and

in each local environment they negotiated the specifics of their involvement.

They avoided a firmly gendered division of labor.23 In one city, street cleaning

might be accomplished by municipal employees, while in another the mer-

chants’ club might hire the women’s club to undertake the work. Either men

or women could lead a campaign to pave sidewalks or raise money to conduct

a window box contest. The overlapping of duties was debated in American

City: “Are not men, then, equal to handling these problems? Is it not their

work rather than women’s? There is no logical reason why it should be their

work rather than women’s; there is every reason why it should be the work of

both.” To be sure, most assumed that men and women had different perspec-

tives, talents, and motivations: “civic,” the American City editors suggested,

“could be spelled from either end.” 24 Women and men, despite their distinct

points of view, each had an investment in the City Beautiful as a public and

private place.

At the turn of the century, through these arguments and in these venues,

women seized moral authority over downtown aesthetics — an authority that

they and their allies argued was their natural domain. After all, they observed,

“beauty” fell under female jurisdiction. Beard insisted that “women have

always set the moral and esthetic standard in the community in which they

lived, and when they once get into this new field of making our cities more

beautiful — a field which is really closest to their natural bent, they ought to

accomplish wonders.” Men, she suggested, “too often cannot see the moral is-

sues at stake” in the physical environment, partly because (as another female

reformer observed) they tended to reduce everything to economic values.25

The 1910s, then, framed a cooperative tension between women as “natural”

leaders and men as economic leaders. The female housekeepers, as urban de-

signers, believed their unique talents allowed them to see and modify the

moral properties inherent in the physical landscape. In their approach to

downtown improvements, they raised issues of community responsibility and

democratic citizenship. Their work was designed not only to upgrade the ap-

pearance of Main Street and make it safer and more prosperous, but also to

set higher standards of citizen participation.
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“Mothering a Municipality”
What did “Mothering a Municipality” involve? 26 In one 1913 newspaper

cartoon used to spur on a successful cleanup week, Chicago was depicted as

the “mother” of four dirty sons — named “streets,” “alleys,” “back yards,”

and “vacant lots” — all rounded up in the wash basin for a good annual

scrubbing (fig. 1.3). The cleanup day or week became a formulaic way for en-

ergetic women’s clubs to get their start in civic improvement. In these cam-

paigns, the business districts merited special consideration, for they had ac-

cumulated an astonishing mass of garbage, ash, dust, junk, and grime. In

Tampa, the women’s civic association “scoured and scrubbed the sidewalks

and bricks” and gave blue ribbon awards for the most spotless premises in the

business district. On occasion women appealed in vain for assistance from

their city council or watched city officials fail in their own cleanup day, before

stepping in, sometimes with their children in tow, to do the job themselves.

One civic club “ ‘made the dirt fly’ in a phenomenal, almost spectacular,

movement for municipal and civic betterment.”27

Presenting themselves as whirlwinds of reform, women initiated or en-

dorsed countless projects to beautify and regulate commercial districts, from

repairing street paving to sponsoring comprehensive city plans. They pushed

Figure 1.3 The cleanup campaign
often marked the entry of women’s
clubs into urban beautification.
Women tackled the accumulated
debris of the business district,
sometimes scrubbing the down-
town sidewalks themselves. They
also tried to get other cit izens
involved. This 1913 cartoon helped
citizens envision some of the 
tasks encompassed in “Mothering 
a Municipality.” (American City,
June 1913, 599.)
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for the removal of street poles and wires wherever possible and lobbied to in-

stall ornamental streetlights. On hiding “unsightly housekeeping things” such

as poles and pipes, one male author noted that “a woman would know how to

plan that, just as a woman first thought of broom closets and fold-in ironing

boards.” Women promoted the cleaning and landscaping of trash-filled alleys

and vacant lots to make them functional instead of sites for accumulating

garbage. Particularly impressive was how one Ohio club set an example by

transforming the rear yard of a dry-goods store from a junk-filled eyesore into

an appealing garden (fig. 1.4).28

The clubs made unpaved or poorly groomed business streets another top

priority, demanding proper paving or oil treatments to settle the dust. When

local men refused to oil the streets, the women’s club of Kinmundy, Illinois,

asked their Chicago sisters for help. The Chicago club’s president researched

the proper formula and reported that “the women expect to get out with the

brushes and cans and do the work.” On the East Coast, the Women’s Town

Improvement Association of Westport, Connecticut (and one in Massachu-

setts), laid and repaired sidewalks. And in Arkansas, the Woman’s Book Club

of Osceola filled the mudholes in their streets themselves, departing signifi-

cantly from literary pursuits.29

Street paving and cleaning out business yards affected commerce indi-

rectly, but women also regulated the explicitly commercial aspects of Main

Street life. They encouraged restrictions on billboards and business signs,

since advertising not only scarred the landscape but also broadcast text and

images that projected “flabby morals” and offended the city’s civic guardians.

To reform business practices that threatened public health, the clubs inspected

the display of foods for sale on Main Street — ever on the alert for sacks of

perishables left on the sidewalk or unscreened edibles in open sidewalk cases.

Women also plunged into policing the sites of commercial recreation in the

downtown — “those places of amusement where the young gather — dance

halls, skating rinks, picture shows, penny arcades, amusement parks, etc.”

Such places came “naturally under the domain of the woman officer.” Thus in

many areas of downtown commercial life, women (paid and unpaid) cast

themselves as inspectors and moral guardians. There was always the potential

for conflict with businesses fearing that the women’s actions bordered on boy-

cott and censorship, so most downtown housekeepers endeavored to be

“kind, tactful, firm and resourceful.” 30

Although downtown cleanup was in many ways becoming identified as



Figure 1.4 The women of an Ohio civic club were proud of their role in converting the back
lot of this dry-goods store from an eyesore (top) into a landscaped, attractive site (bottom).
Downtown housekeepers worked directly with business owners to persuade them to clear out
rear lots and alleys, change their signs, and contain their sidewalk clutter in sanitary dis-
plays. (American City, December 1913, 542.)
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women’s work, since businessmen and city officials could hardly avoid en-

countering beautification initiatives, they took note of the housekeepers’ goals

and accomplishments, even when they bristled at the interference. And

emerging urban design professionals, such as city planners, had their own rea-

sons for following the women’s campaigns closely.

Downtown Housekeepers and the Legitimation of City Planning
In the 1890s and the first years of the new century, public lectures and civic

revivals were favored ways for housekeepers to awaken among citizens “a

feeling of civic responsibility” for improving business districts.31 Sponsoring

these inspirational lectures by visiting civic planning experts, and leading

their own cleanups, club women began a grassroots process that helped, over

time, to legitimate the early city planners who lacked solid professional stand-

ing. From 1900 to 1920, most Americans were unfamiliar with the emerging

field of city planning; they were as skeptical of the role of outside consultants

as they were familiar with the civic work of women’s clubs. The women’s moral

commitment to beautification resonated deeply with the planners’ profes-

sional commitment to urban aesthetics, and these clubs were often the first to

insist on the need for national experts. Occasionally, especially in the earliest

years, they hired planners themselves.32 Far more often, they brought in

steady streams of speakers on municipal improvement and city planning to

address public gatherings, hoping to jolt residents into seeing their commu-

nities in new ways. Women in turn often dominated the audiences.33 They also

raised money, formed committees, and pushed their city administrators and

commercial clubs to hire consultants.

Elaborate week-long civic revivals ignited community awareness of the

moral stakes in downtown beautification.34 Successful revivals usually built

upon the joint sponsorship of women’s clubs, commercial clubs, and city gov-

ernment offices. Some civic revivalists hoped for a follow-up consulting job,

but more gave inspirational, educational lectures.35 Charles Zueblin, trained

as a minister and a sociologist, was an exceptionally popular inspirational

speaker. His substantial credentials included founding Northwestern Univer-

sity Settlement in 1892, joining the new University of Chicago Sociology De-

partment in 1894, and being elected president of the American League for

Civic Improvement in 1901. Between 1908 and 1910, Zueblin listed forty-five

engagements for civic lectures and revivals as a partial count of his speaking

activities, with most bookings involving multiple lectures. His ministerial

training enhanced his moral authority over civic life, yet he combined this
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with fact-filled, practical talks appreciated by a range of citizens. Outside of

his admiring circles, however, he had to confront skepticism, as revealed in an

editorial from Albany, New York: “Mr. Zueblin does not speak like an inhab-

itant of Mars or an impractical celestial idiot.” 36

Fort Wayne, Indiana, hosted one such revival in early June 1909, which fea-

tured powerful lectures by Zueblin and solidified public support for city plan-

ning. Each day Zueblin spoke at 2:30 and 8:00 p.m. at the Majestic Theater

downtown, with the evening talk preceded by a musical program. Thousands

attended his lectures, and hundreds were turned away. His topics included

“The Training of the Citizen” and “Harrisburg, a Typical Small City.” As a

result of the ferment, “the mayor declared himself heartily in accord with the

revival and announced himself a thorough convert to the creed of cvic [sic]

beauty.” 37 The strategic use of slides was critical to the success of these re-

vivals. Zueblin concluded “The Making of the City” with a slide of the street

leading up to the theater. Viewers could plainly see that large, unsightly holes

in the pavement were transformed by a downpour into mirrorlike pools that

reflected plainly the banners advertising the revival. “Need of improvement

could hardly have been more forcefully impressed,” noted one reporter, “and

the audience demonstrated that it saw the point by a storm of laughter and

merriment.” Through the catalyst of inspirational lectures and revivals, politi-

cians and public alike were “converted” to the beautification movement —

even the mundane challenge of street paving. On such fertile ground, consul-

tant Charles Mulford Robinson clinched a contract that week to provide Fort

Wayne with a city plan.38

Even as women’s clubs and other groups opened the doors of their cities to

the planners, the planners’ tenuous professional identity as outside experts

could become a heated topic of local debate. John Nolen’s 1923 appearance in

Lynn, Massachusetts, sparked the newspaper headline “Councillors Criticize

Planning Board for Paying ‘Expert’ to Lecture.” One councillor ridiculed the

slide lecture technique so effective in the Fort Wayne revival: “I heard the lec-

ture and I wouldn’t give three cents to hear another like it. . . . When he started

that illustrated lecture and the council chamber was darkened, one third of the

audience took a nap.” Another city father “expressed the opinion that the

board ‘should perform its own work without calling in professional men.’”

Even a city with a planning board — thus having established sympathy for

planning — could not agree upon the necessity of the professional, “expert”

consultant.39

By the 1910s, some big-city officials had become familiar with the planning
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consultants and their writings, but the majority of local leaders had not met

and were not even aware of the planners.40 When Bridgeport, Connecticut,

city leaders began a “lively” debate on John Nolen’s 1915 plan, for example, 

the arguing participants suddenly agreed that they actually knew little about

Nolen. “This whole dispute seems to be based on Nolen’s report,” one per-

son observed. “We ought to have some information as to who Nolen is. I do

not intend to speak disparagingly of him for I don’t know anything in his fa-

vor or against him.” John Nolen, by the time of his death in 1937, became the

most influential city planner of his era, known around the country in his own

right. But in the 1910s, it was often up to the women’s club, the local civic

league, or one small clique of businesspeople or city officials to introduce him.

The plans commissioned by these groups’ initiatives set the agenda for public

discussion, while others did not necessarily understand either the nature of

city planning or these outside “experts” who claimed to know so much about

their city. Even in 1924, the city manager of Columbus, Georgia, would explain

to a disappointed Nolen that his contract had not been approved because

there was no “popular demand for city planning,” and “comparatively few of

us saw the necessity of it.” The reaction against Nolen’s contract was “due

wholly to a lack of understanding of the people of your work.” 41 In such lo-

cal climates, the skills and track records of individual civic groups had signifi-

cant impact on receptiveness to planning consultants and their improvement

recommendations.

In many cases when women drove the sponsorship of a city plan, they ei-

ther chose to withdraw from the limelight or were written out of the official

history. In the small town of Lock Haven, Pennsylvania, the female Civic Club

raised $1,590 “to acquire a city plan for the Board of Trade.” From the start of

their civic improvement campaign, one reporter indicated, the women “en-

joyed the cooperation and support of a progressive, courteous city govern-

ment and of a wide-awake Board of Trade.” When John Nolen was hired in

1911 to produce the plan, he immediately confronted the ambiguity: was the

men’s commercial club in charge of the plan, or the women’s civic club? He

posed this question in a letter to Dora Merrill, president of the Civic Club.

Merrill replied, “The Board of Trade stands sponsor for the city plan although

the Civic Club is equally interested in the development of the town.” Merrill

assured Nolen that she would follow every step of his work “and shall do all

that I can personally and as president of the Civic Club to carry out your sug-

gestions.” She acknowledged that not all members of both organizations

backed him but reasoned that “morally” both stood behind him.42 Here was
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an example of how women’s clubs cooperated with men’s clubs, but as the

commercial aesthetics movement became absorbed into professional city

planning and citywide planning commissions, the women’s groups adopted

behind-the-scenes roles.

As events unfolded in Lock Haven, the support of the Civic Club proved to

be far more solid than that of the Board of Trade. When a new president took

charge of the Board of Trade, it was Merrill who paid him a visit to make sure

that he was behind city planning. She reassured Nolen that the Civic Club

would follow her lead in keeping their concerns before the board’s president.

Telling Nolen to “cheer up,” Merrill explained, “I am not ‘big’ . . . but I am a

good fighter.” Nolen acknowledged in his reply that he had “relied” upon the

women’s club but was still “not so sure of the Board of Trade.” Ultimately he

issued his report to both organizations.43 Nolen saw clearly that Merrill and

the club women, while publicly deferring to the Board of Trade, were morally

devoted to city planning.

This crusading spirit so evident among female civic improvers was useful

to the early city planners, and it was so effective that women achieved leader-

ship positions that from some angles were interchangeable with male leader-

ship. When a district official of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs

(GFWC) spoke in Lock Haven, she congratulated the audience on the fact 

that women had taken part in the city beautification movement. In her city, 

by contrast, “the get-together meeting was composed of all masculines, who

went off and enjoyed a banquet, leaving the women at home.” Nolen knew

that “one man[,] red-hot on a subject, can save a city. It is equally true of one

woman.”44 Yet the limits to that leadership were also evident: women’s groups

in the first dozen or so years of the century engaged often in unrecognized

work in politics and public work in the streets. The GFWC official felt com-

pelled to tell her audience in her municipal housekeeping speech that she was

not a suffragette. The lines between “political” and “civic” were defined in 

the course of improvement campaigns and set the terms for “mothering a

municipality.”

Even though professional planners often depended upon the women’s

groups, their own official record sometimes erased the role of women’s clubs

who championed city planning. Indeed, planners sometimes saw ignoring

these groups as essential to achieving their goals. When in 1912 Colorado

Springs published Charles Mulford Robinson’s General Plan for the Improve-

ment of Colorado Springs, the city’s women’s clubs received no special ac-

knowledgment in the published plan, which became the official history. The
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Woman’s Civic League claimed credit through other channels, however, for

initiating and doggedly pursuing city planning in Colorado Springs, in the

face of the city fathers’ indifference. Mary Beard’s version in Woman’s Work in

Municipalities recounted how the city’s Civic League and Woman’s Club ob-

tained city funding for a comprehensive city plan and how “at their further in-

stigation” Robinson was actually hired. After the report’s publication, the

women had to relentlessly urge upon inattentive city fathers “the wisdom of

adherence to the plan.” American City lauded the women’s initiative in secur-

ing money and their influence in City Hall.45

Moreover, the Civic League’s quarterly Bulletin recalled that, since the

group’s inception in 1909, a comprehensive city plan had been its first prior-

ity. With help from the Chamber of Commerce, the Civic League had hosted

speakers like John Nolen and Charles Zueblin. They found that “the subject

we have brought up arouses more discussion and heated argument than any-

thing that has heretofore interested the city,” and they succeeded in pushing

the mayor and city council to pass a resolution to employ an expert landscape

architect. In March of 1911, the Bulletin’s editorial went out on a limb, criticiz-

ing the politicians’ and businessmen’s inactivity, and in October, despite the

claim of the commissioner of public works that “he believes in city planning,”

the resolution to hire an expert still languished.46

But the Civic League pressed on in 1912, framing an argument that would

stay at the forefront of battles over downtown reform — that the city fathers

could not rise above entrenched self-interest to see the common good as

women did. To avoid carrying out a comprehensive plan, they claimed, was a

“selfish” act undermining the city’s prospects. The women believed that a plan

would not simply provide a framework for improving the physical city but

would serve the further purpose of “drawing us all together in a close bond of

common purpose.” A plan, they explained, would lead to “welding the vari-

ous interests of the community into a whole.” The city fathers needed to see

that the consensual work of city planning was worth the potential sacrifice of

self-interest. The Civic Center that the women agitated for symbolized the in-

clusive coming together facilitated by planning. Once Robinson submitted his

plan, the Civic League continued to prod the city fathers, urging publication

of the plan and proposing the permanent city planning commission. With

representation on the city’s new commission secured, the Civic League chose

to disband its own City Planning Committee because it believed it had finally

convinced others to take up its city beautification agenda.47
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Citizenship and the Civic Value of Commercial Space
Despite this kind of official obscurity in the pre- and postsuffrage years,

women asserted moral authority over Main Street aesthetics and used the

downtown landscape to teach lessons in citizenship. Certainly, well-organized

and polished agitation against the “selfish” interests of the city fathers could

command considerable attention. A new Woman’s Club in Leesburg, Virginia,

used a less sophisticated pantomime show in 1912 to launch a clean-streets

campaign and civic rally. The details, as described for American City, educated

the audience about the moral character of civic work and the downtown

landscape:

The first [scene] showed a village street — the pavement and gutters lit-

tered with papers, orange peel and peanut shells — boxes and barrels on

the sidewalk, and old pieces of dirty meat hanging in front of the butcher

shop. A big basket marked “For Waste Paper and Trash” stood at the street

corner. Along this street loitered a score of people representing the village

population: the business man, the butcher boy, the nursemaid, two colored

boys, two colored girls, the old farmer in town for the day, and a group of

school children; and all of them as they sauntered along threw more waste

into the street. The school children scattered banana skins and orange peel,

and everyone threw down bits of paper, utterly disregarding the public

waste basket.

This realistic depiction, wrote one spectator, met with howls of delight from

the audience.

A big poster proclaimed the scene as: “Before the Town Improvement

League and the League of Good Citizenship came to our town.”

The “After” scene showed the same street perfectly clean, the same

people walked along, but carefully threw all their waste into the public re-

ceptacle. After the program, the audience dispersed, enthusiastic over the

possibility of clean streets in Leesburg.

The message was clear: all citizens, not just voting citizens, not just men and

city officials, but everyone from “colored” boys and girls to the businessman,

had responsibilities if the community expected to achieve a “perfectly clean”

street.48 The middle-class women who staged the event were themselves ab-

sent from the pantomime; they were (as in politics) behind the scenes writing

the script, thereby setting the new aesthetic and moral standards that they,
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presumably, did not need to learn. However, they were now positioned to

teach the entire town about these values.

Through such demonstrations, as well as through the penalties and prizes

described earlier, women believed “the slovenly citizen would be taught the

error of his ways” and the downtown would be redeemed. The historical

record is full of cases in which men claimed that they had learned the moral

lessons of urban beautification. J. Horace McFarland, president of the Amer-

ican Civic Association, for example, was often credited with being “the man

who made over Harrisburg, Pennsylvania.” He declined that honor, point-

ing out that “it was the women of Harrisburg who dinned and dinned into 

our ears until at last we men got ashamed of our laziness and selfishness 

as citizens.” 49 Men’s selfishness, especially businessmen’s selfishness and self-

promotion, contrasted with the women’s club view that “by civics, we mean all

work that benefits the city as a whole, and that helps every person in the city,

high and low, rich and poor, fortunate and unfortunate.” 50 Mrs. T. J. Bowlker

of the Women’s Municipal League of Boston made the contrast explicit: “The

interests of men are divergent; property interests, and the interests of personal

success drive the different classes of men far asunder, but the interests of

women are convergent, and bring all classes close together.” Civic improve-

ment, to these women, represented a particular democratic ideal based upon

the principle of bringing together divergent private interests into a common

bond and agenda. Where men stood divided by respect for private property,

women (as demonstrated in Leesburg) wished to instill respect for public

property.51

Given such goals of enhancing citizenship, it is a revealing irony that most

of the characters in Leesburg’s 1912 pantomime, as well as the sponsors — the

children, African Americans, and women — could not vote.52 Lurking behind

this kind of women’s civic activism was the question of how it related to suf-

frage. Was this training in citizenship a preparation for responsible suffrage,

or a substitution for it? Speakers on municipal housekeeping, aware of how

their agitation for reform might be read, were often quick to distinguish their

civic improvement campaigns from their position for or against women’s

rights or suffrage. Zona Gale (then chair of GFWC’s Civic Department) viewed

with cynicism the cooperative relationship that voluntary women’s clubs

cultivated with city officials precisely because of women’s nonvoting status.

Women and city officials, she wrote, could always accomplish “remedial, pal-

liative things” or begin “big things” cooperatively. But ultimately, “there is

only one direct means of cooperation between women’s clubs and city offi-
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cials — the franchise for women.” Gale found that when women turned over

their initiatives to the management of city government, which was often their

goal, they watched helplessly as their project “became immediately one more

prize in the spoils politics of the city.” A 1914 display constructed for educa-

tional exhibitions echoed Gale’s point in a more blunt fashion: on the left a

model showed city streets overflowing with garbage. On the right, under the

heading “When Women Have Votes,” the garbage disappeared.53

Most downtown housekeepers, however, carefully declared that civic in-

volvement was not the same as politics, and they believed that the difference

was what made them powerful. In a sense, it is also what made their work tran-

sitional. The Civic League of Terre Haute, Indiana, stated that its aim was the

improvement of the city, which it would accomplish “without in any way en-

tering into politics.” The General Federation of Women’s Clubs came late to

support suffrage, not endorsing it until its 1914 convention after enthusiasm

had grown among local organizations.54 These women’s clubs proposed and

lobbied for legislation, fought for the enforcement of local ordinances, and

got voters to the polls for their favored causes, all the while excusing them-

selves from “politics.”

Women’s depoliticization of their own campaigns ironically enabled men’s

groups to more easily take up the task of civic improvement, often after ordi-

nances were passed, demonstration projects were under way, city officials at

least had their eyes opened, and the new standards had been brought to the

public’s attention. Commercial organizations such as boards of trade and

chambers of commerce were supposed to stay out of politics too, for fear of

appearing to meddle as special interest groups. Like the civic leagues, some

commercial groups put these prohibitions in their constitutions or bylaws.

One commercial executive announced in 1914, “The general interpretation

that civic affairs are public affairs, not politics, means emancipation from the

old idea that commercial bodies should keep out of anything that smacked of

politics.” Women’s urban activism had defined civics as “public affairs, not

politics” — paving the way for business interests to take on the civic cause of

the “public good.” 55

Despite the rhetoric of democratic citizenship promoted by women’s

groups, their efforts to upgrade and regulate Main Street revealed other les-

sons of limited citizenship (besides their own lack of full suffrage). Launching

a cleanup campaign in Salisbury, North Carolina, for example, the white-only

Women’s Civic Club “recognized that its success extended only to the bound-

aries of the negro quarter.” The club became sensitized to the racial bound-
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aries of cleanup and resolved the matter by organizing a Colored Women’s

Civic League for the African American community.56

Nor did beautification strategies apply to all Main Street businesses equally.

In deciding whom to target, downtown housekeepers revealed their own

moral judgments about what did and did not constitute an eyesore or an un-

acceptable practice. The disputes over illuminated projecting signs, for ex-

ample, made certain types of business less welcome than others. As one pro-

ponent of sign regulation put it, “the class of business which uses these signs

as an advertising medium is not a class of business which conduces to general

commercial prosperity. . . . they are chiefly used by establishments open at

night; in other words, cafes, cigar-stores, theaters, nickelodeons, dance-halls,

saloons, pool rooms, bowling alleys, photograph booths and the like.” The

campaigns against merchants who obstructed the sidewalks also constrained

certain businesses more harshly than others. In Lincoln, Nebraska, when an

ordinance passed that banned the fruit vendors and shoe shiners who leased

sidewalk space from abutting owners, it was fought by “those foreign-born

citizens and others whom it affected the most.” They insisted that earlier gen-

erations of Lincoln businesses had enjoyed a tradition of using sidewalks to

display their goods, but Nebraska’s Supreme Court ruled against them. Just

because previous merchants had used the sidewalks, the court found, it did

not follow that the city intended to lease the public sidewalk space “to unde-

sirable persons who used the walks to cry out their business or vociferously of-

fer their services.” Loud, undignified, “undesirable persons” — most of whom

were foreign-born — were targeted in this campaign to protect the “public’s”

claim to the sidewalk and “improve” the Main Street landscape.57

Ordinances to regulate municipal aesthetics not only differentiated among

classes of business and merchants but sometimes singled out particular

downtown populations for exclusion or inclusion as well. At its 1899 meet-

ing, Denver’s female City Improvement Society was especially proud of its

downtown progress, including an antispitting crusade, in which it placed

placards in stores, on public buildings, on telegraph poles, and in every street-

car. Their “unceasing agitation” resulted in the passage of an ordinance

against spitting. But one casualty of the women’s campaign for a decorative

iron fence around the post office was a group of men who had congregated at

that location. The society’s secretary admired “the beauty of the fence in con-

trast to the row of men who daily sat on the coping and who incessantly

smoked, chewed and spit to the disgust of every right-minded passer-by.” In
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the name of beautification and cleanliness, such undesirable types were moved

away from public downtown places.58

Thus might a democratic rhetoric of inclusive citizenship, beautification,

and the public interest also hide real practices of exclusion. Such exclusions

confirmed the perception held by many that downtowns in the 1910s, despite

the inclusive rhetoric, were inherently middle-class and wealthy places. In this

light, the new commercial aesthetics were seen as fundamentally bourgeois,

carrying on the traditions of nineteenth-century urban public spaces such as

parks, where the middle classes hoped to bring together a broad range of cit-

izens, mostly to mold and educate them in proper middle-class behavior.59

Municipal housekeepers were fully aware that their vision of responsible

citizenship also enriched the economic potential of the City Beautiful move-

ment. Mary Beard explained that “city planning moreover has an economic

value even when it is confined to beauty.” Those “artistic” street lamps not

only looked better and reduced crime, but they also attracted retail trade 

to Main Street at night. Women also gained experience in urban real estate

during these years, by renting, owning, and managing their club quarters,

women’s lunchrooms, comfort stations for rural women and travelers, li-

braries, and settlement houses. Women obviously knew that a clean and beau-

tiful downtown drew tourists and investors. Yet, the housekeepers chose not

to foreground economic value, because it was precisely the obstacle of private

self-interest they felt they had to overcome.60 Instead of boosting investment,

as mayors and businessmen were wont to do, they boosted citizenship.

When commercial housekeepers of the turn of the century moved into the

background of downtown beautification efforts, it proved that they had won

their campaign — at least in one important way. They had tried to get their

fellow citizens not only to take their efforts seriously but also to share respon-

sibility for enhancing civic life and public property. Many improvement clubs

from the start had worked toward their own dissolution, intending that city

government and other associations would take over their programs. Busi-

nesspeople, city officials, and the new city planning profession adopted the

housekeepers’ downtown beautification agenda — streetlights, eliminating

the pole and wire “evil,” cleaning and paving, and comprehensive planning.

All were incorporated into the standard strategies of Main Street investors

during the 1910s. “Beauty,” a Saturday Evening Post reporter announced, “is

described as the new business tool.” 61

As men’s commercial organizations declared their newfound commitment
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to civic work during these years, they accepted the criticism that they had

neglected such duties in the past, even wearing this confession like a badge 

of honor. The former president of the Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce

claimed that “increasing numbers of people in America are coming to believe

that chambers of commerce and business bodies generally have a very great

obligation toward, and duty in connection with, civic problems.” In his 1915

history of American chambers of commerce, Kenneth Sturges traced the in-

stitution’s evolution “from a business organization to a civic agency.” Impor-

tantly, he noted that the phrase “civic interests” had recently been added to

the “financial, commercial, and industrial interests” named in the national

organization’s bylaws. The American Civic Association in 1915 encouraged lo-

cal commercial organizations in their trend toward “seeing and assuming”

their “large responsibility for initiating and carrying out important civic im-

provement undertakings.” 62

When mayors and businessmen “converted” to the civic righteousness of

improved paving and lighting and commercial aesthetics, they did so on their

own terms. The City Beautiful proved to be something quite different in the

hands of politicians, businessmen, and planners from what it was in the hands

of Main Street housekeepers. With a nod to civic pride and the democratic

ideals of civic centers, city leaders and planners seized on the promised in-

crease in downtown property values. As one observer explained, the mayor of

Birmingham, Alabama, “believes in the ‘city beautiful,’ not as a fad, nor a sen-

timent even, but as a business proposition. He believes it will enhance the

property values of the city and that the work will prove to be a paying invest-

ment.” 63 The 1915 history of chambers of commerce concluded that “the full

value of the economic arguments in favor of civic improvement is thus ap-

parent.” Not surprisingly, business organizations expected to achieve public

service through “selfish” motivations as well as “true civic loyalty.” One head-

line called this conversion “The ‘Commercializing’ of Civic Movements.” 64

But the key to understanding women’s activism as urban designers at the

turn of the century is to recognize their initiative in defining a realm for them-

selves in setting commercial standards, cooperating with defensive city offi-

cials and businessmen, and then relinquishing that initiative once their civic

values appeared to have caught on. Women achieved recognition for their

leadership in the early 1910s, just as their agenda found other sponsors and

their activism became less pressing. Women did not disappear suddenly from

urban design, of course, but their participation changed. Increasingly in the

1920s they secured paid work as inspectors, planning librarians, secretaries for
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city planning commissions, and staff in the burgeoning consulting profes-

sions.65 Women’s voluntary groups continued to monitor downtown beauti-

fication, but in more supportive and secondary roles. In 1931 the League of

Women Voters of West Hartford, Connecticut, passed a resolution approving

of the creation of an architectural jury, “whose duty it would be to pass upon

the exterior design and appearance of buildings erected in the business area.”

Professionalization provided educated women with some opportunities in

city planning, as well as in related municipal reform fields such as social work

and government. Hester Jaeger continued her position as executive secretary

of the San Diego Civic Association after her marriage in 1929, despite the fact,

as she wrote John Nolen, that her husband “wanted me to give up working

and stay at home and be a nice little housewife.” 66 In planning and urban de-

sign, though, by the 1920s, women no longer received credit for originating

the city beautification agenda and taking the lead through their clubs.

The accomplishments of downtown housekeepers would not only secure

the successes of professional planners and open the doors of civic work to

businessmen in the early twentieth century. In pushing forward the transfor-

mation of the downtown based on standards of beauty and women’s work, the

women’s groups also created enduring problems for the men who carried on

their efforts.

“Pink Ribbons on Lampposts”: 
Feminine Frills and the Commercial Landscape
In 1914 a Bridgeport, Connecticut, newspaper headline announced the

arrival of planner John Nolen but insisted, “Nolen’s Assistants Not Going to

‘Tie Pink Baby Ribbon’ on Every Telegraph Pole.” 67 As city planners assumed

greater professional responsibility for downtown improvement in the 1910s,

in partnership with their business and government sponsors, they loudly and

self-consciously sought to distance themselves from the women housekeepers

who in so many instances had validated planners’ first efforts. Even though

women activists deliberately relinquished their leadership roles in commercial

beautification, the transition to male professionals was nonetheless marked in

this decade by a public squabble about whether planners were trying to fem-

inize the business district.

Most vociferously, planners ridiculed the threat of a feminized commercial

landscape. During these insecure years of their profession, as planning con-

sultants fought for legitimacy, they distinguished their own recommendations

from those ideas’ roots in municipal housekeeping and downplayed their
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debt to women’s clubs for opening doors to them. These roots proved to be 

a liability, because critics could too easily defeat reforms by challenging the

masculinity of the civic designers and their downtown improvement goals

(see fig. 1.5).68

The contest for the masculine legitimacy of the urban planning field, then,

did not occur between male professionals and female club women. Rather, the

tension emerged between men’s organizations. On one side stood the profes-

sional consultants and their allies, and on the other side those unsympathetic

businessmen and city officials who saw planning as a usurpation of individual

initiative and property rights, as well as inappropriate outside interference

Figure 1.5 Because women had assumed leadership roles in setting new standards for com-
mercial districts, the city planners, business leaders, and other allies who took over the
women’s campaigns had to defend themselves against accusations that they were feminizing
the downtown landscape (by symbolically tying pink ribbons on the lampposts). This car-
toon, a gendered critique of the City Beautiful, appeared on the front page of the Philadel-
phia Record on April 8, 1908, in response to the mayor’s surprise call for civic improvements.
(Courtesy of Jon Farnham.)
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with policymaking. Such critics cried “Confiscation!” of rights and property

when asked to bury utility wires. After years of such struggles, Nolen lamented

to fellow planners that the most “indispensable” participants, “the so-called

business interests and the men who control city governments, are either an-

tagonistic to the beautiful in cities or at best don’t care about it.” 69

Critics indeed found the Beautiful in City Beautiful to be a vulnerable pres-

sure point. They attacked early city planning as not just grandiose and im-

practical in its vision but as effeminate — preoccupied with “cosmetic” and

superficial changes. In 1928 one writer recalled that only a decade earlier, “the

words ‘city beautiful’ gave rise to gibes. The movement was regarded as im-

practicable, useless, unnecessary and extravagant. People thought of gera-

nium boxes in front yards and pink ribbons on lamp-posts. Practical men dis-

trusted the love of beauty as being mere sentiment. Besides the movement

seemed to consist of putting a pleasing front on what was otherwise mean and

monotonous — a sort of municipal cosmetic. The idea was to scatter about a

few imposing public buildings, fountains and statues.” 70 The attacks singled

out both City Beautiful’s grandiose and mundane street-level characteristics,

with the mundane condemned as feminine sentiment and adornment. As late

as 1921, the secretary of the Johnstown, Pennsylvania, City Planning Commis-

sion felt compelled to explain that the city’s plan “does not mean ‘tying pink

ribbons on lamp posts.’” 71 The women’s clubs had created the basis for these

perceptions, which planners simultaneously built upon and repudiated.

The “gibes” aimed to discredit reforms by questioning the planners’ mas-

culinity (and, subtly, their heterosexual credentials) as well as their develop-

ment agenda. One city planner recalled taking his proposal for a new bridge

before a community leader of a western town. The “substantial citizen” re-

sponded by saying, “Oh you fellows make me tired. . . . Let us build our bridge,

and then if you want to come along and put a few rosettes and Cupids on it,

go to it — I don’t care.” 72

On the defensive, planners rallied to deny links with what skeptics color-

fully described as a feminizing adornment agenda for Main Street, hoping in-

stead to redefine beautification in more palatable business terms, such as en-

hanced land values and advertising appeal. Nolen “confessed” that “many of

those interested in city planning are afraid of the discussion of ‘the beauti-

ful’ in connection with the city plan.” He estimated that in the first fourteen

meetings of the National Conference on City Planning, the organization had

“never ventured to put upon its program any topic bearing directly upon the

beauty of the city as a whole.” 73 Planners seized on the image of tying pink
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ribbons on lampposts precisely to illustrate the absurdity of the accusations.74

Instead of pink ribbons, they countered, beautification meant efficiency and

utility and, especially, improved property values. In 1911 a St. Paul, Minnesota,

paper quoted another defender of planning: “the idea of beautifying the city

proposed by the city plan does not contemplate tying pink ribbons to the

lamp posts and petitioning the park board to plant a few flowers in Rice Park.

It means rather the enhancing of real estate values and making the city attrac-

tive to the traveler.” 75 Land values, not pretty ribbons, were at stake.

By the late 1920s, the pioneering role of women activists in urban beauti-

fication was largely forgotten. Indeed, it became easier to acknowledge and

take stock of the previous generation’s defensiveness over the feminine roots

of beautification.76 One 1928 observer remembered that “the term [City Beau-

tiful] was not altogether a success, for in red-blooded he-man America, the

word beautiful still had the connotation of femininity. I think, however, we are

outgrowing that rather crude stage of masculinism. We are being educated up

to the point where we can feel that it is not a disgrace for masculine citizens to

believe in beauty.” A 1920s public relations bulletin for Dallas’s Kessler plan re-

vealed that “some of our civic leaders have been afraid to speak of ‘beauty’ for

fear someone would make fun of them or think them weak and effeminate.

Even some of our city planners had an idea that you must not speak the words,

‘civic beauty,’ or ‘civic attractiveness’ when talking with big, brawny Tex-

ans.” 77 Since city planning had achieved security as a design profession, the

pink-ribbon critique had lost its potency.

This story of how downtown beautification became “commercialized” il-

luminates how the commercial space of Main Street became invested with

civic values of the public good in the first place and why by the 1920s it was

not housekeepers but businessmen and their consultants who were the guard-

ians of that value. In that decade, men could safely mention beauty partly be-

cause “slowly but surely the country is awakening to its economic value.” 78

The new vision of commerce, found in the dignified, managed, Main Street

retail corridor, was no longer rooted primarily in the moral and civic values

promoted by the women’s clubs but in the economic and advertising values of

downtown businessmen and the other brokers of what historian William

Leach has called this “land of desire.” Some have bemoaned Main Street’s

twentieth-century history as the commercialization of a once public realm.

Yet it is really the public and civic nature of downtown that requires explana-

tion, as undertaken in this chapter and the next, not its commercial nature.
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As the downtown housekeepers demonstrated, it was the hybrid public-

private nature of urban commercial life — the evident intermingling of cul-

tural and commercial — that so often provided the space for mobilizing

competing visions of the future and for contesting values such as civic re-

sponsibility and citizenship. This was true of Main Street during the Progres-

sive era, and it remained true throughout the twentieth century. The charac-

teristics of lampposts, lunch counters, storefronts, garbage cans, and parking

lots were thus politicized in ways that embodied some of the most heated and

controversial value choices confronting Americans in the twentieth century,

whether those choices involved gender roles, racial segregation and integra-

tion, or the threat to capitalism posed by the 1930s depression.

Turning to consider how local businessmen and their consultants adapted

the housekeepers’ vision and promoted a new kind of Main Street investment,

the next chapter (like this one) follows not only the key players, such as plan-

ners Charles Mulford Robinson and John Nolen, but also a range of partici-

pants who may not have previously been recognized as urban designers. In

chapter 2 the contributions of the anonymous commercial artists who “fixed”

up Main Street in postcards are examined alongside the downtown improve-

ment strategies put forward by famous planners.
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P O ST C A R D S  A N D  T H E  B U S I N E S S  O F  P L A N N I NG

MA I N S T R E E T2
If the panoramic watercolor renderings of City Beautiful reports cap-

tured the grandiose schemes of that movement, then ordinary Main

Street postcards embodied the beautification approach promoted

first by the municipal housekeepers and then by the planners and

businessmen who carried the women’s designs well into the twenti-

eth century. Behind the grand and alluring renderings, City Beauti-

ful era planning reports themselves proposed mundane downtown

improvements very similar to those enacted in postcards when artists

altered and “beautified” Main Street photographs. Together, the

postcards and city plans of the early twentieth century articulated a

new commercial vision — a dense streetscape of entrepreneurs pre-

siding over a managed, simplified, and beautified retail corridor. As

businessmen and planners popularized downtown beautification

and broadened the support for its implementation, they commer-

cialized the civic values held by the women’s clubs. This newly digni-

fied though modest commercial order (based as it was on the trans-

formations of usually uninspiring objects like street curbs and utility

poles) proved to be a surprisingly powerful and long-lasting force in

downtown investment. The Progressive era’s Main Street ideal dom-

inated urban commerce, though of course it was modified according

to the challenges of coming decades (unpredictable growth in the

1920s, collapsed land values in the 1930s, and ongoing suburbani-

zation), until a new generation of investors tossed it all out for a dif-

ferent commercial order — a new kind of monumentality and de-

struction known in the 1950s as urban renewal. In the colorized,

mass-produced Main Street postcard, downtown improvers had

found an incomparably compelling statement of the commercial

beautification agenda.

Walker Evans, the photographer who admired downtown’s “beau-

tiful mess,” had a passion for collecting Main Street postcards. Writ-

ing in 1948, Evans found the postcards of his day to be decidedly in-
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ferior to turn-of-the-century cards. The old cards offered accurate insight into

the true character of Main Street, or so he believed: “For postcards are now in

an aesthetic slump from which they may never recover. . . . Gone is all feeling

for actual appearance of street, of lived architecture, or of human mien. In the

early-century days color photography was of course in its infancy. Cards were

usually made from black-and-white photographs subsequently tinted by

hand lithography. Withal, the best ones achieved a fidelity and restraint that

most current color-photography printers have yet to match — notably in

flesh tints and the rendering of patina and the soft tones of town buildings and

streets.” He acclaimed the old postcards as “honest, direct little pictures,”

their surfaces containing “some of the truest visual records ever made of any

period.” But how could hand-tinted lithographs achieve more “fidelity” or

“feeling for actual appearances” than 1940s color photographs? Evans, who

understood the subjectivity of the images on which postcards were based, was

not so naive as to think that postcards literally replicated past urban land-

scapes. The shooting angle, the framing, and the cropping all contributed to

the fiction of photography. Yet he insisted that the postcards offered “a well-

nigh perfect record of place.” 1

In the early decades of the twentieth century, creating a new, beautified vi-

sion of the American downtown through postcards and civic plans became an

obsession of Main Street businesses, city leaders, and investors. Thus the

“place” mentioned by Evans and illuminated in the postcards was not a brick-

and-mortar location but rather a territory within Americans’ imaginations, a

hopeful vision of urban commerce transformed. Based on photographic neg-

atives, the postcard images were altered by artists and hand colored to present

the desired view. The creation of the cards enacted the very same Main Street

enhancement schemes that urban designers and city leaders had started to

dream about, and they documented Americans’ ideals of how their beautified

central business districts should appear in a new commercial order.

As Evans understood, postcards did not replicate the city but “fixed the im-

ages” of the business district’s physical landscape — the brick buildings, trol-

ley cars, and pavement.2 Hundreds of millions of these softly colored cards

changed hands in the early twentieth century and shaped (“fixed”) popu-

lar conceptions of Main Street USA. In one postcard after another, meticu-

lous alterations were made to achieve the Main Street ideal. With tiny paint

brushes, artists touched up photographs to repair broken-down sidewalks, to

remove offending utility poles or signs, and to pave streets — improving the

streets’ physical realities. In these ways, the postcard artists labored in the field
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of municipal housekeeping. Through commercial means, they brought to an

unprecedented national audience the beautification strategies of the women’s

civic improvement campaigns.3

The postcards and city plans were themselves artifacts of the Progressive

era.4 They reflected the commitment of business groups, city leaders, and de-

sign professionals to remake and promote the downtown as an ordered, reg-

ulated, dignified civic destination. It was a vision that downplayed the indi-

vidual self-interest criticized by the housekeepers yet simultaneously sold the

retail corridor. Optimistic and forward-looking, the postcards and plans de-

scribed a commercial “place” improved according to these new downtown

standards. Both laid out strategies for upgrading current conditions and lent

credibility to the potential for a transformed urban commercial order. Both

relied heavily on visual strategies to set these standards and establish a new

Main Street ideal for America. Combining advertising, business, art, and a

modest improvement agenda, they promoted complementary ways of per-

ceiving and investing in the downtown, during the years when advertising was

a novel, cutting-edge retailing strategy. The literally down-to-earth cleanup

approach tackled by the postcards and plans was an elaboration of the Main

Street investment agenda established by the housekeepers. It was in the post-

cards that the link between downtown improvements and advertising reached

its fullest fruition — in the purposeful manufacture and dissemination of the

image of a streetscape of entrepreneurs presiding over a beautified commer-

cial corridor.

The potential for postcards to concretely demonstrate the effects of

proposed urban improvements was recognized by urban designers. Planner

Charles Mulford Robinson described the mutually reinforcing qualities of

postcards and plans in his 1913 report for Raleigh, North Carolina. After con-

demning the familiar “curse of poles and wires,” Robinson observed, “It is in-

terestingly significant that among the colored postal cards showing views of

Raleigh, the card illustrating Fayetteville Street, shows it with wires and poles

removed.” For Robinson, the postcard legitimated his planning recommen-

dation, and because the card was provided to him by the Chamber of Com-

merce, it implied that the city’s business leadership already approved of that

beautification.5 In local politics, advocates of even modest Main Street im-

provement programs usually met with some resistance, as the women’s clubs’

endeavors did. But in a postcard, one could implement the same changes

without encountering objection, in order to demonstrate the power of a new

model of urban commerce.
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As the city fathers and their consultants adopted the housekeepers’ beau-

tification agenda, they redefined civic improvement by amplifying the eco-

nomic and advertising values of cleaning up and reordering the downtown.

The result was a national investment strategy motivated by the vision of a new

Main Street — a dignified and simplified retail corridor, as opposed to the ex-

isting chaotic hodgepodge of individualistic storefronts, their conflicting and

intrusive promotional strategies, and their inattention to the deplorable con-

dition of the business district environment. Businesspeople reformulated the

housekeeping agenda to promote modest yet transformative downtown im-

provements with long-term impact. Both the postcard enhancements and the

planning recommendations promoted Main Street as a unified, harmonious

retail destination, one managed by businesses able to reach beyond their

selfish differences and grasp their shared economic (and civic) interests.

Local Businessmen and Outside “Experts” Remake Main Street
The harmonious vision of cooperative enterprise, applicable as it was to

virtually all American communities, found a remarkable resonance that helps

explain why even today we recognize the appeal of such a Main Street con-

cept. Yet this powerful national ideal gained character and finer definition as

it was tossed about in local politics, as well as between national consultants

and local business leaders. The new American Main Street took shape as the

groups that claimed responsibility for commercial aesthetics — particularly

the planners and designers, businesspeople, and city officials — negotiated

their differences and working relationships. As they debated the details of

sidewalk obstacles and projecting signs, they wrestled over the nature of ur-

ban commerce, namely, the tensions between individual entrepreneurial as-

pirations and the newly prominent cooperative ethos. The complementary

investment strategies promoted by Main Street postcards and city plans were

achieved in the context of not only the more convergent interests of national-

level planning and postcard consultants, but also amid shifting local alliances

and conflicts. Before turning to elaborate upon the specific improvements

that constituted the Main Street ideal, let’s consider how the plans and post-

cards came to express such similar visions of urban commerce, as well as the

controversies over these visions among downtown interest groups.

The postcards and plans shared many characteristics of production and

sponsorship that contributed to their mutually reinforcing, national agendas

of commercial improvement. Both were produced by national consultant-

experts based in major cities in conjunction with local sponsors. In the case of
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postcards, clients sent photographs to postcard companies, where artists de-

signed the final product. Alternatively, company salespeople traveled from

city to city, taking photographs and persuading local merchants to order and

sell the view cards.6 The Detroit Publishing Company, a business renowned

for its quality products, provided its salespeople with a specially outfitted rail-

road car. Either the field salespeople or the clients conveyed their instructions

(which varied greatly in the level of detail) to the company artists (see fig. 2.1).

The Curt Teich Printing Company was one of the nation’s largest and longest-

operating postcard manufacturers. In its first decades, beginning around 1910,

Curt Teich had 20 full-time artists employed to paint at its plant in Chicago.

This number climbed as high as 150 during the 1930s and 1940s, Teich’s peak

Figure 2.1 The clients of the Curt Teich postcard company often sent instructions, which be-
came part of the company’s client files. These folders also recorded information about the
postcard sponsor, the quantity and type of card ordered, and a log of the hours the card spent
in various stages of production. The sponsor for this 1945 postcard of Hendersonville, North
Carolina, requested that the Main Street photograph be altered in detailed ways relating to
the color of buildings and street objects, the legibility of store signs, and the removal of
street poles and wires, overhanging lights, parked trucks, and the “boys standing at right in
huddle.” Working with or without such detailed instructions, the artists employed an array
of Main Street improvements that remained standard practice into the 1950s. (Courtesy of
Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives, card no. 5BH166.)
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production years. These employees were art-school trained, but they have not

received the professional recognition enjoyed by other commercial artists for

the style and innovation they brought to their alterations. Curt Teich printed

more local view and advertising postcards than any other firm in the country,

exemplifying the significant role of the postcard industry in commercial

beautification and the larger dynamic of Main Street investment.7 Many of 

the company’s client files have survived, documenting correspondence with

clients alongside the artistic transformation of photographs into postcards.8

Two national-level urban designers — John Nolen (1869–1937) and Charles

Mulford Robinson (1869–1917) — dominated the planning consultant busi-

ness in the early decades of the century, producing their reports in coop-

eration with local sponsors to shape commercial goals for cities around the

country. These planners drew heavily on the fields of landscape architecture,

architecture, and engineering.9 Robinson is regarded as the most articulate

publicist of the City Beautiful. He held thirty-five consulting jobs and pub-

lished 25 reports, 3 books, and 100 articles. Before embarking in 1899 on a

nearly twenty-year career in city improvement, Robinson worked in journal-

ism (although he later trained in landscape architecture).10 From the mid-

1910s to the late 1920s, John Nolen directed one of the largest consulting prac-

tices in his field. He completed 450 contracts, including 62 comprehensive

plans, 20 regional studies, and 33 new towns. Like Robinson, he published

many influential articles and several books on almost every dimension of im-

proving cities. Nolen is often remembered as a “practical” planner, albeit one

influenced by the City Beautiful’s visionary spirit. Nolen traveled constantly

and energetically for his work, usually on extended, multicity journeys away

from his Cambridge, Massachusetts, base. This extensive travel around the

United States, together with his voluminous correspondence with his local

contacts and hosts and his widely available publications, defined Nolen’s role

in both disseminating national planning goals and exchanging ideas with lo-

cal leaders.11

The early plans and the postcards were heavily sponsored by local business

executives interested in boosting their city’s fortunes. In most places, business

leaders came from the ranks of newspaper editors, retailers, and the manu-

facturing elite. Through their commercial clubs, businessmen hired planning

consultants and led the opposition as well.12 The postcard companies relied

upon local store executives and news agencies for most of their Main Street

orders. The retailers and news agencies in fact shared the same advertis-

ing interests; an influential 1920s study described “the close relationship
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between newspaper circulation of a city and the retail influence of that city’s

leading stores.” Printer’s Ink observed, “Nobody is in a better position to

gather facts about local stores than the newspaper publisher,” since his ad

solicitors worked among the retailers. Thus plan and postcard sponsorship

overlapped in the business community represented by retailers, newspaper-

men, and the commercial clubs.13 In the case of the postcards, the news agen-

cies (often regional in scope) and the burgeoning chain store clients also con-

tributed to the national reach of the Main Street ideal.

For planners like Nolen and Robinson, the improvement of commercial

aesthetics was a professional commitment. Once welcomed by a supportive

faction, often their first challenge was to demonstrate to businesspeople and

public officials the value of upgrading the downtown. Despite historians’ em-

phasis on the rifts between City Beautiful and City Practical planners, basic

agreement prevailed among professional planners where Main Street was

concerned. Those trained in landscape architecture, architecture, and (in-

creasingly) engineering jostled within the planning field for authority and

jobs, and indeed conflicts broke out. But Robinson and Nolen, who together

bridged the City Beautiful–City Practical gap, agreed upon the Main Street

ideal’s modest improvement strategies. Planners argued about labels and used

different language to talk about the same challenges, but their field demon-

strated unity behind the vision of a dignified Main Street.14

Businesspeople, city officials, and planners may have promoted a cohesive

Main Street ideal, but they did not always do so harmoniously. These groups

usually approached beautification from different starting points, which

brought them into conflict with one another, as Nolen and Robinson well

knew. Most important, since businessmen and city officials lacked the design

professionals’ near-righteous faith in the importance of upgrading and re-

ordering the downtown environment, the door was opened to a much greater

range of disagreement. While some local leaders announced themselves as

“converted” to the new commercial standards, others became mired in fac-

tions when confronted with planning reports. In Reading, Pennsylvania, for

example, in 1910 businessmen were decidedly unenthusiastic over a Nolen

plan. In the opinion of the local Herald editors, the Board of Trade endorse-

ment came “so tardily and so half-heartedly and so indifferently as to mean

but little.” In 1917 a supportive Bridgeport, Connecticut, Chamber of Com-

merce official confessed to Nolen his ongoing difficulties trying “to commit a

group of men to action” regarding the “highly controversial” downtown sec-
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tion of Nolen’s plan. A few months later the official proclaimed it an “impos-

sible” task and abandoned the effort.15

The potential for conflict between the commercial men and the profes-

sional planners was rooted in more than businessmen’s periodic obstruc-

tionism and disinterest. City boosters maintained a fundamental skepticism

about whether consultants like Nolen were marketing a legitimate civic vision

and had the city’s interests in mind or whether they were more akin to huck-

sters and snake oil salesmen. After hosting a lecture by Nolen in 1919, the As-

sociation of Commerce of Marion, Indiana, refused to pay Nolen’s traveling

expenses, on the grounds that “business concerns do not pay expenses of trav-

eling men who come into the city for the purpose of selling their products.” 16

This characterization of his work touched a nerve for Nolen. He responded

immediately, writing on Christmas Eve that had he not known the men of the

committee, he would have taken their letter as “an insult to me personally and

to the profession which I represent.” He had come to Marion at the invitation

of the committee, Nolen explained, in order to do Marion a favor. “I did not

ask for an opportunity to come to ‘sell’ anything.” Don’t call planners “trav-

eling men,” he admonished. He and his peers were in fact the “opposite” of

commercial travelers, and he drew the association’s attention to the “uncom-

mercial character of professional work.” In a follow-up letter three weeks

later, Nolen asserted that men such as himself promoted “new ideals” and had

“no financial interest” in their lectures.17 Such a claim again aligned planners

more with the women’s clubs than with the commercial men.

To Nolen, planners and commercial men were definitely standing in dif-

ferent places. A critical challenge in his work was the task of fixing an accept-

able image of himself, his profession, and his ideals in the minds of local offi-

cials. Looking beyond the vehemence of Nolen’s response, however, we see

that the distinctions he clung to were not as vivid as he insisted, particularly

since consultants lectured in locations, including Marion, where they hoped

to gain a contract. Despite Nolen’s efforts to distinguish between the com-

mercial work of businessmen and the professional ideals of planners, and de-

spite the very real tensions between these two groups, in practice they shared

more commercial interests than the planners might willingly admit.18

Municipal officials faced a different set of issues in their work with planners

and businesspeople. City administrators might lose their elected or appointed

positions in the middle of improvement projects. In some places it was even

difficult to determine which city administrative unit would handle business
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district recommendations. For any number of reasons, city officials might

stand in the way of planning. A Nolen ally in Elkhart, Indiana, complained

that he had been “hampered by an unfavorable city administration for some

time” — a regime that was “lukewarm, or opposed, to everything in connec-

tion with the city plan.” The potential for factionalism was expressed in this

Reading, Pennsylvania, newspaper headline: “Study John Nolen’s Plan before

You Condemn It.” Although some touted the blurring of lines between com-

mercial men and city administrators on the cause of civic improvement, frus-

trating divisions did occur. Nolen’s secretary described how “political compli-

cations disturbed the course of city planning” in La Crosse, Wisconsin, in

1919. The La Crosse mayor possessed a “hostile” attitude, “mainly because of

his personal feeling toward the Chamber of Commerce, and there was oppo-

sition to the appointment of an official city planning commission.” 19

Despite the conflicts affecting the professional and commercial alliances

behind downtown improvement, a consensus emerged in the early decades of

the twentieth century concerning the needs of the business district. The Main

Street problems identified by the municipal housekeepers as virtually univer-

sal — a dirty, cluttered, disorganized environment fostered by selfish business

practices that hurt the community — had caught the attention of city leaders.

Despite their reservations, many city leaders approved of the new vision for a

more ordered, “beautified” commercial life, and they promoted this Main

Street ideal to enhance their city’s appeal. If America’s downtown could be-

come only a fraction as appealing, warmly glowing, clean, and organized as il-

luminated in the postcards and designed in the city plans, Main Street busi-

nesses could enjoy profitable and approving trade. Out of the tensions among

and within the numerous downtown interest groups, a new Main Street ideal

was agreed upon. Three key concepts — a clean and pleasing urban character,

a united streetscape of entrepreneurs, and a dignified commercial corridor —

together made up the guiding principles of downtown investment as they

emerged in the Progressive era.20

A Clean and Pleasing Urban Character — Moorhead, Minnesota
When the Curt Teich postcard company received a photograph of Moor-

head, Minnesota, in 1928 from a local client, the only explicit instructions

were to “take out snow & large poles” and to colorize the image according to

the company’s “American Art” style (see figs. 2.2, 2.3, pl. 1).21 In contemplat-

ing the somewhat gloomy vista of muddy Center Avenue, the postcard artists

would have perceived the same challenges understood by downtown house-
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Figure 2.2 The original 1928 photograph on which the Moorhead, Minnesota, postcard was
based showed the uneven assets of most early-twentieth-century Main Streets, ranging from
muddy, rutted roads to decorative streetlights. (Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Mu-
seum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)

keepers and city planners. The ragged conditions of a rutted street, ram-

shackle carts, and unsightly wires coexisted with promising brick buildings,

uniform streetlamps, and other signs of the town’s “wide-awake” hopes —

parked automobiles lining the street, a trolley, and two dentists competing 

for trade. In short, Moorhead’s photograph presented the uneven assets of 

so many American towns and cities. The artists beautified Moorhead, in 

the same way they enhanced thousands of other photographs, to portray a

cleaned-up, unified Main Street. That they did this in Moorhead with so little

instruction is testimony to how standardized the improvements had become

by the late 1920s.

The key to transformation, as the city planners and women’s clubs before

them recognized, was in the details. From clean curb lines to uncluttered side-

walks, the details could convey the sense of an ordered and appealing desti-

nation. Robinson, writing for the Civic Society of Waterloo, Iowa, focused on
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Figure 2.3 Postcard artists cleaned up the Moorhead photograph according to the new stan-
dards of downtown housekeeping and city planning. They paved the roads, fixed curb lines,
and eliminated unsightly utility poles and wires. Here one sees the alterations under way.
(Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)

“those little things, not difficult to correct, and making, by the frequency of

their recurrence, a deal of difference in the aspect of the city.” For Bingham-

ton, New York, most downtown improvements fell into the category of “ele-

mentary needs” — amenities so basic that “these things hardly belong to city

planning, for city planning presupposes their provision.” 22 Yet the planners,

as well as the postcard artists, had to confront repeatedly the fact that cities

had not successfully addressed those “little” though transformative “things.”
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Figure 2.4 Of the common business
district problems identified by 
city planners, the utility pole and
wire “evil” was the most widely
condemned. Only a few years before
these crit icisms took hold, however,
poles and wires had indicated a
progressive, up-to-date city. The
contrast underscored that a new
understanding of Main Street 
was emerging. (Charles Mulford
Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh
[Raleigh, NC: Woman’s Club of
Raleigh, 1913], 22.)

The thing that received the most consistent and impatient attention was

what the planners called the “pole and wire evil” — the street utility poles and

overhanging wires that filled the urban skies (fig. 2.4).23 Other descriptive

terms for these objects were “hideous,” “ugly,” and “dangerous.” A German-

born city planner observed, “A beautiful thing you see in nearly all American

cities . . . is the line of telegraph and telephone poles along either side of the

streets. You look down the street and they look like a row of gallows.” Not only

did poles and wires “mar every view,” but they obstructed firefighters and

caused trees to be disfigured by trimming. Nolen cautioned audiences that

ugly poles and wires also destroyed real estate values.24 Consultants advised

placing the wires in underground conduits and removing the poles whenever

possible. Others marveled at how quickly opinions were changing about the

preferred business environment of Main Street. An executive of the American

Civic Association pointed out in 1907 that only fifteen years earlier the wires
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and poles had been “taken simply as a sign, ugly but necessary, of an impor-

tant business thoroughfare.” 25

Through the elimination of wires and poles, and through the paving of

streets, the postcard artists achieved their most wide-reaching Main Street

cleanup. As in the Moorhead card, together the sky and street occupied the ma-

jority of a postcard’s surface area. Moorhead’s painted photograph (fig. 2.3)

shows the utility poles hovering over the street, in the process of disappearing.

“Taking out” the poles and wires was the most common client request, down

to the 1950s.26 But even in the budget postcard series, and in countless cards

lacking client documentation, the artists painted over the “objectionable

poles & wires” when they did little else.27 The fact that some cities strung bare

electric bulbs over Main Street was particularly offensive given the new street-

lamps so popular during these decades. One postcard client thought it best to

“block out the strand of electric lights as shown in photo,” and the lighting re-

ceived the same treatment as the utility wires. Similarly, Robinson advised

Raleigh that “the strung bulbs must go. . . . They would not do credit to a

country circus on a one-night stand.” 28

As for the streets, many cities were just struggling out of what Walker Evans

called “the mud-rut period.” This era is well illustrated in the Moorhead pho-

tograph. The artists customarily painted over poorly paved and unpaved post-

card roadways with the fine-lined brushes of their trade, giving the streets a

smooth, inviting expanse, even in the no-frills budget cards. For Moorhead,

using gray for the street and white for the sidewalk, they reconstructed the

surface to completely transform the vista. Of course not every client chose 

the street cleanup, but smooth paving was an easily implemented improve-

ment, and most towns desired its transformative effects. One postcard client

requested, “Make street smooth dark paving.” 29 Planners strongly recom-

mended paving the business section streets and alleys or complimented cities

on their already “excellent” road surfaces and sidewalks.30 Viewing Moor-

head’s Center Avenue, that women’s book club in Arkansas comes to mind —

the one that took on the project of filling in the muddy holes of their town’s

streets.31 Within the growing national planning profession and the postcard

industry, the place to start tackling improvements was at the level of the

street — as in the women’s clubs’ beautification efforts.

For the postcards, the invention of the corridor perspective began in the

hands of the photographers, in the framing and composition decisions that

determined every card. Regardless of the true shape of the business district, it

was primarily framed by the photographers as a linear corridor. The greatest
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exception to this rule were the large, complex cities such as New York, Chi-

cago, Philadelphia, Detroit, and Boston, which favored aerial shots that ob-

scured the street pattern. Even the bird’s-eye views, shot from atop tall down-

town structures, usually retained a linear perspective on the business street.32

The Main Street view and the very concept of a downtown shopping corridor

amounted to a managed interpretation of what was, in actuality, a compli-

cated and diverse business district.

The treatment of Moorhead’s street and sidewalk tells of the importance of

street and building lines in creating a corridor effect — another preoccupa-

tion shared by planners and postcard artists. In the original Moorhead pho-

tograph, the streetcar tracks and curb lines virtually disappear in the muck.

Artists used black to repaint crisp tracks and curb lines, constantly repair-

ing the broken curbs and leveling irregular sidewalks to enhance the corridor

perspective. Planners were similarly preoccupied with the corridor line. For

Fayetteville, Robinson advised that “the streets will be surprisingly improved

in appearance, and the whole town given a neater and more prosperous as-

pect, by the uniform street alignment which curbs alone can give.” In evalu-

ating the lines and proportions that established the business corridor of Oak-

land, California, Robinson argued that “absolute uniformity in material and

line, permanence and neatness, are the ends desired.” Accordingly, that city

would have to replace its wooden curbs with stone or concrete.33 The planning

consultants bemoaned “patchwork” building lines, misplaced skyscrapers,

and the dismally steep “canyon effect” of streets in large cities — not just be-

cause they all interfered with the “harmonious” corridor “vista,” but because

skyscrapers invited congestion and skewed land values. Tall buildings inflated

real estate values in the immediate vicinity, supposedly causing injury to prop-

erty owners farther away. Most of the early planners favored uniform height

limits. For their part, the postcard artists did not lop off the tops of buildings

but repainted in order to bring out the horizontal building lines, as can be

seen in the views of Moorhead, to draw the eye down Main Street (fig. 2.5).34

In addition to cleaning up the sky and the street and employing street,

curb, building, and trolley lines to unify Main Street, the postcards used col-

orizing to achieve a degree of beautification and harmonizing unavailable to

planners or municipal housekeepers. The results could be spectacular. With

the “American Art” sky treatment, for example, Moorhead’s client chose a

blue sky with puffy white clouds, fading to peach and yellow at the horizon

(pl. 1). The artist made the road a uniform sand color. The row of once dis-

parate buildings, treated in red brick, buff, and gray, were harmonized to the



Figure 2.5 Planners, like the postcard clients, favored unifying Main Street. Here consul-
tants advised Houston residents (in the two lower captions) to smooth over Main Street’s
“ragged appearance” and straighten out irregularities such as awnings “of uneven height.”
In the top photograph the consultants indicated “an example of creditable and unified ar-
chitecture spoiled by signs.” (Hare & Hare, Report of the City Planning Commission, Houston,
Texas [Houston: Forum of Civics, 1929], 59.)
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same tone and the uniform appearance of masonry. For night views, the

artists used lighting to tie together the streetscape, adding an inviting glow to

store and office windows, illuminating the streetlight globes, and bathing the

entire scene in moonlight (fig. 2.6, pl. 2).35 The tiny dots of color lithography

added a unifying texture.

Although planners and downtown beautifiers could not control color as 

in the postcards, they too recognized how it transformed and integrated the

image of Main Street. One newspaper article on beautification in Springfield,

Massachusetts, proposed, “Color is the weak point of most American cities,

and an ugly spotty red brick is too common.” “Rich color” could potentially

provide the “common quality dominating the street.” 36 Since color fell within

the realm of private choice, however, most beautifiers could only dream about

Figure 2.6 The transformation of street scenes like the one in this 1940 photograph of
Burlington, North Carolina, into moonlit postcards (see pl. 2) showcased the artistry involved
in creating a cohesive, magnetic, even glowing commercial destination. (Courtesy of Lake
County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)
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achieving the same kind of unifying effect that postcard artists accomplished.

Planners expressed their color ideals in the presentation renderings intended

to inspire their clients and the public.

But where planners’ watercolor renderings evoked a dreamed-of transfor-

mation sought through complete artistic freedom, postcard clients varied

greatly in whether they demanded color accuracy. Some clients specified col-

ors down to the smallest detail; one even sent a piece of roof slate to demon-

strate the correct tint. The Woolworth in Quincy, Illinois, described precisely

the building material and color to be used for each structure: “white tile, light

tan brick, white and dark tan granite front,” and so forth.37 Others corrected

the artists’ proofs: for example, “street is black asphalt, not green and yellow

moss-color as you have it.” One client asked the artists to follow an old post-

card as a guide, “except for brown which should be a trifle lighter.”38 But most

were content to put their Main Street entirely in the hands of the artists, rely-

ing on these outside experts to create an overall effect rather than accurate

details. The sponsor of a card for Johnson City, New York, requested that the

artists “use own judgement for colors.” 39 Accuracy was merely a matter of

individual preference, since colorization provided the ultimate beautification

whether or not the postcard image was true to the original. Colorization en-

hanced the pleasing urban character of cities like Moorhead and harmonized

the Main Street retail corridor.

A Unified Streetscape of Entrepreneurs — Muskegon, Michigan
In 1941, when the local Woolworth in Muskegon, Michigan, commissioned

a new Main Street postcard from Curt Teich, the challenges were perhaps not

as glaring as the mucky, rutted roadway of Moorhead, but they nonetheless

represented significant issues of order and vision to the postcard artists and

planning consultants alike (see figs. 2.7, 2.8, pl. 3). Muskegon’s improvements

demonstrated strategies for handling increased pedestrian congestion and

commercial growth and encouraged downtown businesses to cooperate in

developing and selling Main Street as a dense yet magnetic retail destination.40

In the Muskegon photograph (fig. 2.7), the sidewalks would have first

caught the trained eyes of city planners at the time. These consultants objected

to excessive clutter — “sidewalk obstacles” — because they impeded Main

Street trade and pedestrian movement and ruined or blocked the view with

undignified objects. As cities faced mounting congestion, planners usually

suggested the expensive solution of widening streets and sidewalks. Most

communities, though, could not afford to do that. Clearing the sidewalks and
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Figure 2.7 Like the downtown housekeepers before them, the postcard artists labored 
to clear cluttered sidewalks of obstacles and repair streets. This is the original photograph
of Western Avenue, Muskegon, Michigan, that client F. W. Woolworth sent to the Curt Teich
postcard company in 1941. (Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich
Postcard Archives.)

streets of obstacles could also enhance traffic flow — effectively widening the

path of commerce when circumstances precluded actual street widening.

Robinson explained to Fort Wayne, Indiana, citizens, “It is better for a mer-

chant to have a sidewalk full of people than to have a portion of it so cluttered

with the signs, counters, bicycle racks or show cases of his rivals that when

practicable pedestrians take another street. Yet every merchant who counte-
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nances sidewalk obstructions chooses a walk of things instead of a walk of

people” (see fig. 2.9). Ideally, the sidewalk served as a pathway for shoppers.

In his files, Robinson jotted some notes on the back of a 1913 Chicago photo:

“sidewalk encroachments that compel people to walk at a distance from the

show windows.” On another photo he added, “The result of this is surely bad

for trade.” 41 The consultants, in the name of improved trade, judged as fail-

ures certain aggressive commercial practices that cluttered the sidewalk with

things.

On their trips downtown, armed with cameras, Nolen and Robinson

chronicled a long roster of offending sidewalk obstacles. They saved their

most sarcastic and biting comments for such objects, in part because they felt

that this aspect of the downtown streetscape could be easily controlled by mu-

nicipal ordinance. In the Waterloo, Iowa, plan, a Robinson photograph of a

pole adorned with assorted boxes and signs bore the caption: “Civic art on

Fourth street.” Little escaped the consultants’ notice. Like the downtown

housekeepers, they criticized promotional signboards on the sidewalk and the

practice of displaying food in exposed outdoor cases. A preliminary planning

study of Elkhart, Indiana, for Nolen’s office documented how merchant side-

Figure 2.8 The artistic cleanup of Western Avenue achieved in this altered photograph
would have pleased city planners, who occasionally used postcards to demonstrate what they
thought Main Street should look like. This image reveals especially well the artists’ perspec-
tive. (Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)
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walk cases meant that “the full pedestrian space is not utilized” — particularly

troubling for the street intersections with the highest land values and rents. In

San Jose, California, hitching posts crowded the streets, and store awnings

were “so low that an average sized man has continually to duck his head.” Bat-

tered, unpainted waste cans were “utterly unworthy” of these aspiring cities.

Unwieldy “watering tanks” served as drinking fountains in Waterloo. Horse

troughs took up space in Elkhart (where they were still desired by visiting

farmers). Even the lowly barber pole was subject to the planners’ complaints.

Cumulatively, eliminating such obstacles would render the business street

“spacious, clean and orderly.” 42 The consultants hoped to sensitize citizens

and businesses alike to see the downtown in new ways, so that familiar side-

walk objects would no longer appear acceptable.

Postcards helped promote the possibilities of open, uncluttered sidewalks.

Painting over sidewalk obstacles became a standard task in the cleanup of

Figure 2.9 In a 1909 plan, Charles
Mulford Robinson advised the
citizens of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
to clear the streets and sidewalks 
of advertising in order to provide
more room for commerce. Without
obstacles like advertisements, he
noted in this photo’s caption, the
sidewalk would “accommodate 
a great many persons.” (Charles
Mulford Robinson, The Improvement
of Fort Wayne, Indiana [Fort Wayne,
IN: Press of Fort Wayne Printing
Co., 1909], 17.)
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Main Street photographs for postcard production and did not require specific

instructions. For their Muskegon client, the artists removed two sidewalk

signs on the right, several pedestrians, and the “no parking” notice painted on

the street. A drooping awning was repaired. On the left side of the street, the

artists took out a trash can. When compared with the original photograph,

the postcard presents clear, unobstructed sidewalks — a vista that Robinson

and Nolen would have admired. The artists did this, and more, without di-

rections. They eliminated poles and wires, evened the curb, paved over the

street’s large misshapen patches, and repainted the parking lines.43 In other

cases, the sidewalk and street cleanup proceeded according to explicit client

wishes. Kaufmann’s asked Curt Teich to “clean up sidewalk in front of ” its

Grand Island, Nebraska, store, and a Buffalo, New York, client requested a

“clean street.” Others singled out specific items for removal or repair, such as

the Arkansas order pointing out that “the awnings are so floppy, it would

probably be best to remove them” or the customer who asked the artists to

“take out poles & wires & traffic light. Take out shadows.” 44 When a Law-

rence, Massachusetts, client demanded that a bus in the foreground be taken

out, the artists substituted a clear sidewalk expanse, also eliminating a fire hy-

drant in the process.45

The average retailer who chose to advertise in Main Street postcards had al-

ready decided to subordinate his or her particular business interests in order

to project a different kind of image — a streetscape of entrepreneurs. Al-

though the local Woolworth sponsored the Muskegon postcard, the store is

practically invisible, down the left-hand side of the street, partly blocked by a

projecting sign. Indeed, Woolworth’s competitor, S. S. Kresge, has a far more

prominent location in the postcard. This situation — the invisibility or near-

invisibility of the local retail sponsor — was very common in the postcards,

especially for chain store clients.46 It was unusual for a chain to commission a

postcard from Curt Teich of its store standing alone (in most cases this effect

required that the artists remove the adjacent shops) (figs. 2.10, 2.11). A Curt

Teich employee in 1936 disclosed one reason why Montgomery Ward had

asked the postcard artists to actually paint in the as-yet-unbuilt stores next to

a new branch: the client “says put in next Bldg. so it wont appear as tho M.-W

is out in the sticks.” 47 The fact that, in contrast, office buildings and hotels (es-

pecially in larger cities) preferred to sponsor postcards of their lone buildings

further reinforces the point that the synchronized Main Street corridor was

primarily a retailing concept.
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The chains especially had a stake in promoting the ordered, cooperative

Main Street landscape. The variety store managers knew that they drew pa-

tronage from existing pedestrian traffic, based on convenience shopping.

Their strength, these businesspeople believed, lay in their numbers and in

their collective appeal. Some store managers did insist that their sign alone

should be highlighted in the postcards, as in the case of one Woolworth man-

ager in Brunswick, Maine, who specified to Curt Teich, “& if possible only

bring out Woolworth lettering.” But the chains, which appeared downtown in

increasing densities in the 1920s and 1930s, invariably shared the street view

with their competitors and were usually happy to share the promotion. By

choosing the unified street front, retailers helped create the Main Street ideal

Figure 2.10 S. H. Kress & Company, which tended to erect more architecturally distinctive
retail buildings, occasionally sponsored cards featuring a single store. This alteration se-
quence demonstrates how the single-store postcard made Kress stand out from its neighbors
(compare this altered photograph of Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas, in 1940 with fig. 2.11).
(Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)



Figure 2.11 The finished postcard has removed Kress’s neighboring dime store competitors.
Other retailers — including independent family shops and influential corner drugstores —
also had single-store postcards made. But these were the exceptions. The dominant formula
for postcards, as well as for planning, was a communal streetscape of entrepreneurs. (Cour-
tesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)
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as an advertising concept — a row of stores offering a convenient variety of

goods and services. Through the postcards, individual interests were bound

up in the interests of Main Street as a place.48

The Main Street postcards’ cooperative values contrasted with the destruc-

tive individualism and selfishness deplored by the municipal housekeepers. 

A 1911 postcard sponsored by the Durham, North Carolina, Chamber of

Commerce portrayed business interests as calves tied to one another, strain-

ing to reach separate milk pails, to convey the benefits of cooperation over

competition. Their struggles resulted only in paralysis until they coordinated

efforts to reach each pail together (fig. 2.12). This cooperation also evoked 

the economic value of a concentrated retail corridor in which merchants

located close to one another. One appraiser admired Marshall Field’s initia-

tive in encouraging such density in downtown Los Angeles; that city “would

have greater land values, more successful merchants and more profitable

office buildings if there had been more concentration — more of a ‘pull

together’ spirit on the part of the developers.” The “ ‘pull together’ spirit”

Figure 2.12 Merchants promoted
values of cooperation, as in 
this postcard published by the
Durham, North Carolina, Chamber 
of Commerce in 1911. The
encouragement to “pull together”
also underscored the geographical
density desired in downtown
districts. (Courtesy of the Division
of Rare and Manuscript Collections,
Cornell University Library; John
Nolen Papers, 1890–1938, 1954–
1960, collection no. 2903, box 24.)
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described merchants’ cooperative efforts in advertising and beautification as

well as their geographic concentration.49

Although women’s clubs had chosen not to emphasize the communal ad-

vertising value of civic improvements, local businessmen seized the oppor-

tunity. Beginning around 1913, the Chicago Association of Commerce cam-

paigned to place flower boxes in the windows of downtown office and hotel

buildings. What some labeled mere feminine beautification the Chicago mer-

chants called advertising: “While originally used only through a feeling of

civic pride, the utilization of the plants and bay trees was found to be excellent

advertising and often taken as an indication of the character of the firm using

them.” 50 In making use of the window boxes’ advertising value, the men’s

commercial club altered the women’s domain of civic value, and at the same

time they fulfilled the women’s push for cooperation.

Local newspapers and regional news companies had overwhelming rea-

sons for promoting the cooperative urban commercial vision, a fact dem-

onstrated in the news companies’ frequent sponsorship of Main Street

postcards. Because of their dependence on advertising, news organizations

represented the retail interests of an entire community, while downtown

businesses, in turn, relied on newspaper advertising. This coalescence of in-

terests discouraged favoritism in how the news companies commissioned, al-

tered, and distributed postcards. After all, the news companies sold their post-

cards through the competing retail outlets on Main Street. So, in sponsoring

a postcard of Miami’s Flagler Street, the Dade County Newsdealers specified,

“Be careful to show Kresge, Woolworth and McCrory store signs.” The Port-

land News Company had similar requirements: “Be sure to make Hay’s drug

store, Walgreen Drugs, and State Drug Company prominent.” The postcard

company representatives encouraged this coordinated advertising when, us-

ing their own photos, they peddled proposed cards up and down Main Street

to all the local chain stores. One Curt Teich salesman suggested proceeding

with production of a Wilmington, North Carolina, card, “whether or not you

receive all the confirmations from the 10 c Stores in this town.” 51

Woolworth enjoyed elevated status at the postcard company because its

stores commissioned so many cards, and the Woolworth case best illustrates

the limitations to Main Street cooperation. Because of Woolworth’s special

leverage, a Curt Teich internal memo reminded its artists, “These Woolworth

signs are important always, because Woolworth stores are one of our best cus-

tomers, and should be shown correctly.” 52 This special treatment of Wool-

worth signs was standard operating procedure. Clients had to make a pointed
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request when they did not want the Woolworth sign highlighted, as in the case

of Jamestown, New York: “Do not bring out Woolworth sign to prominent

[sic],” or that of Gardner, Massachusetts: “Be sure & do not bring out Wool-

worth sign because Newberry gets some of edition.” 53 Curt Teich even devel-

oped a “red impression” technique for producing a crystal-clear Woolworth

sign, whereby the artists cut the actual sign out of the photograph and substi-

tuted a uniquely precise, minute sign of their making. Another technique for

manipulating the advertising visibility of stores was to make a sign illegible, as

directed by notes on the back of a Lawrence, Massachusetts, photo: “Make

Newberry sign not readable.” 54 The harmonious Main Street ideal clearly

had underlying competitive dimensions.

In these many ways, the Main Street improvement agenda expressed in the

postcards and city plans represented a collective approach. Businesspeople,

city officials, and planners worked toward accomplishing an unobstructed,

sweeping corridor view. Local chain store leadership in particular appreci-

ated Main Street’s advertising value as a shopping destination, best demon-

strated by the choice to sponsor Main Street postcards in which their own

branch was not even visible. The downtown housekeepers would have ap-

proved of this unified street of entrepreneurs. Yet it was almost as difficult to

discern the civic value of the new commercial ideal as it was to find the spon-

soring business in so many of the Main Street cards, even using a magnifying

glass to study the “things” of the downtown streetscape.

A Dignified Commercial Corridor — Montgomery, Alabama
In its handling of business growth, congestion, and commercial flow, the

1937 postcard improvement of Dexter Avenue in Montgomery, Alabama, is

dramatic and puzzling, but typical. The original photograph shows a lively

business street connecting the state capitol to a traffic circle with a large foun-

tain at its center (fig. 2.13). Lined with parked cars, Dexter Avenue appeared to

permit a steady stream of vehicles without choking congestion. The sidewalks

bristled with people, and assorted signs and billboards promoted establish-

ments and products. Why, then, did the client prefer the final postcard and its

near-desolate streetscape? (fig. 2.14, pl. 4). In producing the postcard, artists

erased most of the cars and pedestrians and all of the signs. A surprising num-

ber of postcard clients promoted their downtowns in this somnolent, appar-

ently decommercialized state, and planners specified these “improvements”

as well. Given the current preoccupation with the jostling, democratic poten-

tial of busy, early-twentieth-century streets, we must ask why so many clients
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Figure 2.13 The transformation, especially the simplification, of this original 1937 photo-
graph of the busy and bustling business district of Dexter Avenue, Montgomery, Alabama,
dramatically enacted the newly dignified commercial ideals. (Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.]
Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)

preferred to have the postcard stripped of most indications of bustling com-

mercial life.55

As enacted in the Montgomery postcard, city planners and many postcard

clients tried their best to portray a dignified commercial corridor in contrast

to the “unobtrusive shabbiness” and “crazy dilapidation” that too often char-

acterized Main Street in their eyes.56 The improvers hoped to educate others

to envision a different commercial standard — the restrained, dignified retail

corridor of the city plans and postcards. The effort to redefine commercial

aesthetics, building on the campaigns of municipal housekeepers, thus came

down to a stark choice between two kinds of commercial life — ugly, shabby,
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Figure 2.14 In this altered photograph of Dexter Avenue, the heavy hand of the artists in
painting over the familiar if disorderly indicators of active commerce is evident. (Courtesy
of Lake County [Ill.] Discovery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)

and cheap, or beautiful and dignified. Contrary to the public impression, one

proponent of the new ideal complained, “shabbiness in appearance and com-

mercial activity are not inseparably associated.” 57 A street like Dexter Avenue,

the main approach to a state capitol, carried the extra burden that Charles

Mulford Robinson demanded of the approach to North Carolina’s capitol —

“Much more than an ordinary business street,” that thoroughfare required

“restraint and dignity becoming its State importance.” 58 To planning consul-

tants such as Robinson and Nolen, restraint and dignity seemed in short

supply in America’s business districts. One pamphlet wondered whether the

country had become “America the Cheap — America the Commercial —

America the Ugly.” The same pamphlet advised that “in America too Business

should be taught to respect Beauty.” 59 What is hidden in the postcards, but

stated in the plans, is the way improvers attempted to dislodge one image 

of competitive, individualistic commercial life, even as they attempted to fix
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another — an image of a clear commercial vista in which the eye could travel,

like a consumer, uninterrupted by the bodies of other shoppers and by the

constant bother of hawkers and “cheap” sidewalk sales tactics.

Accordingly, for many postcard clients, improving and beautifying their

Main Streets meant reducing or even eliminating cars and pedestrians. In-

stead of aspiring to capture the crowded popularity of their business district,

clients gravitated toward the peaceful and more restrained portrait of the

Montgomery postcard. One Curt Teich client phrased it bluntly: “Eliminate

the automobiles and people.” For the artists, systematic elimination became

the accepted practice, as indicated by these instructions from the Austin News

Agency: “It will be O.K. to leave the cars and the pedestrians in the post card.”60

The planning consultants and postcard sponsors came to share a particu-

lar antagonism toward what everyone called congestion. By 1910 cities as var-

ied as Roanoke, Virginia, and New Haven, Connecticut, complained about

traffic. Horses, carts, streetcars, bicyclists, farmers, pedestrians, and increas-

ingly automobiles clogged thoroughfares and competed with one another for

space. In 1915 the narrow streets and industrial boom in Bridgeport, Con-

necticut, made relieving downtown congestion an absolute priority.61 For one

client after another, consultants diagnosed their problems as street irregular-

ity and narrowness. They noted that most cities lacked thoroughfares tying

their various sections together, and many roads dead-ended or had jogs. By

the 1910s business streets, originally built for far less traffic and fewer parked

vehicles, were under threat of being “choked.” In 1920, under the watchful eye

of other cities, Los Angeles experimented with a ban on downtown parking.62

The planning practices of these decades strove to minimize the potential for

jostling and bustle.

Postcard sponsors, envisioning an efficient business corridor with unim-

peded flow, echoed the planners’ language in their instructions to Curt Teich.

Directions from Kinston, North Carolina, asked the artists to “relieve conges-

tion of cars on street.” Reflecting the merchants’ interest in adequate parking,

the artists often removed parked cars, as shown in the Montgomery postcard.

Clients especially demanded that parked cars be eliminated from the fore-

ground blocks: “Take out 4 autos marked X in foreground.” 63 This permitted

the artists to create an open, unobstructed view of the storefronts and side-

walk for pedestrian appeal. (See the effect in fig. 2.6 and pl. 2.) The notion of

what looked right was tied to the traffic-flow goals advocated by planners, and

it reinforced the dignified commercial aesthetics of the Main Street corridor
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ideal. The artists accomplished in hours what businessmen, consultants, and

city officials fought over for decades.

The concern to appear up-to-date and urban also shaped the policy of re-

moving or altering the vehicles in postcards. Curt Teich’s client files from the

1930s and early 1940s were filled with requests such as “Streamline autos and

make up-to-date” or “Take out . . . all old cars in 2nd block.” 64 Artists regu-

larly painted over the older, squared models to give them the rounded ap-

pearance consistent with the new cars coming off the production lines. One

client asked, “Subdue cars so that the models are not very noticeable cars al-

ready out of date (modernize a bit).” 65 The form of transportation visible in a

postcard said a great deal not just about how people traveled but also where

the community was going. Trucks and farmers’ carts were eliminated because

they did not reinforce the urban, retail character of the street. Smaller towns,

especially in the early years of the automobile, asked the postcard artists to ei-

ther paint a car onto their Main Street scene or paste in a photographic image

of a car from elsewhere.66 In the 1910s and 1920s, a streetcar or tracks suggested

the presence of nearby extended residential districts (which would be good 

for business), so artists habitually redrew the tracks once they had “repaved”

the streets, as in Moorhead. But by the 1930s, the trolleys themselves began 

to reflect an older transit era. Just as cities began to rip out or pave over the

streetcar tracks, postcard clients increasingly asked the artists to “take out

tracks & make street smooth” and alter streetcars into buses.67

During the opening decades of the twentieth century, postcard treatment

of pedestrians became increasingly heavy-handed — highlighting ongoing

interventions to control the flow of pedestrians and thus define an appealing

image of respectable commerce. In the earliest years (until abut 1920), cam-

eras caught people walking, standing, socializing, and sitting in the street, and

the artists left them there. Many postcards captured lone individuals standing

at the side of the street or in the street, facing the roadway. Although these

people appeared to be loitering, they were in fact waiting for trolleys. At first,

artists also left in recognizable individuals frozen in the foreground of photo-

graphs. Yet even in these earlier cards, many clients selected photographs in-

tentionally devoid of people.68 By the 1920s, the artists assumed a more inter-

ventionist role in the matter of pedestrians. Pedestrians in the street were

redefined as “jay-walkers,” as one Curt Teich file called them, and removed.69

“Blurred” people were painted over; so were individuals caught in the fore-

ground, because not only were they recognizable, but as large objects they
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obstructed the street view. Since the earliest cards, artists had repainted

features of the human body, but by the 1920s this practice became more pro-

nounced. Using tiny dots, the artists also obscured the face of almost every

pedestrian. And as the Montgomery card vividly demonstrated, it became

common to thin out the sidewalk pedestrians as well as eliminate those in the

street. A client from Rock Hill, South Carolina, demonstrated this attention

to pedestrian location when he asked, “Take out wires and take people out of

street — but not from sidewalk — leave policeman in street.” 70 The artist in-

terference evident in the Montgomery card did have detractors, who felt com-

pelled to specify, “No artificial retouching,” for example, or “Use photo as is.

Take out nothing.” 71 The increasingly substantial alterations strove for the

simplified and less populated commercial corridor embodied in the Mont-

gomery card and became the default practice.

Key to the new vision was the belief that the cacophony of individual in-

terests, each shouting for attention, repelled trade and reduced the adver-

tising value of the street as a unified destination. For the new professionals

monitoring commercial aesthetics, projecting signs and cheap advertising

had contributed more than their share to the “uglification” of the business

district (fig. 2.15). They saw the “Dignity of business signs as an essential point

in the creation of a beautiful city” and set the goal of “getting rid of undig-

nified signs — the fire-sale sign, the roof sign, the projecting sign.” 72 Consul-

tants mustered arguments against the projecting signs in particular, few of

them based on the kinds of moral issues raised by municipal housekeepers. In

his Raleigh plan, Robinson claimed, “They shut off street views, they are usu-

ally ugly in themselves — especially by day — and they disfigure the archi-

tectural aspect of the buildings from which they protrude as excrescences.”

Nolen’s report for Little Rock, Arkansas, observed that “the maze of signs in

most cases becomes so difficult to decipher that there is little or no advertis-

ing value, and it constitutes a hazard to the public safety.” One cartoon made

these arguments quite literally: a defiant merchant admires his projecting

sign, only to watch horrified moments later as the sign falls and kills his best

customer (fig. 2.16).73 Ironically, projecting signs were the creation of the cor-

ridor view, since that perspective rendered flush signs invisible.

The Montgomery postcard offered a stark illustration to the public of what

their commercial district would look like without projecting signs and other

obstructions such as poles, wastebaskets, and sidewalk advertisements. As

with traffic congestion, the postcard artists received instructions about the

management of signs which at times resembled the planners’ language: “Re-
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Figure 2.15 Critics like planner
Charles Mulford Robinson targeted
projecting signs because they
believed that the cacophony of
individual interests, each shouting
for attention, repelled trade and
reduced the advertising value 
of the street as a whole. (Charles
Mulford Robinson, The Improvement
of Fort Wayne, Indiana [Fort Wayne,
IN: Press of Fort Wayne Printing
Co., 1909], 29.)

move all other signs which are obstructing or objectionable,” demanded a

Louisville, Kentucky, client. In Newburgh, New York, this meant the removal

of “big signs from roof tops,” and on Front Street in Wilmington, North Car-

olina, a huge shoemaker sign was erased.74 Of course, other postcard clients

not only sought to preserve the cacophony of competing signs but also wished

to amplify that effect by highlighting the signs. Some customers asked the

artists to convert their photographs into night scenes in order to maximize the

impact of illuminated projecting signs. One client expected the final card to

“show neon signs and lots of lights.”75 Such variation illustrates that in the

postcards, as in the planner debates, the dignified commercial ideal competed

with the chaotic, bright, minimally regulated Main Streets the planners con-

demned as cheap, ugly, and shabby.

Since so many of the consultants’ recommendations for restraint ran

counter to prevailing aggressive commercial practices, critics accused the

planners of being anticommercial. Robinson emphatically rejected this possi-

bility. He acknowledged that “in the business street there is inevitably much

that is bizarre, blatant, and distracting” and that it was “the very purpose of



Figure 2.16 This cartoon lampooned the selfishness and even the dangers posed when indi-
vidual merchants insisted upon using projecting signs despite the condemnation by Main
Street reformers. (Courtesy of the Archives and Rare Books Department, University of Cincin-
nati; Alfred Bettman papers, US-69-1.)
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the business house to attract attention.” Robinson insisted that the new ideal

“would not destroy the commercial aspect of the streets, it would not have

them shorn of the marks of enterprise and competition.” Instead, he worked

to redefine an appropriate aesthetic for business activities. The new vision

“would not crush out of its ideal the whirr and hum of traffic, the exhilarating

evidences of nervous energy, enterprise, vigour, and endeavor. It loves the

straining, striving, competing, as the most marked of urban characteristics,

and when it advocates broad streets conveniently arranged, it does this not to

silence the bustle of commerce, but to make the efforts more surely and

quickly efficient.” 76

Reformer Charles Mulford Robinson enthusiastically supported the busi-

ness district’s competitive dynamism, but he proposed a different packaging

for “the bustle of commerce” — a more restrained business landscape with

different physical signs and signals. Although Americans had become accus-

tomed to their “ugly” streets, the design consultants believed that a more

dignified but equally enterprising commercial district would attract shoppers

downtown. The less-than-monumental recommendations about sidewalk

obstacles and utility wires added up to a dramatically new business corridor

— as the Montgomery postcard illustrated — and offered a promising for-

mula for urban commerce.

Main Streets, Past and Future
In their beautification campaigns, the women’s clubs intended that their

transformations of the downtown streetscape would teach civic values, com-

munity responsibility for public property, and citizenship. Main Street busi-

ness interests then made apparent something the municipal housekeepers

chose to downplay. Approving of the beautification standards set by the

housekeepers, acting in a cooperative manner that the women would have ap-

proved of, and prodded by consultants, businesspeople forged a new com-

mercial ideal to advertise and invest in a dignified, managed, simplified retail

corridor. Yet the businessmen’s and professional planners’ participation also

altered the civic values and public interest inscribed on Main Street by the

housekeepers. Planner Charles Mulford Robinson pointed out that “the busi-

ness section is the one part of town to which all the residents themselves resort

and in which all have a common interest.” 77 But investors had more “inter-

est” in the business district than other citizens. Most businesspeople accepted

the civic and public values of downtown beautification but advanced their

shared economic and property interests at the same time.
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Although it has become popular to declare that during the 1910s the City

Beautiful lost out to the City Practical in the minds of investors and urban de-

signers, the short-term triumph and the longevity of Main Street beautifi-

cation ideals demand that city beautification be declared a victor too. The

haunting but impractical City Beautiful watercolors may have been dismissed

within a few years as extravagant, but Main Street postcards endured. The

dignified, cooperative retail corridor envisioned during the Progressive era

persisted as a guiding investment concept, modified of course, until urban re-

newal of the post–World War II era popularized a drastically different solu-

tion for a shabby downtown. Americans had turned to demolition as a fa-

vored downtown “improvement” technique by the 1950s, and during that

same decade the artistically cleaned up Main Street postcard gave way to un-

forgiving color photography. Even so, the modest, beautified Main Street cor-

ridor ideal would return at later points during the century, to animate such

programs as Main Street preservation and business improvement districts.

The downtown’s heyday is more notable for the creation of a compelling and

inspirational commercial vision, and for the values and interest groups that

created that ideal, than it is for the actual achievement of that beautified

streetscape.

As documented in the housekeeping campaigns, postcard transformations,

and city plans, most American communities during the downtown’s supposed

heyday lay somewhere between “beautiful mess” and City Beautiful. On the

one hand, commercial standards shifted to judge the existing business district

as shabby, ugly, and symbolic of a deeper moral failure of community and cit-

izenship. Through this lens, promoted especially by women’s groups, down-

town was a mess. On the other hand, beautification offered the potential for

reinvigorated civic life and for enhanced economic and property values. As

business interests came to prevail in the beautification cause, it is true that

civic values were mobilized to advance the economic concerns of downtown

investors. Yet their seductive and often successful promotions did not mean

that business interests controlled the civic meanings of the commercial dis-

trict. During the course of the twentieth century, later reformers (such as civil

rights demonstrators) were able to manipulate the civic importance of com-

mercial life to negotiate with entrenched business investors and bring people

together downtown in ways not dictated by those in power. Protestors in the

1960s used the business district and urban commerce to demand civic im-

provements of their choosing, teaching lessons of citizenship with the objects
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of Main Street (such as lunch counters) just as the municipal housekeepers

had done.78

The gendered nature of Main Street beautification did not disappear when

women’s activism receded. It was instead transformed, along with the very

meaning of the term City Beautiful. The 1920s definition of commercial beau-

tification, in which “beauty is described as the new business tool,” emphasized

a different relationship — indeed a business relationship — between women

and Main Street. After the pink-ribbons debates of the 1910s marked the re-

treat of women as urban designers and beautifiers, women’s primary role in

Main Street development shifted to that of consumer. Women’s consumer ac-

tivities came to underpin the high value of downtown real estate.
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“MR.  CHA I N  ST O R E  MA N”  E C O NO M I C  WO MA N  A N D  T H E

L AW S  O F  R E TA I L3
Describing “the Financial Power and Moral Responsibility” of the fe-

male financial head of the New York City schools, a 1912 article ex-

plained that she “did about twelve million dollars’ worth of shop-

ping.” Her spending role made this important public official “a kind

of magnified housewife.” The shopping metaphor cast her economic

and political power in a benign light, just as municipal housekeepers

had built on nonthreatening female domestic responsibilities. By the

1920s, women controlled national consumer spending. Widely circu-

lated Department of Commerce statistics announced that women

spent 85 percent of America’s income and helped men spend another

10 percent. One analyst concluded that “the hand that rocks the

cradle is the hand that signs the check.” This was the hand that de-

termined the fortunes of urban commerce.1

This early-twentieth-century description of women shoppers as

responsible, powerful, rational, and professional demands closer

examination, since a very different public profile of women — as

emotional, irrational, even hysterical consumers — prevailed during

these years. In 1909 the New York Times carried the story “Women

Madly Riot at Bargain Sales.” One subtitle read, “Hysterical Women

Knock Over Counters, Trample Merchandise, and Beat Each Other.”

The catalyst was a pair of sales at F. W. Woolworth and Adler de-

partment stores in Williamsburg, Brooklyn. The crowd, numbering

about two thousand and consisting “almost entirely of women,”

pressed against the stores, lining the street and blocking traffic.

Inside, merchandise induced a “destructive scramble among the

maddened bargain hunters.” Salespeople were “pushed aside like 

so many puppets.” The police intervened. The manager of the Adler

store said, “It was the angriest crowd I ever saw.” 2

All female consumers — hysterical bargain hunters as well as ra-

tional middle-class matrons — were indeed “magnified” in the eyes

of downtown investors in the 1920s. During that decade of accelerat-
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ing urban growth and multiplying commercial options, consumer decisions

about where to shop played an instrumental role in dictating retail geography

and the shape of metropolitan areas. Commercial real estate investors —

especially the trend-setting chain store executives — became preoccupied

with women shoppers because they recognized that women’s behavior under-

pinned not only peak downtown real estate values but also alarming devel-

opments such as the apparent decline of small-town Main Streets and the

unpredictable scattering of stores throughout city outskirts and residential

neighborhoods.

Some women counted more than others to downtown investors. The re-

sponsible middle-class housewife, shopping for her entire family, spent more

money than either the bargain hunter or the single downtown worker. In-

creasingly drawn from the suburbs and small towns into larger cities, house-

wives had more shopping options and were thus not a captive audience for

downtown retailers. The housewife seemed to make rational consumer deci-

sions that could be isolated, analyzed, and ultimately, the hope was, antici-

pated and guided by the use of scientific retail policies. Women from smaller

cities and towns, as well as rural districts, figured prominently in these in-

vestor calculations, since their consumer choices had such dramatic impact

on their home communities during the 1920s. At the same time, these mobile

women were contributing to the economic health of larger cities, which ac-

cordingly were less a topic of concern.

Although the racial categorization of consumers had more invidious im-

plications than divisions based on marital status or class, racial segregation 

on Main Street was also part of the larger effort to reorder commercial life

amid unsettling changes; it too was an investment practice responding to 

and directing consumer habits. Under the sway of derogatory racial stereo-

types, marketers showed little interest in the decisions of African American

consumers, and investors’ desire to channel shopping activity crossed over to

the coercive and racist practices of segregation. Just as the desires motivat-

ing segregation most vividly revealed the 1920s strategies of controlling the

consumer, the actions of African American women most vividly illuminated

the limits to that control. Organized black women, for example, leveraged

their shopping strength to achieve political goals. According to the Detroit

Housewives’ League, “It is our duty as women controlling 85% of the family

budget to unlock through concentrated spending closed doors that Negro

youth may have the opportunity to develop and establish businesses in the

fields closest to them.” The housewives based their shopping decisions on the
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hiring practices of manufacturers and retailers, hoping to pry open employ-

ment opportunities. This was not exactly the use of spending power that chain

store executives had in mind when they marveled over women’s economic

role.3

In their efforts to anticipate and orchestrate the trends of urban commerce,

investors often confronted consumers’ own efforts to define the issues at stake

on Main Street — initiatives that sometimes directly contradicted the procla-

mations of business leadership. This was especially true for the chain stores,

which during this decade were striving to cement a central place for them-

selves simultaneously in retail practices, downtown real estate, and consumer

habits. Shopping behavior and the experiences of urban commercial life were

always more complex than chain store executives, zoning advocates, or segre-

gationists desired.

Retail Geography Transformed
A number of factors in addition to female spending power converged in

the 1920s to focus investor interest on the behavior of women shoppers. Dur-

ing this era of dynamic growth, the retail geography of the city was trans-

formed. Speculators poured money into the purchase and development of

land, and loose investments based on inflated expectations were the norm.

Enabled by the automobile, families sped up their exodus to the suburbs,

while retail and industry staked out new territory at the outskirts as well.

Downtown land prices escalated well beyond previous limits. Modern sky-

scrapers sprouted, and chain store executives snapped up desirable Main

Street sites across the nation. By the late 1920s, investors as well as the general

public firmly expected (as in the case of Flint, Michigan) that “sites now de-

voted to business use in the downtown district will be developed with taller

buildings.” The migration of African Americans from the rural South into

southern and northern cities (one-half million moving north between 1916

and 1919, and nearly 1 million more in the 1920s) reconfigured the boundaries

and racial composition of many urban neighborhoods and brought new pres-

sures to bear on commercial exchange. The decade’s rapid property transac-

tions, together with unpredictable business and residential expansion upward

and outward, created demand for investment approaches oriented toward

measuring and guiding metropolitan growth.4

All of these changes introduced new ambiguities and options into retailers’

and shoppers’ decisions regarding the future development of downtowns.

The automobile and the bus increased shoppers’ mobility, which prompted
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fears about the demise of small-town Main Streets. As chain stores expanded,

their efficient, centralized organization threatened independent merchants’

security and reconfigured the local dynamics of commerce. Black business

districts in African American neighborhoods and downtowns opened up

some new possibilities for consumers and entrepreneurs, while segregation

limited other choices. Residential suburbanization strengthened the profit

potential of neighborhood store centers. At the same time, shop owners in

larger cities complained that downtown automobile congestion reduced the

center city’s appeal. Even as cities drained their surrounding regions of con-

sumer dollars, a few pioneers such as Sears initiated automobile-oriented

shopping outside the downtown core.5

The growing sophistication of consumers amplified investors’ anxieties.

Experts observed that a greater style-consciousness had altered the demands

of the average American housewife, especially in smaller cities. Women whose

lives did not normally lead them into metropolitan circles could now follow

the current trends in consumer goods, thanks to the wide reach of movies, ad-

vertising, and magazines. If shoppers judged their local selection critically, it

had now become easier for them to go elsewhere. Rural women, too, traveled

to town regularly to shop on Saturdays, no longer staying at home while men

made the excursions. As marketers and retailers adjusted to the newly per-

ceived style sensitivity of white housewives, experts also used style as a marker

to relegate African American women to the irrelevant margins of consump-

tion. The stereotypes of black women — wearing second-hand, garish, mis-

matched, or inexpensive clothing — inherently assumed that they lacked

style. Such stereotypes, falsely presuming knowledge of certain shoppers,

served as an excuse for failing to see and weigh the real choices black con-

sumers faced.

In recognition of the new consumer initiative and mobility, 1920s com-

mercial real estate investors devised and assembled an array of tools to un-

derstand, anticipate, and sometimes control the consumer. Merchants turned

to experts in marketing, city planning, economics, and real estate to put re-

tailing decisions on a reassuringly “scientific” basis. Using improved ap-

proaches to deciphering shopper behavior, downtown investors could, in the-

ory, make sound decisions and protect their property values.6 The real estate

concept of the 100% district gained favor as part of the effort to bring secur-

ity to downtown investment. It referred to the district of peak land values —

that investment hot spot stamped with the best guarantee (see fig. 3.1). Com-

mercial real estate atlases began to map 100% districts, which identified the
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Figure 3.1 This city planning exhibit in Pasadena presented a three-dimensional map of
property values in 1916. The towering pegs marking the “100% district,” as well as the rea-
sons for the variations in values, were of great interest to exhibit visitors. During the 1920s
these topics also captivated investors, who increasingly recognized the overlap between
cities’ highest property values and their densest concentrations of female shoppers. (Amer-
ican City, October 1916, 374, no. 6827 Pasadena 2, John Nolen Pamphlet Collection, collec-
tion no. 6337, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library.)

densest areas of female shopper traffic. The scholarly field of retail geography,

particularly Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation, explained puzzling consumer

behavior in terms of rigid economic laws. Investors with more money to

spend, such as the chain stores, turned to national consulting firms for mar-

ket surveys and their customized assessment of consumer decision making.7

Whereas the 100% district, Reilly’s law, and market surveys were adopted

on a purely voluntary basis to measure, conceptualize, and forecast shopper

activity, two other popular policies were involuntary and, in the case of segre-

gation, coercive. Land-use zoning sought to anchor existing business districts

and control new commercial growth, by designating areas on the city map ex-

clusively for business development. Business zoning, whether for centers or

strips, diminished the unpredictable scattering of stores and enforced the
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higher concentration of retailers found in a streetscape of entrepreneurs.

Racial segregation and the consolidation of black business districts also used

municipal laws to restrict consumer and merchant decisions in the name of,

among other things, investor security and property values. By pushing the

outer limits of control, segregation made that campaign for control evident.

Despite a few efforts to analyze the “Negro market,” stereotypes of the Afri-

can American consumer were so entrenched that investors saw little need to

ascertain the preferences and decisions of black shoppers.

At the core of the geographic transformation of urban commercial life 

and the efforts to control that transformation lurked the questions of who

shopped where and how one could lure the most economically desirable con-

sumer. This chapter explores the unexpected ways in which women’s shop-

ping behavior entered into the calculations of commercial real estate values.

Beginning in the 1920s, largely owing to chain store leadership, the overlap-

ping marketing, real estate, and retail fields determined that the highest con-

centrations of women shoppers underpinned peak downtown land values

(which themselves were the highest values anywhere). Investors’ notions of

land value also hinged on how they categorized consumers by race, class, and

marital status. Housewives shopping for their entire family promised higher

property values than the presence of “flapper” office workers buying only 

for themselves, and African American consumers were presumed to reduce

values.8

It has long appeared that only the low economic value placed on the house-

wife’s time made shopping (especially the comparison shopping encouraged

downtown) a viable use of her hours. One economist suggested in 1926 that

downtown stores remained competitive only because the suburban woman’s

“time is not worth $100 per hour.” 9 Yet from the 1920s through the 1960s, the

housewife’s unpaid work was valued and indeed captured by downtown in-

vestors in the form of high real estate prices that depended upon retail success

(and thus women shoppers). Her economic importance was evident in the

era’s magnification of her and her consumer activities.

The old cliché of retail geography — “location, location, location” — was

the primary concern of investors as the nation’s commercial maps were re-

drawn during the 1920s. The investment approaches popularized then at-

tempted to anticipate and channel shopper and retailer decisions about the

location of commerce. Amid unpredictable metropolitan growth, it was

gradually revealed that a central location no longer guaranteed proximity to

shoppers. In 1920s urban commercial life, real estate locations increasingly
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assumed value and significance based more on their relationship to pedestrian

traffic than on their geographic centrality. Retail geography mapped the con-

sumer first.10

“Feet! Women’s Feet!”: 
The Allure of Pedestrianism and the 100% Location
A key concept for those investing in downtown real estate was “pedestri-

anism” — identifying the lucrative areas of dense female shopping traffic

within the city.11 On September 11, 1929, counters employed by the Albert

Wenzlick Real Estate Company clocked 38,881 women and 8,860 men at a fixed

location in downtown St. Louis. Of the pedestrian traffic that day, 81 percent

was female. In business districts where a men’s and a women’s side of the street

had evolved, real estate expert Frank Slosson found “a very marked distinc-

tion in values, the women’s side invariably having a much greater value than

the men’s side and the establishment[s] catering to women greatly outnum-

bering those catering to men.” Ira Lurie, manager of the chain store depart-

ment of a prominent real estate company, calculated that properties on the

women’s side commanded 10 percent higher rentals. “Women’s feet,” as the

writer of real estate atlases put it, would lead the way to profitable retail loca-

tions (see fig. 3.2).12

The chain store executives and their consultants believed that some general

“laws” of human behavior could at least partially explain these variations in

urban property values. According to Lurie, retailers knew “that women do not

like to cross a thoroughfare thick with traffic.” Most also agreed with Mark

Levy, a national expert on chain store leasing, who claimed that “of course, the

lines catering to women prefer to locate on the shady side of the street. Women

like to shop leisurely, or look into the store windows as they pass.” Men, “not

so particular,” preferred shopping “away from the female traffic.” Merchants

would also be smart to locate on the side of the street where streetcars in-

bound from wealthy residential areas stopped, since a woman’s “instinct” di-

rected her to the closest sidewalk.13

Chain stores had a particular affinity for downtown hot spots, often choos-

ing to pay the highest rents or owning properties at these choice locations.

From the 1920s through the 1940s, the chains were perceived as trend-setters

in efficient, lucrative retailing, and real estate brokers and downtown in-

vestors appreciated the boost chains had given to property values. Henry

Wolfson, vice president of real estate for F. & W. Grand 5–10 –25 Cent Stores,

shared trade secrets with the readers of the National Real Estate Journal. In 



Figure 3.2 Peak downtown land values and rents also appeared clearly on two-dimensional
planning maps such as this one of Akron, Ohio. The city’s core retail corridor (and thus 
the presence of women pedestrians) was indicated by the highest rank of 1. Most of Akron’s
land was assessed at between $10 and $60 per front foot (categories 5 and 6), which ex-
plains why the business district values of over $1,000 per front foot were so intriguing 
to hopeful property owners. (John Nolen, City Plan for Akron [Akron: Chamber of Commerce,
1919], 22.)
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Figure 3.3 By the 1920s chain stores were regarded by real estate and retail experts as the
leaders in using the latest scientific techniques to find profitable Main Street locations. The
presence of chain stores certified a vital downtown, as in this 1943 postcard. Yet, many con-
sumers and other skeptics feared that the chains had a negative impact on independent
stores and drained resources from the local economy. (Courtesy of Lake County [Ill.] Discov-
ery Museum, Curt Teich Postcard Archives.)

a 1929 article, he proposed that “every discussion on chain store real estate

must of necessity start with that all-inclusive, somewhat-elusive, much-talked-

about, often-guessed-about ‘100 per cent location.’” Because chain stores

analyzed business districts for their 100% locations and lesser spots, other

investors in this period looked for the cluster of chain stores to identify the

“best” downtown shopping district. The concept of a guaranteed 100% dis-

trict captured the efforts of investors to find certainty in an unusually volatile

real estate market (see figs. 3.3, 3.4).14

Beginning in the 1920s, most chains and the real estate agents who served

them sought out sites with a “heavy flow of women traffic” and had pedestri-

ans counted to analyze prospective store locations accordingly.15 Chains “are

interested only in women shoppers,” proclaimed the author of the article

“How to Submit Locations to Chain Store Companies.” The nebulous 100%

location encompassed the zones of highest pedestrian traffic, rent, profit, and
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Figure 3.4 During the 1949 Christmas parade in Lowell, Massachusetts, the downtown
streets brimmed over with exceptionally large crowds. The photograph captures how chain
variety stores like F. W. Woolworth and S. S. Kresge dominated and defined the “100% loca-
tion” for most cities. (Courtesy of Lowell National Historical Park; Lowe 5086.)

property value. But even those who quarreled about the definition of the

100% district agreed that the presence of women boosted property values.

Mark Levy summarized a few of the definitions of the 100% district. First, he

proposed “a definitely circumscribed area in a community where the women

do most of the shopping.” Second, he defined it as “the business section of a

community where the greatest amount of retail trade is transacted.” And

third, Levy selected “that spot in a community where a merchant can render

the greatest service and reap the greatest profit.” In concluding, he returned

to the central role of women, noting that “all of these definitions are related to

one another, and also to the fact that women spend or influence approxi-

mately 85% of the family retail trade.” Levy argued that “women and retail
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Figure 3.5 This 1939 study of Bridgeport, Connecticut, linked women shoppers with Main
Street property values, a relationship that usually remained hidden in discussions of plan-
ning, investment, and urban design even as it was widely acknowledged among retail experts
and marketing geographers. The Bridgeport article stated that “pedestrian traffic (especially
women) means business, and business means higher rents.” The thin lines drawn along the
sides of Main Street represented the number of “women pedestrians per minute.” Counting
women downtown was part of the era’s preoccupation with understanding shopper behavior
and formulating laws in order to predict and control it. (“Main Street, U.S.A.,” Architectural
Forum, February 1939, 79.)

trade are inseparable, and retail trade is the basis upon which one hundred per

cent districts are built” (fig. 3.5).16

From the late 1920s on, progressive stores scrutinized the character of pe-

destrian traffic. Different retail specialties seemed to have different peak loca-

tions, with some stores depending on certain subsets of women or on men. In

the 1920s, for example, United Cigar Stores requested that a consultant count

male pedestrians (of all classes). Delbert W. Wenzlick’s company was ac-

claimed for its “most scientific” methods of store location analysis, including

the ability to break down with precision the pedestrian stream. Although his
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firm had initially counted simply men and women, Wenzlick had recently dis-

covered the value of dividing women traffic into two groups: “flapper” and

“family shopper.” His company’s counters had tried tracking four categories:

women — family shoppers; women — individual shoppers; men; and African

American men and women. But by 1930 they had “abandoned the practice of

counting colored people and instead are placing men in two classes.” Wenz-

lick distinguished between executive or professional men on the one hand

and clerks, mechanics, and everyone else on the other. When necessary,

consultants turned to even more detailed class divisions.17

The distinction between the “flapper” and the “family shopper” illumi-

nates how the family shopper — the housewife — usually had priority in the

eyes of investors. In the first place, experts argued that the flapper shopped

only for herself, whereas the housewife purchased for the entire family. But

more important, the presence of downtown employees was largely taken for

granted. Wenzlick said of the downtown workers: “We call this traffic ‘struc-

tural’; it exists by virtue of the physical structures and office buildings in the

vicinity. This traffic would exist regardless of retail stores or other ground

floor use. It is the same day after day.” Because the downtown worker was a

captive audience, she did not need to be enticed. Investors valued the flapper’s

dollar but saw no need to further assess or influence her “structural” behav-

ior. The housewife, in contrast, chose whether to shop downtown. Since the

housewife’s behavior affected retail policy and could in turn be influenced by

retail policy, studying her decisions and the accompanying variables took up

the bulk of investors’ energies.18

Although they were serious about their scientific precision, the experts

could also have a sense of humor about the pitfalls of pedestrian counting.

Lurie described a hapless, exhausted counter, stationed at a New York City in-

tersection at noon, who felt “as if he were standing at the bustling center of the

world’s population.” Only later did he discover that “he had been counting 

the enormous crowds of foreigners who work in the women’s wear factories 

in that district, and who spend the midday rest hour in parading up and down

the street!” On the opposite end of the spectrum, a counter clocked few

passersby at what had been regarded as a promising site, only to learn that he

was working during a Jewish fast day. According to one “trade yarn,” an indi-

vidual in front of a store in Erie, Pennsylvania, recorded more passersby than

the entire city population. It turned out “that he had a nervous disorder, and

every time he twitched he registered a customer.” Lurie described an appli-

cant at his office who claimed he could keep counts simultaneously in more
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than ten categories: “men, women, boys, girls, automobiles, street cars, white

people, colored people, and foreigners; how many folks looked in the shop

windows, how many entered the stores,” and so forth. His previous employ-

ment — as trap drummer in an orchestra — had required speedy fingers.19

Customers, through their daily shopping choices, held the balance of

power in determining the downtown’s profit center. Lurie cautioned that

“even a powerful group of merchants are often unable to change the 100 per

cent business district of a city.” He pointed out that “anyone in my line of

business has to be more than an expert in real-estate values. He has to be 

a continuously operating laboratory of human nature.” “After all,” another

analyst noted, “value and value changes are products of human behavior.” As

women’s shopping behavior came under particular scrutiny during the 1920s,

investors wanted to know who the women were, where they were, and why

they were “there” in the first place. Lurie recommended finding out whether

women downtown were “strolling for pleasure, hurrying to catch a train, on

their way to the theatre, or out on a shopping tour.” The president of the

People’s Drug Store chain disclosed an important tip to the readers of Print-

ers’ Ink: “The Purpose of Passers-by is More Important Than Mere Numbers

in Determining a Site’s Potential Value.” 20

National consultants such as Lurie, Levy, Wolfson, and Wenzlick prided

themselves on being able to sit in a New York City office and “tell almost in-

stantly” the number of men and women passing a specific street corner in Fort

Wayne, Minneapolis, or New Orleans. According to Lurie, “There are about

350 cities in the United States with more than 25,000 inhabitants. No two are

exactly alike. Each city, each street, and often each block on the chief business

streets is different in some particular. Yet all have the same general character-

istics and follow the same laws.” Paradoxically, Lurie asserted that national

chain store executives “are likely to know the value of locations better than the

local merchants.” In order to bolster their somewhat self-serving claim of su-

perior expertise, the men in the “business of country-wide store-renting” de-

pended upon what they hoped were universal principles — such as the 100%

district or general laws of human behavior.21 Such laws both reinforced the

authority of national consultants and promised security to investors.

Yet many investors needed immediate, detailed information about the pe-

culiarities of blocks, properties, and pedestrian density in distant cities with-

out going through the expense or trouble of hiring consultants. During the

1920s Nirenstein’s National Realty Map Company met that demand, begin-

ning to publish a series of atlases mapping the “Preferred Business Real Estate
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Locations of the Principal Cities of the United States and Canada.” The atlases

guided investors to certified “one hundred percent preferred real estate loca-

tions,” where values were projected based on (largely female) pedestrian traf-

fic. Nirenstein’s maps confirmed that location in relation to “crowds” was

emerging to be the critical factor in determining commercial real estate val-

ues — not “mere expanse” of property or geographic centrality. “As the charts

of cartographers through the ages have guided men of imagination, adventure

and enterprise to the source of riches in distant lands, so are the Nirenstein

Real Estate Atlases designed to point the way for their latter-day counter-

parts — the merchants and the investors — to the treasures which lie within

the golden boundaries of Main Street, U.S.A.” The analogy of treasure-

hunting in remote lands, though appealing to investors’ romantic imagina-

tion, probably did not assuage their practical anxieties.22

Reilly ’s Law and the Rational Economic Woman
In 1929 a university-based marketing specialist, William Reilly, offered

chain store executives and other retailers a scientific law to explain a disturb-

ing trend: women, it seems, were increasingly shopping out of town, a devel-

opment that threatened the survival of many small-town Main Streets (even

as it boosted the economic health and magnetism of bigger cities). For a half

century Reilly’s “Law of Retail Gravitation” remained the starting point for

marketing geographers, who assumed positions in chain store research de-

partments and advertising firms, as well as in academia.23 Reilly’s work both

described the transformed investment climate that retailers wished to under-

stand and laid out solutions. He tapped into the investor desire for security by

claiming to base his law of shopping behavior on that most reliable and fa-

miliar of scientific principles — the law of gravity.24

Reilly observed that “not long ago the retailer was able to conduct a suc-

cessful business without much knowledge about the consumer.” Conven-

tional retail wisdom, according to Reilly, was that “the housewife bought

almost all of her merchandise in the city or town in which she lived.” She 

“had less definite ideas about what she wanted” and purchased whatever 

her hometown merchant offered. He discovered that recently, however, the

housewife had developed a new sensitivity to style, as movies, magazines,

newspapers, and radio exposed her to the latest fashions. Increased leisure and

improved standards of living gave her more time and money to devote to con-

sumption. Simultaneously, the automobile — together with good roads —

enabled her to trade farther afield. By the late 1920s, Reilly believed, only the
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poorest residents did all of their purchasing locally. Because the housewife’s

behavior had unsettled retailing, she became a subject of scientific study.

“Most of the changes which have affected retailing in the last few years,” Reilly

wrote, “have happened outside the four walls of the retail store — in the mind

of the consumer.” 25

Reilly based his theorem on a study of hundreds of Texas businesses and

consumers, generalizing from this case to explain why women shopped where

they did. He interpreted two dimensions of the nation’s retail geography. First,

he identified the territorial draw of “primary market” cities — those with

populations over one hundred thousand that dominated the sale of both style

and standardized goods. To do this, Reilly and his assistants obtained the

charge account ledgers of leading area stores, produced a composite list of re-

gional customers, and then checked this information against newspaper cir-

culation records. Reilly’s second goal was to understand the retail relation-

ships among different-sized cities. His team evaluated merchandise in each

community and conducted house-to-house interviews with housewives to

measure what percentage of various classes of women shopped out of town.

A key contribution of Reilly’s theorem was quantifying the pull that larger

cities exerted on small-town shoppers. Reilly posited that people traveled to

the most easily accessible, largest retail center. Retail, he explained, gravitated

“from smaller to larger cities with striking consistency, in accordance with a

definite law of retail gravitation.” His simplest nonmathematical expression of

the law was that “under normal conditions two cities draw retail trade from a

smaller intermediate city or town in direct proportion to some power of the

population of these two larger cities and in an inverse proportion to some

power of the distance of each of the cities from the smaller intermediate city.”

The numerical exponents depended upon “the particular combination of re-

tail circumstances” in each case. Reilly included the theorem’s mathematical

formulas in a short appendix.26

Reilly’s pathbreaking focus on out-of-town trade and the magnetism of

large cities reveals that in the 1920s it was small-town and rural women, rather

than big-city dwellers, who were the determining factors in investor assess-

ments of urban commerce. In highlighting this shopping trend, the law vali-

dated popular concerns about the threatened demise of the small town.

Reilly’s Texas sample confirmed that small-town Americans increasingly

wanted to partake of metropolitan style, which was generally unavailable in

their own communities. Reilly gave the example of Mrs. Jones, who “may be

willing to motor 100 miles or more if she thinks she can find a hat that she
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likes — a hat that her friends at the bridge party have never seen and will ad-

mire because it came from a distant and larger city.” 27 Many rural women,

too, now that their isolation was diminished, were drawn into urban com-

merce for the first time.28 This increased participation of rural and small-city

women reshaped markets and caused investors to reassess their options.

These assumptions about consumer behavior, summarized in a law, pre-

supposed that consumers followed rational, even quantifiable, economic

motives. Shoppers appeared to “gravitate” in reliable patterns toward larger

metropolitan areas. The concept embedded here, a bedrock notion for econ-

omists, marketing geographers, and others, is “the rational economic man.” 29

In Reilly’s law, the rational economic man was actually a woman. In fact, as

was evident in Reilly’s opening paragraph, the rational economic man was a

housewife. Given the tendency to see the female consumer as emotional and

in fact irrational, Reilly’s assumption of women’s rational, economic motives

is distinctive and revealing. As investors in the 1920s endeavored to under-

stand and guide the female consumer, and as they calculated her behavior in

scientific formulas, they were compelled to set aside condescending stereo-

types of women’s emotional and hysterical behavior.

Although Reilly’s research reinforced fears about small-town decline, his

law also offered reassurance. Deciphering an underlying economic and geo-

graphic logic behind shopper actions made responding to their potential im-

pact on Main Street less formidable. Using Reilly’s formula, a merchant could

calculate each town’s place in the hierarchy of retail centers and could situate

his business accordingly. Small towns were not dying, Reilly concluded, al-

though their function was changing. He asserted that “the case of the small-

town retailer is by no means a hopeless one if he will adapt his business to the

place which he naturally occupies in the distribution system.” Reilly singled

out chain stores for their successful matching of merchandise selection and

city size. In Reilly’s authority we see the continued dependence upon out-of-

town experts and national laws to explain what was happening on local Main

Streets.30

Like the 100% districts and the pedestrian counts on which they were

based, Reilly’s landmark law helped investors make locational decisions by

assessing where the housewife wanted to shop. However, Reilly’s geographic

orientation was different from the 100% district’s concentration on a single

city: he emphasized the regional retailing tensions between big-city magnet

and struggling small town. Notably, Reilly’s research did not focus on the ri-

valry between city and suburb, a competition that would not be fully recog-
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nized until after World War II. He acknowledged that downtown conges-

tion repelled customers, but it was not significant enough to factor into 

his mathematical equation. Later marketing geographers seized upon Reilly’s

foresight in mentioning poor downtown conditions at all.31

Market Surveys Meet the Consumer Mind
Reilly’s law offered investors a quick, universal, and inexpensive way to

estimate shopper behavior, assess potential store locations, and decide where 

to place their dollars, but investors with more money might commission a

customized market survey designed to understand the consumer’s mind more

precisely. Against the sweeping certainty of 100% districts and Reilly’s law,

market surveys opened up tantalizing, personalized views of who shopped

where and why. Market surveys revealed additional complexities of the

consumer mind not only because they were tailored to particular clients, but

more important, they often included excerpts from shopper comments. Sur-

veys confirmed some core investor claims, contradicted others, and raised

consumer issues too messy to be included in neat economic laws.

Rudimentary market research had emerged around the turn of the cen-

tury, accompanying the increased recognition of advertising’s power. By 1905

advertising experts had begun to recommend using questionnaires and col-

lecting statistical information, but only the most sophisticated companies ac-

tually undertook market studies. Beginning in the 1910s, advertising agencies

established their own research divisions to carry out surveys and other mar-

ket investigations, as industry leader J. Walter Thompson Company (JWT

Company) did in 1915. Soon afterward, many chain organizations also opened

research and real estate divisions and generated in-house studies. As industry

experts well understood, those who researched and defined markets often had

the power to create them. By early-twenty-first-century standards, the 1920s

surveys seem crude and inaccurate. A notable 1920s practice, for example, was

to interview friends, relatives, and colleagues rather than to strive for broad

sampling. Nevertheless, these consultants conducted extensive surveys at re-

tail locations, residences, and via mail-in coupons. It is the effort to evaluate

consumer attitudes that is significant here.32

In 1926 JWT Company launched an effort to redraw the retail industry’s

maps of urban and rural markets when it published the reference volume Re-

tail Shopping Areas.33 The prevailing but illogical practice of collecting mar-

keting statistics by state and county political boundaries had brought the

country’s sales force to the point of rebellion, since their sales quotas bore
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little relation to actual circumstances. People did not shop according to the

limits of their voting districts. Consistent with the observations codified in

Reilly’s 1929 law, JWT Company reconceptualized markets as having urban

centers and tributary areas. The agency’s experts divided the United States

into 683 “principal shopping centers” and 642 subcenters, effectively creating

population clusters around sizable cities. At the core of these markets stood

the large department stores; in fact, a city’s significance in this hierarchy was

determined by the presence of department stores having the widest radius of

trade. Goods sold in these cities, Retail Shopping Areas recognized, “flowed

freely into the suburbs and surrounding country.” Small-town markets, in

turn, needed to be defined in “relation to their rural, dependent population.”

This approach emphasized “people as markets rather than as political groups”

and, like Reilly, highlighted the increased importance of shoppers from

smaller cities and rural areas.34

In prioritizing out-of-town trade, JWT Company based its analysis on the

practice of comparison shopping — an activity seen during these years as in-

herently female (partly because of the time required to pursue it). For the

items described as shopping goods — such as musical instruments, rugs, fur-

niture, heavy hardware, household equipment, and expensive clothing — re-

tailers expected consumers to visit several stores in order to compare quality

and price. One retail expert described in 1924 how “the average woman shops

in three stores before purchasing. She is therefore attracted to the shopping

districts where there is a group of stores to visit.” 35 JWT Company’s focus on

comparison shopping and Reilly’s emphasis on housewives’ increased sensi-

tivity to style were two mutually reinforcing but distinct concepts that put

women at the center of efforts to redefine urban markets in the 1920s.

While the real estate, retail, and marketing industries produced these reas-

suring but abstract concepts to guide commercial investment, customer sur-

veys allowed 1920s shoppers to explain their views of retail change in the most

concrete terms — their mundane purchases, their neighbors, their local busi-

nesses, and their cities. In 1927 J. C. Penney hired the JWT Company to con-

duct customer investigations, and the records of this survey provide insight

into a wide array of downtown consumer issues, especially for the smaller

cities Americans of that decade eyed with concern.36

Consistent with Reilly’s conclusions, the J. C. Penney survey subjects were

indeed preoccupied with style appeal, out-of-town trade, and the general

pressures exerted upon small-city shopping patterns by big-city and chain

store competition. But the market surveys also indicate that consumers and
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corporate retailers made decisions based on other social values in addition to

the rational economic values that Reilly outlined in his theorem. Local reac-

tions to the impact of chain stores document that the complex geographies of

shopping behavior were not only messier than investor laws proclaimed but

also challenged the investors’ scientific certainties. We shall see that although

chain store men touted how their businesses boosted property values, shop-

pers responded more critically to the chains’ projected impact on Main Street.

For consumers, the chain presence seemed to fragment and differentiate the

shopping patterns of various social classes in ways that threatened local busi-

nesses and signaled overall economic decline.

The July 1928 J. C. Penney study polled more than 1,600 people in four

towns ranging in population from 12,000 to 35,000. The investigators selected

Auburn, Little Falls, and Rome in New York state and Ashtabula, Ohio. They

considered the stores in Ashtabula and Auburn to be successful operations

and the other two to be “not so successful.” They evaluated five marketing

points: the class breakdown of customers, the relative importance of towns-

people and farmers among shoppers, the most popular J. C. Penney goods,

and the main reasons people were attracted to or resisted the stores. Besides

pointed questions to generate answers for those lines of inquiry, the ques-

tionnaire provided a blank space for comments.37

In the somewhat dry language of survey analysis (especially compared to

the customer comments), the investigators summarized their most signifi-

cant findings. Having divided shoppers into four class categories based on

residential areas, the researchers concluded that the two less affluent classes

formed the greater part of Penney’s trade, but about half of the respondents

from tonier neighborhoods sometimes purchased goods there, too. Farmers

proved to be more likely than townspeople to be Penney regulars. The most

popular lines were piece goods, notions, hosiery, and working clothes. Inter-

viewees who dismissed Penney’s primarily cited its narrow selection of mostly

inexpensive goods and competitor attractiveness. Other local problems in-

cluded poor store location and appearance, weak business conditions, the pull

of big cities on wealthier customers, and men’s reluctance to buy clothing

where women could watch. Satisfied shoppers credited low prices, value and

quality for money paid, and the courtesy of clerks as the main attractions. The

survey indicated that although women were the primary consumers, men in

these towns did significant purchasing.38

The simplifying nature of survey analysis glossed over the subtleties of con-

sumer opinions, but in their excerpted comments, shoppers revealed how
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they experienced and attached meaning to the retail changes of the 1920s —

particularly chain store competition, style appeal, and small-town decline.

Shopping behavior followed preferences guided by local social and economic

customs, including family relations, prejudice, and class identification. Ac-

cording to these factors, individual shoppers judged who would go to a par-

ticular store and why and assessed where they themselves would feel comfort-

able. As they disclosed their decision making to investigators, it became clear

that their reasoning, though certainly logical, entailed considerations that

were difficult to quantify. That logic also incorporated vehement antichain

sentiment that the JWT Company analysis, and certainly the chain executives,

downplayed or ignored.39

Interviewees were especially concerned about the draining of local finan-

cial resources outside the community. Chain stores, which expanded dramat-

ically in the 1920s, symbolized this threat.40 Residents believed that chains 

cut into the business of locally owned stores. According to a Little Falls bus

driver, women had once gotten off his bus at Lurie’s, a popular local store, and

then the Metropolitan 5 and 10, but in recent years J. C. Penney patronage had

begun to interfere with these patterns. Many people expressed outright op-

position to the chains. One said of them: “It puts local men out of business,”

and another observed, “They take money away from town.” One woman, im-

pressed by the influx of chain stores, wondered “if every store won’t be chain

soon.” A standard motif was expressed when a person commented that these

outside entrepreneurs were “taking money away from town and hurting 

the Rome business people.” To some, the chains were “driving out old mer-

chants,” who were their relatives, friends, and neighbors. Perhaps most bit-

terly, one respondent insisted that “they never do anything for Rome — chain

stores get the money in Rome and take it out of Rome.” The new pattern of

commerce ushered in a popular, grassroots understanding of how outside

forces shaped local investment. The consumer suspicion of chain stores

voiced in these three New York towns is striking given the virtual absence of

antichain organizations in that state.41

Small-town Main Streets were in fact caught in a double bind: the dollars

of frugal consumers leaked out through the chains, while out-of-town shop-

ping siphoned off the dollars of the affluent. Those interviewees who took

their trade to cities such as Utica, Rochester, and New York usually agreed on

the inadequacy of fashions offered locally. One problem was that “everyone

has seen the clothes if you buy here,” indicating an elevated awareness of fash-

ion trends and product distinctiveness. “I’m attracted out of town by style
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factor,” said one interviewee; another went “out of town for range of selection

and style.” Chain variety stores bore the brunt of these criticisms of poor lo-

cal selection, because “chain stores do not supply you with exclusive styles.”

The chains were “so standardized — styles copied, and get no originality.”

Outside purchasing had snob appeal, confirmed by the woman who wanted

the “style and social prestige of out-of-town goods.” 42

Critical neighbors linked their city’s decline with both chains and out-

of-town purchasing: “Wouldn’t buy stuff at a chain. That’s the trouble with

this town, everybody with money spends it outside.” Residents commonly

identified the town’s retail circumstances with its overall present and future

prospects. Interviewed customers made comments such as “It’s all this town

can afford — a low class store.” “This town is dead.” “Going to get out of this

city — it’s going to the dogs.” “A city like Rome should have better stores.”

“Rome is afflicted with cheap stores.” Interviewees freely discussed their con-

cerns that chain stores were “cheap,” which was often extrapolated to dispar-

age the town’s broader character. One noted: “Got the impression of cheap-

ness because a chain store.” 43

Some respondents, of course, preferred chains. At least six interviewees ap-

preciated their Penney manager’s decision to buy shoes, sweaters, and rubber

goods from local mills. Another enthusiast thought that the chain stores

would brighten the town’s economic future: “Chain stores like Penney will

make Ashtabula more prosperous than all the words of the Chamber of Com-

merce.” Others applauded the advantage of “cheapness” for poorer citizens

— “Just the store for working people who get the most for their money there.”

One called Penney “splendid for poor people,” and another commented that

it was “cheaper and quite reasonable.” Many Penney branches were known 

as the “workingman’s” store (although that did not keep wealthier shoppers

from patronizing them). Respondents observed that “most of the men work-

ing down at the railroad buy their things at Penney’s,” especially the popular

overalls. Members of the managerial classes made comments such as “our

hired men buy furnishings there” and “is a popular store with the hands in fa-

ther’s mill.” 44

Consumer attitudes suggested that the intensified chain store presence, by

both repelling wealthier consumers and taking thrifty customers from local

businesses, had contributed to small-town decline. Wealthier shoppers, with

the means to visit larger cities, blamed the chains for diminishing local selec-

tion. Those with more limited resources appreciated the chains’ greater array

of less expensive goods. The link between social prestige, where one shopped,
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and the product itself was reconfigured to accommodate increasing mobility

of the better off and the offerings of chains. Even as class-based patterns of

consumption became more distinctive in consumers’ minds (and were in-

scribed upon larger regions), both richer and poorer were guilty in the court

of public opinion for drawing money away from local businesses.45

Other evidence confirmed this consumer perception that chains had exac-

erbated class differences in shopping behavior. In an effort to build local con-

tacts in Birmingham, Alabama, New York City broker Dwight Hoopingarner

wrote in 1927 to the prominent Birmingham real estate executive Robert Jemi-

son Jr. Hoping that Jemison did not already have his own chain store contacts,

Hoopingarner wanted the opportunity to serve as middleman, funneling

promising sites from Birmingham to chains like W. T. Grant and McCrory.

He assumed that Jemison knew the general requirements of “such people as

Grants,” but as a courtesy he appended a checklist of what chain stores looked

for. Prospective sites, the broker advised, “should be similar as a rule to loca-

tion of Woolworths and so forth on main street and on womens’ [sic] side of

street (i.e., dominance of pedestrian traffic composed of women who belong

to workingmens’ [sic] families and others who do not buy largely from ultra-

stylish stores).” The checklist highlighted women’s class affiliation and their

identity as family shoppers more than their employment status. Perhaps most

interesting is the description of chain shoppers as women whose purchasing

decisions were not driven by style considerations (since they did not shop pri-

marily in “ultra-stylish stores”). The explosive growth of a new kind of store

together with improved shopper mobility helped rewrite the class geographies

of consumption.46

Even as chains and out-of-town trade seemed to hurt local stores, the JWT

Company investigators observed an increased flow of customers into towns

from the surrounding countryside. Particularly dramatic was the case of Little

Falls. Many there believed that dairy farmers from the region had kept the lo-

cal stores alive. In town, factory workers were laid off when the Phoenix Knit-

ting Mills moved south. A taxi driver, a newspaper executive, and immigrant

workers described local “depression” conditions to interviewers. Yet the dairy

farmers (primarily concerned with cheese production) had prospered. The

Penney branch claimed that these farmers “and people from outlying towns

have saved the day for their store,” providing about 60 percent of the store’s

sales volume. Bus drivers noted the popularity of their Saturday routes for ru-

ral shoppers heading downtown, with one supporter insisting that “every-

body goes down Saturday p.m. to Little Falls.” The Saturday shopping routine
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for prosperous rural patrons reinforced the existence of distinct circles trav-

eled by different classes of consumers — circles that nonetheless overlapped.47

Women of the professional and business class found that personal friend-

ships and their husbands’ professional ties determined their own shopping

decisions. Such women either felt pressured to spread business around town

to avoid the appearance of favoritism or, alternatively, patronized their hus-

band’s clients. They also at times rigidly steered clear of national chains in or-

der to support their peers’ businesses, rather than out of (or perhaps in addi-

tion to) snobbery toward chain store styles. A sea captain’s wife counted as a

neighbor and family friend the owner of a local store. She had tried to be loyal,

but finding the clerks in his store too “saucy,” she began shopping at J. C. Pen-

ney. Another woman “trades only with husband’s patient who owns other

stores.” In the same town, a woman whose husband worked in a bank was

“supposed to shop” at a specific local store; another woman married to a law-

yer traded with his clients. Women married to insurance men claimed similar

limitations.48

Attitudes toward a store’s clerks influenced shopping choices because of

the significant role clerks played in making customers “feel at home.” One re-

spondent captured this sentiment when she remarked that “clerks are 3/4 of

the store.” Ashtabula’s clerks in particular drew rave reviews for their cour-

tesy; one resident volunteered that her “mother comes in two miles to Penney

for the clerks.” Some stores, chains or independent, had extended special, re-

membered favors — obtaining a large size for a boy difficult to fit, for exam-

ple. An Auburn interviewee revealed that salespeople were not judged purely

on courtesy; she found J. C. Penney to be a “wonderful store because of the

Protestant clerks.” Shops run by Catholics, she added, lacked the “Protestant

service.” A Penney competitor in Rome had “clerks for each nationality.”

When the itinerant retail team of Nathan & Goldstein peddled goods in the

rural areas of Little Falls, many residents contentedly used their services, but

one bitterly stated that “them damn jews come around but I’ll be damned if

they get none of my business.” Apparently the ethnic and religious identity of

salespeople repelled some potential consumers as much as it attracted others.49

When researchers stopped and spoke with the pedestrians flowing by the

traffic counters, the consumer mind proved to be more complicated than

Reilly’s law and the 100% district allowed — and its implications for invest-

ment, profits, and land values were unsettling. While national retailers and

real estate experts loudly congratulated each other with the truism that chain

stores created peak land values, local consumers expressed other views — that
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the stores were “cheap,” that they contributed to economic decline by drain-

ing out financial resources to national corporations, and that they put inde-

pendents out of business. In the eyes of many local consumers, the presence

of national chains even seemed to diminish local quality and selection, instead

of elevating the appeal of Main Street, as chain store promoters insisted and

as was evident in the investor concept of the 100% district. The profit value of

the chains was clear to investors, but the social and economic value of the

chain store to each local community engaged shoppers in heartfelt debate.

Nothing highlights the chains’ false security better than contrasting the grass-

roots debates among shoppers with the words of a chain store real estate vice

president: “No one can deny the salutary influence that the chain has had on

local real estate. It has established values, it has brought more customers, it

has improved property, and has created a healthy competition.” An array of

factors — few of them purely economic — informed customers’ purchasing

decisions, as retail was caught in a web of personal and symbolic community

relationships.50

Zoning against the “Promiscuous Scattering” of Stores
Not all responses to the unsettling developments of 1920s retail geography

were so solicitous of the views of consumers, or even of retailers. Land-use

zoning, carrying the weight of municipal ordinance, mandated the separation

of commercial, residential, and industrial activities and explicitly indicated

where each could take place. In the context of retail location decisions, busi-

ness zones aided efforts to impose order on an increasingly unmanageable

situation. The underlying focus was to enforce the desired density and con-

centration of stores, whether this meant tackling downtown congestion, the

growth of outlying business centers, the migration of retail outward along

streetcar routes, or the scattering of stores into residential neighborhoods.

Zoning thus offered hope for both sorting out the problems of older business

districts (“Most Shopping Centers Move but It’s Different in Detroit”) and

effectively controlling the shape and growth of new retail development. By

anchoring new and future retail centers — literally drawing them on the city

map — zoning could take some of the anxiety out of commercial investment,

but at the expense of regulating private business location decisions.51

The 1920s marked a decade of “phenomenal” growth for zoning. Although

planning experts intended that zoning should accompany the broad strategiz-

ing of a city plan, zoning quickly attracted independent popular support.52

Until 1908 city planning reports made no mention of land regulation. By the
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late 1910s, private homeowners as well as business associations had begun to

petition for small protective zones, without any reference to comprehensive

plans. Ten years later, in 1927, leading consultant John Nolen observed that

zoning had dramatically outstripped planning; three times the number of

cities that possessed plans had passed zoning ordinances.53

Zoning specialists sought to correct urban disorder, believing that sci-

entific organization was possible with encouragement from land regulations.

To them, land utilization appeared “to be without rhyme or reason, a con-

fused and baffling welter of anomalies and paradoxes.” In New York City, for

example, poor people lived in slums on high-priced land convenient to the

business district. Nearly a half million workers labored in factories at the heart

of commercial Manhattan. And “on patrician Fifth Avenue, Tiffany and

Woolworth, cheek by jowl, offer jewels and jimcracks from substantially iden-

tical sites.” Overall, “the assignment of the land to the various uses seems to

the superficial observer to have been made by the Mad Hatter at Alice’s tea

party.” To such zoning advocates, New York’s land use “outrages one’s sense of

order. Everything seems misplaced. One yearns to rearrange the hodgepodge

and to put things where they belong.” 54

Zoning had the potential “to bring order out of chaos in city develop-

ment.” As another expert put it, “zoning means the substitution of an eco-

nomic, scientific, efficient community program of city building for wasteful

inefficient haphazard growth.” 55 This sensibility of order relied upon segre-

gation to readjust the relationship between people and places, not only con-

solidating like uses of land (such as for business) but where possible separ-

ating the sites selling jewels from the sites selling jimcracks. As we shall see,

some communities used zoning to create racially and ethnically homoge-

neous districts, too.56 Advocates legally justified all land-use segregation on

the basis of the state’s police power to protect public health, safety, and wel-

fare, but they also pledged that zoning would contribute to the prosperity and

convenience of the citizenry, protect land values, and infuse city-building

with “common sense and fairness.” 57

Zoning advocates shared a pressing desire to rearrange a city as one would

rearrange a living room. In fact, domestic analogies helped rationalize zoning

to the public. “A Zoning Primer” prepared for Secretary of Commerce Her-

bert Hoover implored, “We know what to think of a household in which an

undisciplined daughter makes fudge in the parlor, in which her sister leaves

soiled clothes soaking in the bathtub, while father throws his muddy shoes on
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the stairs, and little Johnny makes beautiful mud pies on the front steps.” Zon-

ing would eventually correct “this stupid, wasteful jumble.” The executive

secretary of the Zoning Committee of New York City asked, “What would we

think of a housewife who insisted on keeping her gas range in the parlor and

her piano in the kitchen?” 58

The separation of land uses based on models of good housekeeping was

one among several of zoning’s gendered appeals. As described by Edward M.

Bassett, keeping “stores on business streets and residences on residence

streets” made both street types more attractive and preserved rental values.

Streets with “solid business” had greater chances of success because “women

prefer to do their marketing on a street having many stores.” Furthermore,

when stores clustered together, women only had to walk a few minutes from

their home to the nearest business street.59 Zoning upheld the density of the

Main Street ideal by encouraging the “solid business” street and underpinned

it with assumptions about women’s shopping preferences.

Using deliberate decentralization, zoning experts hoped to control and fo-

cus a process already under way, in order to enhance the natural dominance

of retailers in the downtown core. According to economist Robert Haig, in

the competition for popular downtown space, retailers had a strong claim on

the high rents and easy accessibility and had demonstrated less inclination to

leave than, say, manufacturers. Even though suburban stores offered compe-

tition, Haig remained confident that the downtown department store, de-

pending on moderate- and low-income female shoppers, had an unbeatable

assortment of goods and thrived on congestion.60

An influential minority was less sanguine about the vulnerability of down-

town retailers in the 1920s. Developer J. C. Nichols believed that congestion

would in fact soon weaken downtown property values, despite efforts to

widen streets, create new arteries, and provide parking garages.61 Nichols also

had reason to understand the threat that outlying retail posed to downtowns.

In the early 1920s, he built one of the nation’s first planned suburban shopping

centers — Country Club Plaza — four miles south of downtown Kansas City,

Missouri. Sears, Roebuck, and Company also pioneered systematic retail in-

vestment outside of central business districts.62 Constructing its first retail

outlets, Sears chose locations one mile from city centers. Like Nichols, Sears

president Robert E. Wood had evaluated big-city automobile congestion and

shopper inconvenience and predicted the declining centrality of the down-

town. According to Wood, Sears’ freestanding stores with parking lots were “a
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source of great amusement and wonderment to the department store world”

in the 1920s.63

Although systematic investment in outlying retail as practiced by Sears and

J. C. Nichols generated some concern, it was the unplanned, so-called pro-

miscuous scattering of retail stores that most provoked zoning advocates (see

fig. 3.6). The haphazard arrival of stores in residential neighborhoods left

property owners guessing whether businesses would soon run rampant and

ruin the existing character of the street. Would homeowners cash in on the

higher values of business property? Random business brought the problems

of “wagon deliveries, noise, litter and increased fire risk.” To contain this type

of unpredictable commercial growth, by the late 1910s planners promoted the

designation of decentralized neighborhood store centers and zoned many

miles of streetcar thoroughfares for business. Through these strategies, busi-

ness zoning enforced new retailing patterns — outlying strips and enlarged

neighborhood centers. The belief that it was “the natural law of city growth”

for retail to seek “locations on main thoroughfares, especially at or near their

intersection” further reassured investors.64

Given the irregular concentrations of most business development, the

evenly spaced locations projected for 1920s neighborhood business centers

were indeed planner dreams unfolding on a map (see fig. 3.7). For Flint,

Michigan, in 1920 planner John Nolen explained that as the city’s population

(and auto industry) had expanded, stores were scattering along major avenues

and clustering near factories. Nolen’s zoning map proposed a network of

widely distributed, neatly contained business districts serving neighborhoods.

The fact that the new business centers would grow around strategic street in-

tersections as well as emerging store clusters indicated how planners expected

to channel naturally evolving land uses. For Lancaster, Pennsylvania, in 1929

Nolen chose “logical places” for the five new business zones he located at even

intervals from one-half mile to two miles from the congested heart of the city.

The business centers at issue contained up to about twenty stores catering to

the nearby residents’ daily needs. They did not offer the “style” goods found

in downtown stores, nor did their appearance yet break with the street-

oriented commercial blocks popularized on Main Street.65

Zoning for business along major streets (“strips”) was enormously popu-

lar for much of the 1920s but lost supporters as it became clear that the tech-

nique often depressed rather than boosted land values. Bartholomew’s 1920

plan for Hamilton, Ohio, stressed the goal of directing “future growth along

scientific and orderly lines,” and indeed nearly all of his proposed commercial



Figure 3.6 Stores were popping up unpredictably (some said “promiscuously”) outside of
primary business districts, provoking city officials and planners to use zoning to control com-
mercial development. Scattered stores were indicated on this Akron map by small dots and
squares. (John Nolen, City Plan for Akron [Akron: Chamber of Commerce, 1919], 20.)



Figure 3.7 In order to contain retail location and prevent stores’ random proliferation, John
Nolen’s zoning plan for Akron proposed an orderly pattern of new neighborhood business cen-
ters spread at even intervals. Nolen’s hope for evenly spaced business centers is especially
evident at the periphery of the plan, where his proposed commercial districts (designated by
a 1) are often set in undeveloped or lightly settled areas (compare with fig. 3.6). (John
Nolen, City Plan for Akron [Akron: Chamber of Commerce, 1919], 56.)
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zones for Hamiliton were literally linear strips (fig. 3.8). In 1931 Harland Bar-

tholomew explained his turn away from the practice: “It has become increas-

ingly evident that not all frontage on all main thoroughfares, even though

zoned as business, could fully develop as good business property.” In 1930, in-

stead of strips, Bartholomew proposed for Knoxville a series of small business

districts arranged at half-mile intervals, extending the neighborhood centers

into undeveloped land.66

Invented in order to dictate retail location, enhance land values, and pro-

vide investment security, business zoning enjoyed such popularity that over-

zoning became a problem. Critics complained about speculators who made

quick profits by selling land newly zoned for business because the designation

itself inflated values.67 The city engineer of Flint, Michigan, raised the issue

with John Nolen. In 1925 the engineer observed that it was “freely” discussed

that “business districts are usually given too much area.” Accordingly, “these

so-called business frontages have only been developed to 10% or 25% of their

possibilities and this has resulted in less value at this time than would have

been the case had the property been reasonably restricted [i.e., zoned] to per-

haps an apartment house district.” 68

In the 1920s, business zoning stepped in to control store location decisions

and shopper choices, since not all investors voluntarily “pulled together” to

achieve the managed downtown corridor of entrepreneurs made so enticing

in Main Street postcards. Zoning enforced a dense concentration of stores 

at a time when businesses were scattering and popping up in places judged to

be detrimental to property values and the health of existing commercial dis-

tricts. The efforts to prescribe the locations of specific consumers and busi-

nesses were based heavily on the belief that like uses created value in property,

whereas the mingling of different types of people and the integration of dif-

ferent activities such as shopping, work, and residence destroyed values. The

preference for separating land uses and people that was built into 1920s in-

vestment strategies contradicted democratic rhetoric about the open nature of

urban commercial life.69 The era’s most extreme attempt at controlling the pa-

rameters of urban commerce by dividing and dictating to shoppers and en-

trepreneurs was racial segregation.

Segregation and the Racial Boundaries of Urban Commerce
The unregulated movement of African Americans particularly troubled

many white city leaders and investors during the 1920s, a decade marked by

the “Great Migration” of blacks from the rural South into southern cities and



Figure 3.8 Harland Bartholomew, in his 1920 plan for Hamilton, Ohio, relied upon business
strip zoning (depicted by solid black) to control the scattering of stores. Later in the decade
he and others turned away from this strategy because mounting evidence suggested that its
overuse failed to concentrate business and that strip zoning undermined rather than sup-
ported property values. As a technique for guiding business development, zoning constrained
investors, not only consumer choices. (Harland Bartholomew, City Plan of Hamilton Ohio
[Hamilton, OH: Chamber of Commerce, 1920], 48.)
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from the southern regions into northern cities. The mobility of African Amer-

ican consumers, together with perceptions of their style sensibilities, took 

on distinctive connotations at a time when their decisions were setting into

motion uniquely threatening and “undesirable” types of urban growth.

Responding to these changes, a 1929 plan for Little Rock, Arkansas, rec-

ommended “the gradual establishment of [racial] districts which will be per-

manent in character, and which will protect both the white and negro popu-

lations in their development, and stop haphazard and undesirable growth

throughout the city.” The links people made between black consumer activity

and the achievement of upward mobility and higher social status meant that

the increasing mobility of African Americans was met and constrained by the

boundaries of segregation.70

The search for securely “permanent” racial boundaries prompted numer-

ous cities to employ the “legal compulsion” of zoning to create and enforce

race-restricted districts. That practice, called racial zoning, was declared

unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1917, but this ruling did not keep

stubborn, mostly southern communities from continuing to enact the ordi-

nances.71 Although racial zoning represented the most dramatic effort to con-

tain African American movement, far more pervasive in the nation were the

less overt practices of segregation embedded in other municipal ordinances

and daily traditions. A 1929 planning report for Houston, Texas, suggested

that since “segregation by zoning has been proven unconstitutional, therefore

the best method is by mutual agreement.” In commercial life, “mutual agree-

ment” meant the creation and consolidation of black business districts, as well

as the segregation of Main Street shopping. These lines drawn by so-called

mutual agreement were created to explicitly protect, among other things,

property values.72

As a business practice, segregation pushed the outer limits of controlling

the participants in urban commerce, but still it illuminates how the interac-

tions among investors and consumers shaped urban form and commercial

experiences. Whereas the average white downtown shopper had no idea that

chain store investors tracked her activities so closely, the average African

American was forced to make consumer choices every day which were obvi-

ously constrained by racial considerations. The pressing questions driving

market surveys and Reilly’s law also informed segregation — where to locate

stores, where to shop and what meaning was attached to that decision, and

what impact these choices had on land values — all under circumstances 

of unpredictable growth. Yet these questions, along with the key investment
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concepts of consumer mobility and style, were infused with additional social

and economic meanings because of segregation’s racial basis.73

In the 1920s and 1930s, the majority of real estate interests (from builders

and real estate agents to academics and appraisers) firmly believed that the

presence of African Americans and any kind of racial mixing depreciated

property values. During these years, writers focused on the danger of what

they called “infiltration” and “invasion,” as well as the significance of race-

based behavioral differences that supposedly influenced the ways land was

used and valued. Only in the 1940s did a few professionals begin to challenge

in print the prevailing “sweeping and unqualified predictions” that racial

change inevitably brought values down. Looking back at the 1930s, then, one

Federal Housing Administration appraiser stated bluntly that “it was com-

monly believed by all that the presence of Negroes or other minorities in 

a neighborhood was a serious value-destroying influence.” 74 In investment

thinking, whereas white housewife-shoppers drove peak values up, African

Americans depressed values.

In commercial life, segregation potentially offered sufficient control over

consumer behavior to reassure investors. Influential real estate consultant

Frederick Babcock insisted that property value decline “can be partially

avoided by segregation and this device has always been in common usage in

the South where white and negro populations have been separated.” Probably

the majority of white Americans would have agreed with the conclusion of a

1932 presidential commission that “the most direct and usually the most ef-

fective argument in support of segregation is that Negroes depreciate property

values.” The very concept of an enforced black business district implied a new

permanence for black businesses, which often had a migratory history of tem-

porary locations.75 The economic rationale for segregation underscored that

Main Street value was not determined by some abstract economic calculus.

Rather, value was defined by controlling the whereabouts of consumers and

entrepreneurs. Figures 3.9 and 3.10 illustrate such efforts made by the city of

Houston, Texas.

Segregation and the rise of black business districts fundamentally reshaped

the shopping choices of African Americans and the location decisions of

black-owned businesses and any enterprise catering to African Americans.

Some familiar commercial practices ceased to be viable, while other new op-

portunities opened up. At first glance, the sharply drawn color lines implied

that whites patronized the white shopping district and blacks established

businesses and shopped in the Negro business district (or on white Main
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Figure 3.9 The mobility and growth of urban African American populations generated anx-
ieties for businesspeople, planners, and city officials and resulted in extreme measures such
as racial zoning for controlling urban commercial life and preserving property values. Al-
though zoning by racial groups was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court in 1917,
planners experimented with other ways to enforce racial districts. This 1929 “Race Distribu-
tion” map of Houston shows that the city had racially mixed areas (indicated as “white &
negro” in the key) as well as concentrations of black residences. The city’s three densest
“negro colonies” surrounded the downtown. (Hare & Hare, Report of the City Planning Com-
mission, Houston, Texas [Houston: Forum of Civics, 1929], 26.)

Street under restricted circumstances). Indeed, clear-cut racial separation was

often the declared intent of segregationists, but in practice the racial geogra-

phies of urban commercial life were ambiguous and laden with various mean-

ings and values. Partly this complexity was evident in the often integrated

character of urban shopping, as historian Grace Hale has eloquently argued.

But other factors influenced racial retail geographies: the politics of patroniz-

ing black or white businesses, violence as a force guiding business decisions,

and the fact that the rate of business ownership by blacks on “Negro Main

Street” varied greatly. There was also the tension the emergent black business
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Figure 3.10 In “Proposed Race Restriction Areas,” Houston’s consultants drew sharp bound-
aries around black neighborhoods, cleared black residents from the areas west of the down-
town, and eliminated mixed neighborhoods. Outside of the tightly bounded “areas restricted
to negroes,” Houston would be “restricted to whites.” In practice, however, the lines in com-
mercial life could not be sharp like those drawn on planning maps. (Hare & Hare, Report of
the City Planning Commission, Houston, Texas [Houston: Forum of Civics, 1929], 27.)

districts faced between their potential for uniting blacks in commercial suc-

cess and the ease with which the districts were marginalized and dismissed as

places of illegitimate consumption.76 The sharp lines drawn by segregationists

shared some of the illusions of control over urban form and commercial prac-

tices employed by the postcard artists as they carried out their own “im-

provement” designs.

Negotiating Racial Values between the Lines
In the 1920s, according to sociologist Wilmoth Carter, “Negro main street

had become a fixed institution in the city.” This was true in Raleigh, North

Carolina, where Carter’s study was based, but she also argued that the Negro
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Main Street was “generic, universal, and typical in American culture.” 77 Of

course, regional distinctions affected contemporaries powerfully. Traveling

south to investigate the color line after the deadly 1906 Atlanta race riots,

northerner Ray Stannard Baker was taken aback when he spotted a black-

owned shoe store: he “did not know there was such a thing in the country.”

Consumer experiences varied by region as well; in the North black women

had more freedom in the 1920s to try on goods in downtown shops, while 

in small southern towns, blacks were often compelled to keep low profiles 

as consumers, dressing simply and making themselves part of “the back-

ground.” 78 But others saw the trends toward a national urban black business

culture. The Great Migration caused black neighborhoods of the North to

“fairly breathe of the [urban] South,” according to economist Paul Edwards,

especially in consumption patterns. At the annual meetings of newly formed

national associations (such as the National Negro Business League and the

National Association of Colored Women’s Clubs), individuals found inspira-

tional examples and cautionary tales and made useful contacts as national

networks grew.79

The decisions shaping the location, formation, and clientele of black-

owned businesses were framed differently from the parallel choices made by

other retailers and investors. In fact, because of extreme legal and illegal com-

pulsions, it is somewhat misleading to discuss the location decisions of black

businesses as choices. At the end of the nineteenth century, black-owned busi-

nesses were well integrated into downtown areas across the nation, although

they often occupied lower-rent basement or upstairs sites. The so-called Ne-

gro Main Streets emerged when stores were pushed from their central down-

town spots to fringe locations or to sites near black residential areas or insti-

tutions like colleges. The burgeoning districts were bolstered by the addition

of many brand new businesses, as this era witnessed the proliferation of black

enterprise.80 This clustering was not entirely voluntary. Using wills, deeds, and

real estate practices, white building owners avoided leasing downtown prop-

erties to blacks.

Even more important in forcing black businesses to move from the down-

town was the role of violence against blacks in general and against black

businesses in particular. One scholar labeled the 1906 Atlanta riot a “daring

commercial crime” because it was fundamentally a resentful white rampage

against black-owned businesses and economically successful or influential Af-

rican Americans. As it discouraged black investment downtown, the violence

that held the boundaries of segregation was thus a brutal method for trans-
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forming urban retail geography. Fearing for their property and their lives,

black proprietors looked elsewhere, and in the case of Atlanta this shift led to

the creation of Auburn Avenue as a flourishing black business district during

the 1920s. In the context of riots and other daily violence, black business-

people and consumers sought a different kind of security from that offered by

100% districts.81

The impact of this geographic and economic marginalization for the ra-

cial makeup of black business clientele was mixed. For stores, the move away

from the downtown core could mean the loss of white customers. The Raleigh

study found that prior to World War I, blacks held a near-monopoly in the

barbering and restaurant businesses, catering to whites at centrally located

downtown sites. By the 1920s, however, the volume of white trade at black-

owned downtown enterprises had shrunk significantly while white entrepre-

neurs had stepped into the vacuum. Also as one might expect, black-owned

businesses in a black district near a black residential area might well have a vir-

tually 100 percent black clientele. But black Main Streets located in the central

business district could benefit from white pedestrian traffic. Whites walked

through Raleigh’s black Main Street (East Hargett Street) in the mornings 

and evenings on their way to and from work. In Atlanta a black-owned bank

drew business from the black business street’s white proprietors and from

whites interested in keeping their financial dealings quiet. And when the bank

emerged as one of the few in town to do well during the depression, it at-

tracted even more white customers.82

Some locally prominent black businesses tenaciously persisted in the white

downtown for decades and retained white customers, despite the pressures of

segregation. In the 1950s, Atlanta’s remaining downtown black businesses

mostly dated to the 1920s. Participants in the National Negro Business League

(NNBL) meetings celebrated such achievements, without lessening their

pride in black Main Streets. One Florida man declared at the 1915 NNBL con-

vention, “My tailoring business is in the very center of the business district on

Main Street.” The audience applauded these testimonials heartily.83

The pressures exerted against black businesses meant that the choices of

African American consumers to patronize white- or black-owned businesses

or to shop downtown or in a black business district were weighed as political

statements, whether the customer intended that or not. The relationship be-

tween black business and black customers was a symbiotic one because of seg-

regation, enriched as well as threatened by fear and hope of mutual depen-
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dency. The decision making of black consumers was evaluated according to

calculations that differed from those applied to other shoppers. White market

researchers essentially ignored black consumers, whereas for black investors

the patronage of black-owned businesses affirmed racial pride. Because one’s

enterprise assumed political and moral value, racial solidarity involved a kind

of “pulling together” that crystallized geographically in these new commer-

cial districts. In 1906 Ray Stannard Baker was surprised by this growing “race

consciousness” and the tendency for the “new Negro” to urge friends to pa-

tronize black professionals and retailers. At the same time, the assertion that

African Americans had a moral obligation to support black business was con-

tested and sparked resentments all around.84 Complaints mounted that black

businesses did little to compete for trade, out of the assumption that segrega-

tion compelled black consumers, morally and practically, to patronize them.85

Although African American businesses banked on the concept of racial sol-

idarity, statistics indicated that African Americans spent only 10, 20, or 30 per-

cent of their shopping dollars at black companies. These disappointing esti-

mates motivated organized black business to systematically study the black

consumer and black business practices in the late 1920s.86 The NNBL in 1931

enlisted the help of the National Association of Colored Women to send ques-

tionnaires to fifteen thousand housewives across the country (though the

project was aborted because of the depression). The formation of the national

Colored Merchants Association (CMA) in 1929 supported retailers’ renewed

efforts to woo black shoppers and fight chain competition, through practical

assistance with store remodeling and pooled purchasing. Promotional efforts

were also directed at women; the Harlem CMA’s first newsletter was subtitled

“of special interest to housewives.” In fact, even though black women

played an active role in the National Negro Business League, the general trend

in the black business community was to address women as consumers.87

If black shoppers suspected that at times black investors took them for

granted, they knew beyond question that (for entirely different reasons) white

retailers and marketers neglected them as well. Stereotypes and misconcep-

tions clouded most white retailers’ abilities to understand and appeal to black

shoppers. Beginning in the mid-1920s, economist Paul Edwards launched sev-

eral studies of the African American market and endeavored to replace stereo-

types with consumer profiles based on fact. Ignorant merchants, Edwards ob-

served, assumed that African Americans simply sought out “cheap” goods,

emphasizing “price almost to the exclusion of other selling appeals.” Manu-
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facturers, retailers, and advertising agencies considered most blacks “unwor-

thy of any serious consideration on their part.” The automatic practice was to

assign blacks to the lowest marketing brackets. Downtown executives’ lack of

knowledge about their own customers struck Edwards as particularly egre-

gious. He found that the higher an executive was in a company hierarchy, the

less he knew about “the amount of Negro trade and qualities purchased.” 88

Operating with these assumptions, retailers dismissed the preferences of Afri-

can American consumers as so basic, so obvious, and so cheap that they did

not require attention.

Other prevalent stereotypes of black consumers led retailers to believe that

African Americans were immune to the style factors revolutionizing retail ac-

cording to industry standards like Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation. To Ed-

wards, the executives most likely to peddle stereotypes were those “who claim

to know all about the Negro.” One prevalent caricature depicted Negroes as

miserably poor, “wearing old, misfit, thread-bare garments, with shoes out at

the toe or running over at the heel, or as one dressed in extreme and comic

pattern with pearl buttons flashing.” Poverty would relegate anyone to the

margins of marketers’ imagination, but it was the presumed ignorance of

style, essential to this common racial stereotype, that fully counted black

shoppers out of consideration. Furthermore, according to the marketing ex-

ecutives, black women wore hand-me-downs given to them by white bene-

factors, and if they shopped at all they patronized “Ten Cent Row” at the

fringe of downtown, or perhaps the marginal Jewish and black retailers in

black business districts.89 Such establishments were not the ones driving the

real estate market or sponsoring expensive marketing surveys.

If anything, the consumption experience of African Americans was more

complex than the white customer’s — not simpler — because of racial segre-

gation and discrimination. Using one stereotype to dispel another, Edwards

claimed that “Negro women, like all women, enjoy shopping.” He docu-

mented what only a few high-end stores seemed to know: black women,

working-class included, spent more time and money at the better downtown

stores than white retailers and marketers suspected. Inspecting the credit files

of major downtown stores in three southern cities, Edwards found that

whereas there were virtually no accounts held by white common laborer fam-

ilies, black families of the same class had opened significant accounts. He con-

firmed this with thousands of interviews with women and men.90

Edwards argued that working-class African American families had greater
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sensitivity to style (and purchased higher-end goods) than their white coun-

terparts: “Being great ‘window shoppers,’ urban Negro women, even of the

common and semi-skilled labor level, keep fairly well abreast of styles and

style changes.” Since black women clustered in the dressmaking and seam-

stress trades, it was also logical that they had an elevated and experienced

sense of fashion. The homes of the black business and professional classes

possessed “taste” surprising to white visitors. An analysis of food consump-

tion revealed that laborers’ families did not simply buy the cheapest meats but

used “considerable discrimination in . . . meat selections.” Edwards claimed

that blacks preferred brand names and standardized chain stores because they

hoped to avoid being cheated by unscrupulous merchants. Buying by brand

implied discriminating taste.91

Edwards turned up other details that would potentially interest manu-

facturers, marketers, and chain stores in black women. Marketers, Edwards

noted, had overlooked the fact that in their employment as domestic workers

and cooks, black women often controlled the food budget in white house-

holds as well as their own, and for that reason alone their desires required

consideration. That so many held paying jobs also distinguished them as con-

sumers since they contributed one-quarter of the African Americans’ pur-

chasing power and often shopped at night because of their work schedules.

Husbands helped procure food by stopping at stores on their way home from

their own jobs, and children were often called upon to run errands to neigh-

borhood shops.92

Within the confines of segregation, Edwards argued, what one bought and

where one shopped were statements of status and respectability. Transacting

business downtown could grant blacks psychological and practical rewards

unavailable elsewhere in white society, especially in the South. For an African

American, “establishing his desirability as a customer of the better stores 

of the retail shopping district is another bid for respect. In many instances 

he gains great satisfaction merely from the act of buying such an article as 

an expensive hat in an exclusive store, regardless of the wisdom of making the

expenditure.” A trip downtown could bring respectability and perhaps erode

stereotypes.93

Yet black consumers also risked distinctive hazards when they spent money

at white Main Street establishments. Whereas clerks determined whether

shoppers felt at home, according to the J. C. Penney surveys, for black clien-

tele the clerk’s reception loomed even larger. Sometimes it was just a matter of
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being mocked by a salesperson. One young housewife in Raleigh described

how a black woman from the country was waited upon in a white-owned

downtown store:

[The country women] blab, and grin, and twist, and the whites make fun

of them and they don’t know it. . . . Just last week I was in Dianne Shop and

there was a colored woman in there trying on a sack dress. She looked aw-

ful in it, but those old white clerks kept telling her how nice she looked, and

she kept saying, “At last I’ve found me a sack I can wear.” She really made

a fool of herself there and the clerks snickered and laughed to each other

but kept on telling her how nice she looked. I just stood there and looked.

Colored will let whites put anything off on them.

This middle-class black housewife was simultaneously disgusted with the

clerks and embarrassed by the shopper’s gullibility and lack of sophistication.

The latent hostility harbored by superficially tolerant white salespeople was

evident in the comments of a shoe department manager in a large southern

store: “I’d rather have Negro than white customers, they are so much easier

satisfied. But if one of them ever gets fresh with me, I’ll crack him over the

head with a chair.” Edwards pointed out that the presumed agreeability of

black customers was directly related to the fact that they did not “feel alto-

gether at liberty to protest or to return merchandise.” 94

Middle-class status did not protect black consumers from encountering

the wrong white clerk at the wrong time. John Dollard recounted an infor-

mant’s story about a black physician from the North who moved to practice

in a southern town. In transacting business at the local drugstore, the doctor

forgot local custom and said only “yes” and “no” to the white clerk, who “flew

into a rage and bellowed at him, ‘Say, nigger, can’t you say “Yes, sir”?’” That

evening the doctor was kidnapped from his home by “a group of young white

men” and beaten severely. He decided to leave town. The circulation of such

stories contributed to the black business district’s popularity.95

The dominant approach to the African American market continued to be

neglect, but the preliminary efforts in the 1920s to collect facts about black

spending suggested that black consumers defied both the assumptions of

white marketing executives and the expectations of black business owners.96

On the one hand, white investors wrongly worked from stereotypes that cast

African Americans as consumers possessing the simplest, cheapest, most

purely economic taste. Black businesses, on the other hand, could not count
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solely on the moral compulsions of segregation to draw black customers in

their doors. Although this was evident in the aforementioned patterns of daily

consumption, it was even more obvious when black women explicitly politi-

cized their consumer choices. In major cities like New York and Detroit, they

organized Housewives’ Leagues to pressure companies into hiring young Af-

rican Americans and helping them get started in business. The leagues dem-

onstrated that moral responsibility indeed informed women’s shopping deci-

sions, but not as a blind loyalty to black-owned businesses. Rather, women

exerted leverage by collectively withdrawing their patronage from targeted

white companies, in order to change racially biased labor practices. It was, ac-

cording to one conference program, the duty of all black women “to lecture,

preach and hammer the doctrine of buying power solidarity into the minds of

every Housewife.” 97

Black business districts, then, benefited from the political and moral im-

peratives of racial solidarity yet also struggled with the handicaps unique to

this racial consolidation in urban commerce. The districts possessed what

sociologist Wilmoth Carter called the “connective” power to bring together

the black community — an enforced cross-class sociability. Often what this

meant was that wealthier African Americans, who under nonsegregated cir-

cumstances would have numerous shopping and investment options, had

their interests largely contained in the black business district. Looking back 

to the 1920s from the late 1950s, blacks in Raleigh noted the mixed-class na-

ture of East Hargett Street, underscoring the presence of professionals, college

students, and the middle classes in general. In the early 1920s, a group of men

loitering on the street were likely to be doctors on their lunch break, accord-

ing to an African American mail carrier. To be sure, not everyone mingled 

at the same places. In Raleigh, wealthier folks gravitated toward the hotel din-

ing room, while the less well off felt at home in the pool hall. Tensions erupted

between city people and the rural patrons who flocked to the city on Sat-

urdays. One maintenance worker — a former “country boy” himself — ob-

served, “You can hardly walk on the street on Saturday afternoon for the

country people, and those who drink get all tanked up and knock you and if

you say anything to them they want to fight.” 98

Black Main Streets succeeded partly because their investors offered services

that black women could not always find on white Main Streets. African Amer-

ican women could never be sure that they were welcome in downtown rest-

rooms and lounges. The black developer of key buildings on Raleigh’s East
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Hargett Street took extra steps to cater to the needs of rural and urban women,

who rewarded him with their patronage:

I used to notice how hard it was on women when they came to town and

had no place to go to a rest room, so I said if ever I built I was going to rem-

edy this. When I built the Lightner Building I had in mind making a nice

place for women to go, so I put a rest room in there for them and every-

body knew it was there. It didn’t hurt my business any, it really made my

building quite popular. . . . I really built the Arcade because my wife got

tired of me bringing so many of my friends to the house to stay, but there

was no place in town for them to stay.99

In Raleigh and other cities, women “bent on forays into the general shopping

district and elsewhere” met at buildings like the Lightner, where they could

also stow packages. All the activity — night and day — at the Lightner build-

ing’s businesses helped make East Hargett Street a bustling destination.100

Although Raleigh’s Negro Main Street was considered to be clean and re-

spectable and a safe and convenient harbor for women, most black business

districts had to battle with unsavory reputations for illegitimate carousing.

The concentration of businesses catering to blacks had the impact of inten-

sifying racial stereotypes and locating them on the map. Whites perceived a

distinctiveness to the buildings, merchandise, dress, and demeanor of people

in the black business district — and it was not the dignified, magnetic aura 

of the sought-after Main Street ideal. Instead, the prevalent belief was that 

the appearance and location of black business signaled lower-quality consum-

ers and lower moral and economic values. The places where blacks shopped,

whether on their own Main Streets or on the downtown fringe, were de-

scribed as more congested and less attractive, with “grotesque sidewalk dis-

plays” of “cheap, unbranded merchandise.” Dollard believed that blacks, be-

cause they presumably inherited “castoff ” belongings and “social customs”

from whites, were “marked off by a general sort of secondhandedness.” Ed-

wards mentioned “the general run-down appearance of everything” in black

districts.101 These comments went beyond municipal housekeeping critiques

to conflate the stereotypes of blacks as poor consumers of mostly used goods

with the appearances of their places of business.102

Black business districts benefited from their concentration of enterprises,

but they evoked for white investors a very different concept of centrality 

from the chain stores’ 100% district (itself based on proximity to housewife-

pedestrian-shoppers). In contrast, economist Edwards pointed out that the
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center of black commercial life was “invariably to be found at a thickly popu-

lated, fairly central point, frequently fringing upon the least desirable mixed

areas of questionable city life.” Instead of getting a helpful boost from their

density, black business districts faced the opposite challenge of overcom-

ing the negative, “questionable” values and associations placed upon their

consolidation.103

As entrepreneurial opportunities opened up in the emerging business clus-

ters catering to African Americans, the investors who stood to gain or lose by

the fortunes of black business districts were themselves often white. The per-

centage of black ownership on Negro Main Street varied widely by city but

was usually low. Even the highest rates of black ownership meant that one out

of every two or three businesses was white-owned. Wilmoth Carter traced

ownership on East Hargett Street as the balance shifted over time from ma-

jority white to majority black: 9 businesses owned by Negroes and 25 by

whites in 1900; 8 by Negroes and 22 by whites in 1910; 30 by Negroes and 32 by

whites in 1920; and 46 by Negroes and 26 by whites in 1930.104 Further weak-

ening their investment position was the fact that black businesses clustered 

in low-capital, small-scale enterprises such as groceries, general merchandise,

and barbering.105 And just as black consumers slipped below the radar of most

marketing and retail executives because of prevailing stereotypes, black busi-

nesses were subject to undercounting both because they were primarily small

enterprises and because of a racially biased desire to disregard them. An ex-

ample of this blindness is found in a 1927 “Economic Survey” of Lakeland,

Florida, undertaken by the Chamber of Commerce. The report surveyed 205

retail establishments, noting that “while there are 101 negro business houses

and professional offices these are not included in the list because of the dif-

ficulty of securing accurate records.” 106

In the 1920s, the marginalization of black businesses and consumers was a

dismissal that reflected, ironically, the centrality of racial geography to the val-

ues of urban commerce. Black businesses were squeezed and forced out of

downtown, and separate Negro Main Streets came into their own. For those

African Americans who continued to shop downtown, Main Street offered

prestige rewards but also held potential embarrassment and even danger,

because of discriminatory retail practices and segregation codes. Sometimes

claiming a street in the central business district, or sometimes sticking close

to a black residential area, black commercial districts offered an alternative

shopping venue. Though black Main Streets extended possibilities for uniting

black communities, they had to battle unsavory reputations, they could not
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depend upon black patronage, and they contained many white-owned enter-

prises. African American shoppers, while facing these complicated choices,

existed only as a stereotype for most white marketers and Main Street retail-

ers. By the decade’s end, a few researchers began to recognize that black shop-

pers did have “discriminating taste” and money to spend and did patronize

downtown establishments — and these experts argued that since black con-

sumers made such complicated choices, they were worthy of open-minded

study too. But the prevailing expectation that segregation could control the

racial geographies of commercial life and thus maintain property values per-

sisted nonetheless.107

Location, Location, Location?
In the twenties, expansive commercial growth upward and outward oc-

curred amid unsettling movements of people. Rural, southern African Amer-

icans sought better opportunities in cities, small-town residents felt the pull

of urban culture, and a wave of suburbanization brought more middle-class

mobility. Laws of human behavior, the guarantee of the 100% district, and

Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation — these all satisfied investors’ desires for

comforting, rational formulas offering an elusive security. They also all placed

women at the center of worrisome changes such as small-town decline and the

unpredictable scattering of stores, as well as at the promising peaks of down-

town land values. As the links between women’s activities and commercial

property values became evident (and were highlighted by the cutting-edge

chain stores and their consultants), channeling women shoppers and con-

fining commerce became top priorities for investors. These investment ap-

proaches (along with customer surveys) varied in the degree to which they in-

vestigated or presumed to know the female mind. Yet they were all based on

the belief that beneath consumers’ apparent fickleness, women were rational

economic actors whose reasoning could be tapped in order to anticipate fu-

ture trends. The compulsions behind zoning and racial segregation were dif-

ferent: they took fewer chances with the independent decision making of con-

sumers. Zoning tried to establish, with varying success, the exact locations

and shape of future commercial districts. Segregationists tried to dictate the

character of commercial exchange. Segregation’s supporters may have failed

to enforce zoning laws delineating racial boundaries, but they used other tech-

niques (including violence) that encouraged geographic concentrations of

businesses catering to African Americans.
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Control of the consumer, like the security of the 100% district, would of

course prove to be an illusion. All of the upbeat proclamations of the chain

stores could not prevent customers from speculating that the chains were hav-

ing a negative impact on local businesses. Consumers made their decisions

based on many considerations that were difficult for investors to describe, let

alone control. The phenomenon of racial solidarity under segregation,

though very different from the solidarity of the Main Street ideal, provided a

base of political, economic, and moral strength for black businesses and con-

sumers. That was true despite the tendency of even allies to characterize black

business districts as places of illegitimate carousing, despite the prevalence of

white investment in black business districts, and despite the stereotyping and

dismissal of black consumers by mainstream white marketers and retailers.

And the limits to control would only become more obvious over time. The

Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s perhaps most explicitly defied

boundaries within urban commerce, but in those same decades white subur-

ban housewives would again disturb downtown investors — this time by pa-

tronizing outlying shopping centers and, even more ominously, shirking their

roles as full-time homemakers and consumers. By the 1970s, the residual ap-

peals by downtown developers to rebuild the urban retail economy based 

on drawing in suburban housewives sounded unrealistic, outdated, and even

desperate.

In the short term, the crisis of the Great Depression unfortunately proved

that the 1920s anxieties about stability, predictability, and permanence in land

values had been justified. Yet it appeared that the enormous energy expended

for the purpose of understanding, anticipating, segregating, and ultimately

controlling the consumer (and thereby urban form and commercial invest-

ment) was misplaced. Those investors who were primarily concerned in the

1920s about the unpredictable nature of women’s independent decision mak-

ing and the mobility of African Americans should instead have worried about

the volatility of the stock market and the overall U.S. economy. When down-

town property values collapsed in the 1930s, the cause had little to do with

retail geography (although the crisis would have geographic implications). In

the 1920s more people might also have questioned the stability of investment

strategies like segregation that sought security and defended property values

based on the logic of racial discrimination. Values such as these were not

worth preserving.
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Figure 4.1 Just as these 1940s appraisal photographs took a hard and unforgiving look at
downtown St. Louis, investors during the Great Depression reexamined their existing prop-
erty holdings with new commitment. Recycling and reuse dominated downtown real estate,
with demolitions leading to the construction of parking lots and one-story taxpayers and
storefront modernization finding widespread support. Instead of the freewheeling horizon-
tal and vertical expansion of the 1920s, investors explored Main Street’s interior frontiers.
(Courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri, St. Louis;
Roy Wenzlick Papers, 1882–1981, sl 574, box 5, file 144.)

In August 1932, as America plunged further into economic crisis, 

an Indianapolis physician wrote to her aunt in Memphis: “You spoke

of so many buildings being empty in Memphis. Well, Indianapolis 

is surely the worst yet. The stores downtown look so empty unless 

it is for a big month-end sale, and I wonder how some of the little

places make it go at all. Every few days another empty store room

looms up and more folks are thrown out of work. A man told me

yesterday that things were looking better, but I labeled him an op-
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timist.” 1 With the onset of the Great Depression, contemporaries could not

avoid noticing transformations in the familiar downtown streetscape. This

woman fixated on the sad aura of “empty” stores and buildings, observing that

even those stores that were open for business had an understocked look to

them. Other observers worried about the proliferation of vacant land and

parking lots. Whereas in the 1920s investors mapped concentrations of

women pedestrians and chain stores in order to understand and channel un-

settling urban growth, the signature concern of the depression was the accu-

mulation of empty property at the downtown core (see fig. 4.1).2

The crash and its aftermath underscored America’s transformation from a

speculative, dynamic society into a stagnant, contracting society. From the

vantage point of later decades, the depression is usually portrayed as a hiatus,

an interruption to the otherwise expansive long-term trends of twentieth-

century metropolitan growth. Retailers and developers lamented that “neglect

had overtaken our cities,” with scant growth and few new, significant build-

ings.3 According to this view, rents dried up as tenants went bankrupt, and

property improvement practically ceased. Memories of the 1920s speculation-

driven boom only accentuated the perception that little had happened in

Main Street investment during the depression. Important planning ideas —

from downtown public buildings and waterfront projects to suburban shop-

ping centers — were incubated but not acted upon.4
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The wartime economy of the 1940s also appeared to have hindered urban

development. As in the 1930s, retailers, other downtown executives, and city

officials could plan but could not build — this time because wartime mobi-

lization caused shortages of construction material and labor. Government

regulations and administrative boards dictated which builders could under-

take new construction and which could not. Investors purchased property

with an eye toward the possibilities of postwar development, but of necessity,

they postponed their plans. It appeared to many forecasters that the with-

drawal of military spending would likely weaken the economy, as had hap-

pened on the heels of World War I. The question on people’s minds was not

whether there would be another postwar depression, but how long it would

last.5 The unusual ebb and flow of consumer activity also suggested that “nor-

mal” patterns were suspended during depression and war. The depression

enforced frugality and disciplined, strategic consumption. During wartime,

purchasing increased with elevated incomes, but it was rigidly limited by

shortages of consumer goods and the disruptions in family life caused by mas-

sive military enlistment. By war’s end, Americans chafed under pent-up con-

sumer demand.6

Yet, in this apparently noninvesting era, not only was there plenty of

investment activity, but also the culture of downtown investment was trans-

formed and reoriented in significant ways. In the 1930s, Main Street im-

provement shifted to emphasize the reuse and upgrading of urban property

— Main Street’s “interior frontier” — rather than vertical and horizontal ex-

pansion. The crash prompted soul-searching among real estate professionals

over the meaning of land value, and it turned a harsh, critical spotlight on the
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usually behind-the-scene appraisal industry and its methods of assigning

value. At the same time, retail analysts were forced to acknowledge the worth-

lessness of most 1920s investment strategies. Main Street development took a

curious turn: many owners demolished structures to put up parking lots or

one-story “taxpayers,” and storefront modernization was relentlessly hawked

as a depression solution. As foreclosed downtown properties rapidly concen-

trated in the inexperienced hands of banks and insurance companies, and as

a wide range of people faced loss and insecurity, a new generation of national

real estate consultants emerged, armed with reassuring advice for handling the

volatile ups and downs of investment. These depression trends represented

not a hiatus but an innovative redefinition of wise investment practices.7

Not only did the crippled economy provoke a reorientation of investment

philosophy toward the recycling and reuse of downtown land, but demolition

and store modernization visibly altered the downtown landscape. Such ef-

forts, undertaken to prevent loss or marginally improve income, seem mod-

est when compared to the speculative outpouring of the 1920s. Nevertheless,

they were resourceful strategies with long-term implications for postwar ur-

ban reconstruction policies. Given the severity of the situation for people in-

vested in Main Street, and the blame and discredit leveled at real estate pro-

fessionals, it would have been difficult for these interest groups to sit and wait

passively for the crises to pass. Their economic livelihood and professional le-

gitimacy depended upon their aggressive response.

The enormity of the challenge to professionals, together with the energy of

the investor reaction, were both captured in this 1933 newspaper headline:

“Must Revalue Practically the Entire World: Real Estate Appraisers Have a
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Tremendous Task ahead of Them.” 8 The headline put a dramatic spin on the

day-to-day efforts of the ordinary participants in downtown investment (like

appraisers) to “revalue” their approaches. Their work, easily overlooked in

the vast dimensions of a volatile crisis, needed a bit of drama to catch people’s

attention, then as now. This melodramatic presentation was emblematic of

depression solutions; it is reminiscent of the modernizers who turned to the

luminous colors of structural glass veneers in order to liven up what seemed

to be unremarkable and worn storefronts of brick and stone.

Appraisal Undermined: “Must Revalue Practically the Entire World”
The depression’s across-the-board slump in land values devastated and

confused investors and undermined existing forecasting techniques. Even re-

cently built skyscrapers were demolished for parking lots, and merchants

were grateful for any shoppers at all. Average citizens and real estate profes-

sionals alike began to ask what created and guaranteed land value in the first

place, if it was not the crowd of consumers in the 100% district, tall build-

ings, zoning, and segregation. The crisis produced a rare moment in which 

the dominant twentieth-century business values of growth were widely chal-

lenged. On the defensive, and sometimes fighting for the survival of their

fields, real estate professionals openly acknowledged their mistakes and sought

solid ground on which to build their reputations anew. Appraisers were one

group among many who faced the battles of their careers during the depres-

sion, reluctantly entering the fray as their work supporting the system of in-

vestment decisions came to light. Inasmuch as their calculations legitimated

the peak values of the 1920s and then suffered the 1930s consequences, the re-
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sponse of appraisers to the depression offers a unique window into the reori-

entation of real estate culture during crisis. Their transformation is an index

of how informed investors came to think about what was valuable and what

was worthless in the downtown.9

In 1930, in the face of the stock market’s initial collapse, those holding

significant assets in real estate gloated a little, for theirs seemed to be a wiser

investment. Unfortunately, land values took the same nosedive over the next

few years. A survey of Chicago’s business districts uncovered decreases rang-

ing from 43 percent to 78.5 percent between 1930 and 1935, while a New York

City study concluded that assessed values in 1939 had fallen even below those

of 1889. Of all property types, downtown business properties endured some of

the worst drops. Real estate appraisers glumly reported that “store tenants

were in serious difficulty,” as at one commercial property on South Halsted

Street in Chicago. Rental payments at that building were “hopelessly in de-

fault,” with gross annual revenue plummeting from $74,400 to $40,500 and

then down to $37,500. Everywhere, property managers and landlords lowered

rents to the point where they just collected whatever they could. Leases were

simply “not holding.” 10

Given the collapse of property values and the breaking of contractual

agreements, 1930s investors had little faith in and less need for the supposedly

systematic investment concepts and strategies that had been so popular in the

1920s. The appraiser of the Halsted property, for example, was unable to cal-

culate an assessment based on rental income. Disappearing rents had under-

mined the “income approach” to real estate appraisal, whereby the assessor

used the income stream guaranteed by leases to calculate commercial prop-
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erty value. Retail expert Paul Nystrom explained: “Following the crash of 1929

many of the devices and methods that had been introduced into department-

store practice during the 1920s were discarded. Indeed, it seemed for a time

that most of the technical devices of retailing might, under the difficulties of

the economic storm, be thrown overboard.” Real estate professionals were

forced to closely scrutinize existing methods, particularly those of real estate

valuation.11

It was not only the isolated fact of collapse that undermined the real estate

industry, but also the market’s remarkable volatility over three decades, from

the 1920s to the 1940s. As a leading figure in the appraisal business explained

in 1964, “the prototype situation that may plague or frighten a lender is the

tobogganing downhill slump from the boom conditions of 1927–28 to the

depressed condition in 1932–34.” The twenties boom had been heady, even if

later it seemed confusing and irresponsible. Marcel Villanueva described how,

in the 1920s, typically one extraordinary Main Street property sale could in-

duce a city assessor to revise the tax base of an entire business district upward.

Then came the crash. The era’s volatility was a defining experience for the ap-

praisal industry — the worst case scenario that would shape the reconstruc-

tion of the business for decades.12

As they tried to take lessons from the debacle of 1920s speculation, critics

concluded that the false security of that era’s zoning policies had helped nour-

ish a fantasy world for investors. Business zoning, one writer explained, was

based on expectations for growth and profit “that have no meaning in a world

of reality.” In practice, business zoning had thrown “great residential areas

into the greedy maw of speculation.” For the most part, though, blame for de-

structive speculation fell on the relatively unfettered nature of private decision

making rather than on failed policies. The editor of the American City detailed

what he called the “wild orgies” stimulated by decades of weak land use regu-

lations: “Speculation enticing exploitation; overcrowding embracing under-

development; beauty consorting with blight; boom breeding bankruptcy.” 13

In the permissive atmosphere created by flimsy government controls, self-

interest had carried the real estate market into bed with perverse, multiple

partners. Rather than allowing land to be used as “a commodity for exchange,

exploitation and speculation,” experts in the 1930s struggled to define a re-

sponsible investment approach, whereby land was “an essential element in

building a decent, livable city.” 14

In order to survive the depression and address the revealed deficiencies 

of their work, the appraisal field reinvented itself. With a certain amount of
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hand-wringing and philosophizing, leading appraisers struggled to define key

terms such as land value or at least recognize where confusion over these

terms had tripped them up. They differentiated between subjective and ob-

jective analysis, as part of their stated effort to encourage long-term invest-

ment instead of speculation. To reassure themselves, their clients, and the

public, appraisers began to demand of one another a detailed documentation

of city character and projected development — incorporating what might be

called a city planning approach into their reports. Values could thus be rooted

more firmly in the undisputed facts of urban life rather than the unregulated

opinions of individual appraisers. Finally, appraisers overhauled and tight-

ened the profession’s required credentials and organized two professional so-

cieties as well as a journal. Although real estate appraising had emerged as a

distinct career around 1900, it was only in the early thirties that these trap-

pings of professionalism were added. Through professionalization and the re-

structuring of its practices, appraisers hoped to offer the public “real accom-

plishments” in real estate stability.15

Existing appraisal techniques were revealed to rest on the shaky founda-

tions of guesswork. In 1932 valuation expert Frederick M. Babcock admitted

that competent appraising would have lessened the depression’s severity and

moderated the “speculative orgy” of city development.16 The early years of the

Appraisal Journal were filled with often emotion-tinged confessions of various

inadequacies. Ivan Thorson wrote in 1936 about “the mental fog surrounding

real estate” and the “confused thought regarding real estate values.” Blind ad-

herence to tables, charts, and false authorities generally had “resulted in many

ridiculous situations, and . . . caused great embarrassment to many good ap-

praisers.” The Appraisal Institute’s president discussed the “disorganized con-

ditions in appraisal procedure and the many serious errors, and in some cases

abuses, that exist and have existed to so large an extent in real estate work.”

According to Frederick Babcock, the depression had taught “that the ordinary

opinion valuation is utterly inadequate as a basis for sound realty promotion

and as a guarantee of economic strength”; after all, it was based on mere opin-

ion plus skimpy sales data. He had also observed that appraisers clung inex-

plicably to the expectation that all land would increase in value. Finally, it did

not help that the profession contained “exceedingly few highly trained and

competent appraisers.” 17

Babcock increasingly came to believe that the real estate industry’s vague

concept of value lay at the root of the problem. “We are all familiar,” he wrote,

“with the semantic morasses which surround definitions of the word ‘value.’”
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The term suffered both from having too many definitions and from being left

undefined. Too often, upon examination, real estate terminology “appears to

lack all real meaning.” Even the very handbooks designed to clarify appraisal

concepts failed. “It is not a help to clear thinking,” wrote one authority, “when

terms defined in the Terminology Manual run contrary to customary usage

and are not subject to a single interpretation.” 18 Babcock condemned as “ho-

cus pocus” the standard technique of reconciling the numbers generated 

by the “three approaches” to value — income stream, replacement costs, and

comparable sales. Appraisers had failed to win public confidence, he said,

partly because they did not even appear to objectively weigh relevant factors,

but instead presented “a biased and prejudiced conclusion.” They were often

called in at the end point of a real estate deal, where they merely calculated 

“a preconceived estimate” to facilitate the transaction. According to Babcock,

professionals could never “know the ‘real’ level of values of real estate” but

still needed to work out consistent practices for generating values by admit-

tedly arbitrary means. In fact, appraisers should just admit that their “main

job is to work hand-in-glove with the lending fraternity in providing a better

and more reliable basis for the safe investment of funds.” 19

Babcock declared that new appraisal techniques were needed to accom-

pany the contraction and reorientation of the urban land economy: “We ap-

pear to be passing from an era of expansion, during which valuation could not

be more than careful guessing, into a period of stabilization and intense re-

construction, during which every device of forecasting and pertinent analysis

will be introduced.” He implied that appraisers might be forgiven their guess-

ing in the past, since “expansion onto new land” in urban fringe areas had a

freewheeling quality. But rearranging existing urban land uses (which prop-

erties and districts were devoted to which activities) in hard times required

more sophisticated tools. America in the 1930s “may look forward to a long

period during which we will consolidate, and redistribute the uses of the land

which we have absorbed.” 20

In the aftermath of the 1929 crash, badges of professionalism, as well as de-

tailed mastery of the factors shaping urban development, became essential

trappings in revamping appraising to seem more objective. Restructuring

professional qualifications had an immediate and obvious impact. About 120

leading appraisers formed the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers,

with the stated objective to “develop an agreement, which does not now exist,

as to sound, proper, and reasonably uniform procedure for each of the varied

appraisal problems.” 21 Appraisers created an elite corps of professionals, who
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would be certified at different levels depending upon their training, accom-

plishments, and performance on written and oral exams. The initials MAI

after an appraiser’s name, standing for “Member American Institute,” would

indicate the highest certification. In theory, each firm would have a number 

of MAIs to set the standards for their office colleagues. Ultimately the best of

the rank and file would aspire to membership, while all would benefit from

the skills and responsibilities shouldered by the elite. This kind of initiative

improved morale and provided sorely needed leadership for the real estate

field.

In a move designed to remedy the field’s deficiencies, professionally trained

appraisers accepted the directive to master a vast quantity of facts relevant to

the cities where their properties lay. In its new incarnation, appraising turned

to the research of more established, usually more scholarly or scientific fields

— such as economics, city planning, engineering, architecture, history, and

statistics. Historical knowledge, for example, became a confidence-building

tool, offering reassuring patterns and statistics. The Real Estate Analyst (here-

after referred to as Analyst), an investment newsletter created in the depths of

the depression, built its reputation by charting the real estate cycles of U.S. his-

tory and predicting the exact circumstances of future recovery (see fig. 4.2).

Downright inspirational was this January 1934 exhortation: “Become satu-

rated with these facts and you will be surprised at your new enthusiasm and

power.” After a decade of preoccupation with legitimacy through facts, in 1943

the Analyst could at least claim that “perhaps no other profession requires

such a broad background of knowledge as that of appraising.” Lest one forget

the weighty burden carried by the postcrash approach, there was the editor’s

favorite slogan emblazoned across some Analyst publications: “No man has

any moral right to substitute opinion for facts.” 22

The new investment approach to appraising required knowledge of what

contemporaries called principles of urban growth, a demand that mirrored

the elevation of a city planning outlook within real estate generally. City plan-

ners’ broad urban studies expertise — combining sociological, demographic,

political, and economic analysis — seemed the right mix for legitimating

claims of objective property estimates.23 Writing in 1939, one expert needed

three long, dense paragraphs to describe what an ordinary appraiser should

know to do his job effectively. He began:

It is essential that he know how the city grew; what kinds of people live

there; what their racial characteristics are; what their economic status is;
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how they earn a living; what the natural geographic advantages of the city

are; what railroad and water facilities and other means of transportation

are available; into what districts the city is divided (business, residential, in-

dustrial, suburbs); what the commercial and industrial enterprises in the

city are; what caused the large industries to locate in this territory; what the

employment opportunities are; what the financial status of the city gov-

ernment is; what banking facilities are available; how the financial institu-

tions survived the recent crisis; what the trend of taxation is; and what the

social pattern is with respect to schools, recreational centers, and other cul-

tural outlets.24

Figure 4.2 The collapse in land values during the depression discredited existing professional
practices and techniques relating to real estate. New national consulting firms emerged to
guide investors during difficult times. Consultant Roy Wenzlick won fame by using historical
charts to predict the timing and circumstances of economic recovery. Wenzlick traced real
estate cycles back to 1868, as in this chart, and offered limitless graphs and statistics to
substantiate his investment advice to clients and subscribers to his company’s newsletter.
(Roy Wenzlick & Company brochure, circa 1948. Courtesy of Jim Appel.)
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The urban studies approach, while requiring an impossible thoroughness, ac-

knowledged that valuation was rooted in and needed to account for broader

societal trends.

Depression embarrassments motivated appraisers to distance themselves

from their own opinions about land values, encouraging them instead to mus-

ter an intimidating and supposedly objective list of facts. Yet opinion was ac-

tually the talent appraisers brought to each property. In 1948 Babcock argued

that it was time to give up the obsession with gathering statistics. The lender

“will boast that he wants ‘facts’ as opposed to ‘opinions,’” but wouldn’t it 

be better to ask the appraiser’s professional opinion, Babcock asked. Indeed, 

by the 1940s close observers had begun to wonder whether all the strenuous

professionalization had succeeded in improving appraising. In 1943 clients

were asking “whether modern theoretical techniques have been able to pro-

duce more consistent results than pre-depression practices,” and the answer

was usually no.25

Despite depression-era pressures for fact-based assessments, the “invest-

ment” approach toward real estate still rested upon a consultant’s informed

opinion about human behavior and the future of urban commerce. Five or ten

years hence, who did the appraiser think might be frequenting a certain part

of town, and with what purpose? What kind of enterprise could succeed on a

particular corner? Investors ultimately came back to the understanding that

“real estate values depend on the movement and choices of people.” The ap-

praisal field, indeed all of property investment, was fundamentally a specu-

lative social enterprise, based on human behavior and projections into the

future.26

Putting up Parking Lots: The Paradox of Unbuilding Main Street
From the vantage point of their office on the seventeenth floor of the 

Water Board Building in downtown Detroit, staff members of the City Plan

Commission could look out in 1936 and survey the impact of recent build-

ing demolitions (fig. 4.3). Holes had opened up in previously dense blocks,

and parking lot entrepreneurs had taken over many of these spaces. The nine-

story Temple Theater on Monroe Avenue was one landmark the planners 

had watched crumble. That building, once home to Detroit’s most successful

vaudeville theater, came down just a little over thirty years after its construc-

tion in 1901. The assessed value of the building and its land dropped from

$1.097 million to $557,000 between 1927 and 1934. The nearby presence on
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Monroe of one of the city’s largest department stores had not saved the the-

ater or other once-bustling commercial destinations from the wrecking ball.

In downtown Detroit, demolition for parking lots peaked in 1930 by num-

ber of buildings destroyed (68), but in 1931 32 buildings of much higher total

value came down. Although these statistics made an impression, it was the

Figure 4.3 In 1936, these five downtown views presented a virtual panorama of parking lots
when seen from the office windows of Detroit’s city planning office. Instead of empty land
at the suburban fringe beckoning, the vacant parcels and parking lots clustering at the down-
town core were attracting the attention of investors during the depression. The parking 
lot in the upper left photograph marks the former site of the Temple Theater. (The Planners’
Journal, September–October 1936, 117. Reprinted with permission from The Planners’ Jour-
nal, copyright 1936 by the American Planning Association.)
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view from the Water Board Building and the map of downtown parking lots

(fig. 4.4) that most shockingly revealed the city’s transformation. The picture

was similar in cities across the nation. In Bridgeport, Connecticut, by 1939 

one could “now park his car where once stood a theater, an ice cream plant, 

a Turkish bath house, a livery stable, a hotel, the telephone building and a

couple of churches.” 27 In 1936 there were actually fewer buildings in most

cities than in 1929.28

While theoretically inclined appraisers and other concerned real estate

leaders reexamined their practices and concepts of value, property owners,

urban planners, and city officials moved to “attack the problem of preserv-

ing and restoring real estate values” on a daily basis. Tearing down buildings

was one thing they did to protect or maximize their investment. Investors ex-

perimented with and popularized two concrete techniques in particular —

demolition for the creation of parking lots and taxpayers (low-rise buildings

whose income covered property expenses), and storefront modernization.

Such strategies, favoring the reuse and reconstruction of urban land and

buildings, were certainly not depression inventions. For decades, developers

had aggressively replaced existing buildings with skyscrapers, erected stores

on the sites of older commercial or residential structures, and rebuilt in the

wake of devastating fires and other catastrophes. Stores had long upgraded

their premises (see fig. 4.5).29 In the 1930s, however, demolition and modern-

ization became the dominant motifs of downtown development. And instead

of the ever-taller structures Americans had come to expect, depression dem-

olition produced one-story buildings and parking lots on Main Street.

In 1935 appraiser Walter A. Kuehnle marveled at the “strange phenome-

non” downtown-watchers had noted of low-density (even no-density) land

uses replacing taller structures, a development he admitted had bizarre impli-

cations for land values in the central business district. Yet despite the tendency

of his colleagues to describe the growth of parking lots as “chaotic” and

“alarming,” he argued that “this reversal of the orthodox cycle of develop-

ment” was deliberate investment policy, not just the random and desperate

outcome of economic crisis. The demolitions and one-story replacements

were logical, rational depression-era investment strategies based on calcula-

tions that could be explained.30

“It is indeed rather difficult, at first glance,” Kuehnle wrote, “to see the

soundness of wrecking a tall building to make way for a two-story building or

parking lot.” But his close examination of two recent cases unraveled this

“Central Business District Paradox” and indeed found sound reasoning of



Figure 4.4 A map of Detroit’s downtown parking lots revealed the true extent of demolition
practices and confirmed that vacant land at the city’s core would become a key development
issue in the next decades. There is some truth to the view that this empty land, where promi-
nent buildings recently stood, represented stagnation in real estate. However, at the time,
the demolitions and parking lots indicated a significant, strategic, and resourceful reorien-
tation of investment logic toward recycling and rebuilding. (The Planners’ Journal, Septem-
ber–October 1936, 116. Reprinted with permission from The Planners’ Journal, copyright
1936 by the American Planning Association.)
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which he approved. One owner replaced a six-story store and office build-

ing with a two-story walk-up store and loft; another took down a four-story

store in favor of a parking lot. It was popular to simply blame high property

taxes as the major incentive behind such demolitions, but Kuehnle focused

instead on the steady fall in rental income and building occupancy as the de-

pression progressed. Between 1929 and 1933, both structures’ effective gross

income dropped in half, while occupancy slipped from 91 percent to 76 per-

cent and from 92 percent to 60 percent. In an oversupplied market with

“more modern buildings,” the buildings had become “economically use-

less” because they lacked the magnetism to attract tenants and income. An

epidemic of economic obsolescence, exacerbated by the depression circum-

Figure 4.5 There was, in fact, some new commercial construction downtown during the
1930s besides one-story taxpayers and parking lots. Chain stores in particular took ad-
vantage of the decade’s inexpensive land and labor costs. In 1938 S. H. Kress & Co. was
preparing to erect a much larger store building across the street from its existing Alexandria,
Louisiana, location. (Courtesy of the National Building Museum, gift of Genesco, Inc.,
1989.13.1.3701.)
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stances, had silently undercut commercial buildings. Demolition, then, was a

“stop loss” solution to slow or reverse financial drain. Where a parking lot re-

placed the four-story store and office building, the owner moved from a net

loss of $10,110 to an annual profit of $200. Substituting the two-story store and

loft building for the six-story store and office building increased the net in-

come from $5,127 to $27,892 per year.31

The demolitions, parking lots, and taxpayers were, above all, practical de-

pression solutions that required setting aside at least temporarily the reigning

theories about downtown density and peak values. For example, the invest-

ment concept of determining the “highest and best use” for land had come

into vogue among appraisers. Interested parties wrestled with how the high-

est and best use for supposedly prime downtown parcels might be a parking

lot. Although the term highest did not mean tallest, one could see why even

appraisers thought the phrase implied that taller structures would always gen-

erate higher values, especially given the recent history of the 1920s. Eventually

appraisal practice and theory would have to find a way to accommodate such

depression irregularities; guiding concepts would have to be revised in the fu-

ture once the immediate crisis in urban real estate had passed.32 In the mean-

time, investors would just have to keep on believing in the high value of their

downtown properties as vacant land and empty stores accumulated around

them and the usually comforting, generally accepted laws of appraising and

investment were “abruptly” suspended.33

By the late 1930s, the real estate industry had accepted the one-story build-

ing as the baseline of new downtown construction (see fig. 4.6). Valuator

Morris Goldfarb reasoned that in each construction decision his colleagues

would have to determine whether the “highest and best use” was a one-story

building, or “should it have more than one story?” Goldfarb chose a vivid ex-

ample from “the very center of the 100 percent shopping area” to understand

how an owner after responsible analysis could replace a ten-year-old modern

bank building with a one-story-plus-basement retail building. Goldfarb’s de-

tailed investigation of the region, city, block, and property convinced him that

a retail use should move into this key corner site surrounded by women’s spe-

cialty shops, but at the same time he was deeply concerned about the prob-

lems of extensive vacant upper stories. The building could be refitted to ac-

commodate a store below and offices above, but the appraiser concluded that

this would be “economically disastrous” because of heavy competition for

office tenants and because of an excessive building tax. Also, the hall stair
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Figure 4.6 During the depression, taxpayers even appeared on Park Avenue and Fortieth
Street in New York City. Their one- or two-story profiles in dense downtowns emphasized the
hopes investors placed in ground-floor retail (and female customers), as well as the problems
of renting upper floors. (Architectural Forum, July 1933, 86.)

leading to the upper stories occupied critical ground-floor frontage, reducing

the chances of attracting a first-class retail tenant.34

The 1930s arguments favoring low-profile commercial buildings placed a

premium on first-floor retail and thus on the role of women shoppers in pro-

tecting or reinvigorating downtown property values. First-floor store leases

during these years generally determined an office building’s success. Ap-

praiser Cuthbert Reeves highlighted this basic, qualitative distinction between

the first floor and all other floors: “Every office building depends upon rent-

ing the ground floor store rooms at a sufficient rental to capitalize the land

investment and the building up to the second floor. The remaining floors 

do little more than amortize their cost and pay for service and management.”

One 1934 appraisal deemed it “uneconomic” to build a retail structure taller

than one story, since “generally speaking, the upper stories in that type of im-

provement do not pay an adequate return on the extra building investment

required.” 35 Since ground-floor retail generated the main income of a build-
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ing, and since offices were going empty, why even bother building upper

stories?

Concerns about vacant upper stories in commercial buildings were not

new, but in the 1930s that information was deployed differently in investment

thinking to encourage the demolition of even recently constructed downtown

buildings. Although the 1930s faith in low, horizontal structures downtown

contrasted sharply with the vertical aspirations of 1920s skyscrapers, it had

much in common with another form of 1920s real estate — the business strip

developments. Similar arguments about vacant upper floors had fueled that

1920s “vision of a solid line of stores extending down every main thorough-

fare or streetcar line,” not to mention the development of early shopping

centers.36

Frederick Babcock chose his words advisedly when in 1932 he wrote that

there was “much vacant land (or rather ‘ripe’ land) in practically all down-

town areas.” The unsettling proliferation of parking lots, empty stores, and

taxpayers in the downtown core signaled ripe opportunity to some investors.

The editors at Architectural Forum characterized taxpayers as “the cocoons

from which tall buildings spring.” This analogy underscores the notion that

investors engaged in productive, creative work during the depression, while

perhaps appearing inactive. The same article cited another observer’s hearty

approval of the new low buildings “in the heart of New York.” This writer wel-

comed taxpayers as “the first symptom of returning sense.” In them he saw

evidence that some investors had faced “the fact that we are not going any-

where to prosperity, but must start and build it over again. With two-story

buildings, perhaps, at the beginning.” 37 This type of deliberate demolition

and low-rise construction would likely fertilize new opportunities.

But ripe or rotten was the pressing question applied to Main Street prop-

erty. “Every American city of 6,000,000 or 6,000 population,” Business Week

announced in 1940, “shows symptoms of identical dry rot at its core.” A “cav-

ity” seemed to have opened up at the city’s “heart.” Nation’s Business an-

nounced that “economically speaking, our big cities are rotting at the core.”

The “depression-induced collapse” revealed, but had not created, the exis-

tence of so-called business slums. Deflated property values drew attention 

to other downtown real estate problems, such as surprisingly high vacancies

even in “normal” times, which were characterized as “dry rot.” One could

hardly rely upon physical appearance alone to identify business slums, one

analyst argued, since they usually lacked the obvious poverty, dirt, and fear-

some overcrowding of their residential counterparts.38
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In the growing concentration of vacant land, parking lots, and low-rise

buildings in the downtown, then, investors might see either decay or ripe op-

portunity.39 Despite the belief held by some that tall buildings would eventu-

ally spring forth from the taxpayer “cocoons,” many of the nation’s foremost

land value experts were not so sure. They suspected that after 1920s metro-

politan growth, Americans might never again need to construct large num-

bers of new skyscrapers and subdivisions. Depression circumstances meant

that “owners have no idea as to the future use of the property” (as noted in the

Detroit parking lot study), in contrast with the brazen 1920s assumptions that

anticipated ever-taller buildings at the urban core. This fundamental ambigu-

ity made it especially difficult to rally around a singular, concrete, and com-

pelling vision of future urban commerce.40

Modernizing Main Street
During the 1930s, building trade magazines carried alluring illustrations of

the colorful glass panels one could use to transform a store’s drab brick front.

The depression added urgency to the ordinary pressures to upgrade store at-

tractiveness, since in the supercompetitive real estate environment, a modest

modernization might keep a business in the black. A popular option involved

resurfacing the first-floor facade using a thin sheet of structural glass and re-

designing the display windows and signs. Other owners shaved off project-

ing architectural elements such as bay windows and added smooth facing

material like marble to entire buildings, as in the case of one “old” and “out-

moded” building in downtown Cleveland.41 Just as artistic lampposts and

trash cans carried moral meaning at the turn of the century, the depression-

era modernization campaigns transformed the mundane act of improving a

storefront.

Given its focus on storefronts, the modernization movement (like taxpayer

construction) underscored the contributions of women shoppers to rebuild-

ing first-floor retail values. Harping on eye appeal and design taste, modern-

izers capitalized upon the previous decade’s preoccupation with women’s

desires and buyer psychology. Modernization also highlighted the role of ar-

chitectural style in determining real estate values. In contrast with the coop-

erative needs of the streetscape of entrepreneurs emphasized at the turn of the

century, the competitive depression circumstances in which modernization

flourished encouraged attention-getting individual storefront designs.

If you had money, the depression was in fact an excellent time to mod-

ernize, since material and labor costs were low. Compared to the plunge in
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other building construction, store modernization remained relatively steady

through both the 1920s boom and the depression lows. Although this up-

grading work did follow the contours of the general building cycle, its swings

were not so dramatic. To begin with, modernization was far more pervasive

than new construction, with the Main Street of Bridgeport, Connecticut, re-

porting only four new buildings between 1924 and 1938, while virtually all of

the shops in the same period claimed to have modernized. During the 1930s

the pace of storefront upgrading picked up: Architectural Forum identified

1936 –38 as the biggest downtown modernization years in Bridgeport’s history.

Investments as modest as $50 were recorded in Bridgeport, though some had

the resources for $10,000 storefront upgrades or comprehensive interior-

exterior renovations that cost close to $100,000.42

Such consensus prevailed in the various branches of real estate business be-

hind storefront modernization that it was difficult to distinguish between ad-

vertisements selling storefront materials and articles in professional journals

(see fig. 4.7). Architectural publications, appraisers, government programs,

chambers of commerce, and manufacturers all vigorously pushed modern-

ization. The National Real Estate Journal featured before-and-after articles

with titles such as “Modernizing Increases Rent $267.50 per Month” and

“Transforming the Old Store into a Modern Rent Producer.” An identical

message appeared in advertising copy for structural glass: “From 39% Occu-

pancy to 72% with the Help of Vitrolite.” Harland Bartholomew’s 1930 plan

for Knoxville advised: “The appearance of Gay Street is marred by the preva-

lence of antiquated and unattractive store fronts. This is a condition that is

gradually being rectified, for owners of retail business property are beginning

to realize that unattractive store fronts impair the value of property and if they

are to be able to meet competition the owners must bring their buildings up

to date.” For their part, appraisers argued that the failure to modernize might

end a structure’s economic life, since tenants had so many affordable build-

ings to choose from. The various promotions appealed to the competitive

survival strategies of individual store owners.43

The modernizers’ preoccupations with shopper psychology, architectural

style, and retail competition intersected in a 1935 design contest to “Modern-

ize Main Street,” which was sponsored by glass manufacturer Libbey-Owens-

Ford (LOF) and conducted by Architectural Record magazine. LOF published

the winning designs and honorable mentions in 52 Designs to Modernize Main

Street with Glass, hoping to “stimulate the interest and imagination of hun-

dreds of thousands of store owners throughout the country.” The chairman



Figure 4.7 According to this advertisement for Vitrolite, a popular structural glass, mod-
ernization enabled the owner of a Cleveland building to attract one tenant to fill a vacancy,
while the creamery increased its trade by one-third. The text informed readers that these
developments were happening in the midst of depression: “This is a record of TODAY — not
1929!” Storefront modernization was small-scale investment compared to the skyscrapers of
the 1920s, but under the circumstances it became a cutting-edge improvement strategy for
business survival. (National Real Estate Journal, April 1933, inside back cover.)
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of the jury predicted that modernization expenditures would boost the build-

ing trades, though there was no need to mention that the competition’s spon-

sor LOF — which produced Vitrolite structural glass, plate glass, and other

storefront materials — obviously stood to benefit disproportionately.44 Of the

allied trades, architecture had taken a hard hit because it was a dispensable

luxury in tough times. In 1932 architectural employment sank to less than

one-seventh of its 1928 volume. As a result, designers sought modest projects

like store modernization, which in robust years they would have disregarded.

Three thousand architects and designers submitted entries to the Modernize

Main Street competition, and prominent architects were attracted to sit on

the competition’s jury.45

The competition asked designers to apply their skills to the “universal”

challenge of upgrading small retail outlets: “The ‘Main Street’ in every city,

town, village or community usually has at least these four stores: the food

store, the drug store, the apparel shop and the automotive sales-and-service

station.” All but the automotive station fit on a typical narrow and long city

lot of 25 by 75 feet. The problem stores could hardly have been made to look

more unkempt and unappealing (see fig. 4.8). All of the storefronts appeared

to be run-down, two of the photographs were crooked, all seemed out of fo-

cus, and all had been touched up in a most rudimentary manner. The slights

were certainly intentional, since these photographs were reproduced in a pre-

mier design magazine. The final publication so marginalized the supposedly

antiquated existing storefronts that their photographs appeared to be slipping

off the edge of the page.46

In contrast, the successful competition submissions would need to satisfy

the modern consumer by deploying 1920s consumer research — “all that has

been learned in recent years about merchandise display and the buying psy-

chology of the customer.” The ordinary Main Street stores should “attract the

public, display goods to the best advantage, and provide space, convenience,

and light so that purchasing is a pleasure.” Driving the belief in the redemp-

tive power of modernization (and the condemnation of old-fashioned store

facades) was the confidence that “psychologists have proven that the buyer’s

resistance is lowered when she is surrounded by an atmosphere which subtly

whets that craving for the beautiful.” 47 The formulas for attracting women

shoppers had of necessity changed in the 1930s, focusing more on drawing in

the scarce consumer than on locating the crowds.

The depression indeed forced a reconsideration of what made commercial



Figure 4.8 By manipulating the “before” photographs of older storefronts to make them
appear more unattractive, modernization campaigns contributed to the gnawing concern
among investors that Main Street was becoming obsolete. This “before” photograph of the
Uptown Pharmacist was included in the 1935 Modernize Main Street competition. The fact
that the weak image appeared in the design magazine Architectural Record confirms that the
slights to existing Main Street storefronts were intentional. The participation of architects
like Albert Kahn on the competition’s jury indicated that during the depression Main Street
store upgrades, ordinarily considered to be mundane and unworthy of professional design-
ers, attracted the creative energies of even prominent architects. (52 Designs to Modernize
Main Street with Glass [Toledo, OH: Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 1935], 23. Used by permis-
sion of Pilkington North America, Inc., and the Ward M. Canaday Center of the University of
Toledo Libraries.)
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Figure 4.9 Modernization was indeed an individualistic (the municipal housekeepers might
have said “selfish”) solution to downtown’s problems. Little consideration was given to the
relationship of a modernized storefront to the building’s upper stories, neighboring build-
ings, and the retail streetscape generally. Structural glass came in a gorgeous array of col-
ors, which entrants in the Modernize Main Street competition used liberally. Lined up on 
a real Main Street, the competition winners would have looked bizarre next to each other.
Ajax Drugs, executed in pink, teal, grey, orange, and beige, earned honorable mention, while
Ghaat, which won third prize in the food store category, appeared in pale blue and rust. (52
Designs to Modernize Main Street with Glass [Toledo, OH: Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co., 1935],
10, 29. Used by permission of Pilkington North America, Inc., and the Ward M. Canaday Cen-
ter of the University of Toledo Libraries.)

destinations appealing and “beautiful.” In praising the streamlined “simplic-

ity” and “dignity” of the winning store designs, the LOF jury emphasized the

competitive edge a distinctive modernization might achieve for an individual

owner, rather than Main Street’s overall effect (fig. 4.9).48 The jury also ad-

mired the architects’ unusual and stimulating color selections, as when “the

Tropical green Vitrolite suggests the freshness so inviting to the shopper in

search of provision.” “Striking” designs helped merchants compete and indi-

cated their clever, creative ability to “attract a great deal of attention on any

avenue” but “without being bizarre.” The city plans of the Progressive era had

ignored storefront design, regarding it as a private architectural choice, and

the postcards downplayed the advertising message of individual merchants.
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Modernizers of the 1930s appreciated harmonizing qualities within each

storefront design, not how stores harmonized with the downtown streetscape

as a collective and magnetic destination.49

As these standards of beauty suggest, modernization as a depression-era in-

vestment concept meant the modernization of individual stores, not of Main

Street or even of entire buildings. LOF’s Modernize Main Street competition,

despite its title, ignored the storefront’s relationship to the upper stories of 

its own building, the adjacent businesses, and the Main Street corridor gener-

ally. The winning renderings appeared (impossibly) to be of freestanding

stores, and the photographs of the original design challenge — the unappeal-

ing storefronts — lacked any clues to the commercial context. Neither did

competition publications address how Main Street might look with one-story,

bright, different-colored glass fronts scattered down the block — pink, next 

to green and white, next to an older brick structure, and so forth. The indi-

vidually “simple” and “modern” storefronts transformed the collective Main

Street environment into a clashing and complex streetscape. In 1939 Architec-

tural Forum critiqued Main Street as a design “problem which has produced

many brilliant individual solutions but which put together too often spell[s]

chaos.” 50 Like the 1930s demolition practices that left gaping holes between

buildings, modernization disregarded streetscape unity in the name of eco-

nomic survival.

Although material deterioration increased throughout downtowns dur-

ing the depression, it was not the driving force behind the modernization
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movement, or behind demolition for that matter.51 Since outdated style trans-

lated into weak market appeal, as investment authorities cautioned, even “a

modern store building” could stand to be modernized.52 Rather than purely

addressing shabbiness, modernization campaigns encouraged changing pref-

erences in architectural styles — a pressure that was intensified by the com-

petition among downtown businesses to survive and by investor sensitivity to

discriminating consumer taste.

The arguments behind depression modernization, like the logic of demo-

litions, illuminate how the older red brick store buildings so recently show-

cased in Main Street postcards were devalued during the depression. Koch’s

bakery in St. Louis had “sparkling, clean” windows and an appetizing display

of goods. “But the exterior of the building was old, so old that it suggested 

the past instead of up-to-dateness.” If a store exterior conveyed a “past” sen-

sibility —“an obsolete appearance” — it might spell the building’s economic

death. “Old style” buildings, modernizers argued, could not compete for

“desirable” tenants and buyers with stores that had pleasing, “present-day,”

modern exteriors.53

The popularization of streamlined architectural motifs and modern mate-

rials like structural glass crystallized the difference between old and new and

enabled the labeling of earlier styles as antiquated. It was, and still is, easy to

dismiss modernization as superficial. The act of resurfacing a building or

storefront invited this description (face-lifting was one term used by contem-

poraries to describe modernization’s effects). But the dramatic transformation

of the Masonic Temple building in Oakland, California, demonstrated that

the changing sensibilities were not merely a matter of taste; they were firmly

tied to property values. Before modernization, the Masonic Temple build-

ing (fig. 4.10) “had an almost unbelievable amount of gingerbread and anti-

quated doo-dads. It is scarcely recognizable as the handsome structure at the

right, which is now enhancing rather than depressing the values of commer-

cial property in the older sections of the city.” 54 The emerging preference for

clean, sleek, flat, planes over the ornamented, gingerbread Victorian profile

had enormous implications for Main Street, since most downtown commer-

cial structures sported “antiquated” styles. The average Main Street building

in Bridgeport, for example, was fifty years old in 1939.55 In the modernization

campaigns, we see the economic power of obsolescence to motivate the re-

design of Main Street real estate.

Appraisers had to scramble to educate themselves about the new building

materials and construction techniques (especially advances in heating and
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Figure 4.10 Competitive depression circumstances placed additional pressures on investors
to consider the impact of architectural style upon property values. The modernization of Oak-
land’s Masonic Temple building removed the “gingerbread” and “antiquated doo-dads” from
the original structure (left) and boosted the property’s value. Modernization in the 1930s was
a powerful tool with its own logic for transforming the downtown streetscape. (National Real
Estate Journal, March 1936, 51.)

cooling and prefabrication). The value distinctions created by older materials

such as brick, wood, or marble were well known, but recent innovations in

glass, metals, and plastic had injected unknown factors into appraisal calcu-

lations. When Roy Wenzlick, editor of the Real Estate Analyst, addressed au-

diences around the country in 1935, he listened to concerns that the pace 

of obsolescence had accelerated. Experts like Wenzlick tried to reassure prop-

erty owners that the public was much slower to embrace new materials and

architecture than many assumed, yet the sense of quickened obsolescence

persisted.56

Storefront remodeling put the ordinary retailer at the cutting edge of com-

mercial aesthetics and modernity and linked his needs with those of re-

nowned architects. Colorful structural glass, whether Vitrolite or Carrara

Glass, helped define the very notion of modern in the 1930s — the decade of

the glass’s greatest popularity.57 Modernization and the glass itself were

equally at home, materially and philosophically, on New York’s Fifth Avenue

and in “smaller cities all over the land.” LOF promised that Vitrolite would be

“new today, modern tomorrow, beautiful always.” 58 Indeed structural glass

would be “modern tomorrow,” in the sense that in future decades it would 

be associated with 1930s modern. Modernization would quickly move on to

other materials and concepts, leaving colorful structural glass on Main Street

storefronts to tell of the aspirations and values of the depression.
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A cornerstone of 1930s commercial investment, storefront upgrades em-

powered owners to take action against further drops in property values and

provided critical visual evidence that dollars still flowed to the central busi-

ness districts. One promotional article claimed of modernization: “Stagnation

in building is likewise giving way to activity through the example Realtors set

owners in this work.” With “little expense,” outdated and even vacant store

buildings “can be made to stand out from the others and be brought back into

the paying class.” The flurry around downtown modernization, as around

building demolition, permitted real estate interests to discuss “activity” rather

than “stagnation.” 59

In 1939 Libbey-Owens-Ford called the new downtown investment priori-

ties “ ‘The Interior Frontier’ — the development of American city and town

markets through the rejuvenation of old buildings.” Less evocative and free-

wheeling than the suburban frontier or the heights scaled by ever-taller build-

ings, “The Interior Frontier” nonetheless mapped out new terrain. Suburban

growth and skyscrapers had in their favor the fact that “the glamour of new

things is irresistible,” Harland Bartholomew wrote sympathetically. But given

the economic collapse, he, like so many others, reasoned that it would be bet-

ter to introduce new buildings “into the older districts and displace the older

structures. There is less romance but certainly much more sound sense [in re-

building].” 60 Most people agreed that parking lots, taxpayers, and storefront

veneers lacked “romance” — despite the best efforts of artists in rendering

bright, luminous glass facades. But in a decade of severe limitations, modern-

ization and demolition embodied a fundamental shift from speculative met-

ropolitan expansion to the recycling of downtown land and the close exami-

nation of opportunities for Main Street reinvestment.

“What Should I Do with Property Now Considered Worthless?”:
Canny Consultants Give Investment Advice
It is no coincidence that the nation’s first two confidential real estate invest-

ment newsletters originated during the depression. Most commercial prop-

erty owners hesitated over the choices at hand, such as wrecking buildings if

income dropped or pouring money into modernizing possibly doomed stores.

The Real Estate Analyst, the creation of Roy Wenzlick and his St. Louis–based

consulting firm, began publication in March 1932. A major competitor did not

appear until July 1937, when property management expert James Downs Jr.

first produced the Chicago Market Letter, a monthly investment letter gen-

erated initially for the Chicago Real Estate Board. The real estate investor
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imagined and courted by these newsletters was defined in opposition to the

speculator demonized by the crash. Whereas the speculator hoped for quick

profit, the investor had a longer time frame and was “interested primarily 

in value.” The concept of the investor legitimated the hope for reliable (even

“permanent”) values envisioned amid the failures and losses of 1930s real

estate.61

The emergence of the newsletters underscored several defining character-

istics of investment during the depression: a national real estate market uni-

fied by disaster, the demand for expert advice especially on that larger scale,

and the more responsible identity sought by those involved in real estate. Over

time, the newsletters themselves, as well as Wenzlick, Downs, and the firms

they created, proved to have staying power. Wenzlick’s newsletter, his best-

selling 1936 book, and his endless national speaking tours all capitalized on the

hunger for information about real estate, and through these venues he de-

livered advice with optimism and a flair for historical research and statistics.

Wenzlick’s father, Albert, ran a large and respected St. Louis realty company.

After a stint in advertising and research for the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Roy

organized a research department for his father’s business in 1928. Roy eventu-

ally went out on his own, after this research department spun off to become

Real Estate Analysts, Inc., in February 1932, and a month later he began pub-

lishing the newsletter. One of the first MAIs in the country (though he never

did much appraising himself, instead hiring others), Roy also received a Ph.D.

in economics in 1942. On his speaking tours, he chatted with “older real estate

men” wherever he went — which was one way he kept his finger on the pulse

of real estate throughout his career. The newsletter, in its first decade or so,

gave residential investment its greatest attention but slowly broadened by the

late 1940s to include more commentary on commercial real estate. Publica-

tion continued until 1973. Wenzlick claimed that his was the first private or-

ganization in the world to accumulate and analyze research on urban real es-

tate and that he was the “first man in the United States engaged exclusively in

real estate counseling on a fee basis.” In 1936 Architectural Forum credited the

Analyst with being “real estate’s leading dope sheet.” Although he had a pio-

neering role in shaping real estate investment as a national field and a con-

sulting profession, it was really his 1936 best-seller The Coming Boom in Real

Estate that cemented Wenzlick’s reputation.62

Founded in 1931 as Downs, Mohl, and Company, Jim Downs’s firm spe-

cialized in property management for insurance companies and banks. De-

pression foreclosures concentrated property ownership in the hands of these
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large investors, who needed quick, expert help. Just as Wenzlick was one of the

nation’s first MAIs and professional real estate consultants, Jim Downs was the

first Certified Property Manager, reflecting his early support of that field’s

professionalization, which was parallel to the developments in appraising. By

the early 1940s the company had become Real Estate Research Corporation

(RERC), the name it retains today. Whereas Wenzlick’s operation depended

heavily on appraisal clients, RERC diversified its services to eventually become

a larger, more truly national company.63 By the 1960s RERC had offices in

more than ten cities and employed about 22 MAIs and 100 people overall —

claiming to have more MAIs than any similar institution. This compared to

Wenzlick’s staff of 8 –10 MAIs. Downs himself published a long-lived text in

property management and held high-level public positions in Chicago’s rede-

velopment programs and on federal rent-control boards during World War II.

Like the Analyst, RERC’s Market Letter was devoted to encouraging well-

grounded real estate investing. The Market Letter, however, went beyond gen-

eral forecasting to recommend buying, selling, or holding specific kinds of

property. From its earliest issues, it gave roughly equal coverage to commer-

cial and residential real estate. It never tried to imitate the remarkable statisti-

cal and historical depth of Wenzlick’s publication.64

Although there were differences between the two newsletters, the firms,

and their founders, it is the similarities that stand out: the underlying demand

for well-researched, synthesized, national real estate investment information,

as well as the distinctive confidential newsletter format each founder chose for

disseminating advice. The people who knew the two firms best — long-term

employees — recognized the essential overlap, which was exemplified by a

major exodus from Wenzlick’s company to RERC in the early 1960s. RERC’s

hiring raid attracted Wenzlick’s two division heads, Jim Appel and Bill Ran-

dall. When Appel joined Wenzlick’s firm in 1950, he had worked five years 

for St. Louis–based city planner Harland Bartholomew. It was a career tran-

sition that reinforced the close connection between planning and appraising

through shared familiarity with land-use economics and zoning. Wenzlick’s

other division head, Randall, had been with him since 1937. In 1972 Appel

stepped up to become president of RERC ten years after leaving Wenzlick.65

When one delves more deeply into these newsletters’ audiences, how they

were used by clients, and their analysis of downtown prospects, their innova-

tions emerge even more distinctly. Tellingly, both the Analyst and the Market

Letter began as local publications and then evolved to speak to a national mar-

ket. The Analyst took “Saint Louis Edition” off its masthead in August 1934,
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whereas the Chicago Market Letter became the National Market Letter in 1946.

During the years in which it made the transition, the Analyst doggedly raised

the question of whether real estate cycles were primarily local or national. Be-

cause of its fixed nature, real estate as a commodity seemed chained to local

forces. One city, the Analyst observed, could not ship surplus buildings to an-

other place facing a shortage. When in his research Wenzlick discovered a

1904 boom in St. Louis real estate, he assumed that it was due to the World’s

Fair hosted by the city that year. But statistics Wenzlick compiled for other re-

gions indicated a more general upswing, and he revised his logic. As the com-

pany accumulated figures on principal U.S. cities, it continued to rethink its

views and ultimately concluded that the “basic cycles of real estate” were na-

tional. On topics from housing construction to retail sales and marriage rates,

the Analyst published pages of charts for individual cities, revealing undeni-

able patterns as well as provocative variations. Without diminishing the im-

portance of local factors, this suggested that the successful investor would

have an eye on national trends. By the end of the war, both newsletters had

staked their forecasting reputation on interpreting a national market for real

estate investors. A geographic analysis done of Analyst subscribers in the late

1940s shows that it had achieved national scope in readership, with 860 cities

and towns represented overall.66

The newsletters’ heavyweight clients were those large institutions whose

new real estate holdings made them a thirsty market for consultant informa-

tion. By 1936 the Analyst could claim as subscribers “virtually all large banks,

mortgage institutions, and insurance companies.” 67 The Equitable Life As-

surance Society’s predicament was typical. During the 1930s, that insurance

company acquired 14,500 city properties and 8,000 farms. A history of the

firm relates that because of this inundation, “the personnel who had previ-

ously been concerned with lending mortgage money were confronted with

the formidable task of administering a widespread holding of real estate, a task

for which they were totally unprepared.” In 1934 Equitable took the step of es-

tablishing its own real estate department (including twenty-five field offices)

to manage the urban properties. When the Analyst examined the history of

the life insurance industry’s involvement in real estate, it found that the value

of real estate owned by insurance companies climbed from $2.2 billion in the

mid-1920s to $8.5 billion by 1936. The Analyst ran articles on real estate own-

ership by banks as well, finding, for example, that national banks liquidated

depression holdings rapidly, whereas other banks retained these properties

longer, hoping for better conditions. Besides banks and insurance companies,
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other subscribers involved in financing, building, selling, and appraising real

estate included “lumber and building material dealers, real estate companies,

manufacturers, retailers, security dealers, libraries, government offices and

service associations.” 68

Although the initial $180 annual fee set a high bar for Analyst subscribers

during the depression, Wenzlick could legitimately claim to have advised hun-

dreds of thousands of ordinary people facing urgent decisions about real es-

tate. For one dollar or a trip to the library, an individual investor could con-

sult Wenzlick’s 1936 book The Coming Boom in Real Estate — And What to Do

about It, which carried the basic message of the newsletter (stripped of the

complicated charts) and tackled real estate as an “immediate practical prob-

lem.” The first day it was available, 10,000 copies sold out by 3 p.m. The book,

which went on to sell 187,000 copies, was condensed for the July 1936 issue of

Reader’s Digest and garnered great publicity for Wenzlick. Wenzlick’s excru-

ciating research, historical view, and monthly tracking of important indica-

tors allowed him to reassure Americans that a boom was around the corner

and provide them with specific advice. Some of the thirty-three sample ques-

tions he promised to answer: “What Should I Do with Property Now Consid-

ered Worthless? What Should I Do If I Now Rent a Store? . . . If I Own a Store

in a Good Location? In a Poor Location?” Later, Wenzlick observed that the

book’s popularity “proved that the public at the time was quite anxious to get

any information they could on the real estate situation.” Subscriptions to the

Analyst tripled in the year following The Coming Boom’s publication.69

While The Coming Boom in Real Estate gave Wenzlick a broad audience of

individual investors, the newsletters capitalized on confidentiality. Confiden-

tiality, in-depth research, synthesized details from multiple sources, and up-

to-date information were some of the qualities distinguishing the newsletters

from other investment advice. Beneath the Market Letter’s masthead, the first

lines announced: “Warning! The value of this letter lies in its being confiden-

tial advice as to the actual conditions prevailing in real estate at its date of is-

sue.” A private readership could act upon privileged information ahead of the

masses. For several years the Analyst had advised subscribers to buy real estate

because historical cycles indicated recovery in 1936. By the time the average in-

vestor read the same advice in The Coming Boom, building activity and prices

were already rising precipitously. With the book Wenzlick did his part to make

the Analyst’s predictions come true; this warming-up of Americans’ attitudes

toward real estate benefited the subscribers who had already jumped back into

the market. The newsletter’s confidentiality warning contrasted with the tra-
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dition within urban development professions of sharing useful information.

For example, American City magazine from these years included this invita-

tion to circulate its contents: “This Magazine is not copyrighted. Editors and

Chamber of Commerce secretaries will find much material worth quoting in

their publications.” 70 As the usually low-profile appraisers faced glaring scru-

tiny because of collapsed land values, it is noteworthy that the newsletters as a

new advising genre chose a confidential format to situate themselves even fur-

ther behind the scenes.

No individual could possibly process the avalanche of facts available on real

estate or stay on top of a frequently shifting investment climate — so the

newsletters’ synthesis was a unique service. They integrated information from

dozens of professional journals and other sources that analyzed investment

practices, as well as raw data generated by government publications. By the

1940s, Real Estate Analysts, Inc., claimed to have in its library “the most com-

plete private collection of material on real estate and construction in Amer-

ica” (fig. 4.11). Furthermore, many journals addressed only the concerns of a

specialized audience — appraisers, real estate brokers, city officials, builders,

property owners, and so on — even though they all touched on decision mak-

ing that was pertinent to real estate. In contrast, the newsletters helped create

and define a new audience — the real estate investor. The newsletters filtered

out narrow or extraneous professional debates, in order to focus on invest-

ment decision making. And whereas other journals mostly contemplated last

year’s statistics, the newsletters emphasized up-to-date coverage. In addition

to the newsletters’ monthly format, the Analyst published twenty or so spe-

cialized bulletins each year. Under its masthead in the mid-1930s, the Analyst

described itself as “constantly measuring and reporting the basic economic

factors responsible for changes in trends and values.”71

The long, analytical articles of specialized professional journals, often pre-

senting many sides of issues, translated poorly into concrete investment de-

cisions. The Market Letter and the Analyst, in contrast, formulated advice 

by clearly stating the relevance to investment of the research it presented,

using pithy summaries and an authoritative tone. Above all, Wenzlick in-

sisted, “This service is intended to be practical. It should make you money.”

One reader wrote to Wenzlick to praise the blunt opinions his subscribers

appreciated: “You are one of the few I know who has the courage to tell a

cross-section of the industry and your customers what the truth is.” Both

publications boldly predicted the future, but the Market Letter more pre-

sumptively and aggressively told investors what to do with that information.



Figure 4.11 Real Estate Analysts, Inc., claimed that its library held “the most complete pri-
vate collection of material on real estate and construction in America.” The new real estate
investment newsletters and consultants emerging during the 1930s analyzed and synthesized
this intimidating volume of information, trying to reassure clients and subscribers about the
responsible, fact-based nature of postdepression real estate investment. (Roy Wenzlick &
Company brochure, circa 1948. Courtesy of Jim Appel.)
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Such bravado had to occasionally recognize the folly of forecasting, and it was

the Analyst that most effectively mocked itself. Wenzlick said of his own book

eight years after its publication that you could reread it “without laughing.”

Proud of correctly predicting the month and year of explosive real estate re-

covery, he still noted his good fortune: “This was pure luck, as no forecaster

can call his shots that accurately without having a horseshoe in each pocket

and one around his neck.” Other times he used terms like “bunkum” to de-

scribe business forecasting and “best guesser” to describe the forecaster, and

he wrote about crystal globes, whirling mist, parting clouds, and tea leaves.72

Given the dearth of useful, legitimate research (for the large institution and

the small investor alike), the fearful depression context, and the national reach

of these consulting firms, the creators of the Analyst and the Market Letter

seized the opportunity to shape the discussion and assignment of real estate

values in an era when value was a problematic term. Clients provided some

feedback about their use of these investment tools. Wenzlick recounted the

impact of the Analyst’s first year of projections: “So bleak were our forecasts

that an executive of one large corporation told me that he kept our reports un-

der lock and key. He feared that someone else in his organization might read

them, [and] become infected with the pessimism in every line.” A real estate

agent wrote in to say that he had used a table from the July 1933 issue of the

Analyst to win a commission from a bank to list four of its properties. He

wished to relate that “those in charge of the real estate department said it was

the first time that anyone had given them tangible support for his recommen-

dations.” 73 The newsletters promoted the concept of responsible, fact-based

investing — whether educating the unprepared personnel in banks and in-

surance companies, helping the broker guide clients with confidence, or as-

sisting city officials who managed properties obtained through tax defaults.

When investors accused Wenzlick’s more pessimistic forecasts of actually

bringing down market prices, it was evidence of how psychologically based

contemporaries understood the market to be and also of the role the newslet-

ters had in setting that psychological framework. One Cleveland man called

Wenzlick personally and insisted that he had caused him to lose five thousand

dollars because the effect of a talk he had given “was to demoralize the market

so completely.” Wenzlick doubted that he had such influence, but even in his

disclaimers he seemed to take pleasure in the accusations, as hinted in the es-

say title “Am I a Menace to Real Estate?” His investor colleagues appreciated

how Wenzlick’s optimism could boost them and the market as well. The pub-

lisher of Wenzlick’s Coming Boom in Real Estate sent around a bright banner
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emblazoned with the book’s title. The president of a savings bank in New York

City told Wenzlick that “it was so hard for him to convince himself that there

was any possibility of real estate getting better that he tacked the streamer up

on his wall to keep up his courage.” 74

Forecasters like Roy Wenzlick and Jim Downs knew the tools that insur-

ance company presidents as well as ordinary store owners had at their disposal

when making their investment decisions, and the consultants worked to get

their advice publications ranked as indispensable resources. They found a role

in predicting what the public would do and in actively shaping those trends.

Inasmuch as people during the depression confronted unusually complicated

questions and unfamiliar choices (for example, tearing down a recently con-

structed building), they could turn to the thoroughly researched recommen-

dations of a new generation of national real estate experts. The consultants’

deep and often historical investigations can be seen as another dimension of

Main Street’s interior frontier, like the soul-searching of appraisers, the mod-

ernization of storefronts, and the accumulation of empty land in the heart of

the downtown. Like the St. Louis appraisal photographs that opened this

chapter, Main Street interests took a hard, head-on look at the signs of op-

portunity and the indicators of decay and made their decisions accordingly.

The demand for investment advice was one indicator of the activity and re-

orientation, not stagnation, that characterized urban real estate during the

1930s.

“Things Are Topsy-Turvy”: Wartime Recentralization
When it seemed that the real estate roller coaster could not endure another

violent twist, World War II hit the U.S. economy. Appraiser William Mac-

Rossie tried to describe the overwhelming experience of disjuncture for his

colleagues. Forecasting, he advised, “cannot be done by persons who went to

sleep in 1925, 1930, or 1939 and are still asleep. It was during that period that

tremendous economic forces turned this old world upside down and inside

out, upsetting the traditions, social habits, and ideals upon which appraisers

have long relied in their forecasts.” The twenties boom, the depression, and

then world war — such events had turned the world “topsy-turvy.” To Homer

Hoyt, William MacRossie, and countless other real estate experts, these “sud-

den reversals” meant that “accurate predictions as to the future course of real

estate values were never more difficult to make than they are today.” Swept up

in the whirlwind of war news, the Analyst announced in 1939 that it would try

to use weekly instead of monthly statistics whenever possible.75
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As in the depression, world events penetrated to the core of the real estate

business, revealing and challenging bedrock assumptions. Robert Armstrong

told his fellow appraisers that the “apocalypse of violence and fear” precipi-

tated by fascism threatened to sweep away the fundamentals of private prop-

erty, capitalism, and democracy. He feared that the American “way of life” was

flawed. “We are blinded too often by generalities that glitter,” he wrote, and

so had ignored deep problems such as poverty and unemployment. The na-

tion needed “security without slavery, freedom without poverty, and progress

without violence.” The critical lesson was, “The time has come for us to reap-

praise not only the cities and the towns and the farms of this nation, but our-

selves as well.” The war, on the heels of the depression, demanded reevalua-

tion of America’s interdependent political, social, and commercial values.76

Wartime upheaval partly explains the contradictory projections made for

downtown vitality during these years. In the final months of 1940, the Real

Estate Research Corporation’s Market Letter gloomily predicted continued de-

centralization and falling land values “over the next few years,” since a “pana-

cea for the ills of Central Business Districts” had not been found. The news-

letter was wrong. In fact, wartime mobilization sparked recentralization and 

a downtown boom. Shortages and rationing enhanced the convenience of

central-city living and the desirability of downtown office space, while the 1942

federal order freezing nonessential construction disadvantaged the growing

suburban fringe. One month after America’s entry into World War II, the

Market Letter revised its pessimistic assessment, pronouncing that “commer-

cial decentralization will be temporarily stopped.” The federal government’s

wartime bureaucracy snapped up vacant downtown offices, at its peak in the

fall of 1944 occupying nearly 12 percent of the nation’s supply.77

However, it was the wartime constraints affecting the automobile that gave

downtown real estate its biggest boost. Businesses reliant upon “mobile con-

sumers” — mostly suburban stores and outlying business centers, but ironi-

cally including downtown parking lots — would be forced to fold. The con-

sumer’s limited mobility during the war penetrated to the core of the 1920s

commercial investment formulas described in the previous chapter and, like

so many of the depression crises, undercut the wisdom of those 1920s policies

based on assumptions of constant growth. The Market Letter equated the im-

pact of wartime auto restrictions with “the creation of the automobile itself.”

The gasoline shortage, the ban on new tires, and the prohibition against man-

ufacturing new cars together dramatically curtailed auto use, a development

forecasters believed “could suddenly precipitate a revolution in real estate.” It
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followed that “all traditional shopping locations will benefit comparatively.

Downtown sections will become more dominant in the general retail sales

structure.” 78

Working people with some money to spend soon infused life into down-

town streets and businesses. With men flooding into the armed forces, women

comprised 83 percent of the newly employed stateside ranks and thus con-

tributed disproportionately to the reinvigoration of downtown. In May 1943,

the Market Letter observed of Chicago that “since the outbreak of World

War II, the working population in the downtown area has increased sharply.

Commercial establishments, eating places and amusement spots have defi-

nitely felt the influence of this increased population.” Federal agencies took 

an additional 3.8 million feet of commercial space. A few months later, the

newsletter confirmed that “the shopping population of the downtown has

increased materially as a result of gas rationing and the closing of outlying

stores.” 79

Even though some downtown enterprises benefited from this surge, the

war economy still caused a contraction of retail tenants and crippled busi-

nesses dealing in “hardware, girdles, gadgets,” and other vulnerable areas.

Particularly hard hit in Chicago were grocery stores, meat markets, delica-

tessens, restaurants, and retail liquor stores, which together lost 2,054 outlets

in 1942, while gas stations dropped 324 outlets. A December 1942 survey found

a vacancy average of 14.1 percent, compared to 12.3 percent eight months ear-

lier; the Market Letter predicted “a sharp increase” in vacancy over the next

year. Overall, said the newsletter, “the store market situation is now serious,

will get worse.” Throughout 1942, the Analyst similarly predicted that store va-

cancies would increase, perhaps 25 percent over two years. Wenzlick blamed

inventory shortages and government price controls. The impact of vacancy

on commercial rents varied from city to city but was generally worrisome,

with 4 percent of cities in March 1943 reporting higher downtown rents than

the previous year, 42 percent seeing a drop, and 54 percent holding firm. Dur-

ing the war, stores hit “an all-time high in percentage of total units vacant.” 80

Despite the signs of recentralization, the Market Letter remained convinced

that downtowns would falter once the war’s temporary salutary effects re-

ceded. In May 1943 it forecast “a major post-war problem for property own-

ers in Chicago’s central business district.” The newsletter expected a “sharp

shrinkage” in the downtown working population once the federal govern-

ment pulled out its war-related offices. Only careful planning could avoid se-

rious downtown conditions, since “presumably, the forces of decentralization
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will again be liberated.” It struck a similar note in February 1946, explaining

that “decentralization — dormant during the war [—] is again an active force

in the reshaping of our cities and communities.” The Market Letter’s pes-

simism was amplified by the “dire fear” haunting the immediate postwar

economy that a severe depression would take hold. Wenzlick’s more upbeat

projections anticipated that although all downtowns would experience decen-

tralization, “the best portion of the district will become better and land and

building values in these areas will increase.” 81

As the nation reverted to a peace economy, the Analyst’s cautious optimism

seemed to have more accurately anticipated the situation on Main Street, at

least initially. This left the Market Letter puzzling over the downtown’s sur-

prising robustness. As early as 1944, downtown store vacancies and rents be-

gan to improve dramatically despite merchandise shortages (except in cities

over five hundred thousand population). Resourceful property owners found

alternative uses for empty retail space — storage, offices, and light manufac-

turing. During the second half of 1944, the number of cities reporting over-

supply of retail space shrank in half from 54 percent to 21 percent, and those

reporting a shortage jumped from 3 percent to 26 percent. The Septem-

ber 1945 Market Letter conceded that “government contraction is slower than

expected and will finally be less than anticipated.” A year later the newsletter

reported, “In spite of decentralization, downtown pedestrian traffic is up.”

The increase in the number of men downtown reflected their return from

military service. In July 1948 the forecasters struggled to explain yet another

unexpected upturn: “Strangely enough the volume of business done down-

town during the past year hit an all-time peak in dollar volume. Yet as we look

to the pattern of space use over the next 30 years we foresee a change even

more radical than that of the past three decades.” 82 The downtown’s surpris-

ing resilience challenged forecasters to keep an open mind, even if they main-

tained their pessimistic assumptions.

In fact, toward the end of the war, many investors still saw outstanding po-

tential in downtown areas. Department stores, after faring poorly during the

depression, experienced a wartime sales boom. In the mid-1940s, it seemed

that most major stores were announcing expansion plans for their downtown

operations: Dayton’s in St. Paul, Thalhimer’s in Richmond, and Marshall

Field’s in Chicago were just a few. Many had acquired adjacent properties in

anticipation of postwar construction. Merchandise became available once

again, automobile-related shortages ceased, and neighborhood stores revived.

In 1946 Helen Canoyer marveled over the overwhelming interest among
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returning servicemen in opening businesses: “Probably at no time in the his-

tory of the United States have so many men and women been interested in

starting a store as at the present time.” Presumably the downtown would share

in the boom.83

“An Age That Melts with Unperceived Decay”
Hoping to reconcile the contradictory evidence that otherwise confused

Main Street analysts, many experts argued that the downtown’s apparent vi-

tality at the end of the war was a superficial economic health that masked un-

derlying, long-term deterioration. Roy Wenzlick proposed to his newsletter

subscribers that unless actual measurements were made by specialists, “much

appears as it [once] was in our downtown districts.” One might think, for ex-

ample, that the numbers of pedestrians had not changed significantly. How-

ever, Wenzlick’s statistics showed that over the previous twenty-five years the

pedestrian crowds in downtown St. Louis had diminished by 44 percent. Ur-

ban land values remained slumped at depression lows, an important indica-

tor not easily seen in the stores on Main Street. A 1957 plan for a pedestrian

mall in Springfield, Oregon, described the postwar era as “An Age That Melts

with Unperceived Decay.” 84 In the late 1940s, it was indeed unclear what ex-

actly was concentrating in the downtown core — parking lots, taxpayers, and

vacant stores, as vividly underscored by the depression, or renewed, restocked

crowds, the legacy of a surprising wartime recentralization.

By the late 1940s, the concept of Main Street — the unified, managed, dig-

nified retail corridor so vigorously promoted by businesspeople and planners

beginning in the Progressive era — had fallen on hard times. No longer the

presumed center of commercial life, downtown had become “volatile and

complex,” in the words of Architectural Forum editors. Investors had begun to

relinquish the belief that a unitary Main Street might satisfy the commercial

needs of the American public. In addition, the volatile trajectories of invest-

ment during the 1920s– 40s period had discredited the notion — prevailing in

the 1920s — that the future contours of urban commerce could be projected

with confidence. Depression and war left a legacy of cautious decision making

based on the accumulation of weighty data.85

Even as the expanding suburban fringe again beckoned at the war’s end,

many investors retained the 1930s orientation toward the recycling and reuse

of urban property. The May 1945 Market Letter anticipated that remodel-

ing “will be one of the important factors in the whole post-war market.” The

newsletter cautioned that “in spite of much talk to the contrary, most ob-
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solescence in buildings is economic and social, rather than physical.” Thus

“by the expenditure of relatively small amounts of money,” an older struc-

ture could remain as appealing as any built in 1948. Another expert argued in

1945 that “the abandonment of Main Street for newer parts of town does the

municipality little good. It would be far preferable to rejuvenate the old cen-

ter with fewer but better stores even if it means tearing down and rebuild-

ing.” Not everyone rushed to resume 1920s suburban expansion. Many oth-

ers planned to apply techniques of “remodeling” as well as “tearing down and

rebuilding.” 86

Modernization and demolition in the 1930s, and the recycling they ad-

vanced, gave direction to post–World War II investors as much as 1920s ex-

pansion laid the groundwork for a suburban boom. We shall see in the next

chapter how the depression distinctions drawn between “old” and “new,” the

identification of business “slums,” and popularizing demolition as a cure for

economic troubles established, together, key concepts and tools for urban re-

newal. Rather than simply suspending the dynamic growth of the 1920s, the

depression reoriented commercial investment to tackle the problem of re-

construction. In 1947 Nathan Nirenstein pointed out that even though Amer-

ican cities had been spared wartime bombings, there were “everywhere ex-

tensive downtown areas upon which no buildings are standing.” Downtown

real estate, he argued, “is a prize beyond measure. It is a prize, however, that

must be cherished, lest it be lost and its luster dimmed.” 87 The vacant lots and

taxpayers from strategic depression demolitions awaited reinterpretation and

new investment choices.



In the midst of a lively urban renewal session at the 1955 International

Downtown Executives Association conference, a prominent speaker

seemed to digress from his topic of why two-income families could

easily afford downtown luxury apartments. He delivered a “moral

sermon” on the subversive threat of working, married women to

family life in America. Let’s take, he suggested, a boy who worked in

his own office as an example. That boy married a stenographer, and

their combined income was six hundred dollars a month. A second

boy chose a “traditional family” and married a girl he would support.

He is poor. When they come to an office party, the boy that comes

with his working wife, arrive[s] in a nice new Chevrolet convert-

ible and she is all dressed up. The poor boy who is raising a fam-

ily, shows up in a 1940 Chevrolet and his wife is wearing a cheap

$3.58 dress. This guy is the real citizen.

In other words, we are debasing family life in America. You

look at TV and a woman gets on the quiz show and they say, what

do you do? She says, “I am a housewife.” She says it as if she is

ashamed of it. She isn’t glamorous. She has no career. She has no

money, probably.

In fact, the speaker’s glorification of housewives and deprecation 

of working wives were not digressions from the topic of urban re-

newal. Women’s activities — especially their shopping behavior —

were central to both the downtown’s growing problems and the jus-

tifications for redevelopment programs. As gender roles shifted and

strained during the postwar decades, anxieties about wives work-

ing and “debasing family life” fueled concerns over downtown retail

decline.1

With the war’s end, public awareness of urban problems spread

and deepened. A sense of impending downtown crisis crystallized

around declining property values, empty lots, traffic congestion,
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waning retail sales, and shabby buildings. Urban renewal — the era’s most

drastic and influential solution for cities — sought to make America’s down-

towns appealing to white, suburban, middle-class women. Other consumers

were closer at hand, particularly African Americans and ethnic minority pop-

ulations living near the city center. Black consumers, marginalized and ig-

nored by so many businesses in previous decades, had increased their down-

town presence by the 1950s and had proved to be loyal customers (partly

because of their more limited housing, transportation, and shopping op-

tions). Most downtown executives and public officials, however, spurned the

opportunity to build on the existing African American shopping presence and

turned their sights instead on the elusive white middle class. Redevelopers

persistently argued that the residents of “slums” adjacent to the downtown

threatened to “cheapen” and ultimately destroy the vitality of urban commer-

cial life.

This chapter examines the role of gender, race, and obsolescence in shap-

ing the emergent downtown crisis and subsequent rebuilding decisions. Post-

war commercial aesthetics, sharpened in competition with new suburban

shopping centers, were determined by concerns over who would be the ideal

consumer — who would reinvigorate downtown property values and profits

or breathe life into the malls. Whereas Progressive era planners defensively

ridiculed the prospect of a feminized Main Street, downtown investors dur-

ing the 1950s would have gladly tied pink ribbons on the lampposts if they

thought it would attract suburban housewives. But instead of the modest

Main Street beautification agenda of the Progressive era or the piecemeal and

individualistic competitive strategies of depression-era demolition and store-

front modernization, the postwar years brought comprehensive, large-scale

redesigns — experimental new formulas for restoring the magnetism of com-

mercial centers that often entailed destroying the “old” downtown in order to

save it.

Analyzing the assumptions behind the urgent choices of urban renewal

brings to the forefront tensions in executive boardrooms and suburban bed-

rooms over women’s behavior, the disdain and indifference toward the in-

creasingly visible nonwhite shoppers, and the ambiguities of judging even the

physical condition of downtown and its supposed deterioration. In this we

shall see the cultural underpinnings of downtown’s economic crisis and the

nation’s commitment to urban renewal. The logic of 1950s redevelopment —

a dramatic, even melodramatic, investment policy with enormous conse-

quences for Main Street — deserves close investigation.
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“‘Downtown’ Is Worried”
From the vantage point of the early twenty-first century, America’s under-

standing of its cities is inextricably bound up with the problems of poverty,

crime, abandonment, and above all, racial tension. Yet this view belongs to 

the post-1960s era, reflecting the fact that 1960s violence remade the terms of

urban life and urban policy. Racial conflict rushed to the foreground in the

sixties, quickly becoming the overriding framework for interpreting the innu-

merable, disparate, and disorganized facts of city life. It is somewhat surpris-

ing, then, to realize that as the downtown crisis took shape in the 1950s, race

was only one of many influential factors. In the years following World War II,

the downtown crisis was multidimensional and complex, even elusive. Quite

a few experts disagreed on whether a problem existed in the first place.

The downtown fears of the 1930s and 1940s had mostly circulated in the

trade journals of city planners, administrators, and other urban specialists.

But in the 1950s Americans were “inundated with stories about downtown’s

collapse,” as one fed-up urban booster observed in 1962. Eisenhower’s Hous-

ing and Home Finance Agency chief noted in 1957 that “the attention which

urban problems are receiving in the press and in national magazines suggests

a widespread and growing public concern with this question.” At a 1959 re-

tailers’ conference, one speaker poked fun at the entrenched gloom of mer-

chants who had caved in to the “philosophy that ‘Downtown is Doomed’”

(and always had been). Middle-class daily life appeared to be changing; the

opinion that “nobody goes downtown any more” became a new cliché.2

The 1950s witnessed a proliferation of organizations, committees, and pub-

lications that singled out the problem of downtown survival. Most chamber-

of-commerce-type civic associations formed prior to the 1950s addressed

broad metropolitan issues. After the war, local associations emerged to spe-

cifically tackle downtown decline. National organizations quickly followed,

such as the International Downtown Executives Association in 1954, while

existing groups created central business district committees. The Urban 

Land Institute’s new Central Business District Council began panel studies of

America’s central cities in 1949. Between September 1961 and September 1963,

one planning library received more than one hundred focused studies of cen-

tral business districts. Of the new publications circulating advice for down-

town interests, the Downtown Idea Exchange became the best known.3

For contemporaries, the nature of the downtown’s decline was far from
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clear. The sheer volume of commentary attested to the fact that the crisis was

not self-explanatory. One analyst wrote in 1964, “For a decade Downtown has

been the subject of anxious attention, as if it were a patient with a serious, but

undiagnosed disease.” Business writers, retail analysts, scholars, and the pop-

ular press used a confusing variety of measurements for downtown decline,

such as retail sales, store vacancies, lower “quality” clientele, run-down build-

ings, loss of manufacturing, and congestion (which after all could be a posi-

tive thing). It was difficult to determine the urgency of specific changes, since

many (decentralization, for example) had long roots and were already famil-

iar. In the late 1950s, retailers wondered whether the downtown in ten years

would be “A Beehive or a Morgue.” A U.S. News and World Report headline

captured the gnawing but vague anxiety: “Shopping Spreads Out: ‘Down-

town’ Is Worried.” 4

Disagreement over the severity of the downtown’s condition prevailed,

with numerous experts expressing faith in the downtown’s continued viabil-

ity. Business Week in 1951 reassured investors with the headline “There Are

Lots of People Downtown,” and a line from the story insisted that “State St. is

no dead duck.” In its publications the Urban Land Institute (ULI) — a non-

profit research corporation created by the National Association of Real Estate

Boards — downplayed the competition between suburban and downtown

retail. This perspective was informed by the fact that many ULI contributors

were major developers who held investments in both places. One ULI techni-

cal bulletin argued, typically, that suburban retail growth fed upon population

explosion, not the draining of the central city.5 Architect Victor Gruen agreed

that downtown and suburb fought a “phoney war.” A retail executive testified

to his colleagues that “our concept up to this point is that our branch stores

should reflect the dominance of the main store,” since, as another noted, they

were “only as good and successful as the parent stores from which they draw

their life blood.” Outlying branch or “twig” stores ordinarily had less scope

and assortment. “Blood” relations between downtown and suburban stores

indicated cooperation and mutual concern as much as harmful competition.6

Fortune magazine in 1957 and 1958 ran a series of influential articles that

also challenged the prevailing negative images, though from a different per-

spective. Americans had gone too far in condemning the downtown, urban-

ist Jane Jacobs explained in her essay. Trying not to minimize the downtown’s

problems, Jacobs found that Americans had overlooked the magnetism, the

diversity, and the people who made downtown a vital, central place. “Bedrag-
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gled and abused,” Jacobs insisted, “downtown does work.” Overall, “we are

becoming too solemn about downtown.” 7

Savvy businesspeople began to realize that their own morbid debates only

worsened public attitudes toward the central business district. Stridently op-

timistic predictions reappeared in executives’ conferences and publications in

the late 1950s and early 1960s. One real estate investor–entrepreneur found a

worshipful audience of downtown executives in 1962 when he laid his opin-

ions and his money on the line. “To the theorist who says downtowns are on

their way out, I say poppycock and balderdash. . . . As an investment area,

downtown has a stability and a future far beyond anything I can foresee for

suburban areas.” 8 Investors used upbeat but defensive rhetoric to bolster the

psychological framework that kept money flowing downtown.

But the optimism also reflected the fact that massive urban renewal proj-

ects were under way. “For one thing,” a retail executive explained, “the cities

are doing something about the downtown problem.” The National Retail Dry

Goods Association surveyed its members, a group that included major de-

partment stores, about their views on downtown decline. The survey showed

“not only that there is an intense interest in the problem throughout the

country, but also that much activity has been generated by it.” Across the na-

tion retailers had begun to participate in novel redevelopment campaigns.9

The Mantras of Urban Renewal
Since disagreement existed over the severity and the nature of Main Street’s

troubles, it is noteworthy that the same problems were listed so consistently

to justify urban renewal that the list became a kind of incantation. The pub-

lic’s perception of urban renewal goals in 1954 were summarized by Eisenhow-

er’s Housing and Home Finance Agency (HHFA) chief, Albert Cole. From his

own experience, Cole described the answers you would receive if “you went

about the country asking various people what urban renewal is all about.”

Cole proposed, “You would be told that urban renewal is intended to save

downtown business, or to clear up traffic congestion, or to restore worn-out

areas to the tax rolls, or to create the City Beautiful, or to get rid of unsightly

slum buildings.” 10 Here were the main reasons as the public understood

them: saving businesses (with a heavy emphasis on retail), resolving traffic

and parking congestion, rebuilding property values (with implications for the

city’s tax base), and replacing shabby, worn-out structures. The consistency of

this mantra can be measured in the similar beat of a 1965 plan for Erie, Penn-
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sylvania: “The economic strength of virtually every downtown area in Amer-

ica is being dissipated by poor traffic circulation, insufficient parking, inhar-

monious usage, obsolete buildings, buildings in disrepair, declining property

values, deficiency of shopper conveniences, general unattractiveness.” 11

Just as the 1950s arguments in favor of redevelopment settled into familiar

justifications, historical explanations have converged to focus on locally com-

mitted business executives, “glamor-boy” mayors, the tragedy of “Negro re-

moval,” and the hopes and failures of architectural solutions.12 As the story

has been told, after the close of World War II, downtown business leaders and

cooperative municipal governments spearheaded major urban improvement

efforts.13 Postwar projects replaced inadequate sewer and water systems and

imposed air pollution controls. Highway legislation, radial freeways, and mu-

nicipal parking alleviated traffic congestion and circulation problems. City

agencies took over failing mass transit and attempted to upgrade transporta-

tion, partly by replacing streetcars with buses. Slum clearance captured plan-

ners’ imaginations and embodied their hopes for cities. Several states passed

enabling legislation for clearance projects, and then Title I of the 1949 Hous-

ing Act spurred further clearance and housing projects. Housing conservation

and rehabilitation also found wide sponsorship in the early 1950s, though with

disappointing results. Federal involvement initially remained limited in all of

these urban improvement efforts. The inspiring downtown redevelopment

projects of late 1940s and early 1950s — Pittsburgh’s Golden Triangle, Balti-

more, and Rochester — were primarily private initiatives.14

As momentum gathered behind redevelopment, the alliance of business

executives and concerned public officials became especially skilled at bending

the broad designations attached to federal urban renewal money so that it

could be used for downtown redevelopment. Through congressional testi-

mony, behind-the-scenes legislative bargaining, and a sympathetic press, the

business-mayoral coalitions maneuvered the 1954 Housing Act and the 1956

Highway Act to further central city reconstruction.15 The federal government

became more directly involved in removing existing businesses and their old

buildings and attracting new ventures to new complexes. This federal role was

explicit in highway and freeway construction and in the 1954 Housing Act,

which allocated up to 10 percent of federal capital grant funds for renew-

ing nonresidential areas. As urban renewal shifted from private and munici-

pal projects to federal funding, the transition did not mean a transfer to fed-

eral control. Local administrators proposed renewal districts and the specific
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remedies, and they implemented the programs. Designers of federal legisla-

tion drew upon state and local experiences. These multilevel initiatives added

up to a “national decision to rebuild our cities.” 16

The consistency behind the 1950s justifications for urban renewal (and the

later histories explaining it) can partly be attributed to a far-reaching public-

ity campaign launched in 1954. That year a cross-section of influential Amer-

icans founded an organization to stimulate public interest in urban renewal.

The American Council to Improve Our Neighborhoods (ACTION) drew its

members from the leadership of such associations as the Mortgage Bankers

Association of America, the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the

National Association of Home Builders, the Congress of Industrial Organi-

zations, the National Urban League, and the U.S. Savings and Loan League.

ACTION’s agenda called for the rehabilitation of sound housing, together

with the removal of slums. It sought to end public apathy and inspire indi-

viduals and citizens’ groups to take personal responsibility in tackling urban

problems. Albert Cole told ACTION leaders at their inaugural meeting, “We

want to sound the alarm throughout the country that will bring people run-

ning to the defense of their cities.” 17

Through member associations and an Advertising Council publicity blitz,

ACTION hoped “to create a national climate of opinion” supporting housing

improvement and urban renewal.18 The Ad Council campaign, begun in Sep-

tember 1955, dramatically amplified ACTION’s reach. Popular magazines like

Family Circle, Life, and Better Homes and Gardens and newspaper magazine

inserts like Parade and This Week carried stories inspired by ACTION press

releases. Inquiries increased from 50 to 500 a week. The wording of articles

about ACTION shows that they often sprang from the same press releases.19

The barrage of press releases, synchronized with federal policies, must be seen

as a factor in homogenizing and organizing the arguments in support of ur-

ban renewal into the mantra they became.

Diverse groups criticized urban renewal policies, of course, questioning

the effectiveness of federal programs engaged in clearing slums and con-

structing public housing, downtown towers, and highways. Urban renewal

inspired complaints about its implementation, fears about the federal power

it evoked, and condemnation of what seemed like a monolithic vision of the

rebuilt city. Many deplored the implicit racial agenda of slum clearance and

dubbed that agenda “Negro removal.” 20 Not surprisingly, some business as-

sociations objected to the public financing of redevelopment. The “most re-

calcitrant” National Association of Manufacturers wanted the federal pro-
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gram shut down as soon as possible.21 Others vacillated. The president of the

Mortgage Bankers Association of America publicly switched to support fed-

eral renewal, telling his membership that they had “to wake up to certain facts

of life.” Urban problems, he had come to believe, would not disappear on

their own. Organizations with major downtown interests, such as the Na-

tional Retail Merchants Association, had a predictable affinity for urban re-

newal, whereas other national associations saw renewal less favorably than

their own local chapters did. Local business leaders, who observed firsthand

the obstacles to revitalization, not only approved of federal intervention but

demanded it. For example, the U.S. Chamber of Commerce stated that the

federal government should get out of redevelopment aid, but local chambers

often spearheaded renewal proposals.22 Dissenters from the business world,

however, usually debated over who would carry out urban renewal and

how — not whether the drastic remedy was needed in the first place.

By the mid-1960s, federally supported urban renewal had touched large

and small cities, and its impact would continue to ripple nationwide even as

the critiques gained force. More than thirteen hundred redevelopment proj-

ects were under way, thirty-four square miles of land had been acquired, and

demolition crews had taken down 129,000 structures. Of the approximately

650 participating cities, more than two-thirds had fewer than 50,000 residents,

and 20 percent had fewer than 10,000. Measured in dollars, an estimated

$3.014 million in federal grants had been spent by the end of 1962.23 The his-

tory of this devastatingly influential investment policy remains firmly rooted

in the long-standing explanations described here, many dating to the 1950s,

and is ripe for reinterpretation.

The Downtown Crisis as Retail Crisis
Women are virtually absent from historical accounts of the downtown cri-

sis and urban renewal.24 What makes this remarkable is that in the 1950s re-

tail seemed to hold the key to revitalizing the central business district, and

women were the lifeblood of retail. Contemporaries framed most downtown

troubles — such as traffic congestion, falling public transit ridership, and ag-

ing buildings — as liabilities in the retail struggle with the suburbs. The de-

cline of Main Street retail held a special poignancy for Americans and served

as a spur to redevelopment. Shopping represented a clearly human dimension

of the economic crisis; as downtown executives and city officials mobilized 

to save the downtown retail core, they addressed the issue of who should or

should not be in the downtown. They wished to reverse the declining “qual-
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ity” or class of shoppers, a complaint that usually had racial overtones. And

they intended to make the downtown attractive and safe for white, middle-

class, suburban women. Redevelopers had precise ideas about who should

support the revitalized downtown property values.

The 1950s urban renewal campaigns represented the peak of the twentieth

century’s faith in the promise of retail for invigorating America’s urban com-

mercial life. During this era, retailers and their businesses were seen as the 

glue binding the downtown economy together. Business analyst Frank Cox

argued that the “retail district is the nucleus which holds together such ser-

vices as professional offices, banks, personal services, industrial and financial

offices, company headquarters, and all the components of a complex urban

economy.” Retail generated crucial tax revenues and pedestrian traffic, which

supported other enterprises. According to a chamber of commerce repre-

sentative, “retailers are the predominant factor in central business districts

and are the backbone of downtown.” At least one observer found nothing

new in the postwar emphasis on downtown retail, writing that “the public has

never, in relation to Downtown, conceived of itself as anything but a body of

consumers.” 25

The supporters of downtown renewal drew more attention to the subur-

banization of retail than to the residential and industrial decentralization that

were also reshaping regional economies.26 The publication of the 1954 busi-

ness census fueled anxieties about retail decentralization, and those census

figures were the most widely cited evidence of downtown retail weakness. The

1954 census showed that since 1948, during a time of prosperity and increased

consumption, the downtown’s proportion of metropolitan sales had slipped

relative to suburban stores’ sales. In forty-five metropolitan areas, total retail

sales increased 32.3 percent, while sales in the central districts crept up only

1.6 percent. Although many downtowns had not suffered an absolute sales de-

cline, the suburbs’ relative gain appeared to be a dismal sign for Main Street.

A new genre of shopping studies appeared, attempting to “discover attitudes

and other motivating factors which either repel or attract persons to down-

town or to suburban shopping centers.” Suburban housewives had precipi-

tated a so-called retail revolution, leading businesses away from downtowns

to outlying locations. Those retailers who supported local urban renewal were

pleased to claim downtown redevelopment as a retailing strategy in the battle

against the suburbs.27

Department stores played instrumental roles, symbolic and otherwise, in

redevelopment plans. More than most other institutions, department stores
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had cultivated the belief that they underpinned and embodied the city’s pros-

perity, and developers pointed to the vacant ones to galvanize support for 

the drastic action of rebuilding downtowns.28 In Baltimore, O’Neill’s Depart-

ment Store “became the symbol of downtown decay when it closed its doors

in 1954,” according to an Urban Land Institute analysis. Announcement of

O’Neill’s closing prompted some executives to investigate “what’s going to be

done about the downtown situation.” This led to one of the decade’s first

downtown renewal projects — Charles Center.29 Most communities could

not help but believe store closings reflected local decline, even though in these

decades family-owned department stores were increasingly snapped up by

distant institutions: retail holding company giants such as Allied Department

Stores, Federated Department Stores, and May Company; insurance compa-

nies; and universities. Some of the national conglomerates shut down stores

with great insensitivity to local circumstances. In Oklahoma City, Federated

closed Halliburton’s — one of the city’s oldest stores — during a special pro-

motional event, “Saturday Downtown Value Day.” 30

Although discussions of women were rarely explicit in 1950s urban policy-

making and investing, the role of the retail revolution alone in precipitating

the Main Street crisis and justifying downtown rebuilding calls attention to

the critical part white suburban housewives played in the urban redevelop-

ment drama. The expectation that these women could be the potential saviors

of the downtown lay quietly in the technical pages of Traffic Quarterly, in the

blueprints of transportation engineers, in the meeting rooms of downtown

executives, and in the reports of planners and architects.

“Her Desires and Whims”: Courtship by Design
The downtown had not merely deteriorated — it had failed by middle-

class women’s standards. In the key elements of the crisis (traffic planning,

commercial design, and property values), suburban housewives were the fo-

cus of postwar downtown experts. The explicitly woman-centered commer-

cial aesthetics appearing in suburban shopping centers captured the imagina-

tion of downtown investors too, who in the 1950s pinned their future survival

on a disappearing white, middle-class customer base. So for downtowns as

well as suburbs, the goal of attracting affluent suburban shoppers guided

decisions about parking, accessibility, building appearance, and the general

commercial “atmosphere.” Main Street battled with malls not only for generic

business dollars, but also for customers of a particular gender and race.

Whereas in the Main Street contests of the 1930s, retail neighbors competed
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against each other for scarce patrons, out of the postwar downtown–subur-

ban center contests there emerged a new vision of what it took to become the

magnetic retail hot spot for the white, middle-class shopper crowds.

For starters, retail analysts framed downtown’s shabbiness as a “house-

keeping” crisis. Just as the depression had accelerated the distinction between

modern and obsolete, the brand new shopping malls made Main Street look

outdated, despite (or sometimes because of ) two decades of Main Street mod-

ernization. The current condition of downtown, according to renowned

commercial designer Victor Gruen, “repulses shoppers.” Housewives would

prefer the clean, modern facilities of the shopping centers. “Attractive ap-

pearance and a sense of orderliness will pay its dividends,” recommended

another journal article. For the downtown “to gain some of the charm and

attractiveness of the new center, a ‘face-lifting’ operation will be required.”

Downtown businesses stepped up improvements in order to compete with

the women-pleasing shopping centers. As another analyst explained, the “cen-

tral districts, when planning a complete modernization and rehabilitation, try

to emulate the principles and elements that have been successful in the better

regional centers.” 31

By casting physical deterioration in gendered terms, the experts implied

that if only men judged the downtown’s appearance, then the downtown cri-

sis might not be as pressing. The South Bend, Indiana, Association of Com-

merce explained that “the majority of shoppers are housewives who are criti-

cal of poor housekeeping wherever they see it, including in retail stores.” The

Downtown Idea Exchange proclaimed that when improving downtown mass

transit, planners should heed the fact that the woman shopper “expects the

bus to be spick and span.” Women, who supposedly cared more about exter-

nal appearances because of their household standards, should even be allowed

to pick the bus colors. Traffic Quarterly warned that only a foolish mall devel-

oper would slash the budget for building materials or landscaping. The shop-

per “has a garden of her own and feels happier, more relaxed, and more in a

buying mood if she is surrounded during her shopping excursion with flow-

ers, trees and grass of a handsomely landscaped mall.” 32 Investors resurrected

some of the same arguments invented by female municipal housekeepers in

the 1890s to justify women’s participation in civic affairs and urban design. In

the 1950s, however, mostly male downtown interests invoked women’s house-

keeping standards in the name of mostly female consumers.

Renewal efforts indeed pursued “suburban homemakers” and “house-

wives,” rather than working women or women of color living downtown, as
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their primary targets. As in the 1920s, downtown office workers were largely

taken for granted. Not that investors did not occasionally survey with relief

and gratitude the “thousands of working girls” employed downtown or see

that “the higher the buildings, the greater the number of noonday customers.

High office buildings mean women customers.” But investors were also skep-

tical of working women’s loyalty to the central business district. Roy Wenzlick

claimed that suburban malls were blossoming in residential areas with large

concentrations of downtown office workers. His real estate newsletter de-

scribed the skyscrapers where many women worked as “sometimes detrimen-

tal to shopping districts” because they tended to “destroy harmonious shop-

ping sections.” When counting downtown pedestrians, his firm’s researchers

could supposedly distinguish between the working single woman and the

housewife-shopper in an instant, and they were often directed to simply ex-

clude the office worker, or “women individual shoppers.” 33

Downtown executives emulated what they called the “atmosphere” of the

suburban malls — an enveloping, soothing environment intended to trigger

a “buying mood.” 34 Key concepts that developers intoned included a pleasant

atmosphere, relaxation, comfort, and beauty. One booklet effused about the

suburbs, compared to the downtown: “Look at the beautiful malls — with

fountains and green trees — and soft, sweet music where women can shop in

a relaxed and pleasant atmosphere.” Victor Gruen highlighted the need for,

“above all, the creation of a ‘shopping atmosphere’ which offers customers

beauty, comfort and relaxation.” Women supposedly spent more money amid

plantings, sculpture, and piped-in music.35

In their book Shopping Towns USA, Gruen and real estate economist 

Larry Smith described how one shopping center outside Detroit used a two-

hundred-thousand-dollar art budget to ascertain and create the right envi-

ronment for women. Northland Center’s art program “stressed the fact that

the shopping center would be a place for activities connected with shop-

ping, walking, and relaxation, that it would be visited by families — but to the

largest degree by women and children.” Accordingly, the mall’s developers

themed the numerous sculptures for “humor, color, movement, lightearted-

ness” to accommodate the supposed aesthetic and philosophical inclinations

of women and children. Men’s interests — “drama, heroism, or tragedy” —

had no place in the predominantly female atmosphere.36

The apparently dry, narrow, technological problems of inadequate park-

ing, traffic congestion, expressways, and mass transit stood at the heart of the

downtown crisis, motivating extensive redesign. Yet Traffic Quarterly in the
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1950s shows that from parking angle to building configuration, concerns

about women shoppers permeated traffic engineering decisions. Downtowns

had difficulty competing with the suburbs in various arenas of accessibility, an

important 1950s commercial design concept. Access routes to the retail dis-

trict, whether by car or public transit, demanded analysis, as did the relation-

ship of parking to the stores. Since, as Richard Ratcliff put it, “the little woman

who comes to shop” partook of the greatest number of downtown services,

accessibility and convenience carried gendered meanings.37

The first challenge was delivering the shopper to the retail district. One real

estate executive cautioned that “unless you make it convenient for a woman

to go downtown, she won’t go.” The president of chain variety store TG&Y

expressed skepticism about the viability of downtown locations because of

accessibility and parking concerns: “We do not think the housewives (who 

are our main customers) will drive miles and miles to get downtown when

they can obtain the same merchandise in better facilities in the suburbs” (see

fig. 5.1). Yet shopping centers had to clear some of the same hurdles: “if it is

not easy for the housewife to find her way into any center, she will give up and

go away.” She might find it “too hard to find her way through the complicated

maze needed to maintain proper traffic speed.” Highway engineers called the

local highways that connected expressways and shopping centers “women’s

roads” because, as Homer Hoyt observed, “they are free from heavy conges-

tions and minimize driving difficulties for women shoppers.” 38

Once she arrived by car, the shopper needed to park. A large suburban

store discovered the consequences of not catering to female parking peculiar-

ities. Its garage ramps “were so narrow they discouraged women drivers.”

Furthermore, planners had originally designed parking that permitted three

cars between pillars, based on attendant parking. However, the center found

that only two cars fit in the spaces designed for three, because “women shop-

pers, being timid, declined to get close enough to another car to run the risk

of a scratched fender.” Another analyst concluded that in park-and-shop

design, “the parking should all be in front of the stores, with rear parking

reserved for employees. Most people, particularly women, hesitate to drive

‘around in back,’ particularly with no assurance that they will find a parking

space there.” The layout needed to accommodate women’s fear of “difficult

‘maneuvering.’” Debating the choice between angled and straight parking,

one planner explained in Traffic Quarterly that “the idea of using a simple

angle is based on the turning radius of cars, presence of women drivers, 

and the desire to make parking virtually trouble-free.” The Downtown Idea



Figure 5.1 Among downtown decision makers during the 1950s, concerns about bringing
women shoppers downtown were often expressed in coded language. Women were under-
stood to be tentative drivers; thus, in this list of St. Paul’s problems, “Timid people stay
away” referred to women and their presumably weak driving skills. Other items, related to
issues of downtown access and retail trade, also indirectly addressed the supposed per-
spective of women shoppers. “Ring of blight” stands out in this list as a coded reference 
for additional reasons. The phrase was used in the 1950s to describe the perceived “ring” of
nonwhite neighborhoods that encroached upon the downtown, supposedly making Main
Street less appealing to white suburban shoppers. (City Planning Board of St. Paul, Plan-
ning St. Paul for Better Living, ca. 1946, 10. Courtesy of the Division of Rare and Manuscript
Collections, Cornell University Library; Russell Van Nest Black Papers, collection no. 3018,
box 35, file 5.)
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Exchange relished one advantage it thought the public transit–oriented down-

town had over the suburban mall: “Women do not shine as ‘experts’ in park-

ing a car.” 39

The definition and details of convenient parking plagued retail develop-

ers — how far the shopper was willing to walk to a store, and how she would

get her packages back to the car. After all, why should the downtown shopper

“struggle through traffic trying to find a parking place, end up by parking her

car at a distance from the stores, lug a growing pile of bundles from store to

store, and finally back to her car, only to find she has parked over the time

limit, and has a ticket?” The Real Estate Analyst found that “four blocks is too

far for the woman shopper to walk with convenience.” One block was about

right. A system that minimized the struggle with packages was essential to

“free the shopper from the mental and physical burden of lugging her pur-

chases from one store to another.” A cartoon (fig. 5.2) depicted a fashionable

but scowling young woman maneuvering to get to her car. She was weighed

down with packages and trying to cope with a difficult child and a disruptive

dog. Two happier alternatives were also portrayed: errand boys assisting her,

and her arrival by car at a central pick-up point to collect her purchases de-

livered by conveyor belt.40

Trimming the distance between the store and parking had vital implica-

tions for new commercial construction, as well as for redevelopment. One

Stop-and-Shop manager described how “the U-shaped shopping center laid

out with wide parking aisles and generous parking stalls makes shopping

pleasant for the female customer. Since she is so dominant in the mix of cus-

tomers, the shopping center must appeal to her and cater to her desires and

whims.” Architects had presumably generated the popular U-shaped layout as

a design solution accounting for women’s parking needs. At the 1954 Interna-

tional Downtown Executive Association (IDEA) meeting, one participant had

circumvented the inconveniences posed by 1870s buildings by tearing them

down. This permitted construction of a five-hundred-car garage, with escala-

tors “so that the individual can go up and get her own car, etc.” Architectural

Record in 1960 reported on how the downtown of Peekskill, New York, was re-

making itself “in order to attract shoppers.” A survey concluded that “the pri-

vate motor car” held the key to retail. “The city must provide facilities ade-

quate for the shopper who uses her car or take steps to minimize the need for

its use.” Because of the shoppers, then, the city needed to improve parking fa-

cilities, public transit, and even traffic lighting.41

Women’s desire for convenience and beauty emerged as the motivating
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Figure 5.2 The delivery of the customer to her car with all of her packages was a central de-
sign issue for retailers in the 1950s. In this cartoon from a 1951 issue of the Real Estate An-
alyst, a woman scowls as she juggles her purchases while shepherding a disruptive child and
a dog. The cartoon proposes two alternatives that could make shopping more “convenient”
and “attractive,” in the commercial development terminology of that time. Note the poor
parking job — assumptions about women’s driving skills also guided parking lot design and
management. (Courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Mis-
souri, St. Louis.)

theme for commercial design, in an all-encompassing planning approach.

One expert indicated that “only recently has the suburban homemaker been

given prime consideration in the designing of suburban shopping centers. 

By a logical evolutionary process, we are arriving at a design concept for the

suburban center that she prefers as a shopping environment. It combines

maximum convenience in all important elements — ease of access, minimum

walking distance from car to store, store to store, and location of merchandise

lines. It further combines all-weather shopping, built-in beauty, a community
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focal point, and other desirable elements.” Another Traffic Quarterly contrib-

utor captured the shopping center’s almost smothering design focus: “The

emphasis must always be on the customer — her comfort, her convenience,

her psychological reaction to attractive buildings, exciting show windows, and

colorful flowers and trees.” 42 Developers turned the decades-old preoccu-

pation with women’s retail choices into what sounded like a single-minded

obsession.

Suburban developers tended to be the most explicit (and obsequious)

about their desire to design for women and manage the entire spending ex-

perience. As with parking, shopping centers had an edge in creating female-

centered space. Because of centralized management, one expert intoned,

“every road, every walk, every shop location and store aisle is planned to ex-

pose the shopper to the greatest possible amount of merchandise and to

influence her to spend her shopping dollars. At last, with an empty purse she

heads homeward, tired (and we hope happy) taking with her everything she

needs, and (as the developers hope) with little money left to spend elsewhere

on other things.” Downtown investors, lacking the same control over their

environment, reinterpreted the centers’ standards of “beauty” and “conve-

nience” for central business districts.43

Downtown businesses worried that too many women and too much em-

phasis on their needs would scare away the male consumers who worked

nearby. Thus in the 1950s, downtown department stores began creating and

promoting special men-only facilities such as the soup bar in Thalhimer’s.

With this addition to the store, “a man can shop in the men’s departments,

have lunch, and never come within sight of the women’s department.” 44 Rich’s

Department Store opened a separate men’s store based on the same premise:

“to provide a real man’s world, set apart from the teaming [sic] aggregate of

women’s business.” 45

Lest it seem that Main Street suffered an inevitable disadvantage in creating

modern, feminized commercial environments, retail location expert Richard

Nelson pointed out that downtowns had one thing — “emotional ties” — that

the new shopping centers lacked. In fact the suburban mall’s convenience and

pleasant surroundings were “designed to overcome” the “emotions” many

shoppers felt for the old downtown. Whereas the downtown held “memo-

ries,” the shopping mall supplied glamour through “bright new store fronts

and facilities, fountains, art, statuary, planting, and (not the least important)

an undertone of music piped throughout the entire center.” 46 Here was the
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recognition — rare in the 1950s — that history, in the form of people’s fond

memories, might enrich the value of Main Street rather than, in the form 

of aging and obsolete buildings, induce its destruction. It was not until the

1970s that downtown investors began to appeal with any success to those emo-

tional ties.

Just as shoppers had created peak downtown land values in the 1920s,

investors hoped that white suburban housewives could reinvigorate urban

commerce in the postwar years. One 1956 study anticipated that “the shop-

ping and working habits of the woman may be of increasing significance not

only in terms of income to business but also in terms of the generation of

sound retail land values in the central business district.” 47 The belief that sub-

urban women could save the downtown gained urgency from warnings like

this one from Business Week: “If something isn’t done about the problems of

the city, downtown merchants stand to lose not only a lot of customers but

also a considerable real estate investment. And the situation is becoming crit-

ical.” In the 1940s, when outlying areas began to register property values that

approached the downtown’s, few were surprised that these new peaks emerged

in suburban shopping centers.48

The Vanishing Homemaker: 
“My Wife, Your Wife, and Your Neighbor’s Wife”
Designs to build all-encompassing, desirable shopping environments for

white middle-class women derived their motivation from reasons extending

beyond these women’s contributions to property values. In an intimate twist,

redevelopers in the 1950s often had their own wives in mind when they

schemed to bring the all-day family shoppers back. The downtown crisis had

an element of domestic crisis, as male executives began to suspect that house-

wives were not finding the promised fulfillment in their societal roles as con-

sumers and family managers. The postwar revolution in shopping behavior

and its implications for downtowns can only be understood through the over-

lap of that revolution with the broader, emerging feminist revolution — a

transformation in gender roles which itself would be led partly by suburban

wives such as Betty Friedan.

Executives Roy Wenzlick, Jim Downs, and others felt the rumblings of

change in the 1950s; after all, it was their job to anticipate societal trends that

would affect real estate investment — everything from marriage and home

ownership rates to how often people ate in restaurants.49 Following World
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War II, tensions grew between the overwhelming propaganda supporting fe-

male domestic bliss and the fact that women were entering the workforce in

unprecedented numbers. Working women confronted pervasive attitudes

that their place was in the home or in low-paying part-time employment. The

Lonely Crowd in the early 1950s described “the current attempts to re-privatize

women by redefining their role in some comfortably domestic and traditional

way.” Postwar America glorified women’s dependency upon their husbands.

Yet the frantic quality of such prescriptive literature hints at women’s under-

lying discontent and uncertainty over gender roles. In the impending societal

crisis, middle-class women in the 1960s would acknowledge and voice their

dissatisfaction and would revolutionize the choice between suburban home-

making and other careers.50

In the meantime, during the 1950s, the executives preoccupied with the

downtown’s survival were especially concerned with how housewives spent

their entire day, not just their shopping hours, and they regularly fell into the

habit of talking about their own wives. Jim Downs informed the IDEA urban

renewal audience in 1955 that their goal was to make it “desirable for my wife,

your wife and your neighbor’s wife to go downtown and shop.” Delbert Wenz-

lick personalized the domesticated economic power held by homemakers:

“Our wives have long had the reputation of spending the bulk of the family

budget.” Describing how shopping occupied a central portion of the home-

maker’s day, he explained that “the family shopper goes downtown, or up-

town, as the case may be, after she has washed the breakfast dishes and done

more or less work around the house; spends our money and goes home when

its all gone, or nearly gone, to get the evening meal.” 51 Could any shopping

environment induce most middle-class women to want to spend all day shop-

ping and homemaking? While executives made investment decisions to in-

fluence whether housewives shopped in the city or suburbia, the underlying

question was whether middle-class women would choose to shop during the

day at all. As their own wives considered their options, downtown executives

had reasons to worry that all-day shopping might be losing its luster.

Retail executives and others with downtown interests fondly described 

for each other a lost golden age when shopping had provided personal ful-

fillment and excitement to middle-class women. A professor of retailing ex-

plained that given the “greater informality” of suburban living, “shopping be-

came a casual excursion, or even something of a chore, rather than an exciting

event.” A 1954 Harvard Business Review article confirmed that “downtown

shopping is no longer the ‘national sport’ of women shoppers, but rather an
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intermittent chore.” Shopping’s exciting era, however, was elusive; one 1930

article also lamented shopping’s decline as a rewarding all-day activity: “Ten

years ago a woman would go shopping just to make a day of it. The trolley trip

was refreshing. The woman moved from store to store, looking at this, pric-

ing that, comparing values, and when she came to a crowd she bored her way

to the middle of it. She came home late, thoroughly tired but happy, and

probably had bought nothing at all. The day was an adventure itself before au-

tomobiles became common.” Now women no longer had the desire to even

compare merchandise.52

In a nutshell, “the old thrill of shopping is gone.” The automobile (no mat-

ter how poorly driven) had supposedly opened up women’s horizons and in-

creased their options. “But with the car the woman leads a wholly different

life. The car takes her outdoors every day, increases her contacts with people,

makes life more interesting, and she does not waste any more hours in shop-

ping than are necessary. Life has become too interesting in other directions.” 53

Housewives found it wasteful to spend unnecessary hours shopping, and con-

venient outlying retail centers stepped into this transformed market. The anx-

iety, even resentment, that executives expressed about suburbanites’ “inter-

esting” motoring activities helps explain the pervasive belittling of the woman

driver during these decades.

Suburban and downtown retailers competed to restore the fulfillment they

believed women had once found in shopping. An architect described his con-

viction that designers should construct the shopping center as a workplace for

women.

Looked at in broader terms, Shopping is a Social Ritual. The wife and home-

maker charged with the wise spending of the family income must be given

the sense that she has worked at seeking out and discovering a uniquely

right article at a justifiable price.

It is not enough to have important purchases merely available. They

must be as available as possible but in an atmosphere that suggests the cul-

mination of a quest.

Designers built these assumptions of work fulfillment into their malls. Sur-

veys had confirmed that the family shopper spent most of her day downtown,

from ten in the morning to four in the afternoon, and investors hoped she

would return home satisfied, with that “empty purse” (fig. 5.3).54

In their downtown revitalization plans, then, executives burdened the

downtown shopping trip with unrealistic but urgent hopes for women’s fulfill-
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ment. Special salesmanship, one authority believed, could attract the house-

wife: “the kind of selling which makes a person want to buy what she really

ought to have; something better, something more durable, something more

satisfying, something that will build her ego and give a feeling of belonging,

something that will make life more satisfying and beautiful.” Creative mar-

keting and merchandising could still nourish the “drama, glamour, excite-

ment and stimulating atmosphere” that had made the downtown department

stores successful in years past. The intent to build a woman’s ego through her

consumer experience of urban commerce spoke to men’s concerns about

housewives’ satisfaction.55

Before the feminist movement of the 1960s gathered momentum, down-

town decline provided an opportunity to indirectly discuss the independent

economic decision making of suburban housewives, as well as their changing

needs. If housewives did not find contentment in homemaking, the unsettling

possibility arose that they might seek ego rewards elsewhere. Men’s and

women’s fears about the implications of working wives were channeled into

other, related arenas, such as the suburban retail revolution and the down-

town crisis. In 1963 Betty Friedan’s best-selling book The Feminine Mystique

Figure 5.3 Downtown redevelopers aggressively
targeted wealthy suburban housewives, like the 
one portrayed here, who were available to shop 

all day long. The photo’s original
caption asserted, “Shopping can be
a pleasure. And it can be pleasant
for the business man, too, if the
future of his investment has been
assured.” Investors pinned their
hopes for economic success,
including sustaining high property
values, on suburban housewives. At
the same time, downtown investors
disregarded or took for granted
other ready consumer populations
closer at hand, such as people of
color and downtown office workers,
and resisted the trend of married
women turning to paid employment
and professional careers. (Victor
Gruen, “Planned Shopping Centers,”
Dun’s Review, May 1953, 37.)
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directly addressed suburban housewives’ dissatisfaction and launched an ex-

plicit national debate about female fulfillment.56

This brings us back to James C. Downs Jr.’s apparent digression during 

the urban renewal session of the 1955 IDEA conference. Working women, he

believed, were “debasing family life in America.” Housewives felt “ashamed”

of their status — their unglamorous, careerless lives. Downs argued that the

man whose wife stayed at home was “the real citizen.” Consumption pat-

terns framed Downs’s perceptions: the new Chevrolet convertible versus the

1940 model; the “dressed up” working wife versus the homemaker’s “cheap

$3.58 dress.” Working wives made possible much of the postwar affluence 

and spending.57 Downs’s concerns — stay-at-home wives and the morality of

shopping behavior — indeed animated the urban renewal debate over down-

town retailing. Behind the downtown crisis lay a shopping crisis, and behind

the crisis of women-as-shoppers lay unresolved tensions over women-as-

workers and women-as-wives. Anxiety about where women shopped reflected

anxiety about where women spent all of their time, as the post–World War II

downtown crisis lurched ahead because of women’s increasingly independent

decisions about their own careers.

The overwhelming response to The Feminine Mystique confirmed that

Betty Friedan had a resonant way of describing the gender issues faced by the

white suburban middle class. She did not believe that there was “an economic

conspiracy directed against women,” but for dramatic effect she played out

that scenario:

I am sure the heads of General Foods, and General Electric, and General

Motors, and Macy’s and Gimbel’s and the assorted directors of all the com-

panies that make detergents and electric mixers, and red stoves with

rounded corners, and synthetic furs, and waxes, and hair coloring, and pat-

terns for home sewing and home carpentry, and lotions for detergent

hands, and bleaches to keep the towels pure white, never sat down around

a mahogany conference table in a board room on Madison Avenue or Wall

Street and voted on a motion: “Gentlemen, I move, in the interests of all,

that we begin a concerted fifty-billion dollar campaign to stop this danger-

ous movement of American women out of the home.”

The final line of this executive conspiracy-that-never-happened was, “We’ve

got to keep them housewives, and let’s not forget it.” 58 The 1950s downtown

redevelopment efforts to woo the suburban housewife had their place in this

nonconspiracy.
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“Downtown May Well Be Abandoned, 
or Else Be a Negro Shopping District”
The retailer preoccupation with attracting white middle-class housewives

in the 1950s reflected not only the exodus of these women to suburban stores

(and paid employment) but also the fears of a downtown awash in a tide of

lower-income and ethnic consumers. Redevelopers were worse than ambiva-

lent about the prospect of boosting downtown vitality with the available but

usually poorer and nonwhite customers from adjacent residential neighbor-

hoods. Jim Downs, in his opening comments to the 1955 IDEA conference,

noted that “the purpose of the downtown association is to raise the number

and quality of the people that are downtown.” Poor neighborhoods consti-

tuted “a ring of low purchasing power.” According to Downs, “your real in-

terest in redevelopment is, in replacing the population immediately adjacent

to the downtown area, so as to develop a better market for downtown facili-

ties.” Executives supported residential redevelopment with an eye toward the

downtown’s retail health and appropriate consumer populations. Redevelop-

ers described a downtown under siege — threatened by a surrounding “ring”

of blight associated with the much-discussed migration into cities of poor Af-

rican Americans, Puerto Ricans, Native Americans, and Appalachian whites.59

Retailers adjusted slowly to what one marketing professor called “the ‘new’

downtown customer.” Pleas for appreciating and working with the new cus-

tomer addressed an alarmed and sometimes narrow-minded community of

businesspeople who saw decline in class and race terms, not just numbers. An

East Coast executive confided his predictions to a Fortune reporter. “I know

what’s going to happen, but I don’t know that I want to see it in print. The type

of customer is going to be lower and lower as the years go on; and in twenty

years — though I’m not sure of the timing — the downtown store will be-

come a basement-and-budget type of operation only.” The suburbs were seen

as drawing off the “upper-crust” customer. Cheap goods and cheap people

went hand in hand, but downtown investors would not witness this “decline”

without a fight.60

Concerns about declining downtown customers and goods were deeply

tied to fears that the encircling slums would overrun the central business dis-

trict. A 1958 Fortune magazine article explained that slums “are eating away at

the heart of the cities, especially their downtown areas. The slums would, in

fact, be much easier for the cities to endure if they were off in fringe areas. But

in . . . almost every major metropolitan city — the slums envelop and squeeze
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the core of the city like a Spanish boot.” 61 Life magazine vividly illustrated this

threat in an article entitled “An Encroaching Menace.” It began this way: “The

slums of Chicago each year have pushed closer to the heart of the city. Some

of the worst came only six blocks from the glittering skyscrapers. There a

newly-aroused and desperate city stopped them. But elsewhere in the me-

tropolis, every month, new slums are being born.” An aerial photograph de-

picted twenty-three square miles of “hopelessly blighted” slums as “a solid red

ring around the heart of downtown” (fig. 5.4). Redevelopment could save the

“glittering skyscrapers” from being extinguished by encroaching blight.62

The vaguely “spreading,” “crawling,” and “burrowing” slums posed a more

specific threat: that the downtown would become a local shopping destina-

tion for nearby residents and cease to draw from entire regions. One retailing

textbook prompted its students, “If the lower-income class still lives in down-

town areas approaching the slums and if these people do not demand broad

and choice assortments, why should the downtown store stock broad assort-

ments?” Investors assumed that “slums are poor customers.” 63

Of course, racial and ethnic tensions permeated the ring-of-slums concept

in the 1950s. Although the urban renewal approach of forced relocations

meant that each participating city had to negotiate its unique ethnic divisions,

it was black-white differences that received the widest national attention.64

One critic complained that the press manipulated racial tensions by paint-

ing a “ ‘horror picture’ of the liberal but naive northern city, throttled and

trampled upon by the ‘uneducated, criminal Negro Frankenstein.’” Scientific

American in 1957 attributed the declining “character” and “cheapness” of the

central shopping district to racial incursion: “The downtown stores, with

non-white and low-income customers more and more predominant in their

clientele, tend to concentrate on cheap merchandise. . . . But in most cities —

Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles are good examples — the main streets become

infested with ‘sucker joints’ for tourists; all-night jewelry auctions, bargain

linens and cheap neckties, hamburger stands, and bars with jazz bands. The

slums, in other words, are spreading to the central business district.” The city’s

attraction of poor and nonwhite customers induced this “honky-tonk trans-

formation of the downtown business areas.” The racialized fears that down-

towns might become “lower-class ethnic islands” of commerce added urgency

to the calls for urban renewal and articulated a preference for who should be

downtown.65

To many downtown investors, the prospect of serving poor, nonwhite

shoppers was a “nightmare,” not a vision, of future urban commercial life.
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Figure 5.4 Fears for the downtown’s future included the anxiety that it might become an Af-
rican American shopping district, a scenario that some investors found more threatening
than abandonment. In 1955 Life magazine featured this image in an article entitled “An En-
croaching Menace.” The caption read, “Two slum buildings, soon to be razed and replaced by
a vast housing project, bracket the Palmolive building a few blocks east in Chicago.” Sup-
porters of redevelopment argued that the urban renewal programs of the 1950s and 1960s
would save downtown skyscrapers and department stores from the adjacent poor, largely non-
white neighborhoods. (Life, April 11, 1955, 125. Reproduced with permission of Fritz Goro/
Time Life Pictures/Getty Images.)

One university study projected what would happen to the typical medium-

sized American city — “Case City, U.S.A.” — by 1980. Without intervention,

Case City (in reality, Trenton, New Jersey) would become a “nightmarish, eth-

nic and low-income ghetto. Downtown may well be abandoned, or else be a

Negro shopping district.” Downtown could turn into a “commercial slum,”

and “big slum areas, like these Negro-occupied tenements close by a railroad,
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could easily engulf the city.” For these city planners, complete abandonment

and domination by black shoppers were equally appalling future scenarios for

the downtown.66

Supporters of postwar urban renewal policies found dramatic appeal in the

encroachment threat and the presumed decline of downtown retail. Victor

Gruen, a famous commercial designer, and Larry Smith, a real estate econo-

mist, argued that downtown decline would continue “as long as the ring of

blighted and slum areas which surrounds so many of our downtown districts

is not broken. . . . The slum clearance and rehabilitation sections of the Hous-

ing Act of 1949 might very well open the way to eliminate the slums which

choke the downtown areas.” 67 Even before legislators modified the Housing

Act of 1949 in 1954 to permit aid to nonresidential projects, redevelopers

viewed housing policy in relation to the downtown. The proposed rebuilding

of poor neighborhoods to enhance the downtown had long precedent in mas-

ter plans. But in the 1950s the actual occurrence of massive demolition and re-

building had gained momentum.

The indirectness of these justifications (constricting slums and cheapening

retail) for renewal derived impact from the fact that in the early 1950s, most

policymakers and investors avoided discussing racial issues publicly. Jim

Downs, while describing “the race problem” of redevelopment relocation,

pointed out that “sometimes public speakers do not make a direct allusion to

this fact.” This silence was slowly set aside as the Civil Rights movement made

discussions of race and urban problems “less inhibited.” HHFA director Cole,

in “shirt-sleeve” conferences with citizens around the country in 1955, “was

surprised to learn how many people talk about minority housing, Negro

housing, bankers and others.” In response, he “brought to Washington people

on all sides of this problem. Never before had they sat there and discussed this

problem frankly and honestly. It can be done.” 68

It also became increasingly common to unmask and challenge the race-

based motivations behind redevelopment. Community outrage erupted over

a 1952 Atlanta plan that condemned Auburn Avenue, a core African American

business and residential district, as a slum area choking the downtown. Re-

sponding to protests, city officials redrew their maps. They retracted the plans

to shift “the colored center of gravity” and generally “beautify” the black busi-

ness district by replacing the small, jumbled shops with a monumental civic

center. Learning from such episodes, redevelopers played down the use of the

offensive word slum. At one urban renewal clinic, the “expert who moderated

these sessions warned against the promiscuous use of the word ‘slum,’ since it
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reflects adversely on the people themselves living in these areas. To be suc-

cessful, the program must enlist the support of such people and gain their co-

operation. This cannot be done by calling them crime-ridden, disease-ridden,

and personally unwholesome.” 69

Although an array of factors explained and fueled changes in urban life, in

the 1960s racialized interpretations began to drown out the others. At the de-

cade’s beginning, there was an eager rush among journalists to discuss race

and urban development. By attributing all urban problems to the “Negro in-

migrant,” one expert regretted, “writers for the weekly periodicals of national

circulation are having a field day. A real understanding of the urban complex

either requires too much of their time, or is too great a challenge for their in-

tellects. Or, perhaps, it is not sensational enough to sell the magazines.” Said

Fortune magazine in 1962, “the Negro problem is what city planners and offi-

cials are really talking about when they refer to The City Problem.” The city’s

only hope was to face up to this fact. The lumping together of African Amer-

icans with “a long list of city problems,” here presented to sensitize readers to

difficulties faced by blacks, foreshadowed the even greater reliance upon ra-

cial factors to explain all urban problems that would follow the riots of the

mid-1960s.70

The Wrecking Ball of Obsolescence
In 1954 and 1955, the head of the U.S. government’s Housing and Home Fi-

nance Agency, Albert Cole, was in high demand as a speaker around the coun-

try. Congress had just passed the Housing Act of 1954, making Cole one of the

Eisenhower administration’s lead promoters of urban renewal. Cole and his

colleagues had a lot to explain. Why should Americans support government-

sponsored demolition of portions of the downtown — the very buildings they

had cherished? Urban renewal was a drastic, large-scale solution, especially

when compared to the modest improvement strategies of the Progressive era,

but also in relation to the spotty demolition and modernization of the de-

pression. In the postwar period, Americans still had to be weaned from the

Main Street ideal, which previously had been so central to concepts of com-

mercial health. The key to effecting this break was the manner in which Cole

and other redevelopers successfully promoted the belief that an era in the

downtown’s history had closed. They labeled the “old” downtown and its

modest aspirations “obsolete,” moving the vital downtown into the realm of

outmoded memories and out of the living present.
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In an era when the primary fears for the future of urban commercial life

(namely, racial changes and the fading role of suburban housewife-shoppers)

were usually expressed indirectly, it was the concept of obsolescence that re-

developers wielded as a weapon to remake downtowns. Obsolescence ren-

dered certain districts powerless and eligible for destruction. It was literally

the label used in federal, state, and local redevelopment documents to cer-

tify buildings for demolition. The word obsolete appeared in speeches, con-

ferences, articles, investment newsletters, government reports, and real es-

tate appraisals; two scholars found that it was the “operative term” in urban

renewal. A typical condemnation read like this assessment of Pittsburgh:

“When World War II ended, Pittsburgh’s downtown area was a smog-

blanketed huddle of grimy old buildings. Exhausted by the war effort, the City

had drifted into obsolescence.” 71 This relegation of Main Street to the past set

the terms for moving forward to the improvement agenda of urban renewal.

On August 9, 1954, Albert Cole addressed an audience in Kansas City after

attending a demolition ceremony at a redevelopment site. He proposed that

the demolition ceremony was “new and unique in our American commu-

nity customs. Normally in the past, our civic ceremonies have had to do with

the laying of a cornerstone, the opening of a new building or bridge or other

monument to our steady growth. This time we meet to initiate a tearing

down — the elimination and demolition of our outworn past. That, I think, is

significant. It is symbolic of a new maturity. . . . We must not only build, but

we must tear down and rebuild again.” In the 1950s, rebuilding indeed became

the cornerstone of downtown investment strategies.72

Not cavalier about “the elimination and demolition of our outworn past,”

Cole was sensitive to the fond attachments his audiences might have to the

downtown. He explained that “much of our approach to the problem of slum

and blight depends on how we look at it. . . . We look at our towns and cities

through two pairs of eyes. We sometimes see them through the eyes of our

younger days — the way they were in years past.” Cole asserted that nostalgic

views were legitimate: “Usually this is a pleasant recollection. We see behind

the growth and grime of years to the streets, the shops, and homes and trees

as we like to remember them.” At the same time, through what Cole called

“the more mature eyes of the present,” we could see the necessity of tearing

down the old. We experience shock at seeing “once vital sections of the city . . .

now down-at-the-heels and disreputable, decaying and skidding toward a

slow but certain death.” Only radical surgery, as urban renewal was often
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called, could save the patient. Cole invoked the comforting inevitability of or-

ganic decline to reassure Americans of the need to rebuild.73

Cole recommended a third pair of eyes for viewing cities, sketching out a

new, motivating urban vision, albeit one that required a willingness to “elim-

inate” the worn-out past. “We need to see them not as they once were, not

solely as they are today — but to envision them as they should be and can be

in the future.” Cole sought to bring his audience to this third point of view,

saying, “This ceremony today denotes your decision to rebuild a part of your

past to serve your future. . . . You have begun the task of clearing a large and

potentially valuable downtown section that had become a financial burden

and a social liability to the whole city.” 74

Suburban shopping centers, as shown earlier in this chapter, had raised,

transformed, and further feminized the obsolescence standards of commer-

cial aesthetics. One expert described the downtown retailer’s challenge: you

looked at “your old and out-dated building and tried to think of how you

could make your store, a building probably twenty-five, fifty or one hundred

years old, look like some of the modern stores in our shopping centers.” De-

scribing Main Street as “seedy,” “gone-to-pot,” and “dowdy,” the Downtown

Idea Exchange asserted in the 1950s that “in scores of cities the downtown area

hasn’t had a face-lifting — not to mention a mere face-washing — in de-

cades.” In that decade, the radical solutions of urban renewal ultimately took

center stage. Architect Victor Gruen concluded that “the cure of obsolescence

. . . is not periodic remodeling of interiors and storefronts, a few street widen-

ings, and other makeshift devices.” The Downtown Idea Exchange proposed

that “the antiquated building poses a thorny problem. Downtown could be

modernized tremendously if some of these were knocked down and replaced

with more up-to-date efficient structures.” In Cole’s words, the worn-out past

must be “eliminated,” not remodeled.75

As they determined that the diverse streetscape aesthetic of small, older,

independent storefronts was obsolete, redevelopers labeled the small retail-

ers’ merchandising techniques obsolete, too. Critics chastised merchants for

allowing the business district’s appearance to deteriorate and condemned

their depression-era storefront modernizations as inadequate and counter-

productive. According to this accusation, Main Street had brought on its own

troubles by turning to “panicky, piecemeal” solutions “consisting largely of

tricks, gimmicks, and promotion ideas plus a few parking garages and one-

way streets.” Gimmicks was a word frequently used to trivialize existing efforts

at retail survival. Downtown merchants, because of their monopoly, ineffec-
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tually endured a “Horse-and-Buggy-Age traffic design.” One critic expressed

his view that “downtown merchants have been incompetent capitalists with 

a captive audience for a long time.” Sitting “on their fannies too long” with

their old buildings, small merchants were already pursuing a path of “self-

destruction.” 76 Actual destruction would be the logical next step.

The proprietors of these smaller businesses were usually kept out of urban

renewal planning by the large chains and department stores. Prominent re-

tailers cultivated connections with local politicians and had a special claim on

city morale, and the national chains had broad-based resources that made

them desirable tenants. Such assets gave both access to the redevelopment

process. Furthermore, the frustrated and overwhelmed small retailers were

often of a different ethnicity than the executives spearheading redevelopment.

Such was the case in New Haven, Connecticut. Most of the several hundred

businesses relocated by the Church Street redevelopment were Jewish-owned.

Excluded from the planning process, they first heard of the renewal proposal

in the newspapers. Smaller operations, according to one Illinois survey, were

“introverted” and presented a “dampened spirit.” City officials sponsoring

downtown plans were often unable to get these merchants on board.77

Thus the retailers out of step with urban renewal were stigmatized as stuck

in the past and obsolete themselves, and they failed to mount an effective

defense against these accusations. The Illinois investigator concluded, “The

small businessman’s beliefs are strongly tinged with a romantic yearning for

the past, of a longing for a return to an older individualism, hoping somehow

to reconstruct that ‘Golden Age’ in the American past when everyone was

downtown; when the selling was an easy, friendly, and personal thing; and

when profits came without any of the growing worries associated with present

baffling changes.” Resistant small merchants understood that an era of urban

commerce was closing but were unable, according to redevelopers, to move

forward to a bright new future because of their fundamental passivity and

“romantic yearning.” 78

By the late 1950s, as more Main Street buildings fell to renewal, a counter-

movement invigorated by urbanist Jane Jacobs asserted that old, diverse,

small stores had economic and aesthetic value. Some began to argue that

buildings actually improved with age. In 1960 Architectural Forum ran a gal-

lery of photographs that celebrated “these odd old store fronts” (fig. 5.5).

Where Cole and others found grimy buildings, Architectural Forum admired

the storefronts as having “human richness” and “the kind of rich raw color

which improves with age, acquiring heart with layers of city grit.” The writer



Figure 5.5 By the late 1950s a polite countermovement had arisen to challenge the de-
structive power of urban renewal and the accompanying view that downtown was obsolete.
Its proponents celebrated the jumbled, irregular vernacular of small stores, along with indi-
vidualistic commercial artifacts like barber poles, pickle barrels, and hand-painted business
signs. The caption appearing with this admiring photo gallery informed the reader that



“three of these eight old storefronts have perished before progress.” The article showcased
“well-worn” storefronts and “Main Street’s Vanishing Patina” — exactly the qualities that
redevelopers condemned. The unstandardized layout of the photographs underscored the
irregular vernacular at stake. (Architectural Forum, January 1960, 110 –11.)
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marked the passing of both the physical streetscape and the accompanying re-

tail organization of independent storekeepers: “Casualties . . . of today’s mass

building, the city’s colorful old storefronts are poignant reminders of what has

been lost.” Main Street demolition “may be something to be uneasy about.” 79

Certainly this was a polite protest, but it made the point that obsolete or worn

out was only one way of describing older downtown businesses and buildings.

It is an important irony of post–World War II downtown redevelopment

that many dimensions of the “old” Main Street ideal that had been discarded

as inadequate for downtown were implemented in the new suburban shop-

ping centers. In the 1950s and 1960s, it seemed that suburban centers had

achieved the simplified, managed commercial environment so elusive to the

downtown for a half century. The Downtown Idea Exchange could only urge

businesses to cooperate with each other to create a “sparkling, unified look,”

whereas shopping centers were able to enforce these Progressive era prin-

ciples. One typical 1952 shopping center lease shaped “the total visual effect”

of the center by demanding that stores both “maintain individual expression”

and “relate harmoniously to the general character of the center and to their

immediate neighbors.” The lease regulated the projection, placement, and

size of signs and forbade “individual awnings.” Echoing postcard colorization

techniques, the shopping center management required that “colors must har-

monize with the color scheme” of the surrounding stores. Individual expres-

sion was desired within a range of conformity.80

The term obsolete succeeded as a way of describing Main Street in the 1950s

because the public accepted that description. The rapid abandonment of older

neighborhoods and architectural styles was legitimated as a national charac-

ter trait. One design consultant pointed out that “it is, perhaps, among our

chief characteristics as a nation to reach for something new and better and to

discard what is no longer wanted. Real estate is no exception to the rule.” A

real estate professional concluded that, unlike Europeans, who preserve their

heritage, “Americans are fanatics for everything that’s new. We dwell upon

modernity — we must keep up with the Joneses, and will not be outmoded.”

Redevelopers, particularly the retail executives who spearheaded or cooper-

ated with urban renewal, possessed intimate familiarity with the power of ob-

solescence. As purveyors of consumer culture, their profits depended upon

convincing customers (often with sophisticated advertising techniques) that

their current belongings were obsolete. Proponents of urban renewal pro-

moted a view of the downtown consistent with their selling expertise, and
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Americans ratified the concept partly because of their broader acceptance of

obsolescence in their consumption-oriented society.81

Using the investment concept of obsolescence, urban renewers broke am-

icably with previous, relatively modest and stable visions of the future down-

town. This break was not so much an outright rejection of the past, as many

scholars of modernism contend. Rather, downtown renewal’s supporters and

opponents embellished a collective memory of a vibrant downtown heyday,

effectively moving the vital downtown from the living present to the realm of

history. They described a downtown golden age, vaguely located in the pre–

World War I years and eroding since then. The title of Walker Evans’s 1956

article “ ‘Downtown’: A Last Look Backward” illustrates the power of nostal-

gia to clear the path for urban renewal even among those who lavishly ad-

mired Main Street. For both sides, brick became “old” brick; the downtown

became the “old” downtown.82

It is tempting to say that the downtown had become run-down by the 1950s

and simply needed to be torn down and rebuilt. But even the terminology

handbook used by appraisers said that obsolescence, that key concept of ur-

ban renewal, was “not the result of mere age or wear (physical deteriora-

tion).” 83 Confronting a messy, chaotic Main Street environment in the early

twentieth century, municipal housekeepers and other Progressive era in-

vestors aspired to make modest but transformative improvements required to

achieve a dignified, unified Main Street corridor. A half century later, down-

town investors surveyed their own Main Street disorder, as well as the trends

they deemed to be disturbing, and chose to tear it all down and start anew.

Rebuilding the Downtown for Whom?
Amid the many melodramatic proclamations about creeping slums uttered

in support of urban renewal, it was easy to overlook the quieter assertion that

downtown’s uniquely heterogeneous population offered it economic advan-

tages. In the 1950s, there were reasons to question the prevailing wisdom of re-

lying exclusively upon middle-class customers. In contrast to the suburban

malls, “designed and located to appeal to a homogeneous market,” the down-

town was distinctive for drawing “its business from the whole urban area and

from all ethnic groups and classes of people.” Redevelopers, fearing that the

mix would tilt toward domination by poor, nonwhite consumers, turned their

back on this diversity. But other urban boosters believed that “the real fruits

of civilization can probably only grow in a downtown atmosphere with its
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mixture of people from many different backgrounds.” 84 This was indeed a

potent defense of downtown commercial life against suburban replacement.

The case of bargain-basement retailing in the 1950s provides one example

of diverse shoppers enhancing (rather than eroding) the downtown’s com-

petitive position. When bargain basements gained popularity in the early

twentieth century, department store executives reluctantly admitted that the

basements aimed to draw low-income consumers — “the shawl trade, the in-

dustrial worker, that segment of the city not too frequently seen in the aisles

of the main store.” The controversial issue at the time was whether the stores

were intentionally segregating customers, separating “the masses from the

classes — the basket from the automobile trade.” One Lord & Taylor buyer in

1901 tried to pierce the democratic rhetoric: “Carriage custom will no more

mix with ‘basket’ trade than will oil with water. Prate about equality as we may,

the fact remains that class distinctions exist here as abroad, though not as nu-

merous or sharply drawn.” While welcoming more classes under one roof and

maximizing profit from previously marginal space, the basement offered a de-

vice for separating consumers as well.85 By the 1950s, downtown department

stores primarily used their basements to compete with chain stores and dis-

counters, carrying unbranded first-quality merchandise and seconds.

The new suburban centers were built without bargain basements — a de-

cision that suggested disinterest in the budget-conscious customer. Almost

immediately industry analysts speculated that this design choice would have

disastrous economic consequences. One 1956 article pointed out that there

were “plenty of price-conscious suburbanites,” as well as “low and middle cost

housing areas in the suburbs.” In 1961 Women’s Wear Daily made the argu-

ment more forcefully: “The conventional retailer committed a sin of omission

when he did not locate bargain basements in his post-war suburban shopping

centers.” Perhaps homogeneous commercial life was bad for business.86

Back downtown, bargain basements made critical contributions to the

retail economy, belying the derogatory stereotypes of “cheap” goods and

“cheap” customers. “Despite the tendency for management to treat base-

ments as ‘step children,’” one article reminded investors that in catering pro-

ductively to “lower income customers,” these departments drew heavy traffic.

The predominantly working-class Basement Store of J. L. Hudson achieved

noteworthy success, especially in men’s work clothing. The Daily News Rec-

ord claimed that the store “resolutely helps the downtown remain Detroit’s

biggest shopping section, despite the increase in neighborhood store busi-

ness.” The Basement Store was air-conditioned, carpeted, and lighted in a
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“modern manner” and provided the same services as the upstairs store.

Working-class customers, including a mix of men and women, repaid J. L.

Hudson’s and helped keep downtown Detroit competitive.87 In Newark, “one

of the country’s most depressed downtown areas,” Bamberger’s Department

Store had “met the reality of a high percentage of low-income, non-white cus-

tomers by modernizing its basement operation.” Although the 1960s civil

rights demonstrations would reveal that Main Street stores had not truly “met

the reality” of nonwhite customers, retailers had found ways to profit from

the different markets that coexisted downtown.88

On the eve of the 1960s civil disorders, the downtown’s status as the city’s

heterogeneous commercial district was in particular flux. For those who de-

sired it, downtown’s diversity held a symbolic resonance that went beyond 

its economic potential to investors, as it embodied hopes for the supposed

liberal openness of America’s democratic ideals. An appraiser described the

complex crowds: “Once in the central area, peoples of all classes and nation-

alities merge in a common melting pot. They form a heterogenous mass from

which it is impossible to segregate and characterize individual pedestrians.” 89

Yet it was in fact possible “to segregate and characterize individual pedes-

trians,” as real estate consultants had done for decades. In the years after

World War II, Americans rebuilt their downtowns in order to attract white,

middle-class housewives to support the business district’s property values.

Redevelopers and retailers expressed much ambivalence over nonwhite shop-

pers and nearby “slum-dwellers,” and most appraisers continued to believe

that the “co-mingling of all groups regardless of race, nationality and eco-

nomic status” was “a basic cause of loss of real estate values and blight.” 90 Only

the accelerated civil rights protests beginning in 1960 forced a true recon-

sideration of the value of African American shoppers (see chapter 6) — a re-

evaluation that was unfortunately marked by unprecedented suspense and

violence.

In his late-1950s speaking tours, Albert Cole tried to inspire his audiences

with the potential of drastic downtown redevelopment: “We are impatient to

start living in these bright refurbished towns and cities that urban renewal

promises.” The urban renewal vision may have been “bright,” but it lacked the

compelling glow of the Main Street ideal that it displaced. As Cole’s choice of

words suggests, downtown renewal’s picture of future urban commercial life

was also hazy on the specifics. For such a self-consciously modern investment

concept, it is striking that urban renewal was more effective in condemning

the old, vital downtown to the past than it was at imagining a new guiding
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vision. At the same time, the negative, “nightmarish” alternatives to redevel-

opment evoked by alarmists were more potent motivating forces than any

positive, magnetic ideal.

Finally, although the justifications for large-scale downtown redevelop-

ment attacked Main Street’s shabby features, the renewal plans failed to pro-

vide significant new street-level objects and thus gave little guidance for store-

fronts, lampposts, trash cans, sidewalks, and their implications. Besides the

preoccupation with creating attractive and fulfilling shopping environments

(think of landscaping, sculpture, and piped-in music) and convenient park-

ing for the white middle class, there were a lot of retailing details left for oth-

ers to worry about. And indeed it was around the details — lunch counters,

plywood storefronts, vacant lots, old brick, and new “historic” gaslights —

that the meanings given to downtown commercial life would continue to

swirl.91



T H E  H O L LO W  P R I Z E ?

B L A C K  B U Y E R S ,  R A C I A L  V I O L E N C E ,

A N D  T H E  R I OT  R E NA I S SA N C E6
In November 1968, Winton Blount, president of the U.S. Chamber of

Commerce, was concerned about the impact of racial violence on the

fate of American cities. When he addressed the annual meeting of

Alabama’s state Chamber of Commerce that month, Blount spoke as

an insider who saw troubling national trends. After starting out in

Tuskegee on the heels of World War II, he had built up his construc-

tion business in Montgomery. It used to be, he said, that a commu-

nity might be judged by the number of smokestacks, “But today,

smokestacks are not enough.” Instead, “the general condition of the

people, and how they get along with each other is all important.” Vi-

olent urban unrest was threatening to strangle commerce. In the eyes

of the world, noted Blount, “you can best be known for your riots, 

or your lack of riots.” Alabama — home to some of the era’s most 

infamous racial violence — knew firsthand the experience of “un-

favorable nationwide publicity,” and audience members must have

nodded in sympathy when he said, “Other areas throughout the na-

tion have since had similar difficulties.” 1

By the end of the decade, American business executives in cities of

all sizes and in all regions could indeed commiserate over the threat

racial violence posed to their economic vitality. As Blount observed,

it did not matter whether “you are in a metropolitan center or not.”

When protests over civil rights and voting rights abated in the South

in 1964 and 1965, the turmoil picked up elsewhere — in places like

Cleveland, New York City, Rochester, Jersey City, and Los Angeles.

The “urgent demands” of the disadvantaged were forces “at work to

some extent in every community.” For those interested in downtown

commerce, the omnipresence of violence (and the fear of it) estab-

lished new standards for evaluating urban commercial life in the

1960s. Cities without violence and racial tensions saw their reputa-

tions and business prospects — their air of peacefulness and homo-

geneity — enhanced because of that absence. And cities enduring
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unrest were compelled to confront and interpret these shattering experi-

ences and rethink their attitudes toward the future of downtown commerce

accordingly.2

As violence became a defining force in commercial investment during the

1960s, it arrived in many forms. Urban renewal and highway construction de-

stroyed familiar shopping streets and neighborhoods and severed access from

other districts to the downtown. Vietnam war protestors, student and “hip-

pie” demonstrations, civil rights conflicts, riots, and rising crime — all of this

blended together into “the wave of violence which is sweeping much of
urban America.” 3 But it was the decade’s persistent and explosive racial

conflicts that seemed most threatening to urban economies and demanded

the most immediate response. Since civil rights battles and riots deeply af-

fected stores and other commercial destinations, the fear of violence haunted

business owners, other investors, and shoppers engaged in the most ordinary

Main Street activities.

One photograph (and the story behind it) captures some of the ways 1960s

violence transformed the downtown (fig. 6.1). Appearing in March 1969 in the

Journal of the American Institute of Planners, the photograph shows people

crowding the sidewalk in front of a Thom McAn shoe store. They appear to

be shoppers, striding purposefully amid the bustle of a sizable city. Two men

in the foreground, however, stand out — partly because of their concerned

expressions, and partly because they are walking in the middle of the street.

One looks up at the sky; the other wears an armband. The title of the accom-

panying article, “Black Control of Central Cities: The Hollow Prize,” draws at-

tention to the fact that just about everyone in the photograph appears to be

African American (except the helmeted police officer); the title ominously

suggests some kind of power struggle. Closer examination reveals that these

people, marching in the same direction, are protestors.4

The photograph — taken on Main Street in Durham, North Carolina, on

Friday morning, April 5, 1968, the day after Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassi-

nation in Memphis — highlighted not only the tense threat of violence that

circumscribed the downtown but also raised a number of other questions.

What was the role of African Americans on Main Street? Were they protestors,

rioters, or shoppers? What would their impact be on the downtown? The de-

scription of the city as a “hollow prize” pushed these questions further, im-

plying that the fight was for control of a place that was increasingly empty of

value.

Whether bloodshed reigned or nonviolent protest won the day, the atmo-
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Figure 6.1 This photograph depicts a silent march in Durham, North Carolina, on April 5,
1968. The photo, and the story behind it as described in the text, captures some of the ways
racial conflict in the 1960s transformed the downtown and raised new questions for the fu-
ture of urban commerce. The image accompanied a 1969 article entitled “Black Control of
Central Cities: The Hollow Prize,” which appeared in the Journal of the American Institute of
Planners. (Reproduced with permission of Billy E. Barnes, photographer.)

sphere of racial conflict moved from the periphery to the center of American

commercial life in the 1960s. Between 1960 and 1964, sit-ins and mass dem-

onstrations introduced vivid images of downtown conflict to all Americans as

integrationists and resisters fought battles in broad daylight with television

cameras whirring. After 1964 national attention shifted to so-called ghettos, to

ghetto merchants, and to allegations of exploitative retail practices. Wide-

spread looting and arson would plague urban commerce into the early 1970s,

reaching beyond the well-known examples of Watts, Detroit, and Newark to

touch smaller cities throughout the nation.5

Amid this turmoil — and the weekend of nationwide violence following

King’s murder — the photograph of Durham’s silent protest march seemed to

capture a moment of calm. But violence lurked all around. The man looking
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at the sky, local activist Howard Fuller, later explained that he had spotted

figures with rifles on the downtown rooftops and could not tell whether they

were Ku Klux Klan snipers or policemen. The man with an armband, a mem-

ber of the local black college’s football team, had been enlisted with his team-

mates by Fuller as a security force. That day, Fuller was credited with “almost

single handedly” keeping peace in the city the previous night, turning back an

angry crowd before it reached downtown. The prickly peace of the march

proved to be illusory, or at least not sustainable. The following night fire-

bombs exploded at eleven locations in Durham.6

In their respective regions, the riots and boycotts were deeply implicated in

the lore of downtown decline, speeding (it was said) white flight to suburbia

and shopping malls and sapping the vitality of both Main Street and black

business districts. Business leaders such as Blount saw little difference between

the violence of civil rights conflicts and that of riots, for both challenged the

vitality and existing order of downtown commerce, and both loomed large in

the popular imagination. Yet investors faced too many questions and issues

arising from the turmoil to draw a simple causal link between the unrest and

urban disinvestment, even though this was tempting. Inasmuch as the civil

rights demonstrations and the riots constituted strategies for “improving”

Main Street, the violence revealed shockingly profound disagreement over

Main Street’s present and future.

To be sure, violence gave drama and legitimacy to the post–World War II

preoccupation with downtown decline, but violence also challenged investors

and shoppers to debate and create new commercial practices and values. The

racial conflicts drew attention to the increasing dependence of downtown

businesses on African American and other nonwhite consumers and required

that investors and merchants, no matter how reluctant, respond decisively

and publicly to that reality. Facing demands for desegregation, retailers at first

could not decide whether integration would ruin them, save them, or have no

impact at all. In later years, the riots brought despair while also raising the

hope that corporate America would rebuild, thereby remedying past racial in-

justices. Could heretofore underappreciated black consumers and black busi-

nesses in fact resuscitate urban commercial life? Would blacks take over urban

businesses, leading to a resurgence of black entrepreneurship? Or would the

violence itself, while revealing crippling Main Street flaws, undermine any

chance of rebuilding a more democratic, inclusive commercial life? In these

chaotic years of presumed decline, downtown stores — both the hollow and

the prized — would serve as sites for the negotiation of new urban values.
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Black Buyers: Downtown’s Overlooked Salvation?
The 1960 –64 civil rights era of mass demonstrations marked, among other

things, a prolonged and violent struggle over the place of African American

consumers on Main Street. The protests brought to national attention what

the retail industry had increasingly recognized in the 1950s — the likelihood

that downtown businesses in the South and the urban North needed black

customers in order to survive. Yet hostilities ignited when African Ameri-

cans attempted to share equally with whites the places of urban commerce.

The question plaguing downtown investors was which American consumers

would underpin those high but wavering commercial property values —

whites, nonwhites, or a peaceful mix. Even as the short-term economic im-

pact of civil unrest came into unfortunate focus, the long-term impact of in-

tegration on downtown values was unclear to shoppers and merchants alike.

Before the 1960s, only the rare white investor or consultant challenged the

prevailing dogma that the presence of African Americans or race mixing on

Main Street brought property values down. Black consumers were ignored,

marginalized, and even feared by white Main Street investors, a practice

codified in the South as segregation. Many supporters of urban renewal in the

1950s hoped to reverse the trend of nonwhite shoppers downtown with the

demolition of close-in black neighborhoods, new highway construction, and

drastic downtown rebuilding (fig. 6.2). These actions were taken in the name

of business district improvement and the attempt to bring back the white sub-

urban shopper.

Yet it was also in the 1950s that mainstream retail trade journals such as

Women’s Wear Daily (WWD) began to take a more positive interest in the

increasingly urban-oriented African American consumer market. This was

occurring, as one 1962 report stated, because “the Negro population in major

urban centers could be the salvation of downtown stores.” Others more mod-

estly raised the question of whether retailers were missing an opportunity by

ignoring nonwhite shoppers. When in 1954 WWD investigated how mer-

chants were responding to the “Shifting Strata of Population” in San Fran-

cisco, one chain executive argued that “Downtown Oakland merchants are

becoming more and more dependent on the Negro customer.” This, he be-

lieved, was a positive trend, and he thought retailers had a duty to protect and

enhance the improved economic position gained by nonwhites since the war.7

Thus downtown businesses had begun to openly discuss the notion of black

shoppers as an overlooked resource even before mass civil rights demonstra-
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Figure 6.2 New highways and various urban renewal projects cut off many residential neigh-
borhoods from the downtown in the 1950s and 1960s. In Winston-Salem, North Carolina, on
a May morning in 1965, this man stood at the end of a fenced-off street that previously led
into the commercial district. Often the nonwhite and poorer residents of these close-in
neighborhoods were deemed to be less desirable consumers by many downtown retailers. (Re-
produced with permission of Billy E. Barnes, photographer.)

tions appeared on the scene. A debate finally emerged, to replace the decades-

old investment cliché that segregation preserved property values and ensured

business prosperity.

Another sign of the growing recognition of nonwhite customers was the

disagreements that sprang up over the potential pitfalls of focused market-

ing to African Americans. Retailers pondered, for example, the impact (posi-

tive and negative) of the “conspicuous absence of colored mannequins” in

Harlem. Although customers had increasingly requested more diverse man-

nequins, white merchants regarded this innovation as “tricky” and “risky,” for

they feared offending customers. The director of Greater New York’s Urban

League favored the marketing move but “cautioned against the use of stereo-

types” in developing the models. When asked about the idea, the owner of a
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dress shop that had been on 125th Street for thirty-five years cautioned, “We

want to please our customers without racial distinction but they might think

such a move would be over-solicitous.” 8 Merchants resisted changing the

outward signals — the racial identity of models in television and print adver-

tising, the mannequins — that broadcast publicly whether black shoppers

should feel welcome.9

Black urbanization and white suburbanization had made African Ameri-

cans “more and more the central city customer” in the South and the North,

yet retailers were reluctant to acknowledge and cater to black consumers.

Critics (including marketers) asserted “that retailers and manufacturers are

overlooking, ignoring, or even chasing away, unknowingly, the Negro buyer,”

proving that the vast majority of businesses were “willing to gamble on the

loss” of the African American market. As in the case of the mannequins, most

merchants had thought about the changing demographics but had done

nothing. And while businesspeople wrung their hands about using black

mannequins (afraid of appearing “over-solicitous”), during the same years

retailers fell over themselves attempting to attract the elusive white suburban

shopper, carefully designing a consumer environment they thought would

draw her back. In a particularly prophetic choice of words, one 1959 article

investigated the charge that “merchandisers are napping and neglecting the

$18 –19 billion Negro market, while much of it marches right by the down-

town store.” In a few months, black customers would indeed be “marching”

by the stores as protestors, and merchants would no longer be able to ignore

their impact.10

“Don’t Drift Downtown”: The Weapon of Economic Aggression
One goal of the civil rights demonstrators was improving Main Street ac-

cording to their own vision of an integrated commercial life, and the marches,

placards, rallies, demonstrations, boycotts, and various sit-ins, lie-ins, and

kneel-ins brought a new kind of black presence (or absence) downtown. In

the early 1960s, as the nonviolent protestors took to the stores and the streets

in large numbers, southern white resistance quickly made the downtown air

thick with tension, resentment, and fear. Between the 1960 lunch-counter sit-

ins at stores like Woolworth and the 1963 riots, bloodshed, and bombings in

Birmingham, the intensity of physical violence mounted steadily. The year

1963 witnessed unprecedented, widely televised mass demonstrations, with

peaceful protestors taunted and pried from their seats at lunch counters and

marchers beaten. The Civil Rights movement finally forced downtown busi-
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nesses to acknowledge their dependence on black consumers. But the eco-

nomic aggression used by the protestors to reform Main Street was trans-

formed by white resistance into a stigmatizing violence that came to figure

prominently in the explanations of downtown decline in the South. The at-

mosphere of violence drove away patrons, black and white. By decade’s end it

was unclear whether integrated urban commerce could sustain the downtown

economy or whether the violence had ruined any chance for improvement.11

In the first months of the sit-ins, merchants became concerned not only

about protests but also about the violent response that might engulf their

businesses. Bomb threats became a familiar aggravation for variety stores and

their customers. In Greensboro, North Carolina, “the pressure of white heck-

lers had threatened to make the situation explosive” and forced Woolworth

and Kress to close early one Saturday to avoid catastrophe, as countless stores

would do during the decade. As sympathy picketing and new demonstrations

spread across the Carolinas; Virginia; Washington, D.C.; New York; and Flor-

ida, anxiety took firm hold of retailers. “Merchants aren’t saying much about

this,” reported one source in Washington, “but they’re scared to death, be-

cause they are afraid they will lose business either way.” 12

Interactions that in other contexts might be seen as part of the normal

bustle and jostling contact of downtown life became the sparks that ignited

racial violence. In Portsmouth, Virginia, one hundred African Americans

packed into Rose’s lunch counter, since all the other counters had heeded

police advice to shut down. A waitress reported that “some Negro boys had

leaned against the backs of customers.” Witnesses claimed that a young black

man “banged a white boy’s head against the counter.” The ensuing “scuffle”

shifted to the street and “broke into a chain-swinging street fight today be-

tween white and Negro teen-agers.” This kind of density did not bode well for

city cash registers. In High Point, North Carolina, a fistfight erupted after

whites taunted protestors leaving the local Woolworth. In Chattanooga, fire

hoses were turned against a mixed “mob” of several thousand. Police escorted

sit-in participants from a drugstore in South Carolina, after an angry crowd

of whites “hurled” a bottle of ammonia into the store. In the same distur-

bance, a black demonstrator was knocked off a stool, and another was pelted

with egg. Heckling, making sexual threats, elbowing, shoving, and tossing

itching powder were other resistance tactics that greeted the efforts of African

Americans to be treated as normal downtown customers.13 Within a few

weeks of the first 1960 sit-ins, widespread patterns of “lesser” violence were es-

tablished on Main Street. As more dramatic disturbances took center stage,
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the chronic minor conflicts ceased to get the same attention from reporters,

yet they set the tone for daily downtown interactions.

The escalating violence increasingly portrayed downtown as a place where

one might encounter confrontations and physical injury, even on a mere

shopping excursion. “As a Negro woman student left a store in Raleigh, N.C.,”

one reporter observed, “a white man raked a cigar across the back of her

sweater. ‘Did you burn it?’ she asked in a quiet voice. He turned away smil-

ing and folded his arms.” His live ash, however, had fallen from her sweater

onto his coat sleeve and smoldered there. The burning ash likely symbolized

for the reporter the simmering segregationist hostility setting the pace of

conflict.14 During marches, women often walked on the more protected side,

away from the street, while men took the outside. One woman recalled, “The

marchers on the outside were the ones who were willing to risk their lives 

to protect the others, that they were to throw their bodies forcefully on us 

to take us to the ground, to protect us from any kind of danger” (fig. 6.3).15

Figure 6.3 Because of civil rights protests and white resistance to integration, tension and
fear became a daily part of Main Street commerce. In this May 1963 demonstration in Ra-
leigh, North Carolina, women walked on the inside for greater protection against possible at-
tack. The threat of severe violence (as seen in other cities on the local news) also remained
on people’s minds. These protestors asked, “Will Raleigh Become Another Birmingham?” (Re-
printed by permission of the News & Observer of Raleigh, North Carolina. Print courtesy of
the Department of Cultural Resources, State of North Carolina.)
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The scale and frequency of violence around the sit-ins and boycotts rose to

match people’s fears, and the reporters’ language became less restrained. A

“near-riot” developed in Tallahassee. Beatings, mass arrests, and firebomb-

ings rocked Jacksonville. A Woolworth sit-in in Jackson, Mississippi, wit-

nessed “racial violence burst into full scale.” In Nashville hundreds of inte-

grationist demonstrators occupied the downtown and rallied nightly in the

Sears parking lot.16

Cities were regularly catapulted back into the news, since they often re-

solved one race issue only to see a different one arise. Savannah endured dis-

turbances in 1960 around integration, but in 1963 there again was “a pall hang-

ing over the downtown business sector.” That year the problem was black

employment. The “several-times-daily mass assemblies, the alarming display

of determined force, the omnipresent city and county police and riot equip-

ment ever on the ready, and the constant reports of incidents of violence have

kept the streets, squares and stores almost deserted.” Also in 1963, a year after

desegregation in Mobile, Alabama, pickets suddenly resumed in front of

Woolworth. Only this time the White Citizens Council carried the signs,

which read “Help Integration. Trade at Woolworth” (fig. 6.4). Southern cities

saw the 1968 marches sparked by Martin Luther King Jr.’s assassination as yet

another convulsion of periodic protest. In any given community, the levels 

of outright conflict ebbed and flowed, but as a national composite, the “non-

violent” violence stretched across the decade, with boycotts and marches con-

tinuing long after the riots began.17

Of course, Birmingham in 1963 came to embody the worst civil rights–

related violence, but peaceful protests also rocked that city’s commercial and

civic order. On May 7, 1963, Birmingham News reported, “Swarms of Negro

school students flooded the downtown section this afternoon, sweeping

shoppers and passersby before them, causing traffic jams and turning a large

section into 45 minutes of confusion” (fig. 6.5). Over the previous weeks,

police had crafted a geographic defense of the downtown shopping district,

whereby African American protestors were held back by a police line near the

black district bordering on downtown. More than a thousand students —

shouting, singing, praying, and clapping — circulated through the major de-

partment stores and obstructed key shopping intersections. “For a minute or

two there was near pandemonium with sirens screaming, Negroes singing and

chanting and horns of impatient drivers blowing.” One hundred students pa-

raded through the premier local department store, Loveman’s; many of them

lay down in protest. The most serious accusation against the young people was



Figure 6.4 Chain stores, department stores, and the adjacent sidewalks were the focus of
confrontations over the place of African Americans on Main Street during the early 1960s.
Protestors on all sides of civil rights issues picketed stores. The pattern resulted in sporadic
disruptions of commercial activity, sometimes spanning many years. Here, members of the
White Citizens Council in Mobile, Alabama, protest desegregation in 1963, even though that
city’s lunch counters and other facilit ies had been integrated for a year. Their ironic motto
“Help Integration: Trade at Woolworth” also raised a crucial new question for retailers —
whether integrated consumer crowds would hurt or actually save the struggling Main Street
businesses. (Women’s Wear Daily, September 23, 1963, 21.)
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Figure 6.5 This photograph appeared in the Birmingham News on May 7, 1963, above the
headline “Swarm over Downtown Area.” A thousand young demonstrators broke through the
police lines isolating the downtown shopping district and circulated peacefully through 
the stores and streets. This created apparent chaos for motorists and shoppers, however. For
city leaders who were already fearful of integration, the image of African Americans over-
taking the city’s key retail intersection and “swarming” stores could be more symbolic of
disorder than actual violence like the tear gas bombing pictured in figure 6.6. (Photo by the
Birmingham News, copyright 2001. All rights reserved. Reprinted with permission.)

that the sprinting students “shoved” white women shoppers aside in their

press to reach the stores. For city leaders who harbored racial fears and

dreaded the prospect of integration, the specter of African Americans over-

running the city’s key shopping intersection and “swarming” stores could be

more symbolic of disorder than any actual violence. In essence, the dense

100% district had become “integration corner.” 18

Three months later actual violence came to downtown Birmingham busi-

nesses in the form of a tear gas bomb that exploded on Loveman’s main floor

during lunch hour (fig. 6.6). Within minutes, “the sidewalks outside the store

were crowded with shoppers, coughing, gagging and vomiting.” Unconscious
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Figure 6.6 When a tear gas bomb exploded in Loveman’s Department Store in Birmingham
in August 1963, most people immediately concluded that it was the work of segregationists.
Photographs of unconscious shoppers being carried to ambulances did not enhance the
“relaxing,” “attractive” atmosphere cultivated by downtown investors hoping to bring back
suburban housewives. Events such as this further stigmatized the downtown as a violent and
dangerous place. (Birmingham, Ala., Police Department Surveillance Files, no. 1125.7.20.
Courtesy of the Department of Archives and Manuscripts, Birmingham Public Library.)

women “sprawled” on the sidewalk and in the alley. One reporter pointed out

that most of the fleeing women wore high heels. Ambulances rushed six vic-

tims to the hospital, eighteen sought treatment at the hospital on their own,

and countless others turned to private physicians. Luckily, once the initial dis-

comfort from the fumes had passed, none of the sufferers endured long-term

harm.19

The Loveman’s bomb, the downtown “swarm,” the firehosing of children

— this was not the relaxing, pleasant shopping atmosphere that downtown

investors hoped to create in response to suburban competition. Numerous

witnesses testified that a white man wearing a blue business suit dropped the
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bomb and fled out a side door, and city officials were certain that the per-

petrators opposed Loveman’s recent integration of its lunch counter. For

nearly a month, members of the National States Rights Party, wearing “Nazi-

type uniforms,” had passed out leaflets in front of Birmingham’s major de-

partment stores. Carrying anti-Semitic placards and Confederate flags, they

blamed Jews for “all the integration problems.” A downtown boycott lasting

more than a year had cut the city’s business by about 30 percent. Few blacks

were seen shopping downtown, and there were more empty storefronts than

during the depression. The boycott’s effectiveness prompted one downtown

worker to propose that the “swarming” protestors should indeed have been

welcomed like a rush of customers during a dry spell: “When those Negroes

ran into Loveman’s the sales people should have said ‘hooray!’” 20 Humor

hinted at the critical question of who was welcome downtown, especially

given the difficult economic circumstances and threatening forecast facing the

business district.

Most merchants hoped that the impact of the violent events would be tem-

porary and recovery would soon follow, but the situation in Birmingham

deteriorated. A month after the department store bomb, four children were

killed by an explosion in their downtown church. This was an unspeakable

personal tragedy. It was also a downtown tragedy. The retail industry incor-

porated such atrocities into their regular accounting of sales figures, and the

results were bizarre. Women’s Wear Daily said of Birmingham: “Hard hit last

Monday and Tuesday by a weekend explosion of racial violence and death,

downtown department and specialty stores had made a rapid recovery by

mid-week.” Six months later, another headline read, “Race Riots Upset Jack-

sonville Sales,” when demonstrations and mass arrests sent shoppers flocking

to the malls.21

Birmingham’s violence fanned fears that the turmoil “may spread to other

cities” (see fig. 6.3). One 1963 investigation for the hardware industry used

Birmingham as a case study of how civil rights battles were affecting business.

That report concluded (even after the church bombing) that “in spite of re-

gional, social and economic differences, Birmingham has much in common

with cities around the country.” There was little point in pitying Birming-

ham for its horrifying headlines, since the problems it exemplified could be

found in Peoria. The anxieties easily reached outside the segregated South, es-

pecially as issues like discriminatory hiring practices sparked demonstrations.

There were also sympathy pickets in other cities. When a nationwide Christ-

mas boycott was proposed by African Americans to protest the Birmingham
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bombings, WWD predicted that “particularly hard hit would be merchants 

in large northern cities with a heavy proportion of Negro populations.” At 

the same time, by unnerving businesspeople around the country, Birming-

ham’s example provoked greater cooperation with the goals of desegregation

elsewhere.22

To retailers, the “powerful weapons” of boycotts and pickets were often

more damaging than rock-throwing demonstrators. At times it seemed that

all sides in the conflict expected to make their points by cutting off Main

Street trade. In Birmingham, as the spring 1963 boycott heated up, the Rever-

end Martin Luther King Jr. asked African Americans to return their store

credit cards and stop shopping in the city center. He told an audience that

“downtown Birmingham will not be left alone until our freedom is won.” Five

weeks later, twelve miles outside of the city, Klan members were advised by

their leadership to do the exact same thing. Police Chief Bull Connor also

chimed in with his own demand that citizens stop patronizing downtown

businesses that desegregated. In complicated civil rights battles, stores were

sometimes boycotted simultaneously by segregationists and integrationists.23

Segregationists increased the scope and visibility of their pickets and boy-

cotts during the early 1960s. In Little Rock, Arkansas, the Capitol Citizens

Council mailed thirty thousand postcards to whites in the region’s cities, ask-

ing the recipients to withhold their business from stores serving African

Americans. In fact, rumors of a nationwide “counterboycott” circulated peri-

odically. In Bogalusa, Louisiana, segregationist counterpickets walked next to

young African American demonstrators on Main Street. The segregationists

carried signs reading “White Man, Give This Merchandise Your Business”

and “Support This Business Place. Fight Communism.” One shoe shop’s ra-

dio commercial encouraged citizens to “defeat the agitators by going to town

to shop.” City police, state troopers, and FBI agents “lined the sidewalks.” 24 It

was difficult to sort out the meaning of such a complicated spectacle for Bo-

galusa business, other than its significance in lost dollars.25

The economic aggression was successful enough at damaging downtown

businesses that retailers were rightfully frightened. They (and the reporters

that dogged them) turned to metaphors of murder to describe the protestors’

nonviolent strategies. Black customers “are now using the boycott technique

to cut at the merchant’s economic vitals,” noted one article. A banker in

Chester, Pennsylvania, described the demonstration strategies there as stran-

gulation: “They’ve got Chester business by the throat and they’re choking it to

death.” Blame for economic fatalities was not exclusively placed on the inte-
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grationists — merchants who sympathized with the civil rights cause faulted

white resistance for the prolonged conflict.26 Other retailers, fearful of ap-

pearing weak, publicly denied feeling any economic impact, claiming (as did

one South Carolina source) that “Negro customers streamed past the pickets”

and sales had remained steady.27 But it was hard to continue with such de-

nials in the face of obvious turmoil. During Atlanta’s peak Christmas buying 

season in 1960, retail sources estimated that department stores lost virtually

100 percent of the African American trade. Reporters relentlessly tried to pin

down the exact sales losses. “Most merchants are reluctant to comment

openly,” observed one reporter, speaking of Raleigh, “but they admit the sit-

downs have hurt business.” Sales receipts for the women’s shoe section of a

Jacksonville department store tallied $800 one day during the 1964 Easter boy-

cott, compared to $2,200 the previous year. Business in some Natchez, Mis-

sissippi, stores dropped by 50 percent during a particularly impressive 1965

boycott, and city leadership caved in to all of the protestors’ demands.28

Although the scale of economic damage further dramatized and publicized

the high numbers of black customers, merchants still had a tendency to “al-

most universally deny having any idea of how much they depend on Negro

patronage,” according to Ebony’s publisher. Birmingham’s boycott brought

out the facts that Pizitz’s Department Store customarily had 50 percent black

trade and that Atlantic Mills Thrift Center relied upon a customer base that

was 75 percent black. WWD in 1962 reported that 20 percent of all downtown

consumers were black, but the individual store numbers released by Ebony

were often significantly higher. In Knoxville, merchants turned the boycotts

into an opportunity to declare publicly how little they cared about their Afri-

can American clients, no matter how numerous. Rumors flew that the city’s

department stores were going to initiate a counterboycott in which they

would refuse to serve African Americans in any department. Some stores per-

manently closed their lunch counters, and one retailer said of black con-

sumers: “They need us more than we need them.” 29 Many southerners re-

sented having their economic dependence upon African American shoppers

emphasized; one Birmingham segregationist ridiculed and belittled black

spending power when he argued defensively “that a Negro boycott is like

throwing spitballs at a bull.” 30

Variety chain stores like Woolworth and Kress — so closely identified with

urban commercial life since the 1920s — were particularly hard hit by the

demonstrations. Their vulnerability came partly from their southern down-

town locations and the fact that “their Northern outlets are often almost
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equally dependent on Negro buying.” 31 Yet it was also true that the same at-

tributes that made chains and key department stores valuable real estate made

them magnets for protest. The stores offered connections to both the national

business scene and local leadership and embodied the practical and symbolic

qualities of the 100% district. When shut out of one lunch counter or store,

protestors easily and conveniently moved to another nearby business, just as

comparison shoppers and appraisers appreciated.32 Dense pedestrian traffic,

together with peak land values, guaranteed that protestors would have audi-

ences and get the attention of authorities, in the relative safety of the public

eye. The qualities of urban commercial life that attracted the protestors un-

derscored the ambiguous mixing of public and private found in the stores and

their retail districts. Public visibility coexisted with private business domains,

an advertising rhetoric of inclusivity with exclusionary practices, and alle-

giance to profit with devotion to civic good. Legal and social ambiguities cre-

ated a fruitful space for conflict.33 During the boycotts, protestors effectively

manipulated this ambiguous public-private identity to achieve their goals.34

Besides stigmatizing the downtown as a dangerous place, an area to avoid,

the civil rights conflicts undercut the prevailing “bring-the-shopper-back”

strategies in other ways. The experience of fear downtown stood in direct con-

trast to, and gave a new depth of meaning to, contemporary efforts to create

a relaxing and pleasant atmosphere downtown for suburban women shop-

pers. Even when they did not take a firm position on boycott principles,

whites and blacks avoided downtown because of the “tense atmosphere.” In

Chester, Pennsylvania, a reporter found that “the singing and marching and

the turmoil create a climate of fear.” One furniture and appliance retailer

there said that customers “phone to tell us they’re afraid to come downtown.

Just the threat of a demonstration and the streets are empty.” Outright vio-

lence or mass arrests deterred even the most devoted shoppers, and retailers

were especially attentive since most of their customers were women. In Nash-

ville, New Orleans, and countless other places, “shoppers are staying away

from the downtown area as long as the threat of violence and lawlessness

remains.” 35

Downtown retailers had no doubt that all the turmoil meant that white

women consumers were escaping to the calm of the new outlying shopping

centers. In Chester, Pennsylvania, merchants agreed that “shoppers have not

been molested” and that no one had been pushed around, but neverthe-

less the demonstrations were “enough to scare a woman.” The reporter won-

dered, along with Chester’s merchants, whether Main Street would ever “woo
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them back.” In Greenville, South Carolina, a bomb threat at Kress, street vio-

lence, and lunch-counter demonstrations “sent many housewives to shop-

ping centers which have not been hit by demonstrations.” Birmingham found

that “white women shoppers, fearful of potential violence, did not come

downtown either. Instead they turned to the nearest shopping centers and

suburban branches for their needs.” On a long-term basis, “this could ac-

celerate decentralization of shopping facilities in Birmingham.” In 1963 the

twenty-one shopping centers in the county surrounding Savannah were “en-

joying a bonanza in catering to those shunning the downtown area” because

of demonstrations.36

There was less agreement over where African Americans shopped during

boycotts. From suburban Atlanta shopping centers came reports of “sizable

Negro customer traffic” during an effective December 1960 protest. The suc-

cess of boycotts was linked to the presence of black business districts offering

acceptable alternatives in cities like Birmingham, Atlanta, or Tuskegee, yet the

extent to which the surge of patronage sparked new African American busi-

ness endeavors varied greatly. Whereas a “shiny new drugstore for Negroes”

opened in downtown Atlanta, “little attempt was made by Negroes to open

stores of their own” in Birmingham.37 Unfortunately for the boycotters, the

stores in black neighborhoods were often owned by whites and were some-

times unappealing for other reasons as well. Even though nearly half the pop-

ulation of Winston-Salem was black, downtown store managers expected a

weak boycott because they knew, according to a reporter, that “there are vir-

tually no stores in the Negro areas of Winston-Salem which offer the mer-

chandise carried in downtown white-operated stores.” White-owned stores in

black neighborhoods also generated complaints about poor-quality goods,

price gouging, and rude service. One such store in Winston-Salem attracted

pickets for, among other things, selling rotten meat and calling customers

“Niggers” (see fig. 6.7). African Americans may have increased their use of

mail-order catalogs and door-to-door sales. When necessary, they did with-

out new things. One participant said, “Our freedom is more important to us

than new household appliances.” 38

Main Street merchants’ advertising strategies, including the “gimmicks”

dismissed by the supporters of urban renewal, withered in racially tense cli-

mates. In places like Jacksonville and Savannah, city and county officials peri-

odically arranged for regular broadcasts on radio and television to advise

shoppers to avoid the downtown area. Officials in Jackson, Mississippi, can-

celed the Christmas parade, afraid of “large gatherings or street crowds” that



Figure 6.7 Residents of Winston-Salem, North Carolina, demonstrated in June 1966 against
the discriminatory practices of a neighborhood store. White shoppers avoided downtown
protests and violence by shopping in suburban malls and neighborhood stores, but African
American consumers were more constrained in their options since they often had grievances
with neighborhood businesses. Downtown investors found themselves at a difficult cross-
roads. It might be tough to woo back even their most loyal Main Street customers once these
customers had become accustomed to suburban shopping. At the same time, African Ameri-
cans might lose interest in Main Street after encountering prolonged and violent resistance
to their full participation in urban commercial life. (Reproduced with permission of Billy E.
Barnes, photographer.)
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might spark demonstrations, although large downtown crowds were the very

essence of the holiday’s economic success. Birmingham launched a downtown

promotion, including store beautification and the creation of “malls and

beauty spots,” in early 1963, to attract the shoppers, “white and non-white,

who once thronged its stores.” Birmingham’s promotion, because it occurred

in the midst of the devastating boycotts and violence, was not quite identical

to those of other struggling Main Streets — it included, for example, an ap-

peal to nonwhite consumers. During weeks of spring sit-ins and arrests, the

city unveiled sixty “flowerama” boxes, as well as the “beautification” of vacant

store windows. CORE launched a boycott in St. Louis with stickers reading,

“Don’t Buy Downtown for Freedom” in the midst of downtown promotions

and sale days.39

The demonstrations also directly interfered with the early 1960s emphasis

on improving transportation, mass transit, and parking in order to enhance

the shopper’s access to the downtown and deliver her to the store. In Jack-

sonville, “several leading arteries into town were sealed off for several hours,”

and not surprisingly, business jumped up in the outlying shopping centers. 

A New Orleans executive, observing a drop in downtown pedestrian traffic,

feared that “many customers, reading of racial violence in Jacksonville, are

avoiding travel on New Orleans integrated buses to the business section as a

result.” Shopper anxieties about recently integrated buses shed a different

light on the urban renewal era’s preoccupation with transit and delivering the

customer downtown. The New Orleans case also suggests how closely retail-

ers and shoppers kept their eyes on events in other cities and shaped their be-

havior accordingly. In an effort to overcome such transportation obstacles,

Birmingham’s Downtown Action Committee offered free bus rides home

from downtown for those who made purchases at member firms.40 Moreover,

the pickets, prayer circles, and angry white crowds created a new kind of con-

gestion concern, because they blocked sidewalks and entrances, often prompt-

ing arrests or citations on that basis.41 Law officers also did their part to crowd

the sidewalks. In one telling account, a reporter noted that “retailers generally

felt that the arrival of Federal troops in the Birmingham vicinity has not re-

stored shopper confidence.” 42

The social unrest did foster a greater sense of unity among downtown com-

petitors, who saw the necessity of a united front in negotiations. Protestors

usually identified the entire downtown as their target, rather than individual

stores, and this also induced diverse interests to cooperate. Boycott mottos

included “Don’t Drift Downtown” (Birmingham), “don’t shop downtown”
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(Chicago Loop), and “Stay Off Main Street” (Memphis). In various cities

black leaders declared “an economic withdrawal, stay-away-from-downtown-

movement,” or they called downtown “off limits.” 43 One variety store man-

ager revealed that he had forged “a closer association with managers of com-

petitive variety stores than ever before.” In Birmingham, a WWD reporter

observed that downtown spokesmen had unanimously converted their atti-

tude from glum to optimistic as they forged ahead with improvement pro-

grams despite ongoing violence. Clearly retailers had agreed to cooperate,

despite their differences. The reporter called the optimism remarkable, but

every merchant contacted by the news service stuck to the same line.44

“To put it crudely, civil unrest is bad for business,” noted the director of

Birmingham’s Chamber of Commerce, as he attributed the city’s economic

slowdown to racial unrest. The Hardware Merchandiser reported fear among

civic leaders that the “violence may discourage some companies contemplat-

ing relocation from investigating what the city has to offer.” The day that Bir-

mingham’s April 1963 sit-ins began, Sears officials were in town to assess the

feasibility of locating two or three additional stores there. Southern business-

people pored over statistics documenting the outside investment lost by Little

Rock since the desegregation crisis there. A store manager elsewhere expected

that the disruptions “not only will hurt expansions of existing variety stores,

but might mean that some will stay out of communities” until the seemingly

endless conflict ceased. After “outbreaks of violence followed by mass ar-

rests,” a spokesman for the Woolworth in Tallahassee believed that “unilateral

integration, in the face of local hostility, would close down the store.” 45

S. H. Kress & Company was ready to blame its troubles on demonstrations

even though its economic circumstances belied such a clear-cut explanation.

In the 1950s, Kress chose to remain downtown while its competitors benefited

from the suburban boom. By 1958 the company faced a crisis of declining prof-

itability, and an internal management coup attempted to reverse the trend.

Kress’s downtown presence and its regional concentration in the South made

it especially vulnerable to the civil rights disruptions. Unrest in the 1960s, then,

proved to be a handy scapegoat for the company’s multifaceted economic

woes. The 1960 Kress Annual Report explained, “Since February, 1960, our

company has been subjected in varying degrees to picketing, sit-in demon-

strations and boycotts because of segregated lunch counters in certain south-

ern stores. This pressure has not been confined to the south alone, but has also

occurred in regions where our stores have always been fully integrated. In cer-

tain cities, racial tension has caused shoppers to avoid downtown areas where
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our shops are located.” Kress claimed that it had not attempted to force inte-

gration on unwilling communities because it “would inevitably lead to the

closing of the affected stores.” 46

Occasionally, company spokespersons conveyed a more complicated and

subtle picture of their investment choices, denying that there was any kind of

inevitable trajectory leading from integration agitation to businesses shutting

down. A few days after mass demonstrations paralyzed Birmingham’s shop-

ping district, the Belk Department Store chain announced that it would close

its unit there. Belk’s president rejected the speculation that the closing was a

response to local protests, saying “that the decision to close is a business one

based on general conditions and the store’s own experience over a period of

years, and that it should not be credited to racial troubles in that city.” He

added that the store “simply couldn’t make a living there.” Although this

comment did not reassure Birmingham leaders, it points to the broader met-

ropolitan economic trends in which 1960s racial unrest occurred.47

In the 1960s, civil rights protestors forced key downtown retailers such as

Belk, Kress, and Woolworth to make public statements about the place of Af-

rican Americans in past, present, and future urban commerce. Such mer-

chants, under the intense gaze of the nation and the world, faced very explic-

itly their own part in making decisions that shaped downtown business

values. The civil rights conflicts infused urban commerce simultaneously with

demoralizing tension, regret at losing a familiar way of business, and hope for

something better.

Patrons Gained, Patrons Lost: Integration and Main Street Values
When the boycotts began, many retailers assumed that under integration

they would lose their white patrons. The implication — encouraged by white

supremacists — was that stores could have either black or white customers,

but they could not have both. One reporter wrote that the southern merchant

was “caught in a racial dilemma between status-quo white customers on the

one hand, and Negro customers on the other.” Employing black workers in

downtown retail posed similar risks. An attorney in 1965 described merchants

as “caught between two firing lines,” where the employment of African Amer-

icans in sales or “other exposed areas could spell business disaster and white

boycotts.” Could integration actually boost business? Few had convincing an-

swers. In Winston-Salem, four months after lunch-counter integration, “Just

how many Negro patrons have been gained and how many white patrons lost

is something no one can say exactly.” Those “whites who gave up their seats
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for good” had done so “quietly and without incident.” Anxieties were fanned

by announcements like the one by McCrory in 1964 that it had closed stores

because they had become unprofitable in the wake of integration.48

The retail managers themselves were another unknown factor in calculat-

ing the long-term impact of integration. Unquestionably, white discomfort

with African Americans in urban commercial life shaped disinvestment

choices. Most of the career employees who had come up under the old system

of race relations remained in their jobs in the 1960s and became decision mak-

ers in a new era. In May 1952, for example, a white Kress manager inspecting

one of the Los Angeles stores commented, “General maintenance standard

low. . . . Colored help attitude not cooperative. Two slovenly colored boys sit-

ting on top of stockroom table eating lunch amidst accumulation of cartons

and what appeared to be general litter. . . . Did not want to stay here long.” The

executive’s assessment of the store’s present condition and future potential,

inseparable from his racial viewpoint, induced him to recommend selling the

property. In the 1960s, some managers and proprietors would quit their jobs

or close their stores rather than oversee integration.49

Ironically, the implementation of integration was often uneventful. “ ‘I

wouldn’t have believed it,’ said one woman with many years’ experience at a

food counter. ‘There’s not been one word said between a white customer and

a Negro in my hearing. Not one!’” Another manager, whose business suffered

during four months of boycotts, said, “If I’d known it could have been done

this easily, I’d have been for it right from the start.” Local media in cities like

Houston, Dallas, Atlanta, Nashville, and New Orleans contributed to the calm

by agreeing not to publicize integration agreements and the desegregation

process.50

During the earliest 1960 boycotts, liberal observers had already begun to

make the case that integration boosted business. A mid-1960 Southern Re-

gional Council study insisted that “no store in the South which has opened its

lunch counters to Negroes has reported a loss of business. Managers have

reported business as usual or noted an increase.” Whites, it seemed, had

responded calmly to integration — “without a break in their shopping rou-

tine.” Other evidence indicated that not only had southern retailers (with the

exception of Birmingham) rebounded once the violence passed, but many

stores appeared to do better after integration prevailed. The National Market

Letter proposed that if these trends continued, retailers could access “the un-

tapped sales potential of the Negro population.” 51 In the minds of these ob-

servers, a rejuvenated, downtown-oriented black middle class, together with
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whites who accepted the new order, promised to restore vibrancy to down-

town property values.52

National media descriptions of the demonstrators helped build the case 

for the rise of black consumers as a considerable force by emphasizing the

middle-class dress and demeanor of protestors, especially when contrasted

with the trouble-making hecklers. A New York Times article covering the first

1960s sit-ins mentioned the “well-dressed” African American college stu-

dents, and another used the phrase “well-groomed.” A reporter elsewhere

called protestors “neatly-dressed, quiet-spoken, articulate and determined”

(fig. 6.8). This journalistic practice continued further into the decade. When

four hundred St. Augustine College students marched at lunchtime in down-

town Raleigh after King’s assassination, the local paper reported, “The march-

ing group was mixed, with many women students, many dressed in party

fashions.” Yet these reassuring assertions of middle-class respectability (along

with the fact that the students were singing “We Shall Overcome”) only

reached the public eye because of protest and provocation on Main Street. The

marchers’ fashionable dress was also accompanied by the ominous warning of

a male student: “There is going to be complete anarchy.” 53

Case by case, store managers and owners facing demonstrations and vio-

lence scrambled to assess sales volume and property values in whatever way

would preserve their financial stake. In estimating the sales performance of

the Memphis Kress in 1968, the manager insisted on excluding the impact of

racial conflict from his calculations, since he did not want his store to be de-

valued by the company. He asked that 1968 figures not be used, because of “the

boycott, the King incident, and renovation.” In Birmingham, a prominent re-

alty executive complained to the city’s Board of Equalization that a proposed

increase in the J. J. Newberry property assessment was unwarranted. It was

true, he admitted, that the store had undertaken improvements, but sales vol-

ume had not increased, “particularly as Newberry is one of the principal suf-

ferers from the negro boycott against downtown merchants.” A year later, as

he passed the daily protests and sit-ins near his office, the same broker re-

quested that the Board of Equalization defer reappraising the 100% district

until the period of “change in down-town retailing” had passed. Lost income

induced property owners to hope that appraisers would lower downtown val-

ues or at least postpone any increases, so that taxes would not rise. Further-

more, they argued, the impact of prolonged disruptions to trade remained to

be seen, and they should not be penalized in the meantime.54



Figure 6.8 In February 1964 the Baltimore Afro-American publicized the news that over the
previous six months “top Department Stores and Food Chains” had at last become “regular
advertisers” in the black press. The mass demonstrations and boycotts on Main Street in the
early 1960s had drawn national attention to what the press described as “well-dressed” Af-
rican Americans, who were by implication demanding consumers. For “Mister Retailer,” as
merchants were addressed in this advertisement, the boycotts and demonstrations were an
introduction to the “Negro Market.” By late 1963 mainstream advertisers and merchants
finally had been induced to take an interest in black consumers. A handwritten note attrib-
utes this ad to the February 24, 1964, New York Times. (Courtesy of Baker Library, Harvard
Business School, Resseguie Collection, box 10, Negro Retailers and Race Relations file.)
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Of course, the very purpose of boycotts was to change people’s shopping

habits. Even those who hoped African Americans could “save” downtown

were uncertain whether blacks would be enthusiastic about Main Street after

facing such violent resistance. Following Atlanta boycotts in the early 1960s,

many people did not resume downtown trade. One 1963 study found that

black shoppers “felt ‘cold’ towards the picketed stores. They indicated that

they did not want to spend their hard-earned dollars in stores that wanted

their business but ‘were ashamed to be caught with Negroes.’” The contrast

with the downtown stores’ customary efforts to please customers was not 

lost on black shoppers. The study concluded that “it will take a long time to

undo the harm done. Some of the damages inflicted might be of a permanent

nature.” 55

By the mid-1960s, the new patterns of increased nonwhite shoppers down-

town (and increased white patronage of suburban malls) were evident to any-

one who followed retail trends. What remained unclear was whether investors

judged this to be the rise of enlarged, integrated crowds of urban consumers

that promised business vitality or the “nightmarish” domination feared in

Trenton ten years earlier. The answer had significant implications for com-

mercial values. However, in the mid-1960s there were new reasons to be pes-

simistic about the future of urban commerce.

In July of 1964, rioting erupted in Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant in New

York City. Afterward, a young civil rights worker wondered aloud whether

Mississippi had “finally come” to New York. That same week, young black

demonstrators in Memphis shouted “Harlem” as they threw bricks at police

cars and damaged other property. Over the next years, one might have won-

dered whether it was the other way around — had New York come to Missis-

sippi? 56 The six black men shot in the back by police during 1970 riots in Au-

gusta, Georgia, were shocking even by northern standards of urban violence.57

West Point, Mississippi, illustrated some of the changes afoot. In 1967 blacks

rioted and looted for two days in that city of ten thousand after a policeman

was accused of beating a young African American. A white businessman took

matters into his own hands. He sent truckloads of soda, hot dogs, and water-

melons to the black community, along with two popular black bands, and 

the violence evolved into a street party. The next riot in West Point followed

the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. Every white-owned business in the

black part of town was burned. White-owned businesses that reopened were

burned repeatedly, so that two years later there were no white proprietors in

the black neighborhoods of West Point. The explosions in Harlem and West
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Point marked frightening new trends that would plague urban commerce into

the 1970s.58

The nation’s attention shifted mid-decade from southern civil rights battle-

grounds like Birmingham to the riot scenes of Los Angeles, Newark, and De-

troit. These cities, along with places like West Point, Durham, and Cleveland,

tell of a complex mix of boycotts, marches, and riots that brought violence to

the core of urban commercial life throughout the nation. The new patterns of

looting and arson added extensive physical devastation to the woes of urban

business — a level of destruction that oddly enough would be compared to

the accomplishments of urban renewal.

The Riots — Merchants, the Poor, and Urban Rubble
The evening before the peaceful, if tense, Durham march, in the nation’s

capital the proprietor of a Seventh Street shoe store tried to close his shop 

as a menacing crowd collected around him on the sidewalk. Abraham Gritz

managed to put up the iron bars that protected his store windows, but before

he could lock the door, the crowd moved in on him. They swore at him and

roughed him up. After taking his keys, wallet, and watch, individuals from the

crowd entered Gritz’s store to steal the shoes he had stocked at peak levels in

anticipation of the Easter rush. Gritz fled on foot. A block away he was able to

catch a ride home to Silver Spring from an African American. A few doors

down from Gritz, the owner of Log Cabin Liquors and two family members

crouched at the door of their store until a break in the crowd offered them the

chance to sprint to their car. The African American manager of a High’s milk

and ice cream outlet escaped in a milk truck that had just completed its deliv-

ery. The proprietor of Zevin’s Hardware stood his ground at the door of the

business he had operated for fifty years until his son nervously convinced him

to go home. While other black-owned businesses on the block posted “Soul

Brother” signs, James Briscoe did not do this for his secondhand radio and 

TV shop, because he “didn’t really care to identify with that bunch.” Above

the liquor store, a sixty-seven-year-old African American physician locked his

safe, yelled “I’m gone!” to his secretary, and rushed down the stairs to save his

brand new blue Mercedes Benz parked outside. His secretary caught a taxi

home. By the next morning, April 5, the buildings housing these businesses

(and the apartments above them) were smoldering rubble (fig. 6.9).59

It was not difficult to pinpoint the sparks that ignited riots in the 1960s. An-

gry crowds responded with terrifying destruction not only to King’s murder

but also to the injury of previously unknown African Americans at the hands



Figure 6.9 By the middle and late 1960s, a different kind of racial confrontation had begun
to transform urban commerce. In the riots following the murder of Martin Luther King Jr.,
this stretch of H Street in Washington, D.C. (between Twelfth and Thirteenth Streets), was
firebombed much like the Seventh Street block where Abraham Gritz’s shoe store had stood.
The ubiquitous aerial photographs of gutted buildings and blocks tended to obscure the in-
dividual stories of proprietors and residents. Widespread looting and arson seemed to target
particular businesses, which suggested to social scientists and policymakers that merchants’
exploitation of poor consumers was one of the factors shaping the pattern of rioting. (Cour-
tesy of AP/ Wide World Photos, no. 5256175.)
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of police or others. Groups of demonstrators gathered in city streets, smash-

ing windows and sometimes stealing goods. The worst property losses were

incurred when Molotov cocktails tossed into stores or on top of one-story

commercial buildings resulted in charred ruins. Frightened and angry police

and national guardsmen sometimes shot protestors and looters; sniper fire,

stray bullets, and accidents took many lives as well. Hundreds of cities saw this

unfold on their own streets. In some cities it happened every summer, in some
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two or three times in the decade, and in others only once. In many places —

Detroit was a particularly illustrative example — residents at first thought

they could avoid the riots but then came to fear them chronically.

By the early 1970s, press observers noted that riots had lost their power to

shock and even major unrest rarely made it into the national news anymore.

As the nation’s biggest cities simmered down, riots came to smaller cities 

and suburbs where the police usually lacked special training. New Bedford,

Massachusetts; Lawrence, Kansas; Homer, Louisiana; Hagerstown, Maryland;

Peoria, Illinois; Albuquerque; Chattanooga; Houston; Miami; Hartford; and

Asbury Park were just a handful of the cities experiencing riots in 1969, 1970,

and 1971. The reduced news coverage after 1968 partly explains why historians

and others have overlooked both the continued violence and its spread to

smaller places around the nation.60

Police brutality and inadequate employment, housing, and education were

all cited as key underlying conditions for the violence, but widespread com-

mercial destruction (like that of Seventh Street in Washington) raised the pos-

sibility that the riots were “really consumer revolts.” 61 Interviews with mer-

chants, observers, and riot participants encouraged the belief that much of the

looting and firebombing was organized and had targeted primarily white-

owned businesses — especially those with a reputation for cheating custom-

ers. Debates swirled on the street corner and in academic and policy circles

over whether the character and structure of urban retailing had become so

poisoned that it had brought this disaster. Of course many objected to this

dire characterization of urban commerce, and others saw the rioting as crim-

inal opportunism deserving of law-and-order retaliation, not soul-searching

analysis. But like it or not, the rioters pushed so-called ghetto retailers into the

glaring spotlight of 1960s urban policy and investment analysis. Two key

questions dominated these debates. First, what role had the relationship be-

tween black consumers and urban merchants played in generating the riots?

Second, was the violence an attempt to force white business owners out of ur-

ban retailing, in order to pave the way for a new generation of African Amer-

ican investors?

Anecdotal evidence built up to suggest that the violence was rational and

had targeted specific stores. In Cleveland, an elderly black man watching fire-

fighters douse the ruins of several food stores muttered: “ ‘The goddam white

devils were selling that rotten meat. . . . But they got to that devil,’ he said smil-

ing, ‘and they put a barbequing on his goddam rotten meat.’” Nearby, a dis-

abled black veteran said, “I want to see whitey burned out of this area and
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black people going into business here.” In Washington, the owner of Log

Cabin Liquors, Irving Abraham, described seeing people direct the crowds to

specific stores. In Harlem after the April 1968 riot there, a reporter delved into

the “get back at whitey” theme. He observed that as one woman packed a box

with looted food, she called to her neighbor “This man’s been stealing from us

for years.” A Washington consumer affairs lawyer claimed that many of the

stores vandalized during the April 1968 riots “were the ones we’ve always been

having trouble with.” 62

With the support of prominent scholars and politicians, the suspicions

about the reasons for the violence solidified into a full-blown exploitation

theory of urban commercial life. The exploitation theory, well represented by

sociologist David Caplovitz’s influential 1963 book The Poor Pay More, pro-

posed that urban merchants, mostly white absentee investors, had preyed

upon poor city residents who lacked shopping options. Caplovitz’s theory had

taken shape in the context of a growing consumer protection movement and

was later credited (along with The Other America, by Michael Harrington) 

as a spur for Lyndon Johnson’s war on poverty. Once applied to the riots, the

exploitation theory alleged that the looting and burning were at least partly

retribution for inflated prices, inferior goods, expensive credit, and rip-off

schemes. According to a New York Times reporter, Caplovitz told Congress

that the violence “was motivated by anger at merchants who bilk the poor.”

Historian Robert Fogelson, author of a key report on the rioters for the Na-

tional Crime Commission, agreed with the diagnosis that the rioters were

selective in their rage; he found the violence to be, in his words, “an articu-

late expression of very specific grievances.” In the Harvard Business Review,

marketing professor Frederick D. Sturdivant argued that unscrupulous re-

tailers had perverted the potential for positive human contact across class 

and race lines inherent in the shopping experience. Instead, urban dwellers

confronted a “degrading shopping environment,” and the resulting “frus-

trations . . . produced the spectacle of looted and burned stores throughout

the nation.” Sturdivant used “moms and pops” derogatorily to describe an

“inefficient” and “backward” small business system. He favored instead the

introduction of large-scale retailers into poor neighborhoods. He also con-

demned “unethical” and “parasitic” businesspeople who preyed on disadvan-

taged consumers.63

The inclination to blame the urban shopping experience for the riots was

further validated by Lyndon Johnson’s top consumer adviser, Betty Furness.

Furness pulled no punches after the nationwide violence that followed King’s
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death. She warned “ghetto based retailers” that “they had better stop ‘swin-

dling’ slum dwellers or face more pillaging and burning in the months ahead.”

In a prepared address before the American Society of Newspaper Editors, Fur-

ness said the recent violence showed that “the poor are being swindled, or feel

they’re being swindled” by local merchants. Although many fumed at Fur-

ness’s offhand distinction between being swindled and feeling swindled, there

was an important lesson in her wording. The exploitation theory’s popularity

proved that at the very least “ghetto” businesses had failed in public relations,

especially if the rioters believed that they were being bilked. The belief became

a force of its own within commercial life, undoing and obscuring constructive

relationships that did exist between merchant and consumer.64

When the Kerner Commission added its weight behind the exploitation

theory, it further discredited the “riffraff ” thesis, which was the prevailing al-

ternative explanation. The riffraff thesis described a series of rioter stereotypes

and placed responsibility for the violence on individuals rather than eco-

nomic and social discrimination. The stereotypes included the “outside agita-

tor,” the “wholly uneducated fool,” and the “yokel fresh from a Southern farm

who is unable to cope with the intricacies of urban life.” Accordingly, the

“mindless” and “irrational” looting undertaken by “riffraff ” was condemned

as pure criminal materialism — an illegal shortcut to desired possessions that

was devoid of political commentary. The view of rioters as rational, righteous,

aggrieved consumers stood in stark contrast with the view that they were

mindless thieves.65

The few humorous reflections on the riots virtually all directed attention to

the consumerist overtones of looting. The African American physician on

Seventh Street could not keep himself from laughing at a looter who emerged

from the supermarket across the street with “so many hams in her arms that

she kept dropping them.” Comedian Flip Wilson tried out some riot jokes in

the summer of 1968. The New York Times reviewer thought that “even a slum

haberdasher would laugh” when Wilson called his suit “ ‘my riot outfit. Got it

in Cleveland last year out of the window,’ he says. ‘I saw some other things I

wanna get. I’m waiting till August[.] Do my shoppin’ in the summer?’” 66

Especially after King’s murder, any lightheartedness detected amid the

looters implicitly challenged whether their actions were at all politically mo-

tivated. In Washington, several reporters emphasized “a carefree, hit-and-run

mood,” a “holiday mood,” and laughter, as furled umbrellas shattered plate

glass and goods were snatched downtown and in other neighborhoods. Most

looters seemed not “angry or mournful” but rather “appeared to be having a
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good time.” Some even paused to try on clothing they had stolen. Much of

this happened in broad daylight before the eyes of office workers waiting 

for buses home. “There was no violence, no gunplay,” emphasized a reporter.

In Baltimore on Fremont Avenue, looters and bystanders alike “appeared to

be peaceful and cheerful at the time.” Four looters arrested in a downtown

Dayton shoe store were described as “giggling youths.” 67 Just as boycotts had

sparked chronic violence, the riots had their share of eerily peaceful looting

(fig. 6.10).

Figure 6.10 Not all rioting matched the stereotype of angry mob action. In Washington,
D.C., looters calmly removed merchandise from the Paul Bennett Co., Ltd., the Cambridge
Shop, in front of passers-by. The photograph’s caption in Women’s Wear Daily indicated that
the looters were “seemingly out for a weekend stroll.” The consumerist overtones of looting
sparked some of the strongest reactions to the riots, including the exploitation theory that
viewed rioters as justified by their anger at unethical merchants; the ire of conservatives over
what they judged to be unpunished criminal acts of theft; and even the humor that comedi-
ans, witnesses, and others expressed in the midst of the anxious circumstances. (Women’s
Wear Daily, April 8, 1968, 34. Reprinted with permission of Guy de Lort /Women’s Wear Daily.)
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Although portraying looting as a shopping spree could fuel conservative

critiques, the consumer overtones of the violence were terribly disturbing and

provocative. One reporter speculated that “the pictures of looters staggering

under loads of booty past policemen” had done more “to enrage and confuse

the public” than anything else. Yet the option of using deadly force to stop

looting was worse. A Washington police officer said after the King riots, “I’m

not going to shoot a kid over a pair of shoes.” Harlan Johnson “was killed by

the police as a looter” in Trenton that week, shot in the back after allegedly

stealing a shirt from a downtown store. Johnson turned out to be a college

sophomore, a divinity student, whom witnesses claim was trying to stop the

violence. One man was shot in Newark while running across the street with a

case of liquor. The only two deaths in a May 28, 1968, riot in Louisville, Ken-

tucky, were two alleged looters shot by police.68 Attorney General Ramsey

Clark had to remind citizens that looters should not be shot, since property

crimes did not warrant death or excessive force. He compared it to shooting

accused bank embezzlers or drunk drivers. “What terrible fear or hatred

would cause us to shoot looters?” Clark asked. Yet the public’s confusion

might be excused when the same week the mayor of Chicago, Richard J. Da-

ley, ordered city police on April 15, 1968, “to shoot arsonists and looters in the

future.” 69 Proprietors who shot at looters and looters who attacked merchants

offered the most extreme illustrations of “tensions” in urban commercial

life.70

The idea that the rioters had targeted white-owned businesses was as pop-

ular as the exploitation theory. Many sources fueled this belief. The national

press kept close tabs on whether African American stores were attacked or by-

passed, and black separatist rhetoric exhorted African Americans to eliminate

vestiges of “white colonialism,” which often meant white companies that

traded mostly with blacks. One Washington, D.C., high school student ex-

pressed her opinion that the riots were directed at white stores, irrespective of

their retail practices. She gave the example of a store on her block run by “this

Jew white man and he was very nice.” He had always treated a particular single

mother well, giving her milk for her children. Yet when riots struck, the stu-

dent “saw her right in there pulling out everything she could.” 71

Other evidence challenged the simplicity of assuming that the rioters ex-

pected to drive out white business. For one thing, the possibility that Jewish

and “Uncle Tom” businesses were also targets complicated the issue. To mili-

tant young blacks, the figure of the comfortable black physician rushing to

save his Mercedes might have fanned their anger toward the selfish bourgeoi-
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sie. On the west side of Washington’s Seventh Street between R and S, four of

the ten stores looted and burned were owned by blacks, while six other black-

owned stores remained untouched. The thirteen residents on the block who

lost their homes and virtually all their belongings were African American, 

and many of them were elderly or children.72 Anti-Jewish sentiment raised

additional questions. Previously Jewish neighborhoods had become African

American, partly explaining the significant presence of Jewish merchants. Be-

cause Jews had so actively supported the Civil Rights movement, militant

separatism apparently aimed at eliminating Jewish businesses came with a

special dose of confusion and betrayal. Although presumptions prevailed that

“white” investors were being intentionally driven out, little statistical evidence

had been amassed.73

It was also unclear what role white provocation and vandalism played in

the destruction. In Rochester, New York, some reports claimed that the pres-

ence of a brawling “band of drunken white youths” early in the riot was “a

significant factor in bringing the mood of the crowd to its kindling point.”

One African American man identified the tormenters as Italian Americans

and claimed that they should share blame for the hysteria and riots. A white

linotype operator in New Brunswick, New Jersey, reported seeing three white

youths firebomb a plumbing supply store in a black neighborhood. In 1966, 

as Troy, New York, tried to confront discrimination in housing and employ-

ment, white youths drove through “the predominantly Negro downtown

area” at night shouting, “Riot, you niggers,” and racist graffiti appeared on

black churches. People interviewed in a predominantly Italian neighborhood

in Newark witnessed “white youths stoning Negroes,” while reporters saw

“men sitting in doorways with rifles cradled in their laps.” Yet Newark police

indicated that not one white person was arrested relating to the violence (see

fig. 6.11).74

Naturally, merchants resented the allegation that they had done anything

to deserve violent attack. At the height of their own fear and desperation, pro-

prietors had to contend with the accusation that they had exploited poor cus-

tomers. The owner of an auto accessories store on Seventh Street was espe-

cially bitter at Furness: “ ‘I want to get back at Betty Furness,’ Nathanson said

heatedly. ‘We have never handled any shoddy merchandise. We have never

charged one person one price and another person another price. We weren’t

sought out. We were just in the line of fire. Why, we don’t do 5 per cent of our

business with the people who live in the neighborhood.’” At times it seemed

that the rioters received more sympathy, from the government at least, than
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did the victimized businesses.75 As the police and the national guard inter-

mittently refrained from confronting and arresting looters, hoping to reduce

bloodshed and retaliation, commercial investors argued that their livelihoods

were being sacrificed. Now they were being undeservedly blamed for inciting

the violence in the first place.

Although businesspeople usually had the upper hand over the urban poor

in political deal-making as well as daily retail exchange, the rioters’ initiative

and the popularity of the exploitation theory unquestionably put urban

retailers and other investors on the defensive. In 1967, when Roy Wenzlick

published a hard-line editorial against the rioters at the end of an unnerv-

ing summer of upheaval, the spontaneous response by the real estate invest-

ment community revealed something of the temper of that group. The ex-

cited flurry that circulated Wenzlick’s editorial far and wide suggests that in

1967 conservative real estate people felt they lacked effective national spokes-

men defending business, attacking the rioters, and critiquing the government

response. The article, which appeared in Wenzlick’s investment newsletter,

Figure 6.11 The role of white provocation in sparking riot violence outside of the South has
not been studied. Numerous reports of white instigation appeared in newspapers during the
1960s. Here, men hoisting racist banners and confederate flags drive through the riot areas
of Chicago’s Southwest Side on August 5, 1966. (Courtesy of AP/ Wide World Photos, no.
542130.)
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stimulated more than 150 readers to write letters ordering reprints and of-

fering praise and appreciation. Real estate professionals, bank presidents,

academics, Rotarians, insurance company executives, newspapers, and title

insurance companies asked for hundreds of copies. A senior executive of

Woodmen Accident and Life Company based in Lincoln, Nebraska, bought

one thousand reprints to distribute to the company’s entire staff, as well as to

“people whom we regard as being centers of influence.” Others sent the edi-

torial to political representatives (including President Lyndon B. Johnson)

and newspapers, distributed them at professional gatherings, and borrowed

excerpts for speeches.76

Wenzlick said the harsh, intolerant things many conservative (and racist)

Americans wished the government would say about the reasons for the de-

struction. He claimed that “we have encouraged the uncultured, the dis-

advantaged, and the unskilled to believe that they could achieve more than is

humanly possible in a short time, and from their disillusionment has come

resentment and revolt.” People were not poor because they lacked money,

Wenzlick argued. “People are poor because they either have little ability, or

have not worked hard enough to develop the abilities which they have.”

Wenzlick quoted Abraham Lincoln: “Let not him who is houseless pull down

the house of another, but let him work diligently and build one for himself,

thus by example assuring that his own shall be safe from violence when built.”

Hearing the words of Betty Furness and the Kerner Commission, many busi-

nesspeople fumed over their belief that government leaders were apologetic to

the rioters, anxious to make excuses for their behavior, and too quick to throw

financial resources at poverty programs. While all Americans struggled to un-

derstand the meaning of the violence, real estate investors had a particular in-

terest because it was their buildings that were being pulled down.77

The riots of the 1960s directed national attention to “ghetto” retailers, the

exploitation theory, and the question of whether black investors could pos-

sibly lay the foundations for a newly vibrant urban commercial life. To a

greater degree than is generally recognized, the violence and its consequences

directly affected downtown business districts, not only the commercial areas

of black neighborhoods. For good reason, the more complete commercial

destruction in black neighborhoods attracted investigators anxious to under-

stand and prevent racial violence. The blocks of ruins and empty lots where

once-thriving business corridors had hummed — such as Springfield Avenue

in Newark, Twelfth Street in Detroit, or Central Avenue in Los Angeles —

these were the magnets drawing reporters and social scientists.
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The immediate but mostly indirect effects of center city violence on down-

towns seemed evident — certainly people were less likely to make shopping

excursions with riot threats hanging in the air. Business slowed down or

ground to a halt throughout affected cities regardless of where the looting oc-

curred. Curfews gained popularity as they proved their effectiveness; retailers

appreciated that curfews calmed violence but still groused about the reper-

cussions for trade (see fig. 6.12). And inasmuch as the riots sped up the longer-

term middle-class “flight” from cities, downtown retail suffered further.

There were also more direct forays into the downtown by rioters. Most com-

monly, what the papers usually described as “roving groups of Negro youths”

broke plate glass and sometimes grabbed store window merchandise. There

was also the “spread” or “spilling over” of looting and arson from close-in

neighborhoods. Such was the case in Miami in August 1968 and in Natchez,

Mississippi, in June 1968.78

But at times downtown stores figured more centrally in the violence. In the

Figure 6.12 Curfews following on the heels of violence further sapped the vitality of urban
commerce. This was evident to children as well as adults, as shown in this drawing of the
desolate streets of downtown Washington, D.C., by a junior high school student. (Sunday
Magazine, New York Times, June 2, 1968, 73.)
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“fashionable downtown shopping district” of Washington, D.C., after King’s

murder, an unusually high number of nationally known chain stores and

well-known retailers (such as Woolworth, G. C. Murphy, Kresge, Florsheim,

Sears, Lerner, and Paul Stewart) were firebombed or looted. Stores in down-

town Newark on Broad Street were burned down during the July 1967 riots 

in that city. Downtown Memphis limped through 1968, plagued by the gar-

bage strike, boycotts, a “short” riot on March 28, and King’s assassination.

(See figs. 6.13, 6.14.) Although Washington police in 1968 were caught by sur-

prise and had to be diverted to the downtown area from assignments a mile

to the north, in many cases officials acted quickly at the first sign of unrest to

protect downtowns. The night of King’s murder, Boston police “sealed off ”

the downtown “section which contains the city’s largest stores.” A few days

later police blockaded downtown Cincinnati after an apparently racially mo-

tivated stabbing there and rioting in a northern suburb.79

Regardless of location, race, religion, resources, or moralities, most indi-

viduals with a stake in urban retail during the 1960s experienced anxiety be-

cause of the riots, from national business leaders to corner store managers and

shoppers. In his 1968 speeches, the president of the U.S. Chamber of Com-

merce tried to cultivate an ethos of calm confidence and stability among the

rank and file. But his own choice of supposedly reassuring words hinted at 

the prevailing mood: “These are not the problems of a nation coming apart 

at the seams or on the brink of national disaster.” That same year a Detroit

police inspector described some of the fears local business owners brought to

him. One man called because of a shattered window. “ ‘He was practically hys-

terical. I asked him when had a window broken last, or any other trouble, and

he said nine years ago. No trouble, not even a broken window, for nine years.

But to him it’s a crime wave. He was ready to pull out,’ said the 44-year-old

inspector.” In one two-week period during the summer of 1967, the Wash-

ington, D.C., Retail Bureau received 150 false reports of “planned civil dis-

turbances.” On July 28 that same summer, unfounded rumors of impending

violence flew up and down the eastern seaboard. “Everybody’s got the heebie-

jeebies,” commented a policeman at Manhattan headquarters.80

Uncertainty in the shadow of the 1960s riots had a different tenor from

most other kinds of investor insecurity. The collapse in urban land values dur-

ing the depression and the corrosion sped by suburbanization were slow and

comfortable challenges when compared to the possibility of one’s business

going up in flames. Most businesspeople did not know how to prepare for



Figure 6.13 On Broad Street in Newark, New Jersey (the city’s main commercial thorough-
fare), firemen soaked a burning building containing Hartley’s Luggage and Gifts, Jordan Jew-
elers, Rite Aid, and the New Jersey Beauty Culture Academy. The downtown looting and arson
occurred during the first days of Newark’s deadly July 1967 riots. In many cities, window-
smashing, looting, and other disturbances threatened the downtown streets as well as the
business districts of black neighborhoods. (Courtesy of AP/ Wide World Photos, no. 2152364.)
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Figure 6.14 Riots persisted in all sections of the nation through the early 1970s, occurring
in smaller cities and suburbs like New Bedford, Massachusetts; Lawrence, Kansas; Homer,
Louisiana; and Peoria, Illinois. Southern cities — not often associated with riots like those
in Newark and Detroit — experienced their share of unrest. In Memphis, Tennessee, looting
broke out downtown following a march led by Martin Luther King Jr. in support of striking
garbage workers on March 28, 1968. In the confusion that ensued on South Main Street,
young demonstrators still holding their placards from the march had to dodge the police
officer’s club intended for alleged looters. During the entire decade of the 1960s, Main Street
continued to earn its unfortunate reputation as an unpredictably dangerous place for pro-
testors, shoppers, and merchants alike. (Courtesy of AP/ Wide World Photos, no. 3277908.)

such a threat. To accompany an article entitled “If Riots Erupt Again . . . ,” Na-

tion’s Business published a drawing of a lone man staring out of his discount

furniture store into the street as shadowy figures run by his shop (fig. 6.15).

Self-help booklets distributed by various commercial and other organizations

gave fearful and jittery businesspeople concrete techniques for weathering

riots. Guides like “Store Planning for Riot Survival” advised how to organize

employees, acquire emergency equipment, protect customers, and defend the

store premises. Tips included using a camera “to photograph threatening

looters” and flooding the roof to minimize damage from firebombs when
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violence moved into the immediate area. Naturally, though, advice differed

depending on the authority. Whereas “Store Planning for Riot Survival”

scoffed at the value of a disaster guide locked in the safe and advocated for

inclusive employee training, the Metropolitan Washington Board of Trade’s

twenty-three-page Confidential Disaster Control Guide sternly advised mask-

Figure 6.15 With this artist’s sketch, Nation’s Business suggested in March 1968 that each
urban proprietor faced the threat of riot-related violence alone. This man, presumably the
furniture store owner, stands paralyzed and vulnerable, surrounded by plate glass, as shad-
owy figures race by in the street and smoke begins to fill the air. In the wake of violence, or
even just anticipating violence, individual investors also faced their own decisions about
their stake in urban commerce — whether to stay or leave, depending upon their unique con-
siderations. (Drawing by Paul Hoffmaster.)
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ing all preparations for violence as ordinary routines. Expensive items, for ex-

ample, should be moved nightly to the back of the store and covered over, but

employees should have “the impression that this is the best way to keep mer-

chandise clean.” The Guide underscored the merchants’ weighty burden of

secret preparations: “if you violate this rule you could cause a rumor
or even a riot.” 81

The interdependence of retailers was stressed in the negative: “don’t you
let the retailing community down!” Washington’s Retail Board estab-

lished an elaborate communications system, at the center of which moved 

the board’s manager, carrying a radio for contact at all times. A network of

chain stores agreed to convey reliable information about disturbances in any

D.C. business district to the manager, who would then contact registered

member stores in the vicinity of actual rioting. The Guide warned that this

communication system might break down, that the board’s manager would

not have time to answer questions when he called to report an emergency, and

that stores might be cut off from law enforcement authorities, without phone,

electricity, or water. Ultimately, “When the time comes, each store faces the

riot problem alone.” 82

When people’s worst fears came true, and their businesses were destroyed,

it might be months or even years before the debris was bulldozed and hauled

away. Weed-filled lots marked spots that had once embodied the aspirations

of all kinds of investors. Some vacant sites became destinations for the unem-

ployed and elderly, places for children to play, or shelter for yet another en-

trepreneurial crowd — traffickers in illicit drugs and prostitution. Other lots

filled quickly with new buildings and new businesses. Over time, the empty

parcels became community gardens, playgrounds, or housing and were in-

corporated into larger redevelopment plans. After decades passed, a few of

these retail corridors finally moved beyond their violent 1960s history. Some

were reinvigorated by new immigrant groups, others showcased the accom-

plishments of black entrepreneurship or perhaps a corporate benefactor,

while still others found new vibrancy assisted by federal legislation such as the

Community Reinvestment Act of 1977. But that jumps ahead, because in the

short term, individual investors had decisions to make.

“Build, Baby, Build” — Jesse Jackson, August 1969
If glossy structural glass storefronts spoke of Main Street’s hopes during the

depression, then plywood and cinder block proclaimed the mood in the 1960s.
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The “new style of architecture” was sarcastically dubbed Riot Renaissance.

Vacant buildings needed the protection of boarded-up windows, but stores

still in operation opted for the new style too. It took perseverance and finan-

cial resources to maintain glass windows — one tire dealership in Hartford

had its windows smashed twenty-eight times. Plate glass gave way to walls of

brick and plywood — the latter a popular “decorating item” that aged slowly

to grayer tones. New construction also experimented with variations on Riot

Renaissance. In Watts, a White Front discount store rebuilt using a “fortress-

like” design after the riots — with slit windows “too small for a Molotov cock-

tail to penetrate.” 83 At first, boarded-up windows and missing displays were

panic signs indicating that the proprietors expected imminent violence. But

over time plywood and rubble took on a look of permanence. One reporter

suggested that “the weather-beaten plywood board is replacing the gleaming

steel and glass skyscraper as a symbol of the American city.” 84

The question on many people’s minds was how the violence could lead to

anything but disinvestment. Given the physical devastation and the difficulty

of responding constructively in a panicky climate, the default expectation was

that the riots would depress sales, drag down real estate, and worsen urban

prospects generally.85 The rioters had asserted that bitterness, exploitation,

and violence had their place in urban commercial life, and the physical scars

kept that message alive. Many businesses did not or could not reopen, while

others left cities immediately or over the next few years. Yet unresolved ques-

tions made it reasonable to hope that the destruction had revealed legitimate

flaws in urban commercial investment and might inspire new directions for

rebuilding. The most pressing issues were whether black investors would step

in to fill the vacuum, what role existing businesses could play in reestablish-

ing urban vitality, and whether well-financed corporations and chain stores

could pump additional resources into cities.

It is easy to focus on the flight of businesses from cities in the aftermath of

the violence, because “white flight” has become such a familiar theme in ur-

ban lore. Even though so many retailers did ultimately leave, it is significant

that every business district maintained its own balance among somewhat pre-

dictable responses. The situation on Central Avenue in 1968, three years after

the Watts riots, as one real estate appraiser described it, was illustrative of the

balancing act. Not surprisingly, those who sold their properties expressed “a

desire to leave the area.” Other owners were content to wait and see what hap-

pened. A third core group “indicated an interest in rebuilding the district.”
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One investor had rebuilt a drugstore, while another was “anxious” to put in a

small shopping center. Sell and leave, wait and see, or stay and rebuild. In the

simplest terms, these were the choices.86

For those deciding whether to leave, the path out of urban investment was

not easy. Most could not simply turn away from their businesses. The cir-

cumstances made selling one’s building or business difficult, even at a loss.

The market was glutted. As one Harlem merchant said, “Your store isn’t worth

a dollar to sell. So we stay here.” 87 Some had operated businesses for decades

and had trouble letting go. Others had recently plunged into new ventures.

Many had done well based on positive relationships with customers, employ-

ees, and neighboring businesses, and they were reluctant to leave their exist-

ing networks. Some were limited in their choices by the dictates of insurance

policies; others had even fewer choices because they lacked insurance entirely.

For the most part, insurance premiums and other costs of doing business in

cities only went up after the riots. Some businesses were eligible for loans and

other assistance from various organizations; others were not. And it was not

just “white” flight; investors of all racial backgrounds had to weigh their op-

tions. Urban proprietors varied in their ability to tolerate anxiety or threats in

their daily lives.88

Numerous merchants, whatever their preferences, could not wait out the

drop in customers caused by the violence or the longer-term damage to the

popularity of urban shopping. In 1970 Detroit’s former mayor marveled:

“People think there is a no-man’s-land” downtown — that “you get your head

shot off ” in the business district at noon. One Hartford tire dealer summed

up the “lingering effect” of riots. He estimated that during the extended sum-

mer violence of 1967, “his business dropped 40 per cent and that even today

many people simply won’t come into the neighborhood to shop. They have a

deeply uneasy feeling that outbursts could occur again.” In the late 1960s you

did not have to look far to find a downbeat story about the prospects for ur-

ban commerce.89

Just as the civil rights demonstrations earlier in the decade had hinted at

the potential boost African American shoppers could bring to the downtown

economy, the aftermath of rioting drew attention to the promises of black

capitalism. The riots had sent the message that blacks wanted more control

over their communities. Surveying the rubble, some anticipated what one

headline proclaimed a “shift in values.” A positive (even “exhilarating”) re-

frain was that the riots had created a constructive, mobilizing sense of com-

munity for African Americans as they pulled the pieces of cities back to-
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gether.90 Investment was one way blacks could increase their stake in urban

life and provide insurance against further rioting. Programs sprang up to help

African American entrepreneurs. In Washington, next to a row of burned-

out national chain stores, a bright new black-owned men’s clothing store

(Mr. Man) opened shop with assistance from the Small Business Administra-

tion. A black-owned bank labored to open in Dayton, Ohio, boosted by Ur-

ban League campaigns. In Pittsburgh, the United Black Front was raising cap-

ital to buy a variety store, a fish market, a pharmacy, and a cleaning shop. The

Famous Hot Dog Stand passed into black ownership and reopened as The

Hot Dog Hut after refurbishing. In Philadelphia a successful shopping center,

Progress Plaza, brought seventeen stores and offices to a former riot area,

thanks to backers like Reverend Leon Sullivan.91

Many observers questioned whether blacks had the financial backing and

experience to make their vision of black capitalism materialize. Despite all the

talk, complaints abounded that it was nearly impossible for African Ameri-

cans to get bank loans. Failure rates for all new business ventures were high,

and there were reasons to worry about what would happen next if too many

fledgling experiments in black capitalism folded. And even if African Ameri-

can entrepreneurs succeeded in setting up viable businesses, would it be

enough to reinvigorate urban commerce? Blacks were traveling to shopping

malls too, as any visitor to Northland Mall outside Detroit could tell you in

1971. Detroit’s auto manufacturers had committed nearly $10 million to es-

tablish black proprietors in inner-city dealerships formerly owned by whites.

After only a few years, however, the companies “decided that even blacks can’t

do much business there.” One African American car dealer in Chicago de-

scribed what “a big thing” it was for black families to shop in the suburbs:

“That’s were half my business goes.” Looming in people’s minds was the ques-

tion of whether “black control of central cities” — a scenario including in-

vestment as well as political power — was indeed “the hollow prize.” 92

From the first antiwhite slogans it was clear that another key issue would

be what role existing commercial investors would play in the post-riot years.

Would corporate America and the small companies forget the antagonism

and stay, hoping to spur greater, more determined commitments and a resur-

gence? As smoke slowly cleared, so did some of the “get-whitey” rhetoric. In

many cities the enormity of the challenge — rebuilding amid terribly deteri-

orated conditions — was overwhelming enough to bring together disparate

groups in the emergency. For a brief while, the news seemed full of pledges

from corporate America to help rebuild. Boosters celebrated every decision to
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Figure 6.16 In the late 1960s and early 1970s, ordinary street scenes such as this one con-
tained hopeful as well as discouraging signs of the prospects for urban commerce. When in
1970 Woolworth reopened this Washington, D.C., branch that had been burned out two years
earlier, Nation’s Business showcased the company’s use of black construction workers and em-
ployees and drew positive attention to the decision to remain in the city. However, plywood
fronts like those boarding up the chain store on the left were plentiful, and the wood veneer
became symbolic of the style ironically dubbed “riot renaissance.” (By permission of Fred
Ward/Black Star.)

build a new store, remodel, or simply stay. When Woolworth replaced a Wash-

ington, D.C., branch that had been burned out in 1968 rioting, Nation’s Busi-

ness announced, “Woolworth Helps Give Downtown Its Ups” and showcased

the company’s use of black construction workers and employees (fig. 6.16). In

the ten years after the Newark riots, Prudential Insurance Company more

than quadrupled its downtown real estate investments, while Blue Cross–

Blue Shield and Western Electric put up skyscrapers.93 Though looters and

snipers caused $250,000 worth of damage to one furniture and appliance store

in Newark, the manager (an African American) and the owner took this as a

wake-up call to make their store “a better neighbor.” The manager explained

that they had never really expected a riot in Newark, and certainly not at their

store. Eighty percent of the company’s employees were African American, 

it contributed to local black charities, and most of the clientele were black 

as well. Since the riots the manager had set up a “Community Room” in the

store, which was available at no charge for meetings. This store pushed itself

to put out an even larger welcome mat for its black customers.94 Such deci-
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sions suggested it was reasonable to hope that the destruction could inspire

new approaches that addressed the shortcomings of urban commerce.95

And then there was the confusing matter of property values in the damaged

districts. For their part, real estate appraisers were poorly prepared, in the

words of one consultant, to “judge the effects of riots or civil disobedience.”

The assumption was that values had dropped, but appraisers lacked tech-

niques for incorporating violence and destruction into their calculations and

hesitated to create narrow guidelines.96 Some businesses watched their trade

rise because their competitors had been reduced to rubble. One appraiser

found this to be true for the S. H. Kress store on Central Avenue in Los Ange-

les. The store, relatively intact, now stood amid a host of newly vacant lots.

Real estate sales indicated a likely decline of 20 percent, but the county asses-

sor insisted that property values had not fallen. The appraiser, Robert Steele,

discovered that “in support of the assessor, the manager of the variety store on

the subject property said that retail sales actually had increased following the

riots.” 97 Nearby, a reopened drugstore experienced a similar increase in sales

over pre-riot conditions. Despite the devastation, neighborhood purchasing

power and demand remained steady. In Pittsburgh, Hill Pharmacy did a

bustling business after four major drugstores nearby had burned down.98 One

standard technique for estimating commercial real estate values utilized the

property’s income stream (in these cases, sales figures). Thus their improved

income indeed implied that these properties had gone up in value.

In the case of the Kress building, the appraiser compromised by determin-

ing that business property was depressed but that the condition was only tem-

porary because “an enthusiastic community spirit” and energetic local orga-

nizations impressed him. The fact that “the citizens expect their area to have

a future!” induced Steele to upgrade his projections, because the visualization

of future urban commerce was so critical to appraising. An accompanying

photograph entitled “Business as usual” depicted one man shining another’s

shoes against a backdrop of rubble — an image intended to convey the deter-

mination and resourcefulness of local entrepreneurs (fig. 6.17). It captured the

balance between hope and despair and the fact that, as one reporter declared

of Newark ten years after the riots, “the seeds of rebirth and promise coexist

with decay and deprivation.” Yet the selection of a shoe-shine enterprise had

a probably unintended second meaning. Shoe shining was exactly the kind of

employment the younger generation hoped to escape. One Harlem man de-

scribed the rioters as “heroes of a sort” for not putting on “the green jacket”
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and going “down to the nearest shoe-shine parlor.” This was not the kind of

“business as usual” most blacks had in mind when they worked toward in-

creased black investment in cities.99

It is no accident that the 1960s riots provoked searches for the most iron-

clad investment security attempted during the century. The optimistic prom-

ise of the 100% district, a sufficient guarantee a few decades earlier, had failed.

Figure 6.17 This photograph, appearing in a 1968 issue of an appraisal journal, sat above 
a caption reading “Business As Usual.” The image was intended to represent the persever-
ance and entrepreneurial determination of Los Angeles residents after the 1965 riots. Yet
shoe shining was exactly the kind of employment the younger generation hoped to escape.
(© Bettmann /CORBIS; used with permission.)
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Urban commercial life had come to embody inflammatory racial tension, so

that it now seemed to require an extraordinarily stigmatizing investment

guarantee. A revealing proposal came from Frederick Sturdivant, the market-

ing professor who condemned mom-and-pops and hoped to entice more

large-scale retailers to cities. He argued that plenty of urban businesses, par-

ticularly supermarkets, yielded respectable profits. Sears and J. C. Penney, ac-

cording to Sturdivant, had survived transformed urban conditions and had

done well. He proposed an “investment guarantee” plan to protect companies

against the “abnormal risks” of urban commerce. The contract would cover

physical damage from civil disorder and would compensate stores for oper-

ating losses during periods of unrest. Sturdivant’s proposal could not guaran-

tee profit, of course, but instead it offered a way to restructure urban invest-

ment so that participants could imagine profits while accommodating risks of

violence.100

Most Main Street investment strategies of the twentieth century rallied

around powerfully motivating positive visions, beginning with the Main

Street postcards and cleanup campaigns of Progressive era beautification. In

the postwar era of presumed decline, the Civil Rights movement and urban

renewal offered the promise of remedying Main Street’s troubles, even if the

paths proved to be violent and the results were ambiguous. All of these visions

incorporated critiques of existing circumstances to justify the new goals. The

riots presented a different challenge. The riots offered a negative vision of im-

molation, a fiery alternative intentionally sought by protestors who seemed to

say that all the other remedies (such as civil rights progress and urban re-

newal) were inadequate and it would be better if cities just burned down. Like

the photograph of men going about “business as usual” amid the ruins, those

who tried to move forward from the riots had to unearth the unlikely positive

and constructive messages from the rubble. The horrifying news images of the

riots in the 1960s would be difficult for urban investors to overcome, unlike

the photographs criticizing the “pole and wire evil” fifty years earlier.

The “Build, baby, build” slogan was typical of efforts (such as black capi-

talism and corporate responsibility) to rally around positive inspiration for

the future. In the summer of 1969, Jesse Jackson, then the director of eco-

nomic programs for the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, was lead-

ing the picketing of Chicago construction sites in order to win jobs for Afri-

can Americans. He claimed that although despair two years earlier had led to

rioting and the infamous motto “Burn, baby, burn,” plumbers’ jobs at fifteen

thousand dollars a year had inspired a new slogan — “Build, baby, build.” 101
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The Promise of Resurrection
It is disturbing that federal officials surveying riot damage in the spring of

1969 were sometimes unable to distinguish riot destruction from “the normal

decay that occurs in the slums and the abandonment of buildings under ur-

ban renewal programs.” From the perspective of urban commerce and the

urban landscape, the racial violence of the 1960s had more in common with

postwar urban renewal than might at first meet the eye. Although the riots ap-

peared to be spontaneous eruptions of commercial destruction, many won-

dered whether the looting was actually a calculated (and justified) response 

to the exploitation of urban consumers. Urban renewal dignified the demoli-

tion of stores as government policy. Yet urban renewal — the downtown in-

vestment policy with the most rationalized and repeated supporting argu-

ments — was also irrational, as embodied in the idea of tearing down Main

Streets in order to save them. Urban renewal destroyed black business districts

in the name of highway development and leveled viable Main Street busi-

nesses in order to construct retail complexes. Some city residents saw the sim-

ilarities between the effects of riots and those of urban renewal. A black mem-

ber of Boston’s City Council insisted that “far more physical destruction and

far more lives have been bent, twisted and wrecked in Boston by urban re-

newal than by rioting.” Together, the painful conflicts surrounding civil rights

protests, the riots, and the wrecking ball of urban renewal did their part to put

race, violence, and more vacant lots at the core of urban commercial life.102

Despite their stated or imputed goals, the outcome of the civil rights bat-

tles, urban riots, and urban renewal for downtown business remained un-

clear. We have seen how difficult the integration agenda was to carry out on

Main Street, how the ensuing violence eroded economic strength, and how

downtown businesses remained ambivalent about the prospect of relying on

African American consumers. The contradictions of urban renewal quickly

became evident, too. Publicly, of course, businesses and government sup-

porters proclaimed that redevelopment “must inevitably help.” But on-the-

ground experiences challenged that mantra. Downtown New Haven, by 1962,

had already lost all but one of its department stores. A massive redevelopment

program razed much of the main shopping street (while luring a new Macy’s).

Many older small businesses did not survive relocation, and four square blocks

of retail were converted into “practically a ghost town.” Renewal, in other

words, seemed to be destroying what was left of downtown retail. One char-

acterization of redevelopment described it as “the urban equivalent to ‘death
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and resurrection,’” a description that might, in its mingled despair and opti-

mism, equally apply to the riots.103

By the 1970s, the fear of decline was itself a force to be reckoned with. Main

Street interests had recognized for decades that the rhetoric of decline posed

a threat to downtown land values. “Downtrodden Downtown Downgraded

in Downright Downpour of Down-Talk,” mocked a 1954 Women’s Wear Daily

headline. The National Market Letter cautioned its readers in 1972 that “there

is a great danger in the urban analysis business of creating self-fulfilling proph-

ecies that aggravate already serious problems. For example, any ‘authority’

who forecasts continued deterioration of a specific downtown may contribute

to the decision of a large firm located there to move to the suburbs.” 104

To many, the riots represented the most treacherous turn of events for

postwar urban America. Those who hoped that the violence might spark an

era of increased downtown investment might reasonably be dismissed as

pollyannas. Yet the riots did force a reconsideration of investor responsibili-

ties, and they generated opportunities and arguments for reinvestment. The

door had opened wider for African American investors, though at a tragic

price.105 Even as pessimism reached new highs in the 1970s, a new generation

of experiments — festival marketplaces, pedestrian malls, downtown shop-

ping malls, the National Trust’s Main Street program, and historic preserva-

tion — took root with varying success. Although predictions of inevitable de-

cline may have generated both anxiety and a certain comfort, participants in

downtown commercial life in fact faced many decisions that would shape the

future.

From Central Avenue in Watts, the skyline of downtown Los Angeles is vis-

ible eight miles north through the smog. In 1992 the daughter of a black com-

munity builder in Watts articulated what was on many minds then (after riots

followed the Rodney King verdict) as she surveyed the downtown skyline:

“ ‘Less than 30 years ago the tallest building you could see was City Hall which

is 27 stories,’ she said. ‘Now look at it. They built the whole downtown. And

what does Watts have? A shopping center and a few houses.’” 106 For the most

part, the investment innovations of the 1970s and 1980s — historic preser-

vation, festival marketplaces, and so on — had more impact on downtowns

than on neighborhood commercial districts. On riot anniversaries, reporters

returned periodically to the sites of the worst 1960s neighborhood violence in

cities like Newark and Detroit, often finding that too little had changed. When

measured against the goal of addressing the needs of poor city residents, 

the money and attention lavished on downtown commercial districts seems
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misdirected. Here was another zero-sum equation that has plagued invest-

ment debates since the 1960s — investment is described as helping either ur-

ban neighborhoods or downtowns.

But the success stories of urban commercial investment after the 1960s

must indeed be partly attributed to the riots. The racial violence of the 1960s

did threaten to undermine the foundations of downtown as well as neighbor-

hood commerce. Most importantly, the riots and civil rights demonstrations

highlighted in their respective ways that urban commerce was a critical place

where the different people of America came together. If business sites and

transactions could spark such conflict, then urban commercial sites were also

places where race relations might be repaired. In the last decades of the twen-

tieth century, there was a resurgence of interest in the democratic potential of

Main Street exchange, a belief that found influential adherents besides writers

and urbanists like Mike Davis and Michael Sorkin.107

James Rouse, one of America’s most prominent commercial real estate de-

velopers during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, saw urban commercial life that

way. He became known for promoting the belief that urban commerce, above

all, constructively brings people together. Rouse, whose company developed

Boston’s Faneuil Hall and Baltimore’s Inner Harbor, was the nation’s “festival

marketplace” guru. The surprising success of Faneuil Hall, opened in 1976,

sparked imitations across the country. Although Rouse has often been singled

out as downtown’s “savior,” before turning to festival marketplaces he had

poured his energies into suburban shopping mall development.108 The key

point here is what “converted” Rouse to urban revitalization. In a 1981 inter-

view, Rouse explained that his inspiration, his conversion, followed “the city

riots of the 1960s.” 109 Perhaps the beleaguered optimists of the late 1960s

would find encouragement in these new directions.
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Even as downtown buildings fell to urban renewal in the postwar de-

cades, entrepreneurs carted off the rubble to recycle it in historically

evocative new ventures. The developers of Salt Lake City’s Trolley

Square, an old car barn site refurbished into a shopping and enter-

tainment center, paved its walkways with tons of bricks from down-

town demolitions in the 1960s. Wood, marble, iron, and glass were

salvaged from St. Louis slum clearance and used to enhance the old-

fashioned patina of Gaslight Square, another historically themed

commercial district. By the late 1970s, cities like St. Louis and Chi-

cago supplied a national market with used brick, though demand was

greatest in the South.1 Old materials were being used to create a his-

toric atmosphere and give urban commerce new life. After decades 

of strenuously forward-looking modernization strategies, downtown

investors began to mine the past for inspiration.

In the 1970s, continued abandonment coexisted with hopeful ex-

perimentation, and tear-down approaches persisted while histori-

cally themed development and preservation gained credibility. In

commercial districts like Gaslight Square and Trolley Square, private

investors transformed old, distinctive buildings or neighborhoods

into magnetic entertainment destinations. James Rouse’s festival

marketplace formula built upon these precedents but also created 

a new model through the national scope of his company, public fi-

nancing and subsidies, special events, and his own philosophies of

public space. Prior to the 1976 opening of Rouse’s Faneuil Hall,

downtown retail investors across America had labored for forty years

without a splashy success story.2 In the mid-1970s, the National Trust

for Historic Preservation launched its Main Street Pilot Project, ap-

plying principles of historic preservation to commercial revitaliza-

tion in small cities. The large scale of urban renewal’s destruction

gave urgency to the new goal of preserving districts in addition to

individual landmarks.3 In another strategy — especially favored by
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small- and medium-sized cities — pedestrian mall development involved en-

tirely or partially closing a city’s main retail thoroughfare to traffic and intro-

ducing landscaping and other design amenities found in suburban shopping

centers.4

Other innovations of the 1970s employed the tear-down-and-rebuild tech-

niques of urban renewal. In large cities, investor pioneers worked closely with

local government to bring enclosed shopping malls and mixed-use office-

retail-civic developments to the downtown. A big-city office-building boom

enhanced the potential for attracting downtown workers into shops. Ever-

smaller cities endured decentralization and turned to the hope offered by

demolition and urban renewal. In their 1989 study, downtown scholars Ber-

nard J. Frieden and Lynne B. Sagalyn identified the 1970s as an underappreci-

ated “golden age” of retail investment and experimentation. Underscoring the

thirst for new ideas, hundreds and sometimes thousands of inquiries poured

in to the pioneers of innovations like the pedestrian mall, Main Street preser-

vation, and festival marketplaces. To Faneuil Hall’s architects, it seemed that

“every city in America” called to attract the developer’s interest.5

Most signs in the 1970s indicated continued decentralization. As one

business reporter recalled, “those were the days when downtowns were col-

lapsing into themselves.” 6 Countless cities remained untouched by festival

markets, historic preservation, or other innovations. Yet a shift was under

way — one that architectural critic Ada Louise Huxtable called at the time a

“radical change” and “a genuine breakthrough” affecting both small town and

big city.7 The possibility emerged that run-down and abandoned Main Street

structures had preservation value, that developers might recycle old buildings

to simultaneously evoke history and stimulate consumers. These movements

to market the past indicated a fundamental shift in approaches to downtown

investment.8

When the lens pulls back to include the 1980s and 1990s, the trend toward

using nostalgia in commercial development becomes even clearer. The New

Urbanism movement, creating walking neighborhoods with their own retail

centers, has also been nourished by nostalgia for design-enhanced, denser, so-

ciable communities like those that supposedly existed in the past.9 And New

Urbanism was not just a strategy for improving suburban subdivisions. In the

1990s, Smyrna, Georgia, built an entirely new downtown one block away from

its old one because the old one, beloved as it was, had been left with little to

preserve in the aftermath of a destructive road widening. The postmodern

trend in architecture borrowed design elements liberally from the past, to
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Figure 7.1 In the final decades of the twentieth century, commercial developers began to
mine the past for inspiration — a trend seen in formulas like historic preservation, festival
marketplaces, and the New Urbanism. This August 8, 1999, cartoon satirized the idea that
“cutting-edge” suburban shopping mall developers had discovered an “incredible retailing
concept”: Main Street. In 2002 when a new outlying mall — the Shops at Southpoint and
Main Street — opened in Durham, North Carolina, it included replicas of key downtown
Durham commercial buildings and even duplicated a signature smokestack. Southpoint’s pro-
motional materials asserted that consumers would enjoy the old-fashioned atmosphere
evoked by lampposts and brick paving. (Reproduced with permission of Bill Griffith.)

comment upon, reinterpret, honor, or simply evoke past environments with-

out trying to recreate history. In what many viewed as an ultimate irony,

cutting-edge suburban shopping mall development in the year 2000 meticu-

lously replicated the old Main Street environment in its entirety (see fig 7.1).10

And by the end of the twentieth century, historic preservation had grown

from its inauspicious first encounters on Main Street to become the most

popular downtown revitalization strategy for smaller American cities.11

In these ways and others, nostalgia became a potent force shaping down-

town development and ultimately a controversial force in setting Main Street

values. Consumers responded by opening up their wallets as investors had

hoped. Baltimore’s Inner Harbor development, because it involved demoli-

tion of so much of the existing historical fabric, is a good example of how,

even in the absence of precise historical contexts and direct connections to

consumers’ memories, visitors appreciated environments inspired by nostal-

gia. The all-new shopping and entertainment pavilions of Harborplace, de-

veloped by the Rouse Company, opened in 1980. Historian Jon Teaford has

pointed out that in Harborplace’s case, visitors were drawn in and charmed by

the “romance of Baltimore’s bygone seafaring tradition.” Measured by the

crowds, this clean-slate approach to infusing downtown commerce with his-

torical themes worked, and the dearth of actual structures from the harbor’s

past did not seem to matter. A reporter’s review of the district a year and a half

after it opened enthusiastically found that, “best of all, it is a link to history”
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(figs. 7.2, 7.3).12 Critic Huxtable was thrilled to see “a public subscribing to an

increasingly sophisticated set of urban values” — a public newly “responsive”

to the appeal of what she called “old-fashioned” commercial environments.13

In sharp contrast to the consuming public, however, intellectuals have ad-

vanced more negative assessments of nostalgia’s place in downtown develop-

ment. Christine Boyer, who writes of the “stench” of nostalgia, is typical 

of these deeply skeptical critics. Boyer believes real estate interests have per-

Figure 7.2 The successful opening of Baltimore’s Harborplace in 1980, one of the Rouse
Company’s first festival marketplaces, demonstrated that even in the absence of precise his-
torical contexts, consumers appreciated environments bathed in nostalgia. This 1976 aer-
ial photograph of what would become the site of the Harborplace pavilions reveals Balti-
more’s clean-slate approach to historically evocative commercial development. In Baltimore
it was the “romance” of the city’s vanished maritime traditions that provided an appealing
“link to history.” (Courtesy of Columbia Association Archives; JWR Photographs and Prints,
no. I.XI.0078.)
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Figure 7.3 The visitor’s eye-level experience of Baltimore’s historic harbor was dominated by
the boxy lines of contemporary architecture and by modern furnishings such as the street-
lights along the water’s edge. In this rendering, the restored tall ship, the Constellation,
stands out as a rare historical artifact. (Courtesy of Columbia Association Archives; JWR Pho-
tographs and Prints, no. I.XI.0081.)

verted historical sensibilities and historic preservation to serve their financial

interests. Nostalgia, in the hands of developers, has become a vehicle to con-

sumption, she argues, and has been harnessed to orchestrate Main Streets 

as phony “historicized stage sets.” The result is not just bad history, insists

Boyer, but the crass commercialization of a public realm that was previously

shaped by diverse values and interests. She describes festival marketplaces like

South Street Seaport Museum in New York as “holes in the heart of our cities

and gaps in our present concept of history.” 14 Boyer, Max Page, and others

have debunked the assumption that historic preservation was intrinsically pit-

ted against development. Some preservationists have argued that they resisted

development by protecting buildings from market forces. But according to

these recent studies, preservation is no longer seen as an alternative to market-

driven development; in fact it now appears to be the enabler of, even the cat-

alyst for, developer profit.15

Contrary to the view of academic critics that developers fully controlled the

marketing of the past, there was no omniscient path in the 1960s and 1970s
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leading investors to manipulate the public’s interest in history. Few would

dispute that developers have exploited nostalgia over the past thirty years to

make profits at downtown destinations. Yet in the 1970s not only did real es-

tate interests have to confront widespread pessimism about the future of Main

Street, but there was every reason to think that nostalgia would appeal only

minimally and marginally to the consuming public. The dwindling and fail-

ing chain stores like Woolworth sold nostalgia too — but they did so to a

mostly aged, geographically constrained, and low-income customer base. Re-

tail analysts pointed out that nostalgia might possess magnetism (especially

whenever variety chains announced store closings), but it had not kept the

dime stores in business. This line of thinking led one reporter to conclude that

“nostalgia is a poor customer.” 16

The strategy of using the past as a commercial motif did not emerge clearly

or suddenly in the minds of developers during the 1970s. Overemphasizing

the revelatory impact of Faneuil Hall and the country’s bicentennial celebra-

tion overlooks the rocky route investors navigated to adopt historical sensi-

bilities, as well as the resistance and detours encountered in that reorientation.

Most participants in Main Street investment during the 1960s and 1970s ig-

nored arguments for historic preservation and were unaware of what it could

offer economic development. During the same years several heralded festival

marketplace precursors failed: previously thriving historically themed com-

mercial districts were left to revert to vacant storefronts or worse. Even James

Rouse, otherwise so articulate in expressing his development principles and

motivations, was casting around in uncharted territory of downtown revital-

ization when he found surprising success with the old buildings of Faneuil

Hall.17

Just as developers had no monolithic understanding about how to exploit

the value of the past, consumers were not pawns in the hands of investors.

Consumers had their own agendas, and they too manipulated, debated, and

experienced nostalgia’s place in urban commercial life. Behind even the easily

ridiculed longings for “simpler” times lay potentially subversive sentiments.

Affection for the modest, affordable consumer era symbolized by variety

stores like Woolworth in many ways represented a rejection of the planned

and accelerated obsolescence of late-twentieth-century consumption. To shop

at Woolworth was to seek out not just an inexpensive item but exactly the

same item that had been available ten or even thirty years earlier. That very

undertaking spurned the planned obsolescence of products in most stores,
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where styles were purposefully discontinued quickly in order to stimulate in-

terest in the new rather than the old.

Nor could retail developers dictate how consumers would respond to his-

torically themed environments, since shoppers had their own experiences and

made decisions independent of developer intent.18 Planners did try to pro-

mote certain messages (no matter how vague), as was evident in this claim for

the South Street Seaport Museum by its executive vice president: “We have 

to tell people that they have real roots here . . . that this place is significant . . .

because their very existence is tied to this place: They are what they are partly

because of what went on here.” Yet visitors possessed different “roots” — a

word that carried racial connotations in the 1970s because of Alex Haley’s book

by that name and the television miniseries based upon it.19 Filtered through

specific family stories or concrete personal experiences, the public’s nostal-

gia for past commercial environments was not necessarily vague. On Main

Street those experiences and stories ranged from childhood adventures down-

town to being denied service at lunch counters. We have already seen how in

the 1960s retailers woke up to the effects of consumer initiatives such as se-

lective buying, undeclared boycotts, and outright protest. Not surprisingly, in

the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s consumers were far more likely to raise, face, and

debate difficult issues unearthed by nostalgia than were developers — most of

whom shied away from controversial topics of downtown history. In the pro-

cess, Americans have constructed their own alternative histories of urban

commerce, judging for themselves what has constituted improvement and

what has constituted decline.

The Variety Store’s Last Stand
By the 1970s, the very buildings that seventy years earlier had brought

people together in new ways and brokered a vibrant commercial culture had

become “white elephants.” 20 The streets of cities large and small were pock-

marked by the vacated properties of familiar chains and local businesses.

What did the vacant and closing stores mean? What would now define urban

commercial culture, if not the crowds? The chain variety stores, so instru-

mental during the early twentieth century in creating Main Street and its high

property values, were also at the center of 1970s efforts to redefine urban

commercial life amid proclamations of decline.

Alone in the 1970s among the chain variety stores, Woolworth kept and in-

tensified its primary stake in downtown locations. Kresge had quietly closed
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its “old-style” Main Street stores and then changed its name to Kmart in 1977

to recognize the company’s new discounter identity.21 As the fastest growing

retailer of the mid-1970s, Kmart’s arrival on the local scene, usually a few miles

outside the city center, brought apprehension to existing merchants.22 J. C.

Penney was reinvented in a different way, transforming itself into a shopping

mall anchor.23 These two chains took on new commercial and geographic

identities, while Woolworth retained its urban variety store format. Other

once-significant players dropped out of the competitive ranks. Kress, after

staying downtown “too long,” frantically overexpanded into the suburbs and

then limped into the seventies under Genesco ownership.24 W. T. Grant filed

for bankruptcy in 1975 and was liquidated a year later. So by 1978 it was already

“Woolworth: The Last Stand of the Variety Store” — making the company a

key institution for understanding downtown investment in the closing de-

cades of the twentieth century.25

By the 1970s Woolworth had settled into its competitive niches, both in

inner-city areas untouched by Kmart and on Main Street. Like other variety

chains, Woolworth closed Main Street locations and entered the discount

business with Woolco. But Woolco lagged far behind Kmart, and the business

press concluded that Woolworth’s heart remained in the variety store busi-

ness.26 During the 1960s, the company opened large stores in downtown areas,

making explicit statements about its faith in Main Street’s future. In 1970

Woolworth located its biggest store in a struggling part of Boston, and twenty

years later the company singled out its variety stores for “demonstrating

particular strength in major urban centers, especially inner cities, where they

serve as a valued neighborhood resource.” To one real estate consultant, the

Woolworth in Willimantic, Connecticut (“the largest and the dominant retail

store in the CBD”), had become “deeply associated” with the downtown.27 As

the New York Daily News pointed out, “whether it was Mayberry or 125th

Street, Woolworth was downtown.” 28

From the early 1960s to the mid-1970s, economic prosperity boosted retail

sales, but the downtown’s proportion of overall sales slipped, and store va-

cancy was “unconscionably high.” Typical of the boom, Woolworth saw its

sales nearly double between 1964 and 1974. But profits had not kept up, and

the corporation was struggling even before the mid-1970s recession — the

worst retailing slump since the Great Depression. The chains closed hundreds

of small Main Street units in the name of greater efficiency and located most

of their replacements in the suburbs. In ten years Woolworth alone closed

734 smaller stores, opening 172 larger ones with the same total selling space.
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Topeka, Kansas, illustrates these trends, with the number of stores dropping

from 291 in 1958 to 168 in 1972. In those years, while county sales figures esca-

lated by 135.5 percent, sales downtown dipped 10.4 percent and downtown’s

share of county sales declined dramatically from 39.1 to 14.9 percent. Sears and

J. C. Penney left Topeka in the mid-1960s for a nearby shopping center, and by

1977 Kresge, McClellan, and Grant were gone. Woolworth was preparing to

close as well.29

While retailers and consumers speculated among themselves about the fu-

ture of Main Street, the formal job of predicting value fell to real estate ap-

praisers. In 1976 and 1977 Woolworth hired the Real Estate Research Corpora-

tion (RERC) of Chicago to undertake reuse appraisals of store properties the

variety store had decided to close. Projecting property values was intertwined

with the act of imagining future uses for vacated commercial space. Apprais-

als — often detailed twenty- or thirty-page reports — offer a window on how

investors envisioned and evaluated the potential character of downtown com-

mercial life. Such real estate documents were rarely simple numerical state-

ments; rather, they told stories about commercial values in specific commu-

nities, regions, and the nation. Reviewing local history, current commercial

strength, and regional trends, investigators typically spoke with bank officials,

store managers, real estate brokers, planners, city officials, and Chamber of

Commerce representatives.30

The confidential real estate files of the S. H. Kress chain add to our under-

standing of 1970s chain store struggles to define a future for Main Street.

Unlike Woolworth, Kress had invested in elaborate, architecturally distinctive

Main Street properties. These landmark downtown buildings continued to

dominate Kress’s image, even as the company scrambled to establish a hold 

in shopping centers. Employee morale fluctuated wildly throughout changes 

in corporate ownership and management philosophy.31 During these years,

Kress personnel expended tremendous energy just keeping the remaining

Main Street stores afloat or, alternatively, shutting down stores and redistrib-

uting resources. The real estate department’s records tell us about such en-

deavors, illuminating as well the dynamic between local managers and corpo-

rate headquarters. Internal documents, never intended for public eyes, show

how investors defined the vacancy market and tried to make the most of it.

Soulless Shells? The Multiple Meanings of Vacant Stores
It was easy, in the 1970s, to focus on the depressing and discouraging

implications of store closings and find in them confirmation of long-term
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decline. Woolworth’s consultants, as they sought out the next likely uses of the

retail buildings, disclosed that the Main Street initiatives under review in the

mid-1970s were familiar from the previous two decades — modernization, ur-

ban renewal, various marketing efforts by aggressive merchants and city offi-

cials, and an occasional pedestrian mall. There did not appear, in these re-

ports, to be any exciting new revitalization solutions for the struggling chain

stores. When a store closed, the merchandise usually disappeared in a week,

leaving for inspectors “lint, cobwebs, and trash.” Investors certainly recog-

nized the negative impact that closings and vacancies could have on the shop-

ping and business communities. The authors of one revitalization report,

Shoppers’ Paradise, described how empty buildings were “symptoms of phys-

ical deterioration,” which challenged merchant confidence and eroded “the

shopping environment.” Since the news of Woolworth’s closing would itself

negatively affect the local real estate market, the company’s consultants tried

to work anonymously.32

Yet to investors, there was no such thing as simply a vacant store with uni-

versal meaning or symbolism. Turnover in commercial real estate had been

high for as long as anyone could document. The RERC consultants found this

recycling to be especially dynamic in small cities, noting that “properties, re-

gardless of age and condition, tend to be utilized over and over by merely re-

habilitating the existing structure.” When Woolworth accelerated its closings

in the early 1990s, the corporation in its public statements downplayed the lo-

cal distress provoked by that policy and instead emphasized the constant re-

cycling of buildings in commercial life and the opening of new opportunities.

This perspective extended to the company’s lore about its earliest days. Ac-

cording to one official history, F. W. Woolworth’s casualness in opening and

closing stores “indicates that he regarded physical locations as simply soulless

shells to house merchandise and offer it for sale.” 33

As a real estate concept, vacancy had some promising connotations because

it suggested that a property remained actively in the market. Vacancy meant

potential for sale and reuse, no matter how unlikely. RERC’s National Market

Letter, for example, distinguished between “vacant” and “charged out of the

market picture” entirely. Once “abandoned,” a property could no longer be

counted as vacant. Although the real estate industry was certainly vulnerable

to pessimism (especially in times of economic crisis such as the 1930s depres-

sion or the 1960s racial violence), in the 1970s many investors hoped that com-

mercial vacancy would invite creativity to envision new uses and improve val-
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ues. The National Market Letter observed that “the application of imagination

to vacant store spaces can frequently pay off well.” 34

Location helped determine the prospects of vacant stores just as it broad-

cast the status of occupied ones. Every real estate professional, the National

Market Letter expected, “should know the difference between quantity and

quality in local vacancy.” Distinguishing among vacant properties served the

chain stores’ interests because in past decades they had selected and defined

the best urban sites. Woolworth’s 1970s appraisals continued to refer to the

“traditional” 100% corner, even though that concept’s implied guarantee had

expired. In Greenville, South Carolina, where Woolworth sat at the peak in-

tersection, the consultants found an “abundance of well-located vacant retail

space.” Investigators in Port Richmond, Staten Island, counted thirteen va-

cancies out of thirty-six storefronts. Even the “best-quality retail store” had

closed, and lower “quality” vacancies were indicated by boarded-up windows

and doors. The constellation of empty stores affected the value of any given

property, because they were evaluated in relation to one another. In the va-

cancy market, some were better positioned than others.35

The distinction between vacant first-floor and upper-story space also

spoke volumes to Main Street experts about a site’s potential. For decades, un-

occupied upper floors had become so common, even in thriving commercial

districts, that they were taken for granted. One-story downtown taxpayer

buildings had proliferated forty and fifty years earlier to avoid this very prob-

lem, and low-profile suburban construction also bowed to the upper-floor

challenge. In Biddeford, Maine, the second story of Woolworth had remained

empty for ten or fifteen years, and the consultants judged that it was not worth

the effort to try to fill it. An occasional property had upper-story tenants,

which attested to a dense commercial life. The Woolworth in Maynard, Mas-

sachusetts, had a recording studio upstairs, and many of the buildings on the

street had second-story offices and apartments. The Oneida property had

managed to lease renovated upper-story space to two attorneys. But Maynard,

Oneida, and also Rutland, Vermont, were the exceptions. Second-story va-

cancies carried lower expectations.36

Probably nothing said as much about the vision of a community’s future

commercial life than the scenarios sketched out by consultants and others of

possible new uses for closing or vacant stores. The “remodeling possibilities”

were “presented as serious alternatives to prospective purchasers.” Actual or

potential buyers and tenants made a consultant’s work easy, as in Oneida,
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where an adjacent bank wished to expand into the Woolworth building.37 A

lucky few among the Woolworth cohort could hope to sustain a reasonably

similar market value. Because Woolworth was the only general merchandiser

in Lawrence, Massachusetts, the consultants believed its “replacement should

be exactly the same.”38 However, many Main Streets in the 1970s experienced

a change in what the appraisers called retailing “character” or “climate.” Usu-

ally this meant a transition to “marginal” or “secondary” retail uses, which

previously stood at the edge of commercial districts — used furniture, used

clothing, and arts and crafts shops. Most of the Woolworth properties in the

1970s required creativity to imagine their prospects.39

For investors, a hierarchy of possible reuses indicated each building’s

future value, with the most significant distinction demarcating retail from

nonretail. Retail continued to command higher rents and purchase prices,

whereas conversion to nonretail use (although often an imaginative under-

taking) was itself an indicator of diminished vitality, according to profession-

als. So recommending conversion for storage or housing a charitable organi-

zation, as in the case of Port Richmond, communicated the expectation that

the commercial nature of the city would continue to recede, replaced by

something unknown but definitely less attractive. In St. Paul some of Wool-

worth’s former retail neighbors had been replaced by the American Indian

Center and Lutheran Social Services of Minnesota. A more promising non-

retail prospect was the goal of attracting IBM offices in Endicott, New York. 

In Topeka, city acquisition for urban renewal offered the “best hope”; other-

wise, Woolworth might have to try selling the property for storage. Impor-

tantly, the appraisers could admit defeat, indicating that the vacancy market

was not founded on bottomless, unrealistic optimism. Ultimately, Port Rich-

mond disappointed the consultants: “Market conditions indicate that there is

no realistic array of likely reuses. There is simply no significant demand for

vacant space.” 40

The absence of vacant stores in the 1970s, like their presence, did not tell an

obvious story. The three vacancies in Fond du Lac, Wisconsin, suggested an

intact and vibrant downtown. Yet the consultants warned that “the relatively

small amount of vacant space is not, however, a good indication of the future

retail character of the downtown.” The appraiser had information not avail-

able to the general public about the intentions of other stores to move or

close, so that soon the city’s entire prime block might be empty. Such inside

information, including unfounded rumors, further complicated the market.41

The irony of vacant stores occupying the 100% district eventually induced
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investors to reconsider the definition of prime retail property to describe

1960s–70s conditions. The notion of a 100% district had spread in the 1920s

through the leadership of chain stores, and it offered a technique for predict-

ing (and creating) retail success and high values based on locating the densest

concentrations of women pedestrians. By the 1960s, vacancy and eroding

downtown property values, in tandem with a decline in pedestrian shopping

and the changing consumption preferences of suburban housewives, ren-

dered the 100% district a largely outdated concept. The Real Estate Research

Corporation gradually adjusted to this change. Its Market Letter, since 1947,

had recommended “buy,” “hold,” or “sell” for different types of property. Ini-

tially, “prime” retail embodied the 100% district, and “secondary” included

everything else, but in 1953 suburban stores were added to the prime category.

RERC favored investment in prime location stores but advised selling all sec-

ondary properties. In 1959 RERC added qualifiers for “superior” downtown

locations, to suggest buying “the best of downtown locations in towns or cities

which are experiencing growth in their employed labor force and where ade-

quate steps have been taken to effectively offset the forces of retail decentral-

ization.” It helped if the property had “prime tenants of demonstrated sta-

bility,” which often meant national chains. A 1962 newsletter acknowledged

that “our definition of ‘prime’ as it applies here has been tightened consider-

ably.” By the mid-1960s, the prime retail investment category accompanied an

aerial photograph of a suburban shopping mall. The factors underpinning

“prime” location and profitable commerce had been deliberately redefined.42

Although the appraisers worked within regional and national assumptions

of Main Street decline, they believed that merchant skills and city leadership

had the capacity to either overcome or accelerate downward economic trends.

The unusually “aggressive reaction” of Allentown, Pennsylvania, to suburban

competition impressed the consultants; the city “acted before the anchor

department stores left downtown.” With new public buildings and a down-

town mall, store vacancies dropped dramatically and a refreshing “spirit of

pride and cooperation” infused Allentown’s actions. In Fond du Lac, “a strong

promotion-oriented merchant” might succeed in the Woolworth space where

another would fail, while in Topeka a “select group of individual merchants

. . . experienced substantial increase” despite twenty years of sharp decline.

The case of Oneida illustrated how passive retailers, by losing sales to outlying

shopping plazas, could let a city down. The National Market Letter advised

clients to base commercial investment decisions largely on the aggression 

of merchants and city officials. When in 1970 the NML backed away from its
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recommendation to buy prime retail property, it did so after seeing a reduc-

tion in “entrepreneurial people willing to work long hours for low profits.” 43

RERC’s investigation of these Woolworth sites underscored the unpre-

dictable impact of the era’s most aggressive downtown improvement strat-

egy — urban renewal. The outcome of Willimantic’s 35.5 acre redevelopment,

begun only a few years earlier in 1973, was “unclear.” The displacement of

sixty-five businesses at least temporarily had the effect of “reducing the retail

consumer attraction of the CBD.” Topeka’s “somewhat successful” renewal

had started in 1960 and had “indirectly” stemmed decline by inspiring others

to renovate. For St. Paul, redevelopment would “somewhat bolster the mar-

ketability of the property,” but overall the efforts would not reverse “decay.”

The major plans of Lawrence, Massachusetts, were expected to have little im-

pact. “Because of the predicted decline,” RERC advised, the Lawrence prop-

erty should be sold “as soon as possible.” The phased rehabilitation of the cen-

tral business district undertaken in Taunton, Massachusetts, had hurt Main

Street because the new downtown mall provided more competition than sales

boost. Urban renewal efforts spanning from 1960 initiatives to current 1977

blueprints had ambivalent results. Depending upon the specific scenario, they

had positively, negatively, or indeterminately affected downtown property.44

As redevelopment reconfigured urban racial geographies, it clarified the

fact that many white investors balanced the threat of vacancy against the

threat of racial incursion. White shoppers sometimes found minority pres-

ence to be more troubling than empty buildings. Appraisers saw evidence of

this during Willimantic’s redevelopment: “Some of the minorities living in

this low-income residential area have relocated to the previously vacant upper

floors on Main Street. Reportedly, this relocation has created some customer

concern.” 45 Trenton’s future, as seen in previous chapters, was posed as either

abandonment or a “nightmarish” Negro shopping district. Downtown stabil-

ity in the minds of investors seemed to seesaw between these two unsettling

trends.

The reports’ confidential nature freed them from boosterish compulsions,

but they also stand in revealing contrast to the brazen certainty (and opti-

mism) of confidential appraisals from other eras, such as the 1920s. The

Woolworth consultants chose their descriptive terms from a narrow range of

cautious qualifiers: Maynard, Massachusetts “appears relatively healthy,” and

the outlook for Lebanon, New Hampshire, was “moderately positive.” Others

were deemed “viable” or “stable,” as in the cases of Endicott, New York; Allen-

town, Pennsylvania; and Topeka. The most conservative comment was re-
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served for Greenville, Texas: “The business district will continue to house a

number of stores.” For Taunton, Massachusetts, “no significant value appre-

ciation trends” were foreseen, while St. Paul’s prospects were “marginal” and

the trends for Rutland did “not appear favorable.” 46

In the 1970s, there were many reasons to believe that vacant downtown

stores, emptied of the crowds that had given them significance, symbolized

decline. One could easily see the “hollow shells” of Woolworth buildings as

“fossils,” as one reporter described them. Yet private real estate sources like the

Woolworth appraisals, stripped of public grandstanding and posturing, cap-

ture cautious, ongoing efforts to invent new values and profit by them. Nego-

tiating the complexities of vacancy, reuse, racial transitions, and prime loca-

tion compelled investors to confront their fears of decline on a daily basis.

Stakeholders in downtown real estate faced the prevailing pessimism and the

apparent dearth of new ideas, to try to restore commercial vitality to Main

Street. Far from a sense of absolute frustration with closings and vacancies,

these investors worked with the ambiguous meanings of the changed and

changing downtown landscape to create new opportunities. From this point

of view, the empty retail spaces were “niches” for future enterprise. At their

most optimistic, investors understood vacancy not as decline but as a neces-

sary part of progress. “Economic progress,” the National Market Letter ex-

plained, “requires . . . decay and death.” 47

“Now the Animals Will Come”
By the early 1970s, an honest downtown executive had to admit that the

efforts of the previous twenty years to lure suburban homemakers back

downtown had largely failed. Tellingly, the 1976 –77 appraisal reports for

Woolworth did not even mention housewives. Investors of the 1970s turned

increasingly to working women, single women, people of color, families, men,

tourists, and teenagers to keep up income. The housewife would not be ig-

nored, but other previously taken-for-granted or unrecognized groups would

be actively courted for their economic role in downtown commercial life.48

Critiques of the 1950s–60s woman-centered aesthetic strategies emerged,

fueled by the impact of feminism on both the design professions and con-

sumers. The work of architects, traffic engineers, and store planners to cater

to the convenience, accessibility issues, and desires of housewives sounded

somewhat naive and outdated by the mid-1970s and, at least in the downtown,

had missed the mark. One New York Times article tersely concluded, “Trees

and birds are perfectly nice, but no one really goes shopping to see them.” The
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design embellishments of America’s downtown pedestrian malls — landscap-

ing, Muzak, fountains, benches, ornamental structures — came under attack

and in some places were dug up by the early 1980s. The clutter and “gizmos,”

according to one Washington, D.C., planner, could make a pedestrian mall

look “like a miniature golf course.” Shoppers worried that “muggers” would

take refuge behind the leafy trees, and sometimes it seemed that loiterers and

“winos” were the groups best served by the comfortable benches.49 While the

pedestrian mall concept succeeded in some cities, like Denver, Colorado, or

Burlington, Vermont, designing-for-women approaches largely backfired in

many others.

As more women entered the design professions, feminists challenged the

gender assumptions underpinning retail design. In 1973 Chain Store Age fea-

tured an interview with store planner Thelma Cupino entitled “You’re Not

Designing Stores for Women Shoppers.” For Cupino, “designing a store for

women doesn’t mean tacking on unnecessary frills.” She saw a fundamental

paradox in having men design for women shoppers: “Design work is after all,

an expression of an individual’s personality and most men would not want

their work to be considered ‘feminine.’ Yet they are trying to appeal to femi-

nine personalities — or at least should be.” She charged that few male store

planners actually shopped in the places they designed, further limiting their

effectiveness.50

The housewives of the 1950s had become the office workers of the 1970s,

1980s, and 1990s. The women’s movement mobilized by Betty Friedan en-

couraged suburban women to push for employment outside the home and to

admit that shopping was not as personally fulfilling as retailers and marketers

presumed it to be. “Today only about 40% of American women are full-time

housewives,” the National Market Letter reminded readers in 1972. Looking

ahead twenty-five years to the millennium, NML saw fewer differences be-

tween men and women. The trend toward two-income households (and the

big-city skyscraper boom of the late twentieth century) placed more working

women downtown. Yet stores would have to actively cultivate office workers,

since “the fact that these white-collar employees come into the business dis-

trict every day does not seem to make them strong customers of downtown

retail establishments.”51

When businesses floundered after trying hard to appeal to women, retailer

relationships with female consumers could sour quickly. Under such circum-

stances, middle-class women became yet another destructive force in the eyes

of investors. We find an example of this resentment inside a dimly lit W. T.
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Grant store in 1975. Grant, once Woolworth’s next biggest variety store rival,

collapsed that year in a manner described in newspapers as “humiliating” and

“staggering.” At the time it was the second largest failure in the history of

American business, behind Penn Central Railroad, and the largest in retailing

history. In a last-ditch effort to save the chain, Grant put fashion first and

appealed to its 80 percent female shopper base. When this tactic failed, the

store’s suppliers forced the chain, in bankruptcy court, to liquidate. In West-

erly, Rhode Island, a Fortune reporter described how store manager Albert

Duclos paced the locked store with another employee: “Most of the lights

were out, and they wandered among the counters, thinking about how beau-

tiful it looked and how the customers at the liquidation sale would ravage it.

The floor seemed to gleam brighter than ever. All the merchandise sat in neat

rows. The store was immaculate. ‘Now the animals will come,’ Duclos blurted

out angrily.” His colleague replied, “They’ll tear the place up. . . . You’ll never

recognize it by the first night.” To these retailers, not only had women failed

to save the store, but they were now going to rip it apart. Just as 1920s investors

had celebrated the female shopper’s creation of peak downtown values, in 

the 1970s investors blamed female consumer habits for causing commercial

decline.52

When downtown interests finally found a promising new formula for

bringing white suburbanites back — the festival marketplaces popularized by

developer James Rouse — they pulled in the whole family, not just house-

wives. Because it transformed a cluster of mostly vacant market buildings into

a wildly successful downtown shopping district, Boston’s Faneuil Hall rede-

velopment was held up as a national model. Baltimore’s Harborplace and Mil-

waukee’s Grand Avenue were other early Rouse successes, inspiring dozens of

imitators. Ironically, after decades of anguished failures by retailers to attract

suburbanites to urban markets, intellectuals and urban designers expressed

ambivalence about suburbanites’ return. Critics accused Rouse-style market-

places of suburbanizing the downtown.53

For James Rouse, the success of Faneuil Hall in attracting suburbanites and

tourists was less notable than the accomplishments of Philadelphia’s Gallery

at Market East. The Gallery’s site, Rouse pointed out, had been stigmatized as

a deteriorated downtown retail district with inexpensive shops and half-

empty department stores serving mostly black clientele. In his opinion it was

easier to draw suburban shoppers to a largely vacant, unknown wholesale dis-

trict like Quincy Market than it was to rejuvenate an area that had gained the

reputation of a black shopping district. The Gallery opened in 1977, shortly
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after Faneuil Hall Marketplace. A four-level, glass-enclosed mall, it linked two

department stores. In sum, Philadelphia’s Market Street — an existing retail

district that had declined and seen a change in the racial composition of cus-

tomers — was more typical of the challenges facing American downtowns.

When the anticipated suburban crowds did not materialize, the developers

successfully retenanted the mall for its city customers, 80 percent of whom ar-

rived by mass transit.54 Although it never enjoyed the publicity boost experi-

enced by Faneuil Hall or Harborplace, the Gallery at Market East proved that

downtown retail could revive even without suburbanites, with the help of

nonwhite consumers. Here was evidence that an integrated clientele could in

fact reinvigorate urban commerce — that test question of the 1960s.

Gaslights and the Dark Side: 
Nostalgic Market Formulas before Faneuil Hall
Since festival marketplaces became the hottest fad of 1980s downtown

retail, and historic preservation would become the single most influential

Main Street investment approach of the late twentieth century, it is perhaps

surprising to realize that their initial spread during the 1960s and 1970s was

slow, halting, and interrupted by troubling failures. Retailers and developers,

as well as their consultants and financiers, looked skeptically upon the idea

that old downtown buildings could be renovated into profitable retail des-

tinations. Scott Gerloff, an advocate during the “early years” of Main Street

preservation (the 1970s), described how he “was able to drum up enthusiasm

for residential historic districts, but when I got downtown, peoples’ eyes

glazed over and they began looking for exits when I started talking about

preservation.” Places like Gerloff ’s hometown of Sioux Falls, South Dakota

(and the Main Streets in the Woolworth reports), were still experiment-

ing with urban renewal, parking lots, and pedestrian malls — everything ex-

cept preservation. Believing preservation was antidevelopment and antiquar-

ian, most businesspeople were not, as Gerloff described, even interested in

listening.55

The potential value of history to commercial development was not yet rec-

ognized by the vast majority of U.S. developers and real estate consultants.

Entirely absent from the 1976 –77 Woolworth assessments, for example, was

any sense that the historic features of old buildings on Main Street could add

value to downtown properties — and these reports were produced by a so-

phisticated national consulting firm dedicated to ferreting out all strategies for
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enhancing urban commercial life. The blurry, illegible photographs accom-

panying the Woolworth appraisals symbolize the consultants’ inattention to

the stores’ physical presence. The descriptions of pressed tin ceilings, wood or

linoleum floors, and brick color were only included to convey the structure’s

condition, materials, code compliance, and degree of renovation.56

The hesitant, uneven proliferation of historically themed commercial de-

velopment before the landmark success of Faneuil Hall indicates some of the

limits to selling “historicity” in downtown development during the 1960s and

1970s. Most instructive were the spectacular and haunting failures. Just a few

months before Faneuil Hall opened in the summer of 1976, New York Times

architectural critic Ada Louise Huxtable described in her column the “sinis-

ter and unreal” turn that one of the earliest 1960s nostalgic commercial devel-

opments had taken. The decline of Gaslight Square in St. Louis, Huxtable

marveled, was one of “the most curious and frightening episodes in the re-

cent, clouded history of urban change.” Fifteen years earlier the refurbished

Gaslight district had flourished in a blend of Gay Nineties and Roaring Twen-

ties entertainment. By the mid-1970s it had become a derelict, high-crime “no

man’s land.” It was enough, wrote another reporter, “to make a lover of cities

cry” (figs. 7.4, 7.5).57

Gaslight Square’s unexpected rise and anguished collapse reveal some of

the uncertainties and obstacles that confronted those who experimented with

old buildings and historical themes in downtown revitalization. When it first

took shape in the late 1950s, Gaslight Square emerged from conditions that

were almost universally suspect in commercial real estate development. The

square sat in one of those mixed urban zones judged by most contemporaries

to be unsavory and deteriorating. Once a fashionable business street anchored

by important cultural institutions, by the postwar years it was known for its

antique shops (“old ladies selling impossible things”) but also for its prostitu-

tion and gay bars. The street marked the racial dividing line between the

mostly black northern half and mostly white southern half of the city. Gaslight

Square drew creative energy and much of its early financing from two de-

structive forces: St. Louis’s massive urban renewal clearance generated the av-

alanche of building parts that furnished the district’s emerging historical am-

bience, and a 1959 tornado flooded the budding destination with insurance

money and curiosity-seekers. Within a year of the tornado, Gaslight had re-

bounded to become the city’s premier entertainment destination and was

claimed by St. Louis leaders as a key component of that city’s hopes for revi-
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Figure 7.4 The successes of festival marketplaces (and what many have dubbed the nostal-
gia industry), together with the nearly universal popularity of Main Street preservation in
the 1980s and 1990s, obscure the fact that during the 1960s and 1970s there was great skep-
ticism among downtown investors about the benefits of historically themed commercial de-
velopment. The volatile history of Gaslight Square in St. Louis, an early precursor to the fes-
tival marketplaces, is especially illuminating. In its prime during the early 1960s, Gaslight
quickly became a magnetic destination for St. Louisans, suburbanites, and conventioneers.
In the foreground of this 1963 photograph, outdoor seating adds to the welcoming ambience
of the wide sidewalk (originally for the carriage trade) that served the district as a public
promenade. Atmospheric gaslights helped set the mood, as did this restaurant’s five columns
salvaged from a nearby mansion. (Courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection,
University of Missouri, St. Louis. Photograph by George McCue.)

talization. It became a magnet for tourists and conventioneers, for well-heeled

middle-aged suburbanites and beatniks. It was in every regard an unlikely

success story.58

Really a T-shaped intersection with some broad sidewalks that once ac-

commodated carriage trade, Gaslight Square was not especially distinctive

architecturally. Its key landmark was the Musical Arts Building, which was

completed in 1904 and served as the training ground for famous musicians

and creative talents such as Helen Traubel, Tennessee Williams, and Betty

Grable (fig. 7.6). But besides this building, which itself was terribly damaged

by the 1959 tornado and a devastating fire in January 1962, the district was a
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Figure 7.5 By the late 1960s, the derelict ruins of Gaslight Square stood as a somber warn-
ing about the risks of urban commercial revitalization, especially to those investors weigh-
ing the value of nostalgic motifs. This 1973 photograph depicts the same establishment
shown in figure 7.4. (Courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of
Missouri, St. Louis. Photograph by George McCue.)

hodgepodge of unremarkable commercial and residential buildings that had

been adapted ad hoc to the business of bars, restaurants, coffee shops, and

clubs. Many of the new enterprises rehabilitated previously vacant, derelict

structures.59

The nostalgic themes and design inspiration arose not from the existing ar-

chitecture but from the original investors, who sought in various ways to cre-

ate entertainment environments according to ornate, approximately Victo-

rian or Gay Nineties aesthetics that were out of favor. Yet this was not an effort

to preserve the historic interiors or exteriors of St. Louis by saving and relo-

cating them. Rather this was assemblage and collage with salvaged fragments.

At times, the eye-popping nostalgic designs themselves evoked the enormous

scale of local destruction. The Crystal Palace, put on the national map by Jay

Landesman for outstanding alternative theater and music, had so much sal-

vaged art glass that comedian Lenny Bruce called it “a church gone bad.” The

Three Fountains Restaurant recycled wood paneling and chandeliers from

lost townhouses and a 1904 World’s Fair Christopher Wren replica, burled
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Figure 7.6 Completed in 1904, the Musical Arts Building was one of Gaslight Square’s few
architecturally and historically distinctive structures. In the late 1950s, it was instrumental
in attracting the first entrepreneurs who launched the area’s rise. Later, the owners cut the
building down to two stories after this devastating January 1962 fire, leaving the area with
an even less distinguished architectural profile. Gaslight’s nostalgic appeal was based on sev-
eral overlapping historical themes — the Gay Nineties, later blended with the Roaring Twen-
ties, as well as creative interior designs that recycled salvaged architectural fragments from
St. Louis’s massive urban renewal projects. (Reproduced with permission of Thelma Blumberg,
photographer. Print courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of
Missouri, St. Louis.)

mahogany office doors with ebony trim from the riverfront Mercantile Ex-

change building, a railing from the demolished Grand Avenue suspension

bridge, and countless other wood, metal, and stone elements. The earliest pro-

prietors, sharing an affection for these objects, often knew exactly where each

one had originated. Fighting the tide of “chrome and plastic” bars, these early
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entrepreneurs cultivated what they called a saloon atmosphere without pre-

tending that they were resurrecting a lost era. Their originality was assured,

for example, when “environmental engineer” Jimmy Massucci used hundreds

of telephone booth doors to design the interior of his club, Vanity Fair. These

investors unabashedly created something new, building on the neighbor-

hood’s intriguing artistic yet edgy heritage and the warm associations they

personally had with the cast-off historical artifacts from local demolitions

(figs. 7.7, 7.8).60

Gaslight Square’s initial appeal to people from outside the neighborhood

arose from the area’s bohemian and beatnik character. While Jimmy Mas-

succi, Dick Mutrux, and Fred Landesman applied their talents to creating

historically evocative interior designs for their businesses, Jay Landesman

Figure 7.7 In the early 1960s, the first Gaslight Square enthusiasts believed that they had
stumbled upon a formula that could reinvigorate other struggling downtown areas. Known
widely as an antiques district, these shops were essential to Gaslight’s offbeat aura and its
reputation for salvaging and inventively reusing the city’s cast-off artifacts. But like so many
of the antique stores, Hirschfeld’s (seen here in the late 1950s) was forced out when rents
and property values rose. This turn of events by the mid-1960s prompted many insiders to
wonder whether commercialism had ruined the district. (Reproduced with permission of
Thelma Blumberg, photographer. Print courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collec-
tion, University of Missouri, St. Louis.)
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Figure 7.8 The Vanity Fair, photographed circa 1960, was one of the original Gay Nineties
saloons. Well-heeled patrons flocked to the bohemian atmosphere, the range of musical en-
tertainment, and the avant-garde theater, remaking the scruffy intersection into St. Louis’s
hottest nightspot. (Reproduced with permission of Thelma Blumberg, photographer. Print
courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri, St. Louis.)

brought Beatnik credentials from years spent in Greenwich Village. He at-

tracted significant new talents to the Crystal Palace, from Phyllis Diller, Dick

Gregory, and George Carlin to Barbra Streisand, Kenneth Rexroth, Mike

Nichols, and Elaine May. In addition to his theater, there were folksingers,

jazz, long-haired poets selling their wares by the sheet, espresso bars, erudite

bartenders who read Nietzsche aloud during slow times, a drugstore with an

art gallery, and lots of intellectual company. The modern, nonconformist

theme was evident in the names of the early businesses — Laughing Buddha,

Insomniac, and The Dark Side. Dick Mutrux was in the real estate and prop-

erty management field, and the others also presumably made a decent living,

but still the district thrived on its oddball, offbeat reputation and was occa-

sionally even described as anticapitalist and radical. A European theme was

evident through the district’s early years — the numerous outdoor sidewalk

cafés, a Parisian-type kiosk, the almost inexplicably dense strolling crowds

and people-watching, St. Louis’s only French restaurant (The Three Foun-

tains), and exotic Italian espresso machines (fig. 7.9). Mutrux himself had
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Figure 7.9 This kiosk outside the Musical Arts Building in Gaslight Square advertised the
promising, eclectic entertainment mix circa 1960: classical and flamenco guitar, Dixieland
and jazz, coffeehouses and saloons. The juxtaposition of Victorian and modern is evident in
establishment names like the Crystal Palace and The Dark Side. Inspiration for the Parisian-
style kiosk, the wide sidewalks, the French restaurant, and the espresso machines came from
European cities. The weak American case for experimenting with historical themes and old
buildings in commercial development meant that in the 1960s and 1970s most of the pio-
neers in this field cited European models. (Reproduced with permission of Thelma Blumberg,
photographer. Print courtesy of the Western Historical Manuscript Collection, University of
Missouri, St. Louis.)

spent part of his early years in Switzerland, where his father was born, and one

of his brothers ran a restaurant in Paris. The Old World “flavor” seemed to

blend with St. Louis’s own history and French heritage. Otherwise the district

was unified primarily by the individualistic atmosphere of each establish-

ment. The design element lending coherence to the Square was the early-
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Figure 7.10 With residences converted ad hoc to restaurants and various historical designs
applied to nondescript architecture, Gay Nineties was indeed a loose characterization of
Gaslight’s patchwork appeal. In 1963, for example, the Natchez Queen (left) sat next to 
O’Connell’s Pub. That same year the area businesses found a powerful unifying theme and
“historical” motif when they installed gaslights on the sidewalks. (Courtesy of the West-
ern Historical Manuscript Collection, University of Missouri, St. Louis. Photograph by George
McCue.)

twentieth-century gas lamps rescued from a utility company warehouse and

installed in May 1963. These streetlights, together with the ones on business

and residential properties, cast “a continuous soft glow of warmth and nos-

talgia,” as admired by the newspapers (fig. 7.10).61

The first wave of Gaslight Square entrepreneurs and their observers knew

that the creative mix fermenting at the antique crossroads of Olive and Boyle

in 1959 was far more than a nostalgic entertainment formula. The imaginative

recycling of discarded artifacts was, as Jimmy Massucci put it, “the way to re-

build St. Louis.” 62 In Gaslight Square, beatnik culture and its rejection of ster-

ile, homogeneous suburban life was harnessed as a force in urban commercial

revitalization.63 A picker, the term Massucci’s friends used to describe him,

was someone who would buy “things that people consider to be junk . . . and

they laughingly put it in their truck and drive away because they know that

they have found something that is incredibly valuable.” 64 This was interesting,

“artzie,” clever, and profitable, but it was also dubbed “one-man urban re-

newal.” For a preservationist audience in 1963, the arts editor of the St. Louis
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Post-Dispatch, George McCue, described what was happening at Gaslight

Square as “Private Renewal without Federal Aid.” 65 Rehabilitation caught on

in the surrounding neighborhood. The early investors took pride in the fact

that suburbanites were not only abandoning their televisions and spending

nights out in Gaslight, but they were renovating old houses and returning to

live in the city. To encourage this influx and provide “the advantages of sub-

urban life in the middle of the city,” Dick Mutrux planned a bath and tennis

club nearby. Massucci had anticipated in the late 1950s what no one could re-

ally believe — that buses would be dropping off conventioneers and tourists.

From a scruffy intersection, Gaslight grew in a few years to become a major

St. Louis attraction. In 1965, as the district showed obvious signs of faltering,

the mayor explained what everyone already knew — that he depended upon

Gaslight to draw business and conventions to the city.66

As new investors flocked to Gaslight during the early 1960s, ironically it be-

came a cliché that “the creeping paralysis of commercialism” was a key con-

tributor to the district’s eventual decline.67 The new entrepreneurs employed

gimmicky historical themes but abandoned the beatnik, antique-district her-

itage and the recycling of urban artifacts. In the Roaring ’20s club, there were

nightly prohibition raids, complete with jail quarters for the rounded-up pa-

trons. Landesman and Massucci moved on to other ventures in other places,

and as real estate prices and rents skyrocketed, the antique businesses began

to leave as well. The loose coherence that had enveloped the first Gay Nineties

assemblages and the modern beatnik-jazz-folk scene began to fray. By 1965,

go-go bars had set up shop. So-called teenyboppers and bikers clogged the

streets but did not spend much money. The new proprietors failed to perpet-

uate the district’s original creative spark, although for a few years the crowds

continued to grow. At its peak more than thirty-five nightspots, ten restau-

rants, and other coffee bars, art galleries, and bookstores jammed into the

two-block area. One club owner and artist — Jorge Martinez — recalled that

on weekend nights thirty or forty thousand patrons took over Gaslight.68

But by 1965 it was becoming apparent that the unlikely mix of black and

white, rich and poor, beat and establishment, tourist and resident had lost its

stability. A murder shifted news coverage of the Square to dwell on crime, and

suburbanites began to stay away. A scientist from Santa Monica touched off a

storm when he made “A Plea for Gaslight Square” in a letter to the St. Louis

Post-Dispatch that year. “This unique spot carved out from the slums is being

reclaimed by them,” he wrote in a heartfelt appeal. A jewelry store, according

to its proprietor’s handwritten sign in 1965, “closed due to business collapse in
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Figure 7.11 By 1969 Gaslight Square had moved through the go-go bars and the teeny-
bopper clientele, and the businesses were mostly abandoned. The truncated Musical Arts
Building is at the left, and broken gaslights, installed only six years earlier, appear in the
foreground. The developers of other nostalgic commercial revitalization projects in the 1960s
and 1970s — Underground Atlanta, Larimer Square in Denver, Trolley Square in Salt Lake City,
Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, and Boston’s Faneuil Hall — pondered the lessons of
Gaslight and other failures. Commercializing nostalgia and history was not a guaranteed for-
mula either for urban revitalization or for profit. (Courtesy of the Western Historical Manu-
script Collection, University of Missouri, St. Louis. Photograph by George McCue.)

area.” The district that only a few years earlier had been compared with New

Orleans’s French Quarter and New York City’s Times Square rapidly lost busi-

nesses and customers, and in 1967 the gaslights were turned off. In these wan-

ing years, a new crop of downtown commercial developments with historical

themes were now mentioned in the same sentence with Gaslight — Denver’s

Larimer Square, San Francisco’s Ghirardelli Square and Cannery Row, and

Underground Atlanta. But by then the results of the St. Louis Gaslight exper-

iment were desperately discouraging (fig. 7.11).69

In 1960 investors and patrons salvaged discarded and devalued bits and

pieces of the city of St. Louis and reassembled them to create a surprising new

history, high real estate values, and a promising nostalgic formula for down-

town redevelopment. Victoriana became a creative tool of urban renewal — a

cast-off era given a new look in an edgy, racially mixed district also known for
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prostitution, gay bars, and women antique dealers — in the hands of beat-

nik and nonconformist entrepreneurs rebelling against the monolithic ho-

mogeneity of both suburbia and slum clearance. Eventually, though, some of

the same forces that brought Gaslight Square into being also left it in sham-

bles. By 1968 the urban violence that had seized so many cities had a final,

chilling effect on Gaslight Square. Everyone reasoned that if the riots came to

St. Louis, they would occur in Gaslight — “Because what else could you burn

down in St. Louis to get any publicity,” recalled Richard Mutrux. On different

evenings the rumors would circulate among proprietors that “they’re going to

come tonight, and they’re going to burn us out.” The violence never came, but

these rumors seemed to end any hopes for the district’s success. In the early

1970s the boarded-up storefronts, empty clubs, and broken gas lamps consti-

tuted what one reporter called “the world’s most modern and up-to-date ur-

ban ruins.” These crumbling ruins granted the area “instant antiquity” — but

not the kind any of its developers had sought.70

The investors and developers who pioneered historically themed com-

mercial districts in the 1960s and 1970s kept a close eye on one another’s for-

tunes and noted several other failures in this period (though none were as

dramatic and widely known as Gaslight’s). After a promising start in 1973,

Kansas City’s River Quay slid toward abandonment and decrepitude by 1977.

The original developer, bucking local skepticism, had begun to restore the

downtown commercial neighborhood with artists’ studios, shops, and res-

taurants. A range of musical entertainment flourished, from jazz and rock and

roll to country and barbershop quartets. But patronage plummeted a few

years later under a second developer, when bombings, murders, robberies,

kidnapping, and arson ruined the cultivated entertainment ambience. The ex-

planation seemed clear: the Italian underworld had moved in, bringing bars,

strip clubs, and porn shops. The ensuing turf battle destroyed the reviving dis-

trict.71 In the volatile equations that led to real estate investment, nostalgic for-

mulas clearly provided no guarantees.

The most-cited success story of the 1960s was San Francisco’s Ghirardelli

Square. Opened in 1964, twelve years before Faneuil Hall, Ghirardelli was a

festival marketplace triumph more than a decade before the phrase was coined

and popularized by James Rouse’s company (see fig. 7.12). The conversion of

former factory buildings (used variously to produce woolens, boxes, and later,

syrups, liquors, coffee, and chocolate) received a merit award from the Amer-

ican Institute of Architects.72 Framed in the shells of old buildings, the expen-

sive specialty shops, restaurants, and offices rang up high sales figures; one
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Figure 7.12 Until the reconstruction of Faneuil Hall, San Francisco’s Ghirardelli Square,
which opened in 1964, was the most widely cited success story in downtown commercial re-
vitalization utilizing old buildings. But even those responsible for Ghirardelli’s transforma-
tion into a modern urban entertainment complex had difficulty appreciating its historical ap-
peal and the jumbled old red brick buildings. This project’s origins, in contrast with that of
Gaslight Square in St. Louis, mark the emerging influence of professional preservationists and
larger-scale investors. When high-rise development threatened the Ghirardelli chocolate fac-
tory block in 1962, a preservationist interested a prominent San Francisco family in pur-
chasing this nearly-three-acre waterfront property. Here Ghirardelli Square is seen from the
bay, with high-rises in the background, in a photograph from about 1970. (Courtesy of the
Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; Scenes at Ghirardelli Square, San Fran-
cisco, ca. 1960 – ca. 1979, Banc Pic 1982.105-PIC.)

brochure claimed that 1967 sales reached $132 per square foot, nearly double

the $70 averaged by area shopping malls. The unique stores, waterfront-

oriented public square, and “carnival-like lights” set the kind of mood Rouse

festival markets would later emulate. Ghirardelli was located on a nearly three-

acre site with a spectacular view of the bay, under one ownership. The project

originated in 1962, when a preservationist interested members of a prominent
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San Francisco family —William Matson Roth and his mother, Lurline P. Roth

— in purchasing the property. The Ghirardelli chocolate company had an-

nounced plans to relocate its factory operations, and the immediate neigh-

borhood was under the pressures of high-rise development. Roth formed 

an advisory board and began to solicit ideas and proposals from dozens 

of architects, designers, and experts in leasing and commercial property

management.73

As Roth and his consultants hammered out a preservation-development

plan for the Ghirardelli complex, they eschewed nostalgic approaches and

ultimately agreed upon what one consultant called “a happy combination of 

old and the better modern.” 74 In early 1963, when the development concepts

were still up in the air, Roth insisted in a memo to the advisory board that the

site’s old structures “will be used as buildings — not as nostalgic reminders of

the past. (No tie-in, for instance, with the gaslights of the Victorian Park).”

Once it was settled that most of the buildings would be saved, the question of

how a modern retail-entertainment center should incorporate historical ele-

ments was negotiated in the details of lighting, signs, benches, paving, and

railings. Here, even the board’s staunchest preservation advocate — Karl Kor-

tum, director of the nearby Maritime Museum and likely the person who

drew Roth to the buildings in the first place — agreed that they should not

slavishly recreate an old-time atmosphere with gaslights. In April 1963, Kor-

tum instructed Roth’s Ghirardelli coordinator, Warren Lemmon, “There is an

overtone of modernity that you will want to bring to the premises, of course,

because you are marketing neither an old chocolate factory, per se, or a Dis-

neyland street-of-yesterday.” 75

As it turned out, as the Ghirardelli concept evolved during 1962 and 1963,

the development team seemed strangely unaware of the complex’s unique

historical assets. The fact that modernist architects and landscape designers

were hired to carry out a preservation-oriented development agenda partly

explains why the disagreements over Ghirardelli’s design, management, and

merchandising focused on whether the plans concealed the site’s historical fea-

tures. In 1963, upon viewing a preliminary set of landscape architect Lawrence

Halprin’s drawings, Karl Kortum fired off an alarmed letter to Roth about

Halprin’s insensitivity: “With determination, almost brutality, he has used the

style of architecture which I call ‘world’s-fair-hasty’ throughout. He has forced

the site to accept it.” Kortum denounced the plan’s “rigid grid of squares and

rectangles,” the “thick, gauche, expensive and dangerous” hand railings that

looked like “warmed-over Brasilia,” and the ordinary paving. “Why should
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your rich, thematic, status-laden property be tricked out to look like every in-

ternational airport on earth?” he asked. In contrast, Kortum had scoured San

Francisco and recommended two indigenous types of paving that he believed

conveyed warmth and human scale and had “a local historical quality.” Kor-

tum was certain Halprin would reject them on that basis, as he had rejected a

“simple, slender” balustrade that Kortum found in a book titled Colonial Iron-

work in Old Philadelphia (see fig. 7.13).76

Kortum’s review of the first brochure draft (written by an advisory board

member) led him to urgently lecture the board and Roth about both the mar-

ketability of history and the precise historical qualities of the factory block.

The brochure, he believed, was “timid” and “bland,” reflecting a “lack of faith

in what you have.” There was “little rejoicing,” he observed, in the clock tower

(patterned after Chateau Blois in France) or the quoined and crenellated

buildings. Instead of admiration for “the thickset, evolutionary, Florentine

jumble of your buildings” that gave the block its “charm,” Kortum identified

“an overtone of haste to clean up and systematize the landscape.” The bro-

chure ignored historical events relevant to Ghirardelli — San Francisco’s first

factory, the production of uniforms for Union troops in the Civil War, and

links to the Gold Rush and famous San Franciscans. “History is marketable,”

he interjected, as was “distinctive architecture in a period of increasing bland-

ness.” The developers had not grasped these valuable historical assets and in-

stead conveyed “a feeling of concealment — . . . an ambivalence in the back-

ground somewhere.” 77 In the absence of a clearly developed preservation

concept, Kortum had identified a troubling theme in the deliberations and de-

signs thus far — an ambivalence toward, and even an obscuring of, how his-

torical details made the site attractive and valuable.

Most participants in Ghirardelli’s development process — Roth, the advi-

sory board, and the consultants — had difficulty tackling the “jumble” of red

brick buildings. They were more taken with the potential of the open spaces

and the events that could occur there. In their deliberations, the developers

tended to lump the brick buildings together as a problem whose treatment

would fall into place later. Halprin observed in his first sketches, “It’s quite

clear that much of the old brick stuff should stay. But some should come

out!!!!” After advisory board member Proctor Mellquist devoted pages to

fleshing out a carnival theme and detailed possibilities for food stores and res-

taurants, he noted, “This leaves the big old red buildings in need of some com-

patible use, at least the upper floors of these buildings.” Perhaps they would 

be suitable for “warehouse-style retailing,” he speculated vaguely. Advice so-
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licited from other designers and investors reflected the same lack of interest in

the “old brick stuff,” with at least two experts proposing that the exteriors of

the “basically unattractive” factory buildings be painted, perhaps yellow with

white trim. Even though the development team quickly agreed that most of

the factory buildings should be saved, that decision did not grow out of an ap-

preciation for the old brick factory landscape.78

Figure 7.13 Ghirardelli Square’s developers explicitly eschewed nostalgic appeals (like gas-
lights) and settled on a blend of historic and contemporary, or as they described it, “old San
Francisco” and “European.” It was the public plaza and the open spaces that most held their
attention, and the owner turned to prominent modernist architects and landscape architects
to draft the designs. Envisioned as a commercial destination for men as well as women, Ghi-
rardelli (like Gaslight) achieved this expanded audience by providing upscale food and drink,
art, entertainment, and a unique environment. This photo of the plaza is circa 1970. (Cour-
tesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; Scenes at Ghirardelli Square,
San Francisco, ca. 1960 – ca. 1979, Banc Pic 1982.105-PIC.)
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Figure 7.14 Many tourists today are surprised to learn that the enormous sign calling at-
tention to Ghirardelli Square is original to the factory building, as shown in this circa 1920
photograph of the factory block. People often assume that the sign was a brilliant market-
ing ploy, added by the developers in the 1960s to generate excitement about the Square. In
fact, Ghirardelli Square’s attention to self-promotion, attractive plazas, and landscaping was
inspired by the factory’s own emphasis on these very issues throughout its early history. This
focus did not arise out of the need to sanitize a messy manufacturing site or compete with
the pleasing design elements of shopping malls in order to create what crit ics might call an
artificial, commercialized historical theme park. When the factory was originally built, much
effort went into making it attractive and clean-lined and promoting it to the general pub-
lic. (Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley; “D. Ghirardelli Co.
Photograph Album of Chocolate Manufacturing Process,” no. 51, Banc Pic 1992.036-ALB.)

Those with modernist sensibilities may have had difficulty accepting and

working with the irregularities of old buildings, but the Ghirardelli complex

was neat, ordered, and clean-lined — typical of the better early-twentieth-

century factories (fig. 7.14). In many ways the factory buildings were much

closer to modern retailing standards than one might first imagine. By the

1910s and 1920s many factories were designed and maintained with tourists

and advertising potential in mind as well as manufacturing requirements.

They contained observation platforms and walkways, as well as stained glass
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and other architectural flourishes, and their external appearance was often a

matter of civic pride (as in the case of the Ghirardelli clock tower).79 The com-

pany’s enormous sign was as well suited to promoting the redeveloped Ghi-

rardelli Square in the 1960s as it was to broadcasting the chocolate company’s

name when it was placed atop the factory in the 1920s. Bill Roth specifically

modeled Ghirardelli Square’s landscaping on the factory’s own historical tra-

ditions. Critiquing the excessive paving in Halprin’s early plans, Roth di-

rected: “In order to keep the old Ghirardelli feeling we want as much green-

ery, including trees, lawn, shrubs and espalier areas as possible.” 80 A 1903

portrait of the complex reveals extensive landscaping and a fountain (in about

the same location as at Ghirardelli Square) (fig. 7.15), and photographs con-

firm that this was not a fictitious representation. It might otherwise be tempt-

ing to assume that Ghirardelli Square’s emphasis on landscaping and foun-

tains was inspired by competition with the envied greenery of suburban

Figure 7.15 Ghirardelli’s own history provided a firm basis for the design and marketing of
key elements in Ghirardelli Square. This 1903 painting shows the factory’s early commitment
to landscaping. While some of the plantings were undoubtedly postcard-style embellish-
ments, photographs confirm the presence of greenery, and even the embellishments speak to
the decorative aspirations expressed for early-twentieth-century factories. The fountain in
the 1960s plaza (fig. 7.13) stands at the approximate site of the fountain in this 1903 ren-
dering, in the center of the triangular garden. (Courtesy of the Bancroft Library, University
of California, Berkeley; 1857–1962 Ghirardelli Block Scrapbook, 4, MGS, Banc Mss 82/84c.)
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shopping malls. In later festival marketplace complexes, such as South Street

Seaport, critics might legitimately accuse developers of sanitizing historical

sites into artificial stage sets, but in Ghirardelli Square, beautification gained

inspiration from the site’s own industrial past.

Roth and the advisory board paid far more attention to property manage-

ment issues and concocting a successful tenant mix than to which of the site’s

historical features might draw crowds. The board seriously considered how a

wax works with a historical theme and a museum of historic San Francisco

would fit on the site. But the list of experts and sites Warren Lemmon actually

visited, and the other models cited as examples for discussion, showed that the

primary concerns lay in understanding shopping center management. Lem-

mon consulted with Al Waller, manager of Town and Country Shopping Cen-

ters at Palo Alto and San Jose, and in Scottsdale, Arizona, he toured the Fifth

Avenue Shopping Center, as well as the American Heritage Wax Museum. 

He visited the Nut Tree in Vacaville, California (where he was advised by the

owner that “the business promoter who in due course learns how to com-

mercialize on the historical background of California and the West should

have a successful venture and suggested that the Ghirardelli property might be

given a unique appeal along these lines”). Stuart and Caree Rose, ultimately

selected to develop Ghirardelli’s commercial concept and management, had

made their reputation by converting a 1924 Sausalito, California, parking

garage into a shopping complex called Village Fair in 1956.81 Proctor Mellquist

and others also referred Lemmon to the Los Angeles Farmer’s Market; Simp-

son’s Garden Town (Pasadena); Disneyland; Knott’s Berry Farm; Lloyd’s Cen-

ter (a Portland, Oregon, shopping mall); Tivoli; and the Food Circus at the

Seattle World’s Fair.82

Roth and his advisory board ultimately agreed upon the development

theme that Stuart Rose and Karl Kortum had pushed them to pursue: “Euro-

pean is a great word for you,” Kortum explained. “It is a new-old word. It can

be given a very chic marketing. Now let’s put the two halves together. Old San

Francisco and the European tradition. You couldn’t ask for more. Not if you

laboriously (and expensively) hired copywriters, packaging specialists, de-

signers, decorators and architects to create a theme for you.” Roth and his

team frequently cited the innovations of European department stores, but

Kortum also kept the board apprised of the fact that local, nonretail exam-

ples were stirring up enthusiasm for reusing old buildings. He described the

trend in the Ghirardelli neighborhood toward remodeling old warehouses

and industrial space into offices. (Halprin himself had moved his practice 
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into the Davis Hardwood Company planing mill; the Johnson & Joseph ship

chandlery and the Haslett Warehouse were two other noteworthy conver-

sions.) One investor learned the hard way that it was more profitable to en-

hance “the native qualities of the fine old building” than to create conven-

tional office space by covering brick walls and squaring arched windows.

These preservation ideas had spread from nearby Jackson Square, where, ac-

cording to Kortum, investors had recognized the “commercial value in a styl-

ish old building.” 83

Despite their preoccupation with shopping mall models, Ghirardelli

Square’s investors slowly settled upon a different concept — a specifically ur-

ban entertainment district not based entirely on shopping and female con-

sumers; instead, they designed a place that they, as mostly male, city-oriented

professionals, would frequent. Even in his first sketches, Larry Halprin felt the

magnetism of the destination he helped create: “I think a motel — very good

one would be marvellous here. urban. urbane. lots of things to do. shopping,

restaurants, an off-beat theatre. avant garde painting & sculpture on the plaza.

rotating exhibits — I’d come & stay for a weekend myself!” The developers

still worried, as Roth did, about accommodating “the weary housewife who

has done her morning shopping.” Yet this offbeat and artistic destination

would appeal to men, too; the plans were reminiscent of how the Gaslight

Square proprietors had created saloons for their own enjoyment and that 

of their friends. Roth wanted the “Square to be a stage where things happen:

outdoor music and plays; kite contests; art shows; political meetings (?); etc.”

He and others described night lighting, enticing smells, gourmet food, and

“urban variety.” Halprin imagined a “beehive of excitement.” 84

For those who reveled in the distinctiveness of Ghirardelli Square’s unique

historical context, such plans were “nervous, tricky, and had nothing to do

with Ghirardelli,” as Karl Kortum said of Halprin’s sketches. The Tivoli “car-

nival” atmosphere, more than a decade later modified to Rouse’s softer “festi-

val” concept, was a universal plan that could (like international airport archi-

tecture) be imposed anywhere. The plans and the discussions behind them

worked too hard at being exciting and offbeat, without revealing originality

worthy of, or indigenous to, the site. Kortum believed that the plans missed

the point: “I’ll be damned if I can see any reason to pursue the insipid, trees-

planted-in-big-tubs, let-us-work-at-being-gay theme,” given the “dazzling”

possibilities of this historic site. Excitement, consultant David Pesonen

pointed out to Warren Lemmon, was historically specific and site specific —

not the universal experience implied by Halprin’s beehive idea.85
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The proponents of a more historically rooted development theme for Ghi-

rardelli, then, resisted the imposition of world’s fair flags, carnival excitement,

and international “hasty” architecture, as much as they rejected historical

recreations or fantasies like Williamsburg and Disneyland. They believed the

factory block had unique potential to blend the historical and the modern in

a profit engine that could stem the destructive tide of bland high rises in San

Francisco. The preservationist participants in this blending process (espe-

cially Kortum and Pesonen) had to continually keep before the developers’

eyes the value of history and old buildings, and out of the frank conflicts and

discussions emerged creative compromises and new visions of urban com-

merce. The square would not stand in direct competition with other retail en-

tertainment; according to Pesonen, the people drawn to “the historical mag-

nets which will shortly surround the Ghirardelli property” will be a different

crowd. With the right approach, “if the Ghirardelli property is treated with

this kind of love it can embrace a great, shy, rock-solid foundation of the 

Bay Area’s population that no architectural phoenix rising in isolation would

even comprehend.” “Development of the Ghirardelli property is not simply a

problem of architecture,” Pesonen explained to Lemmon, “it is a problem 

in city planning.” Working with an old building, particularly a landmark

structure, was different from working with other shopping centers, in that

“the roots of the Ghirardelli buildings go out in both time and space.” For

Pesonen, the distinctive fifteen-foot-high letters of the illuminated Ghirardelli

sign, erected in the early twentieth century, exemplified this beaconlike reach

and historical magnetism. The fact that the advisory board divided a few

months later over whether to even retain the Ghirardelli sign confirms Peso-

nen and Kortum’s suspicions that the developers, though creative in experi-

menting with new urban entertainment forms, still did not fully appreciate

the distinctiveness of their historical site.86

The long gap between the opening of San Francisco’s Ghirardelli Square in

1964 and Faneuil Hall’s opening in 1976 was filled with a smattering of com-

parable experiments.87 In 1965 private investors launched Larimer Square in

Denver, a one-block area of upscale shops and galleries occupying cleaned-up

buildings dating to the 1860s and 1870s. Eight Salt Lake City investors con-

verted a large trolley barn to house movie theaters, shops, and restaurants,

opening Trolley Square for business in 1972. After a group of cautious Atlanta

executives had proof that others profited from renovated nostalgic districts,

they undertook the development of Underground Atlanta. A few businesses

opened there by 1969, but it would be several years before the previously
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sealed-off underground street was fully operational as an 1890s-themed desti-

nation. After some initial success, Underground Atlanta struggled through

most of the 1970s (as fearful whites avoided the downtown) and declared

bankruptcy in 1982. St. Louis tried again after Gaslight with Laclede’s Land-

ing in the mid-1970s.88 These were all private renewal projects, mostly con-

trolled by a single developer organization but sometimes generated by or

supported by a critical mass of small-scale individual entrepreneurs.89 Ghi-

rardelli Square’s success did not translate quickly into a significant trend. One

retail analyst made an impassioned plea in 1974 for recycling older down-

town buildings into new retail development; unfortunately, he knew “of only

a few cases where existing buildings were incorporated or used in any way

when a shopping center was constructed.” Ghirardelli Square was in fact his

model. His audience, he assumed, would be familiar with Ghirardelli’s ac-

complishments: “What we need is more of this sort of thing.” Yet investors

were resistant to this exhortation and did not recognize and validate the po-

tential profit offered by nostalgia and historical atmosphere until after Faneuil

Hall’s success.90

The American case for recycling old buildings in the 1960s and 1970s 

was inconclusive enough that the architects and developers who pioneered

this kind of redevelopment usually cited European cities as their inspiration.

Benjamin Thompson, architect for Faneuil Hall and South Street Seaport,

claimed to be creatively sparked by the street markets, gardens, and river

walks of Lausanne, Copenhagen, Paris, and Venice. The Manchurian-born

developer of Cannery Row, who bought his factory a year before Ghirardelli

Square opened, said his idea came to him from farmers’ markets, Bruges, and

the laws of Italian towns that required renovation, not demolition. The short-

comings of the American precedent were also evident in unheralded renova-

tions like the Old Market section of downtown Omaha, Nebraska. Originally

a warehouse district that outfitted westward-bound wagon trains, the Market

was developed in the early 1970s as an upscale commercial center with stores,

restaurants, and clubs. One family — the Mercers — had owned most of the

Market since its original warehouse days. At a time when bulldozers were still

the popular solution to vacancy and disuse, family members claimed that the

direct French example emboldened them to rehabilitate the district. Accord-

ing to one Mercer, “We thought the buildings were of architectural interest,

and because my father lived in Paris, we thought there was no reason 100-

year-old buildings couldn’t make an attractive area.” 91 As in the examples of

Gaslight and Ghirardelli Squares, direct European experiences provided the
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rationale for reusing old buildings, even when local creativity and experimen-

tation clearly played a role.

Thus, by the time Faneuil Hall opened, there were many reasons to won-

der whether the revitalized historic market would succeed. Besides debacles

like those in St. Louis and Kansas City and the unimpressive records of

Underground Atlanta and Chicago’s Old Town, the American prototypes

were few and far between. As the developer of Larimer Square, Mrs. Dana

Crawford, found, lending institutions responded negatively to proposals for

preservation-based redevelopment.92 In Boston, the events leading to the re-

vitalization of Quincy Market were frustrating and convoluted — including

the decade of local skepticism, complicated negotiations with the city over 

Figure 7.16 The surprise popularity and financial success of Boston’s Faneuil Hall Market-
place finally validated the concept of historically evocative commercial redevelopment, but
the road leading to the August 1976 opening day was a tortuous one. James Rouse labeled
this photograph for his personal files: “Signing the lease: A beginning for Faneuil Hall after
2 year negotiation with City of Boston.” The path was marked by the skepticism of bankers
and the public, and sometimes by the doubts of Rouse himself. The public-private nature of
festival marketplaces as downtown commercial ventures distinguished them from precursors
like Ghirardelli Square. Here Rouse stands between Robert Kenney, head of Boston’s Rede-
velopment Authority, and Mayor Kevin White, in front of an “open for business” sign. (Cour-
tesy of Columbia Association Archives; FHM January 1975 –June 1976 [1 of 2], box 422,
James W. Rouse Papers.)
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the project’s every dimension, and the fact that investment capital eventu-

ally came from New York because Boston financiers were too reluctant. 

Ada Louise Huxtable said of the Faneuil Hall development process: “It was

agony all the way.” 93 A few months before opening day, Rouse wrote to Mayor

Kevin H. White, “The Markets are beginning to overcome doubt that has be-

set them” (see figs. 7.16, 7.17).94

Both the planning stages for Faneuil Hall and the surprise success of the

complex induced James Rouse and his development staff to rethink key

ingredients of downtown magnetism like tourist appeal, accessibility, and 

the contributions of old buildings. As Rouse educated himself for Faneuil

Hall’s conversion by visiting Ghirardelli Square, Larimer Square, and Pioneer

Square, he was continually “amazed at how many of these shops exist and ap-

parently survive in these places — many in basements, reached only through

arcades and downstairs or at upper levels with similar access.” Even more

Figure 7.17 In the months after Faneuil Hall Marketplace opened, James Rouse and his
colleagues relished their success but also scrambled to understand the site’s unexpected
magnetism. A largely abandoned set of very old market buildings had been converted into a
modern marketplace that appeared to work for tourists, Bostonians, and suburbanites alike.
Rouse shared others’ excitement that Faneuil Hall was the most promising downtown retail-
ing experiment in the nation, but he knew that its implications for the future of urban com-
merce were unclear. (Courtesy of The Rouse Company.)
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revealing was the extent to which the Rouse Company underestimated the

crowds that would engulf Faneuil Hall upon its opening and the scrambling

the company did to understand and somehow get ahead of this success. In a

September 1976 memo to his employees, Rouse explained that the food and

dining market potential had proved to be two or three times greater than their

predictions and that they had been “so determined not to build ‘a tourist

trap’” that the company had failed to see the “huge potential” of tourism.

Rouse asked his staff to ensure that the distinctive marketplace did not “slip

into being a shopping center.” As for the entertainment, “We don’t know

much about this yet, but it is certainly clear that the early crowds have been

delighted with the opportunity to be entertained.” He speculated about the

positive urban image of cities that Faneuil Hall seemed to project. Although

that “good city” drew “richness . . . from the heritage of the old buildings” and

the intimacy of market exchange, Rouse also acknowledged the contributions

of the site’s flowers, trees, benches, and open spaces.95

Though unsure of what exactly they had helped build, Rouse and other

participants saw its promise for the American downtown. Amid recent efforts

at urban revitalization, Rouse wrote a few weeks after the market opened, “no-

tably and critically lacking has been any significant new life in retailing. . . . In

Faneuil Hall Marketplace we have raised the window on a bright new possi-

bility for the city. . . . It may bring more life, vitality, personality, beauty and

sense of community to Boston than anything that has happened in our times.”

Leo Molinaro pointed out the need to distill the spirit of Faneuil Hall for other

cities without “packaging” or “peddling” it. “It’s not just the national public-

ity that is getting to people but the very idea of Faneuil Hall seems to spread a

glow over people interested in downtown that I haven’t seen before.” He did

not believe that the spirit or success was “dependent on old buildings or on

Boston’s unique make up and location.” Rouse asked for a shopper survey

with questions “that evoke the deep reactions to help us know what are the

cords [sic] that are being touched by Quincy Market to cause such enthusias-

tic reactions and large crowds.” The marketplace’s director, Roy Williams,

placed a hold on new merchandising directions in October 1976, explaining,

“There is much still unknown about what we have created at Quincy Market

and what is going on there.” 96 Although Faneuil Hall Marketplace’s success

could not have been predicted, once it had become a reality, the Rouse Com-

pany worked energetically to understand the magnetic and inspirational char-

acter of this relatively small preservation-development project and its rele-

vance to other cities.
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“People’s Eyes Glazed Over”: 
Main Street Preservation in the 1960s and 1970s
In addition to sharing many of the difficulties faced by festival market-

places and their precursors, the Main Street historic preservation movement

did not have a flashy, inspirational example like Faneuil Hall. In fact, the three

pilot cities in the National Trust for Historic Preservation’s Main Street pro-

gram struggled with various disappointments in the late 1970s and early 1980s.

On the merits of their own accomplishments, Galesburg, Illinois; Hot Springs,

South Dakota; and Madison, Indiana, did not stir up a national following. Yet

in quiet, low-key ways, Main Street preservation would achieve a much

broader reach than festival marketplaces. Preservation ultimately touched far

more communities and continued to gain momentum into the early twenty-

first century. The uneven results of the Main Street pilot program were part of

a long-term experimentation process that built credibility slowly. During this

rocky trial period, preservation efforts benefited from both the general boost

festival marketplaces gave to downtown revitalization and the specific boost

they gave to nostalgia.97

Whereas historically themed markets relied upon private developers or

public agencies to assemble properties, in Main Street preservation each indi-

vidual owner had to be convinced of the economic value of history. Accord-

ingly, Main Street preservation encountered more grassroots resistance from

local businesspeople than did festival marketplaces or their precursors. En-

gaging in preservation meant that merchants and property owners had to re-

verse their decades-long commitment to modernization. The reorientation

from forward- to backward-looking improvement strategies did not occur

easily or quickly during the proving years of the 1960s and 1970s. The chain

organizations, less sensitive to local or grassroots initiatives, proved to be par-

ticular laggards in recognizing the potential of preservation, just as the Wool-

worth reports suggest.

For many Main Street proprietors and investors, it was often the coopera-

tive ventures of the 1960s and 1970s — pedestrian malls, urban renewal, art

commissions, bicentennial programs, and campaigns to preserve historic dis-

tricts — that brought the historic values of commercial buildings to their

attention. But even when introduced to the appeal of historic features, most

merchants resisted preservation. To begin with, in the 1970s historic preserva-

tion was still trying to shed “any lingering image of socialites and antiquari-

ans trying to put musty buildings into moth balls.” The mothball analogy
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underscores the prevailing belief that preservationists actually removed his-

toric structures from the real estate market, as they dove in to rescue buildings

from redevelopment threats. In contrast, 1970s Main Street preservationists

hoped to enhance these buildings’ market value.98

As it was reconceptualized for use in late-twentieth-century economic de-

velopment, preservation also had to overcome its associations with feminine

emotions and socialites’ causes in order to be taken seriously by downtown

executives. Ada Louise Huxtable pointed out that the best preservation was

“not the work of little old ladies playing house, but of unsentimental business

interests.” A reporter admired Ghirardelli Square soon after its opening as “a

shining example of preservation without sentimentality.” Historic preserva-

tion still had to break out of the mostly feminized domain of historic house

museums and define a nostalgic sense appropriate to self-styled, hardheaded,

mostly male investors.99

The resistance of small-scale investors to Main Street historic preserva-

tion during these years is well illustrated in the refusal of merchants on

Pittsburgh’s South Side to participate in a late-1960s campaign to restore

nineteenth-century storefronts. Despite endorsement by the local Chamber

of Commerce, the Community Council, the mayor, and the press; outreach in

lectures and pamphlets; and free design assistance from local architects, the

retailers turned their backs on the preservation proposal. The executive di-

rector of Pittsburgh’s History and Landmarks Foundation, which had initi-

ated the campaign, concluded that “the concept that a restored Victorian

shopping district will be good for business remains too unusual, almost too

simple, to be convincing to South side merchants. It baffles their notion of

progress which to them has always meant discarding the past and moderniz-

ing.” In breaking sharply with the modernization mantra of the last forty

years, preservation too bluntly contradicted what merchants had worked so

hard to obtain since the 1930s, from storefront upgrades to urban renewal. It

became clear by the early 1970s that preservationists had built more effective

bridges to government agencies than to the business community.100

At the time of the 1970s Woolworth closings, then, because of this divide

between preservationists and retailers, a store’s unrenovated condition was 

a terrible problem, not a profitable opportunity for restoration. Forbes esti-

mated that half of the Woolworths in 1978 had “outdated facades and cluttered

counters,” making them “unattractive to modern shoppers.”101 Chain store

headquarters only infrequently satisfied the renovation needs of their units,

especially during times of financial or management turmoil — as in Kress’s
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case in the 1960s and 1970s. Correspondence between Kress’s real estate office

and the branch stores is filled with unmet demands for new fixtures and store

improvements. An especially pitiful letter arrived at the New York office in

1970 from a store manager in Valdosta, Georgia: “Our store mannequins are

in bad shape. Most have broken fingers or arms and are chiped [sic] or bro-

ken in some fashion. Please help me. It is hard to display apperal [sic] with out

mannequins and it looks bad to use broken mannequins.” 102

Communication about stores’ physical conditions was often mangled in

the gap between company headquarters and the far-flung branches. The man-

ager of the Webb City, Missouri, Kress gave a rousingly optimistic evaluation

of his store in 1966. But an outside inspection in 1968 found that the “store is

in terrible physical condition.” The inspector wrote, “Don’t believe this store

has ever been renovated since it opened many years ago” — and it had been

constructed in 1916. It is possible that the manager judged his store’s old-

fashioned appearance to be perfectly acceptable. It is also possible that he did

not want to draw attention to the store, knowing it would be closed if found

run-down.103

Main Street investors who proudly held on to old buildings were usually

condemned as backward and were certainly not hailed as pioneers of new

trends. The buildings themselves were still more likely to be classified “ob-

solete” for urban renewal purposes than “historic” for preservation. Stores

still favored modernizing their facades, as the New Orleans Kress did in 1963

when it covered its five-story, 1913 terracotta front with interlocking porcelain

enamel panels. In fact, in the 1970s new techniques for covering over older

buildings, including metal screens and siding, gained in popularity. A fad for

covering upper floors with mansard roofs was nostalgically inspired but

nonetheless obscured historic buildings. Sneering at certain Main Street re-

tailers in Memphis, a 1966 Women’s Wear Daily article marveled that “some

merchants sporting hundred-year-old stores seem convinced that age and

value are identical.” Everyone else knew that “those old, rickety buildings were

bad for business.” 104

Yet chain stores and other merchants were beginning, inadvertently, to en-

counter circumstances where “old” was in fact becoming highly valued. In the

mid-1970s several Kress managers were surprised to discover that, because of

the elaborate architectural qualities of many Kress buildings, local planning

committees admired the old stores. In Memphis, for example, “age” did prove

to be valuable ten years after the sneering WWD article. A 1978 clipping from

the Commercial Appeal, featuring a large photo of the store, proclaimed it a
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“landmark” on the new downtown mall. “If you’re into architecture,” the re-

porter noted approvingly, “the Kress building is easily the most intriguing

downtown. Its facade is in intricate multicolored terra cotta, dating from 1927.

And, unlike several of the older buildings, you can still browse around in the

dime store on the ground floor.” In passing this article to distant Kress exec-

utives, the Memphis store manager reported that his building was “included

in a number of old landmarks that the re-building of downtown will be pat-

terned after.” Reluctant to credit the cooperative mall and growing interest in

historic structures (rather than his own initiatives) for improving business,

the manager admitted that the increase in tourists “helps some.” 105 The Kress

property thus gained unanticipated value from an unlikely source — without

the awareness or even the support of the chain store.106

Even when a chain store manager understood that local sentiment toward

the building had warmed up, national headquarters could be slow or simply

unable to respond with the resources to enhance this kind of nostalgic mag-

netism. From Montgomery, Alabama, a Kress store manager (J. C. Spike),

with the support of his district manager (C. L. Thomas), waged an urgent

campaign to get the attention of the New York office. In the early 1970s an am-

bitious urban renewal plan had begun to transform downtown Montgomery.

This included the preservation of selected local landmarks and the revitaliza-

tion of the “old” waterfront commercial district. Turn-of-the-century street-

car service was restored, and there were new and completely renovated down-

town department stores, a hotel, a commerce building, a bank, and a parking

garage. The Kress building sat in the midst of all this change, the company sul-

lenly arguing with the landlord over who should pay for adherence to the ur-

ban renewal project’s “Property Rehabilitation Standards.” Spike and Thomas

sent local newspaper coverage to New York, circling each improvement and

noting the date of completion and insisting that the Kress building needed a

major renovation. Finally losing patience, Thomas demanded a response:

“This is not ‘Pie in the sky’ for 21st Century! Much is complete and most will 

be complete by end of ’71. Lets investigate seriously leases, etc. � whether

and when we should renovate!! advise.” Thomas and Spike must have been

disappointed with the flat response that came a few days later. Yes, the “com-

ments and newspaper publicity” had been received, and New York was

“aware” of Montgomery’s downtown plans. New York did not plan to up-

grade the Montgomery Kress “in the near future” but wished to be kept in-

formed and would tentatively schedule a renovation the following year.107

For smaller downtowns in the 1970s, scattered interest in applying preser-
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vation to commercial development coalesced when the National Trust for

Historic Preservation launched its Main Street Pilot Project in late 1975. The

trust cited Corning, New York, as a model and also reported that a ground-

swell of inquiries had pushed its own experiment into operation. Kept on

track by the trust’s on-site project managers and informed by detailed con-

sultant reports, local merchants in the pilot cities built on and enhanced their

street’s historical qualities as a shopping destination.108 Learning from these

experiments, the trust established the National Main Street Center in 1980 and

went on to sponsor hundreds of small-town and big-city commercial preser-

vation initiatives; it inspired state-run and private programs as well. The trust

gave Main Street preservation a national lobbying voice, helping to swing

more federal financial support behind preservation as an economic develop-

ment tool and simultaneously increasing skepticism toward urban renewal.

As one close study of Seattle’s journey from renewal to preservation con-

cluded, federal intervention (spurred by the trust’s activities) legitimated

preservation during years when business elites and city officials did not yet

grasp its economic value.109

The struggling variety chains never benefited from the growing Main

Street preservation movement, the festival marketplaces, and the revaluing of

old commercial buildings, despite their exposure to these new trends. Chains

like Woolworth, McCrory, and Kress seemed unable to purposefully cater to

their customers’ nostalgia — a failure that applied to both their handling of

the historical aspects of their buildings and the merchandising and marketing

of the interior retail experience. In the 1990s Woolworth cut back the depart-

ment with the highest nostalgia value, closing many lunch counters or con-

verting them to coffee bars. At those counters often sat the company’s most

diehard fans, and the lunch-counter meal was a signature chain store mem-

ory (even for the civil rights era).110 Later owners of the dime store buildings

in the 1980s and 1990s sometimes capitalized on the public’s fond memories

for Woolworth or Kress by incorporating the building’s shell into their enter-

prises, but by then the stores themselves were gone.111 If the variety stores in-

tended to exploit the public’s nostalgia for past commercial environments or

harness the growing interest in historic preservation as an economic develop-

ment tool, it did not show.

Rouse’s Rise, Woolworth’s Demise
As the variety chains rode out their last rocky decades at the end of the

twentieth century, there was a grassroots outpouring of customer nostalgia
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despite the chains’ inability to intentionally evoke that sentiment. The typical

variety store customers — older and frugal, low-income, taking public tran-

sit or walking — participated in urban commercial life in ways that defied the

pronouncements of market analysts. Though it is not quite a “non-market”

perspective on the market, the variety store customers of the 1980s and 1990s

offer an alternative story of consumers infusing their own brands of nostalgia

into urban commerce. Their actions tended to subvert market trends toward

fast-paced obsolescence in consumer goods and environments, as well as the

popularity of expensive products and gourmet foods.112

In the 1990s retail market analysts declared unanimously that the dime

store concept had no appeal in the world of modern consumption. When

Woolworth closed its remaining American variety stores in 1997, Kurt Bar-

nard of Barnard’s Retail Marketing Report observed that the company had

“died many years ago, but it just wasn’t buried.” One marketing professor

asked, “What did they sell that you couldn’t buy somewhere else?” Others in-

sisted that the chains had no niche left and were indistinguishable from con-

venience stores. These analysts paid little attention to the variety stores’ cus-

tomers, who by definition were not the high-spending consumers retailers

preferred. After all, those loyal variety store regulars had apparently failed to

keep the stores open. “Who on the planet would want to go” to variety stores,

asked one national consultant. He declared: “The variety store industry in the

United States is a cadaver. It’s history.” 113

But reporters and a sentimental public lingered sadly over the variety store

funerals, understanding something that the analysts missed. The stores may

have failed as competitive modern merchandisers, but they unquestionably

had a unique appeal. As one reporter put it, “some shoppers are loyal to the

point of fanaticism.” “We say they bleed McCrory blood,” a spokesman from

that store revealed. Most analysts had difficulty grasping this fierce devotion.

They dismissed the loyalty as irrelevant since it appeared to be a weak market

force.114

What lay behind such customer loyalty? For one thing, memories that

stretched back decades, since the variety stores served an older population.

Older people had not necessarily been favored clientele in better times, but

now downtown retailers were more dependent upon these customers. Of

course customers of all ages patronized variety stores, but the devotion of

older clients stood out. Reporters interviewed the elderly shoppers who

stopped by several times a week and the lunch gangs who met daily. When the

stores closed, employees worried about where their elderly customers would
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go for companionship and an affordable meal. Less sympathetically, an

analyst observed that “every time there’s an obituary in the newspaper, they

lose a customer.” The 1977 Woolworth report for St. Charles, Missouri, de-

scribed how the aging entrepreneur population matched their older custom-

ers, who — getting to the heart of the matter — were “beyond prime con-

suming years.” The merchants of Oneida, New York, would have to get by

with “below-average consumer spending.” Ironically, the less dynamic 1970s,

1980s, and 1990s Main Street shopper was sometimes the same 1950s shopper,

now older and poorer.115

Chain store customers defied prevailing investor assumptions and prefer-

ences in other ways. They clung to the old-fashioned “pedestrianism” and

public transit that had popularized downtown shopping districts in the first

place. Everyone in the retail industry knew that “the developer’s first law of

shopper behavior says that the American shopper will not willingly walk more

than 600 feet.” Yet octogenarian Thelma Wills, with her elegant silver beehive,

walked four miles round trip every day to her favorite variety store lunch

counter in downtown Bremerton, Washington. Residents from a senior citi-

zen center who strolled to their downtown Woolworth once a week had to

find transportation out to a mall when the store closed. Many urban and

lower-income customers walked or took the bus because they had no other

options; others did so because of convenience or because they enjoyed the

experience.116

Against the tide of indulgent consumption and planned obsolescence that

(according to critics and boosters) characterized American consumerism,

Woolworth customers were frugal, and even more distinctly, they expected to

see the same goods year after year. The profit-leading chain for Woolworth

Corporation was Foot Locker, which prospered from the rapid obsolescence

of its merchandise — new sneaker models. But variety store shoppers habitu-

ally sought out familiar, often old-fashioned merchandise that they claimed

they could not find elsewhere: “thingamajigs” such as thirty-nine-cent dia-

mond engagement rings, pant-stretchers, caps, and “plain, serviceable sta-

tionery with faint blue lines on it.” 117 And while market analysts claimed that

they could not detect the variety chains’ unique appeal, reporters repeatedly

captured the admiration that customers expressed for the odd juxtaposi-

tion of ordinary and inexpensive objects found in these stores. This was “the

sort of place where one could buy a pet turtle and a hair net and then enjoy

a grilled cheese sandwich and some cole slaw at the lunch counter.” Such

remembrances commonly opened with a phrase such as: “Where else do 
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you get . . . ?” In contrast with the promotion of gourmet food prevalent at

festival marketplaces, the dime store lunch counters offered simple, old-

fashioned, low-priced fare. Indeed, comfortable thriftiness was the way, one

reporter noted, “that Americans shopped for generations.” The frugal era

symbolized by the five-and-dime had been abandoned as part of the “total

revolution in the American way of living and buying.” 118

Just as the festival marketplaces and historic preservation gained momen-

tum in the 1980s, energized by the appeal of historically evocative commercial

environments, the chain variety stores were flagging and stumbling despite

their own nostalgic aura. Woolworth-brand nostalgia was a deeply felt, broad-

based, grassroots phenomenon, even if it did not translate into the kind of

financial windfall demanded in the late twentieth century.119 In the five-and-

dimes, many saw “a door into the past” or “a window to a way of life that had

disappeared.” This particular type of entertainment value actively sought by

five-and-dime customers was not unlike the appeal festival marketplaces

hoped to have. William Kreujinski visited the Woolworth in downtown Buf-

falo, New York, several times a week “ ‘just to pass the time. This place is kind

of like a museum. I’m going to miss coming in,’ he said.” 120 The case of the

five-and-dimes shows that this commercial institution gained its historical

meaning from consumer and employee nostalgia for a thrifty, pedestrian

world of old-fashioned, simple food and merchandise — not from the procla-

mations and decisions of retailers, investors, and market analysts.

The Tyranny of Downtown Memories
In the 1980s and 1990s, as historically themed retailing caught on down-

town, developers and retailers were understandably interested in evoking only

the most pleasantly stimulating historical topics. The public, however, was

more likely to raise and debate controversial issues relevant to the downtown’s

history. Indicative of festival marketplace goals, a Rouse prospectus for Albu-

querque proposed creating a destination that would prompt “nostalgic recall

of ‘fond’ memories of the old downtown.” Nationally, investors hoped that al-

most everybody could find a “fond” memory to draw them downtown — in

many cities the “great” era of maritime commerce was a popular theme. Many

Americans agreed that stepping into a historically evocative retail environ-

ment — whether the scripted festival marketplaces or an old-fashioned Wool-

worth — was “like passing through a time tunnel and entering a cozy and de-

pendable world.”121

Yet opening a window onto the past, even a contrived one, implicitly raised
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the question of how contemporary urban commercial experiences compared

with those of the past. Needless to say, retailers could not control people’s

memories or limit their interest to warm rather than hot topics — a lesson

learned many times during the racial protests of the 1960s. In the late twenti-

eth century, as history increasingly shaped investment strategies, consumers

did not share a generic sense of nostalgia — and they tended to disagree over

the characteristics of the past and future trajectories of urban commercial life.

In 1997–98 a museum exhibit celebrating dime store architecture stimu-

lated conflict among visitors over the meaning of Main Street nostalgia. The

National Building Museum in Washington, D.C., staged “Main Street Five-

and-Dimes: The Architectural Heritage of S. H. Kress & Co.” The show’s

visitor comment books overflowed with many of the familiar, innocuous per-

sonal stories that reporters had gathered when the variety stores closed: re-

membrances of childhood outings with a grandparent, the independence of a

trip downtown, or a first job. A visitor noted concisely, “One word: nostalgia.”

“It was a rare nostalgic treat,” wrote another. The visitors used an exhibit of

commercial architecture to reflect upon their own lives and their personal

experiences of urban commerce. There were many others who lamented the

decline of architectural and business values—not a surprising reaction, given

the show’s focus on design, artifacts, and a specific company. These visitors

characterized commercial design of the early twentieth century as represent-

ing pride, integrity, class, elegance, and artistic quality, while approving of

Kress’s apparent sense of corporate responsibility. Wal-Mart was usually cited

to demonstrate how far American commerce had fallen in these respects.122

But it was integration — a topic not even raised in the exhibition’s inter-

pretive panels, only evident in the photographs — that prompted the most

heated debate and quickly revealed nostalgia to be anything but a generic con-

cept. One visitor wrote, “Memories of a happier, kinder world — a world that

was safe.” This was just the kind of fond sentiment the festival marketplace in-

vestors would have appreciated. In this case, someone responded in the mar-

gin: “Yes — before all the dangerous negroes ruined everything.” On Septem-

ber 8, 1997, a person enthusiastically noted, “Reminded me of my childhood,

when you could go into a 5 � 10 with 10¢, buy something, and come out with

some change, too!” But the next writer savored something else: “I enjoyed the

shots of ‘whites only’ drinking fountains — the way it should be.” Others later

added “Nazi pig” and “republican,” with arrows pointing to the prosegrega-

tion remark. In yet another instance, a museum visitor volunteered that “seg-

regation was good for the country. We should bring it back.” 123 Both those
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warmly remembering innocent childhood experiences and those warmly re-

membering a segregated past evoked the theme of decline in urban commer-

cial life.

Other visitors questioned outright whether America’s past commercial life

had in fact been better, based on their observation that the experiences of Af-

rican American consumers (and most patrons) had only improved. Today’s

Wal-Mart might not be as “beautiful” as Kress, read one entry, “but at least

they let everyone drink from the same water fountains and use the same rest-

rooms.” “The Birmingham store w/o blacks in it made me remember the un-

fair dual society I put up with in North Carolina,” recalled a visitor. While

some reminisced about a cherry Coke with grandmother, others also brought

up sit-ins and segregated lunch counters — “A reminder of a not so honorable

past.” Another pointed out, probably to those overwhelmed by “warm fuzzy

feeling,” that “some change is good,” especially the elimination of colored wa-

ter fountains. The architectural beauty of the Kress stores featured in the ex-

hibit held little positive value to these visitors if it symbolized a segregated, un-

fair society.124

One exchange in particular captured the debates occurring in the exhibi-

tion hall and the comment books and some of the dynamics that prompted

guests to challenge oversimplified nostalgic narratives of decline. A visitor

wrote: “I enjoyed looking back in time — interesting coincidence shed a bit of

depth on it — another visitor commented that it took you back to a simpler

time & as I began to agree in my head, I saw the photos of the shiny water

fountains marked ‘White’ and ‘Colored.’ Simpler perhaps but was it better?”

In this interaction one sees how easy it was to slip into vague reverie about 

the urban past but also how quickly a specific personal experience could in-

duce one to challenge the certainty of decline. The fact that this individ-

ual’s reassessment was triggered by encountering a historical photograph 

of what other people remembered from their own lives — segregated water

fountains — is suggestive. Adding further “depth” in the margins, someone

answered the writer’s question: “Yes, it was better then before the Negroes

messed everything up.” Here again was racist nostalgia agreeing for hateful

reasons with unfocused fondness for the past. Responding to a museum ex-

hibit, itself resonant with the museum-like qualities of the dime stores and

historically themed marketplaces, visitors welcomed the opportunity to en-

gage with each other over the meaning of urban commerce. Another entry

read, “I agree, however, with the person who wrote earlier that some com-

ment or discussion of the very prominently featured segregated water foun-
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tains, counters, etc. should accompany those photos.” And the issues raised

could be debated even without the exhibition, as recognized by the guest who

“skipped the exhibit, loved the comment book.” 125

Two visitors wrote still another declension narrative of twentieth-century

urban commercial life — drawing undoubtedly unanticipated conclusions

from the exhibit. One insisted, “Segregation killed these stores. People moved

away to the suburbs. Caldor & K-Mart followed them. If there were black faces

in the 1930’s photo’s, maybe Main St. USA could have been saved . . . The fault

lies not in the stores. . . .” Another man claimed that God would not have al-

lowed the Kress chain to survive because of its racist history.126 According to

this interpretation, entirely free of nostalgia, segregation had “killed” Main

Street. From this perspective, the 1960s Civil Rights movement indeed remade

Main Street too late to save it.

The disagreements over integration provoked by the 1997–98 Kress exhibit

in fact confirm that the critical impact of 1960s upheavals on downtown com-

merce was still unfolding and being negotiated thirty years later. In the 1990s,

black consumers weighed the belief that Woolworth supported urban retail-

ing against news reports that blacks faced discrimination by store clerks who

scrutinized their credit cards or wrote codes on their checks. Eddye Bexley, 

an African American, disclosed in 1997 that she had avoided Woolworth for

thirty-seven years after participation in a 1960 Tampa protest poisoned her as-

sociations with the place. On the ground in a festival marketplace, one might

be forgiven for not realizing that a core inspiration for Rouse was the 1960s ri-

ots and his belief that a new type of urban commerce could heal the nation’s

racial rifts. Yet his companies experimented with different ways to foster black

entrepreneurship, management opportunities, and patronage. Rouse’s Gal-

lery at Market East offered one example of how a revitalized downtown retail

economy could build successfully upon an integrated clientele. Rouse’s opti-

mistic and idealistic rhetoric was partly what earned his company’s projects so

much favorable attention.127

At the close of the twentieth century, Americans could draw upon and

create multiple decline and improvement narratives to understand what was

happening on Main Street. Amid the various memories sparked by names 

like F. W. Woolworth and S. H. Kress, the “warmest remembrances” of Main

Street included not only first dates or childhood outings with grandparents

but also fond longings for segregation. These alternative nostalgic versions,

which challenged the simplistic view that urban commerce was somehow bet-

ter in the past, suggest how the interested public could engage critically with
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the historical themes employed in late-twentieth-century downtown devel-

opment. Like the thrifty chain store consumers dismissed by market analysts,

these 1990s debates over history demonstrate how people turned nostalgia to

their own purposes and invested urban commerce with their own meanings.

Historic Main Streets and festival marketplaces (no matter how vague, con-

trived, or inaccurate) have helped keep alive visions of populated and demo-

cratic urban commercial life amid extensive abandonment and proclamations

of decline.128 Even that 1990s symbol of Main Street decay — the increasingly

empty and irrelevant variety store — though unable to financially exploit the

nostalgia trends, nonetheless stimulated public interest in how downtowns

might be reinvented and what values should be central to a newly imagined

urban commercial life. In the early twenty-first century, the balance between

democratic and exclusionary ideals is still being negotiated.

Brick by Brick
Calvin Trillin admitted in 1977 that he enjoyed sampling the historically

themed markets, but already he found the old-brick motif to be repetitive and

more than a little mind-numbing: “The brick exposed in Ghirardelli Square

in San Francisco tended to look like the brick exposed in Pioneer Square in

Seattle, which had some similarity to the brick exposed in Old Town, Chicago,

or Underground Atlanta or the River Quay in Kansas City or Larimer Square

in Denver or Gaslight Square in St. Louis.” This criticism — that cities were

losing the unique characteristics that distinguished one from another —

would only grow in volume over the next twenty-five years. To Trillin and

many others it seemed that nostalgic redevelopment projects were homoge-

nizing the urban commercial experience. Just as all suburban shopping malls

looked alike, now cities had begun to look alike. The lament over the loss of a

presumed diversity of urban environment and urban experience was another

powerful assertion of decline.129

Yet one need only consider Trillin’s list of places to see the general folly of

assuming that similar design motifs (like red brick) indicated identical ex-

periences. Gaslight Square, as we have seen, took a “sinister and unreal” turn

toward abandonment in the mid-1960s, as did River Quay in the 1970s. Ghi-

rardelli Square, in contrast, has unfailingly brought tourists to the San Fran-

cisco waterfront, while Seattle’s Pioneer Square remains unusual in its ability

to draw upscale customers and tourists without chasing away the down-and-

out patrons of the city’s public spaces. Although many cities have turned to
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similar nostalgic strategies since the 1970s, using the same bricks did not give

them the same history or the same future.

Downtowns are in no more danger of homogenizing today than they were

during the heyday of Main Street postcards, under national chain store lead-

ership in the 1920s, or in the wake of urban renewal. Throughout the twenti-

eth century, investors constantly pursued or rejected strategies with national

reach. From some angles, the pressures toward conformity appear to have

been stronger at the beginning of the twentieth century than at the end of that

century. A few hundred or thousand Progressive era Main Street postcards

can dull the senses more quickly than 1980s Rouse Company plans. In the de-

tails of how clients and artists intervened to create the postcards, one sees the

shared downtown improvement ideals of activist club women, early city plan-

ners, and Main Street businesses. In creating and circulating so many cards,

Americans affirmed that they valued the homogenizing formula as much as

they valued each city’s distinctive characteristics.

At the end of the twentieth century, downtown investors could draw on

more — not fewer — approaches to remaking urban commercial life, from

the modest improvements of the Main Street ideal to modernization, demo-

lition and rebuilding, and nostalgic preservation hybrids. Developers and

consumers could turn for inspiration or discouragement to a wide array of ex-

amples from the past, including 1890s club women (whose work is sometimes

compared to that of 1980s–90s business improvement districts), resourceful

depression-era appraisers, 1960s looters, or trend-setting business leaders like

James Rouse. There were more architectural styles, notably modernism, to

borrow from or spurn. Urban renewal, 1960s riots, and even depression-era

demolitions have left large and small vacant parcels for new projects. And for

all the concern about surveillance and security enforcement in the late twen-

tieth century, the end of segregation provides one example of how downtown

development now exerts less control over consumers and investors than it did

eighty years ago.130

The frequent debates and uncertainty over the future of urban commerce

suggest the coexistence of multiple downtown ideals and possibilities, replac-

ing unitary notions that prevailed at different times during the twentieth cen-

tury — such as presumed centrality and growth, segregation, or decline. The

tremendous range of downtown conditions should provide some reassurance

that American cities will not become indistinguishable. Some Main Streets

languish, virtually abandoned. New immigrants have entirely reinvigorated
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others. Historic preservation has generated many success stories, while some

places have maintained dominant department stores and still others thrive on

discount retail. Some are defined by new construction. Big-city downtowns

usually have a patchwork of all of the above.

A sampling of how several former Woolworth buildings and sites are used

today (and proposals for their future uses) indicates the variety of downtown

commercial experiences at the beginning of the twenty-first century. As Main

Street in Keene, New Hampshire, rebounded from a 1992 low point (which

included the loss of Woolworth), several businesses — Hannah Grimes Mar-

ketplace, TCBY, and Church and Main Advertising — moved into the reno-

vated Woolworth structure. In Greenwich, Connecticut, an upscale Saks Fifth

Avenue store opened in a Woolworth building, after a complete remodel-

ing. Not too far away in Middletown, Connecticut, citizens debated whether

a proposed “high-quality” Salvation Army thrift store would help or hurt

downtown’s prospects. More acceptable bargain retailers moved into down-

town Woolworth sites in Seattle and Boston, including Ross Dress for Less,

Marshalls, T. J. Maxx, and H & M. The owner of a vacant Woolworth build-

ing in Buffalo, New York, inspired by other success stories, hoped to attract a

factory outlet mall. Nightclubs signed leases for portions of Woolworth build-

ings in San Diego and Ventura, California. The redeveloper of the Denver

Woolworth building (once one of the world’s largest) preferred purchasing a

vacant structure (it had been empty for five years), because that made it eas-

ier to re-fit for the high-tech companies he intended to attract. Educational

institutions have also redesigned former retail properties, as in Hartford,

where the G. Fox & Company department store was renovated for use by a

community college.131

Elsewhere, Woolworth buildings were demolished in order to build office

towers (Omaha), and hotels (New Orleans). In Houston, numerous old com-

mercial structures like the Kress building were converted for residential lofts

during the 1990s, but the Woolworth building in that city was replaced by a

twelve-story parking garage including forty thousand square feet of retail. At

the other end of the spectrum, the former Woolworth building in Butler,

Pennsylvania, collapsed in broad daylight after only four years of vacancy. De-

spite the obvious neglect that had weakened the structure, the site had an ac-

tive owner who was trying to find a new tenant. In Camden, New Jersey, the

former downtown Woolworth building sits empty and apparently forgot-

ten — representative of all the other empty commercial sites that do not make

it into the news.
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In 2000 a provocative set of preservation issues swirled around the Greens-

boro, North Carolina, Woolworth building, site of the February 1960 civil

rights sit-ins that drew the national spotlight to the issue of Main Street inte-

gration. The now “run-down vacant store” was at the center of yet another

controversy — over whether the structure should become a civil rights mu-

seum and, if so, who exactly should preserve and interpret that history. Vari-

eties of nostalgia, like various interpretations of history, have been capable 

of opening up productive debates with many participants, viewpoints, and

outcomes. In this sense, nostalgia is not a generic force imposing bland 

and monolithic narratives on the past, present, or future of urban commer-

cial life.132

During the late twentieth century, downtown development strategies that

retained, referenced, and reused the past emerged slowly but with great im-

pact, signaling a major reorientation in how people engaged in and profited

by urban commercial life. Such historical sensibilities, appearing in unex-

pected places and used by a great variety of participants, overcame significant

resistance to animate the key issues and debates of urban commerce. Down-

town vacancy and the ebbing vibrancy of old commercial ways coexisted with

experimental new approaches, many of them rooted in nostalgia for the “au-

thentic” commercial experiences that were disappearing. Just as the old red

bricks of downtown buildings were relaid in festival marketplaces, this dwin-

dling and simultaneous resurgence were closely related. From organized and

professional Main Street historic preservation programs to vacant variety

stores, festival marketplaces, and the creative and unorthodox recombination

of old building parts by bohemian entrepreneurs, nostalgia in many forms in-

spired new directions for Main Street while almost always sparking disagree-

ment and negotiation. During these decades, people experimented with the

impact of historical themes upon the structures and nature of urban com-

merce. In the context of redevelopment, then, nostalgia has proved to have

multiple and often confusing meanings. Besides the invented nostalgia of fes-

tival marketplaces and their precursors, for example, there was also a grass-

roots public nostalgia for dime stores that defied the pronouncements of the

retail market analysts. There was racist nostalgia for segregated downtowns.

In recent decades, developer interest in exploiting the past has indeed become

an important force in remaking urban commerce, but it is only a small part of

the story.



As I write these last pages, the world’s attention is riveted on the

meaning and future of a vacant parcel of downtown real estate — the

site once occupied by the World Trade Center.1 When the sun goes

down, towering stadium lights switch on to brilliantly illuminate 

the sixteen-acre hole (fig. C.1). If you didn’t know lower Manhat-

tan, from a few blocks away the lights might make you think you were

approaching a sports arena — the kind of facility trying to draw

crowds in so many cities these days. The hole itself looks like a con-

struction site that has just been excavated and is awaiting the laying

of foundations. But there are no plans yet for what will rise at this

spot. With this in mind, the scene looks like a tabula rasa, as a friend

has observed.

Because of the World Trade Center site, there has probably never

been a time when it was more obvious to the general public that the

investment choices shaping our cities are not on inevitable trajecto-

ries but are indeed choices shaped by many different participants and

frameworks. The uncertainty over lower Manhattan’s future is pal-

pable, and competing interest groups and issues appear in the news

every day. Some do hope — while others despair — that so-called

market forces will return the same commercial uses and values that

were established during the Twin Towers era. Yet so many other fac-

tors bear down upon the site besides the pocketbooks of those who

have property and profit at stake. Memories play an enormous role

here, with choices looming about how to honor both the heart-

breaking loss of life and the achievements and altered symbolism of

the World Trade Center. Survivors’ organizations have registered

their opinions. There are the legal constraints of leases, debts, con-

tracts, zoning, and rights of way, not to mention discussion of re-

instating the old grid system erased by the towers’ construction in 

the 1970s. Architects, urban designers, planners, and other real estate

consultants track the public debates but also bring in the agendas and
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popular trends of their own professions. Public authorities from all of the rel-

evant jurisdictions, from the local community board on up to the president of

the United States, have their say. Other uninvited groups and voices step for-

ward with input. What should the new development look like, and whom

should it attract?

At its best, the decision-making process for the World Trade Center site is

a search for inspiration, in which countless sources and people will be drawn

upon to imagine and then build the future for downtown commerce. As such,

it is an extraordinary case that illuminates the ordinary workings of down-

town real estate in the twentieth century. The site is not truly a blank slate,

because there are so many preexisting legal guidelines, inherited issues, and

memories. It is more like an empty and brightly lit stage with lots of directors,

scripts, auditions, designers, audiences, and reviewers. Various histories will

be constant reference points, but ultimately something new will be produced.
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Figure C.1 This September 11, 2002, photograph shows the World Trade Center site illumi-
nated at night. (Courtesy of AP/ Wide World Photos/Louis Lanzano, no. 6427892.)



That will be true even if, as some have suggested, they replicate exactly what

was destroyed.

The concept of historic preservation might at first seem irrelevant to

Ground Zero, since so much has been obliterated at the site, and there appears

to be little to preserve. But preservation, the most widely supported down-

town investment strategy of the late twentieth century, will shape rebuild-

ing on the World Trade Center site mostly in conceptual and nostalgic ways.

It is as a development approach, not as a literal preserver of buildings and

bricks, that preservation provides insight into the ways in which history is cen-

tral to the rebuilding challenge — especially the search for inspiration amid

devastation.

Today, when Main Street preservationists work to win over local leaders

and other citizens, they sometimes show slides of Main Street postcards from

the early twentieth century. That effort is made not to promote the recaptur-

ing or recreation of a past heyday. Rather, preservationists today appreciate

the same motivational qualities that businesspeople, artists, planners, and im-

provement clubs originally valued in the postcards, when nearly a hundred

years ago they hoped the cards would help transform the practices of urban

commerce. What stood out then and stands out now is the confidence exuded

by the creators of the Main Street ideal when they crafted that orderly and

popular vision. Today’s decision makers confront a much more confusing

array of options and uncertainties — the inheritance of the entire twentieth

century.

It is easy to envy the sense of control presumed by these Progressive era

participants — but it was control over an ideal, not over downtown’s unruly

reality. And it was an ideal hammered out after years of activism, agitation,

and disagreement. Many hands, from unknown artists and club women to

prominent business leaders and design professionals, contributed to the im-

proved commercial landscapes embodied in the postcards. Main Street post-

cards were infused with glowing colors and light so that the scenes almost ap-

peared to be organically illuminated from within. Yet this was no more the

freeze-frame portrait of a “natural” historical moment than is the million-

watt illumination of the World Trade Center site.

Given the art and artifice of the Progressive era strategies for Main Street,

it is fascinating and disturbing that so many of the late-twentieth-century ap-

proaches emulating that era have been dismissed for producing fake urban

environments. In Albuquerque, a local leader justified his opposition to a

1980s Rouse Enterprise proposal by claiming that “people want something a
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lot more urban and real.” According to this critic, the festival marketplace

concept threatened to Disnify the city: “Why someone would want to go

downtown and watch someone make fudge is beyond me.” 2 The complaints

about increasingly artificial, homogeneous, and exclusionary cities have in

fact been legitimated and made comprehensible by 1950s Disney models, as

well as by the example of 1960s–80s suburban shopping malls. Michael Sor-

kin’s plea “for a return to a more authentic urbanity, a city based on physical

proximity and free movement” echoes these concerns and has solidified them

for many contemporary intellectuals.3

But preoccupation with a lost urban authenticity, proximity, and freedom

of interaction confuses the question of whether the downtown was once a

“demi-paradise” of “democratic space” with whether that mixing place was

and is still a powerful ideal. Downtown investors, retailers, planners, officials,

and citizens have continually redefined and limited that ideal and have then

been guided by their interpretations. For the success of current efforts to re-

invigorate downtowns, as well as for historians, it is important to recognize

that the democratic, melting-pot downtown has been an evolving ideal, not a

past accomplished reality from which Americans have strayed. Throughout

the twentieth century, that democratic ideal has teetered in balance with ex-

clusionary ideals and investment practices that regarded the melting-pot con-

cept as a dangerous and risky mistake.4

There is no authentic downtown past to contrast with a fake urban pres-

ent, just as there is no lost democratic heyday. The experiences provided by

historically themed marketplaces are as authentic as those found on a deserted

Main Street or on the bustling sidewalks in front of a magnetic city depart-

ment store. The problems facing urban commercial life are not the developer

profit motive or the exploitation of the past or even the issue of decline.

The real challenge is the one revealed by the unforgiving lights at the World

Trade Center site — the fact that what Americans choose to do with their

downtowns is an authentic statement of the nation’s values and its visions 

of the future. During the 1920s, women’s increasingly independent decision

making drove the unpredictable engines of urban growth, leading investors 

to create mechanisms of prediction and control (from market surveys to

segregation) and newly gendering the basis of peak downtown land values.

Depression-era investors reworked modernization, demolition, and the fun-

damentals of real estate appraising to find opportunities even while the pre-

vailing expansion models had collapsed and capitalism itself was being

reevaluated. Urban renewal hoped to lure white suburban homemakers down-
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town in order to rebuild the urban retail economy on their dollars. In this

process, developers not only disregarded close-by African American con-

sumers but also unsuccessfully resisted the trend for middle-class women to

enter career employment. Protestors in the 1960s targeted sites of urban com-

merce, demanding the renegotiation of American race values. During the

course of the twentieth century, Main Street has been a place to teach, debate,

exclude, fantasize, argue, include, make new dreams, and revisit old ones.

As should be obvious from this book, one cannot simply read these values

from lampposts, storefronts, real estate atlases, construction statistics, empty

lots, or skyscrapers. It has been the people — their crusades, their financial

stake, their ideals, and their changing priorities — that have given meaning,

hopes, and limitations to the material condition of downtown and that ulti-

mately have given Main Street its form. This interplay puts buildings up and

takes them down.

Those who have shaped downtown’s future have entered the spotlight of

history in a variety of ways. It was in the Progressive era that reformers most

self-consciously used Main Street like a stage. The Woman’s Club of Leesburg,

Virginia, scripted a pantomime show to bluntly instruct the public in the

moral responsibility of cleaning up Main Street, while civic revivalists like

Charles Zueblin lectured in theaters to similarly convert their audiences.

Chain store executives pushed themselves to the center of investment trends

in the 1920s and sought out scientific strategies that would enhance their lead

position. The depression crisis suddenly exposed the usually behind-the-

scenes appraisers to close scrutiny, and those participants remade their pro-

fession out of necessity. The designers and supporters of urban renewal at-

tempted to create a vision as compelling and internally illuminated as the

Main Street ideal it replaced. Civil rights protestors forced themselves onto

the stage because their very presence there, as consumers, employees, and en-

trepreneurs, might change the traditions of urban commercial life. Those who

rioted and looted in the 1960s destroyed the stage, some hoping that arsonists’

fires would prove the existence of structural flaws. New investors, as well as

long-time investors with new ideas, tried to imagine and build new stages in

the wake of the riots. Nostalgic developers since the 1960s have labored self-

consciously and heavy-handedly with historical themes and amphitheaters,

but clearly they are not the first to understand the power of building a stage 

at the city’s commercial center. Sometimes the creative artifice of twentieth-

century urban commercial life has accomplished its objectives, and some-
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times it has not, but the actor has always been human initiative of one kind or

another, not a natural or organic condition.

No vacant lot in American history has received as much scrutiny as the

World Trade Center site. The investment dynamics shaping its future, how-

ever, are like those that shaped most other downtown places in the twentieth

century. It remains to be seen which constellation of values and participants

will chart the course of downtown real estate and urban commerce in the

twenty-first century.
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introduction
1. Quotation in William Hathaway and Joanne Johnson, “Those Who Relied on G. Fox

Wondering Where to Go Next,” Hartford (Conn.) Courant, September 12, 1992, A9; Gar-

ret Condon, “Recalling the Store’s Heydays,” ibid., A1. On most Saturdays, Hartford resi-

dents were the only customers in the store.

2. Anita M. Seline, “Closing Plan Takes Officials by Surprise,” Hartford (Conn.)

Courant, September 12, 1992, A8; Gregory Seay, “Retail Chain Losing Name in Merger,”

ibid.

3. Ken Gepfert, “Newberry, S.C.: The Art of a Renaissance,” Wall Street Journal, South-

east Journal News Roundup, September 25, 1996; Jennifer Steinhauer, “Woolworth Gives

Up on the Five-and-Dime,” New York Times, July 18, 1997, A1, D4; Bernard J. Frieden and

Lynne B. Sagalyn, Downtown, Inc.: How America Rebuilds Cities (Cambridge, MA: MIT

Press, 1989), 13. Tired of the funereal proclamations surrounding the announcement of

Woolworth’s final closings, the owner of Sonny’s 5 & 10 Variety faxed the message “We’re

Not Dead!” to the Milwaukee Journal Sentinel. Amy Rabideau Silvers, “We’re Not Dead!”

Milwaukee Journal Sentinel, August 27, 1997, 1.

4. In the G. Fox story, evidence of messy human decision making, rather than in-

evitable forces, was abundant, belying any simple explanation of market forces. The owner

of a downtown clothing store believed that “for the last three or four years [May] execu-

tives have been bleeding that store dry.” Dave Drury, “With Latest Departure, Downtown’s

Future Becomes Bigger Gamble,” Hartford (Conn.) Courant, September 12, 1992, A1.

5. Eli Lehrer, “Students Sad over Losing Major Downtown Retailing Draw,” Ithaca

(N.Y.) Journal, July 18, 1997, 7A.

6. Condon, “Recalling the Store’s Heydays,” A1; Grant Parsons, “Closing Time at the

Five & Dime,” Raleigh News and Observer, December 31, 1993, D1.

7. Discussing future policy, Carl Abbott highlights the symbolic and actual importance

of the downtown in integrating American social groups. He proposes that “social inclu-

siveness” is the downtown’s “one advantage,” since the downtown might be “an effective

setting for integrating old minorities, new minorities, and majority society. It remains the

one part of the metropolis that most effectively generates new ideas by bringing together

the greatest range of groups and individuals.” Carl Abbott, “Five Downtown Strategies:

Policy Discourse and Downtown Planning since 1945,” Journal of Policy History 5, no. 1

(1993): 22. The urban history literature that foregrounds the fragmentation and divisions

of cities in the twentieth century is massive. The notes accompanying a recent retrospec-

tive on Arnold Hirsch’s Making the Second Ghetto: Race and Housing in Chicago, 1940 –

1960 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1983) are a good place to start. See essays in

the Journal of Urban History 29, no. 3 (2003): 233–309.

8. Jon C. Teaford, The Twentieth-Century American City, 2d ed. (Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins University Press, 1993), 8, 17.

9. Michael Sorkin, ed., Variations on a Theme Park: The New American City and the End

of Public Space (New York: Hill and Wang, 1992), xv. Mike Davis, City of Quartz: Excavat-

ing the Future in Los Angeles (New York: Vintage Books, 1990), 226 –28.

For Goldfield and Brownell, the department store was specifically a women’s democ-

racy: “In the increasingly segregated American city, the department store was a democratic

institution where working-class women and the wives of banking and insurance execu-

tives mingled.” David R. Goldfield and Blaine A. Brownell, Urban America: A History,
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2d ed. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1990), 113–18, 271. Studying the department store as a

workplace, Susan Porter Benson found complicated, hierarchical relationships. Susan

Porter Benson, Counter Cultures: Saleswomen, Managers, and Customers in American De-

partment Stores, 1890 –1940 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1986).

David Nasaw’s research leads him to conclude, “We have lost not simply buildings and

parks but also the sense of civic sociability they nourished and sustained.” Gone are “the

heterogeneous crowds.” David Nasaw, Going Out: The Rise and Fall of Public Amusements

(New York: Basic Books, 1993), 1. In her study of nineteenth-century New York and Bos-

ton, Mona Domosh locates the decline of public space before the twentieth century — not

directly challenging the existence of a heyday, but pushing it further back in time. Mona

Domosh, Invented Cities: The Creation of Landscape in Nineteenth-Century New York and

Boston (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1996), 157.

These beliefs in the downtown’s democratic past must be contrasted with the focus in

nineteenth-century historiography on the ideology of separate spheres — in which the

business district stood as a homogeneous, male, white, bourgeois place. For an analysis of

the downtown as “white man’s” space, see Sharon Zukin, Landscapes of Power: From De-

troit to Disney World (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1991), 180 –81.

The most effective analysis I have read of the potential meanings of jostling proximity

is in Mary Ryan, Civic Wars: Democracy and Public Life in the American City during the

Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997), 14 –15. The downtown

jostling metaphor of American democracy is made more complex when one asks how the

ideal would be gendered in the early twentieth century, since women were specifically not

supposed to rub shoulders with strangers. And in many cities African Americans would

have faced dangerous consequences if they rubbed shoulders with whites.

10. The opening decades of this modern commercial era, with their new building forms

and the accompanying social and economic relationships, have generated much scholar-

ship. Some examples include William Leach, Land of Desire: Merchants, Power, and the

Rise of a New American Culture (New York: Pantheon Books, 1993); Domosh, Invented

Cities; Angel Kwolek-Folland, Engendering Business: Men and Women in the Corporate Of-

fice, 1870 –1930 (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994); John Kasson, Amusing

the Million: Coney Island at the Turn of the Century (New York: Hill and Wang, 1978); Carol

Willis, Form Follows Finance: Skyscrapers and Skylines in New York City and Chicago (New

York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1995); Paul Groth, Living Downtown: The History of

Residential Hotels in the United States (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994); Abi-

gail Van Slyck, Free to All: Carnegie Libraries and American Culture, 1890 –1920 (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1995); and Elizabeth Collins Cromley, Alone Together: A His-

tory of New York’s Early Apartments (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1990).

11. David Nasaw captures the democratic heyday viewpoint, while William Leach de-

scribes the stultifying victory of consumer capitalism. Nasaw, Going Out; Leach, Land of

Desire. The polarization of the contemporary debate — shopping as frivolous and super-

ficial versus its potential to remake the urban economy and America’s democratic poten-

tial — is revealing of retail’s provocative symbolism. On the theories of the post–World

War II decades that “conceived planned shopping centers as the means not just to sell

merchandise but to improve social and civic life,” see Howard Gillette Jr., “The Evolution

of the Planned Shopping Center in Suburb and City,” Journal of the American Planning

Association 51 (autumn 1985), 449.
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12. Not surprisingly, the era of the presumed decline of urban commercial life has

found far fewer historians. See especially the essays in William R. Taylor, ed. Inventing

Times Square: Commerce and Culture at the Crossroads of the World (Baltimore: Johns

Hopkins University Press, 1991); and Richard Longstreth, City Center to Regional Mall: Ar-

chitecture, the Automobile, and Retailing in Los Angeles, 1920 –1950 (Cambridge, MA: MIT

Press, 1997), xvi. On postwar consumer culture, see Lizabeth Cohen, A Consumer’s Re-

public: The Politics of Mass Consumption in Postwar America (New York: Knopf, 2003); and

Andrew Hurley, Diners, Bowling Alleys, and Trailer Parks: Chasing the American Dream in

the Postwar Consumer Culture (New York: Basic Books, 2001). Jackson Lears takes his his-

tory of American advertising into the post–World War II years when consumer culture

lost its urban foundations in Fables of Abundance: A Cultural History of Advertising in

America (New York: Basic Books, 1994). Thomas Sugrue challenges the inevitability mod-

els of urban deindustrialization in The Origins of the Urban Crisis: Race and Inequality in

Postwar Detroit (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1996), 11. See also John Cum-

bler, A Social History of Economic Decline: Business, Politics, and Work in Trenton (New

Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1989), an informative book working within nar-

ratives of decline.

13. On the public discourse of decline, see Robert Beauregard, Voices of Decline: The

Postwar Fate of US Cities (Cambridge, MA: Blackwell, 1993), and “Representing Urban

Decline: Postwar Cities as Narrative Objects,” Urban Affairs Quarterly 29, no. 2 (1993):

187–202.

Most recently, the enduring power of the rise-and-fall framework is evident in Rob-

ert M. Fogelson’s important book Downtown: Its Rise and Fall, 1880 –1950 (New Haven,

CT: Yale University Press, 2001). Fogelson focuses on the debates, divisions, and alliances

among downtown experts over regulating and shaping key dimensions of the center city,

especially rapid transit (subways and elevated trains), building height limits and sky-

scrapers, and the early formative years of urban renewal programs (the 1940s). He also

synthesizes Americans’ opinions of these (heavily big-city) innovations. In this volume,

my examination of the cultural assumptions guiding development also uncovers the role

of factors such as gender and race, both of which complicate a rise-and-fall narrative.

14. My focus on national-level downtown strategies builds upon recent interest among

urban and planning historians in images, ideas, discourse, and especially culture. The in-

tellectual history of city planning, for example, emphasizes the flow of planning principles

across geographic boundaries. In a 1993 article, Carl Abbott treats the “ ‘downtown’ as a

constructed concept,” hoping to demonstrate “that public action about central business

districts has been rooted in a partially autonomous realm of changing ideas.” Robert

Beauregard examines “public discourse,” particularly as the “mechanism for conveying,

through its representations of urban decline, pragmatic knowledge about how and where

to live and invest and, more importantly, as a discursive device for centering that knowl-

edge in a comprehensible and legitimate story.” In her case study of post–World War II

downtown Omaha, Janet Daly-Bednarek considers how local planners drew selectively

from a body of nationally available planning advice, while negotiating with local constit-

uents. Carl Abbott, “Five Downtown Strategies,” 7; Beauregard, Voices of Decline, 7; Janet

Daly-Bednarek, The Changing Image of the City: Planning for Downtown Omaha, 1945–

1973 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1992), 3– 4. Robert Fairbanks’s study of

Cincinnati and Dallas from 1940 to 1960 found that planners and developers shared a
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“conception of the city” and participated in a national “changing discourse.” Although 

the two seemed “to have little in common,” Fairbanks concluded that “the rhetoric and

actions of leaders in both cities with regard to metropolitan planning and downtown re-

development remained quite similar.” Fairbanks, “Metropolitan Planning and Down-

town Redevelopment: The Cincinnati and Dallas Experiences,” Planning Perspectives 2

(1993): 237–38, 250.

15. The perceived homogeneity of downtowns has long generated both criticism and

admiration. During the 1920s novelist Sinclair Lewis satirized the dull, narrow-minded,

booster perspective he saw encased in America’s Main Street corridors. Real estate ap-

praiser Joseph Laronge agreed with Lewis that “there is something purely American”

about Main Street. But Laronge, writing in 1938, warmly approved: “I need not dwell long

upon the importance of maintaining and preserving in all of its present splendor the truly

American institution of downtown.” Sinclair Lewis, Babbitt (New York: Signet Classic,

1922); Sinclair Lewis, Main Street (New York: Signet Classic, 1920). Joseph Laronge,

“Traffic Counts,” Journal of the American Institute of Real Estate Appraisers, April 1938, re-

printed in Selected Readings in Real Estate Appraisal (Chicago: American Institute of Real

Estate Appraisers, 1953), 732. Joseph Laronge, “Should We Get Excited about Retail De-

centralization?” National Real Estate Journal, December 1938, 54.

16. John Nolen, Report on the Town of Wayland (Cambridge, MA: Published by the au-

thor, 1911), 1, 13. Ada Louise Huxtable, “The Fall and Rise of Main Street,” New York Times,

May 30, 1976, 146. Nolen tried to help Wayland “avoid doing anything with the direct in-

tention of stimulating real estate values or increasing the population of the town.”

17. “Main Street, U.S.A.,” Architectural Forum, February 1939, 73–75. Other shared

features, according to this article, included a sociable atmosphere, parking difficulties, em-

ulation of “modern” standards in storefronts, ten-story skyscrapers, old mixed with re-

modeled buildings, large neon signs, and a mix of dignified and “non-conformist” busi-

nesses. Downtown problems were also generalized to apply to cities of all sizes. Business

Week, for example, introduced a special report stating, “Every American city of 6,000,000

or 6,000 population shows symptoms of dry rot at its core.” “Rebuilding the Cities,” Busi-

ness Week, July 6, 1940, 35.

18. Just as this study builds upon the assumption that Main Streets were “more alike

than different,” it emphasizes the interchangeability between the terms downtown and

Main Street. Both terms captured the informal, vernacular concept of an urban commer-

cial center.

19. A series of pamphlet collections and clippings files saved by prominent national

consultants, investors, and organizations together served as a guide to the published ma-

terials (periodicals, articles, leaflets, newsletters, and speeches) that downtown interest

groups relied upon. Included were the collections of planners Charles Mulford Robinson

(1890s–1910s) and John Nolen (1900 –1930s), the Philadelphia City Planning Commission

Library vertical files (1930s–1970s), files of the Housing Association of the Delaware Val-

ley (1950s), retail trade articles in the Resseguie Collection (1950 –1960s); consulting firm

Real Estate Analyst’s files (1960s–1970s), and developer James W. Rouse’s personal files

(especially those from the 1950s–1970s). This approach gave focus to my reading of the

vast published downtown-related literature of the twentieth century and grounded my re-

search in the sources I knew investors consulted.

20. In seeking to understand the cultural framing of economic decision making, focus-
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ing on real estate, city-building, and the built environment, I am indebted to many histo-

rians and others whose scholarship occupies the intersection of these fields. I would espe-

cially single out the publications of Elizabeth Blackmar, Christine Boyer, Lizabeth Cohen,

Richard Francaviglia, Howard Gillette, Jonathan Goss, Thomas Hanchett, Greg Hise,

Kenneth Jackson, Richard Longstreth, Max Page, Mary Ryan, David Schuyler, William

Taylor, Lisa Tolbert, and Carol Willis.

chapter 1
1. Walker Evans, “When ‘Downtown’ Was a Beautiful Mess,” Fortune, January 1962,

101. One scholar claimed that Evans “invented the image of vernacular America.” Lesley

K. Baier, Walker Evans at Fortune 1945–1965, Wellesley College Museum, Wellesley Massa-

chusetts, 16 November, 1977 to 23 January, 1978 (Wellesley, MA: Museum, 1977), 19. For

other discussions of 1900 –1920 as a Main Street golden age, see Carole Rifkind, Main

Street: The Face of Urban America (New York: Harper and Row, 1977), xii; and Richard V.

Francaviglia, “Main Street U.S.A.: A Comparison/Contrast of Streetscapes in Disneyland

and Walt Disney World,” Journal of Popular Culture 15, no. 1 (1981): 143, 146.

2. Evans, “When ‘Downtown’ Was a Beautiful Mess,” 101.

3. Historians identify the Progressive era as a watershed moment in how Americans

perceived cities. Peter Hales has documented the connections between urban photogra-

phy and promotional attitudes toward the city in the nineteenth century, including en-

trepreneurship, urban planning, and city boosting. Hales argues that in the “grand style”

that dominated urban photography from about 1870 until the 1893 World’s Columbian Ex-

position, photographers edited out the unpleasant aspects of urban life, showcasing in-

stead buildings and monumental scenes. Although that did complement the grandiose as-

pirations of the City Beautiful movement, this chapter and the next trace the emergence

of a different visual style appropriate instead to commercial beautification — one revealed

in the more modest and mundane Main Street improvements advocated by city plans and

Main Street postcards during the early twentieth century.

The second style identified by Hales is the “reform style” — exemplified by the shock

techniques of Jacob Riis in the 1890s. Riis photographed New York City’s destitute in dark,

crowded spaces, intending to provoke the middle class into reform. Peter Hales, Silver

Cities: The Photography of American Urbanization, 1839–1915 (Philadelphia: Temple Uni-

versity Press, 1984), esp. 18, 53, 62, 71–72, 80, 109, 113, 127, 157–58, 175–76, 254, 266 –67.

Another relevant development at the turn of the century was the emergence of what

historian Alan Trachtenberg has called urban tourism. Residents and visitors had long en-

joyed exploring cities, but in the 1890s written and pictorial representations began to em-

phasize this perspective. Such images (like postcards) celebrated ordinary and picturesque

urban views. Trachtenberg points out that this genre often grew out of men’s experiences

and freedom, particularly their walks home from work. Alan Trachtenberg, Reading

American Photographs: Images as History, Matthew Brady to Walker Evans (New York: Hill

and Wang, 1989), 180 –87. Middle-class women, despite proscriptions to the contrary, en-

gaged in their own forms of urban tourism, as Sarah Deutsch describes in “Reconceiving

the City: Women, Space, and Power in Boston, 1870 –1910,” Gender and History 6, no. 2

(August 1994): 202–23.

4. Stanley Schultz, for example, mentioned only the “grandiose” City Beautiful plans

“at their silliest.” Historians shifted their sights from monumentality to smaller-scale im-
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provements and their proponents when Jon Peterson traced City Beautiful roots to late-

nineteenth-century urban movements such as municipal art, civic improvement, and

outdoor art. He stressed the upsurge from local, grassroots efforts, rather than the top-

down influences of architects and the 1893 Chicago World’s Fair. Daniel Bluestone scruti-

nized the familiar topic of monumentality from new angles — such as the competition

between civic and commercial monumentality. William Wilson’s overview surveys how

the City Beautiful movement functioned within particular cities, shaped by relationships

among businessmen, city officials, planners, and civic groups. Wilson argues that since the

“practical” planners won out, they wrote a history dismissive of City Beautiful. Stanley K.

Schultz, Constructing Urban Culture: American Cities and City Planning, 1800 –1920 (Phil-

adelphia: Temple University Press, 1986), 211–12; Jon A. Peterson, “The City Beautiful

Movement: Forgotten Origins and Lost Meanings,” Journal of Urban History 2, no. 4 (Au-

gust 1976): 415–34; Daniel Bluestone, “Detroit’s City Beautiful and the Problem of Com-

merce,” Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians 47 (September 1988): 245–62;

William H. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University

Press, 1989).

5. The gendered dimensions of city planning have only recently been taken up by his-

torians, and the Progressive era has provided the major entry point. Peter Hall sought out

“founding mothers” in the field with little success. Eugenie Birch, Jon Peterson, William

Wilson, and others looked beyond the lists of professional planners to consider the impact

of female civic workers. Susan Wirka recently identified forgotten “founding mothers”

from the first decade of the century who advocated a “strand” of planning that she calls

the City Social, which lost out to both the City Beautiful and the City Practical, resulting

in an exodus of women from the field by the 1910s. Daphne Spain believes that, as argued

in this chapter, the role of municipal housekeepers in the City Beautiful movement is

more central than has been recognized. Hall is cited in Planning the Twentieth-Century

American City, ed. Mary Corbin Sies and Christopher Silver (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins

University Press, 1996), 55; Eugenie Birch, “From Civic Worker to City Planner: Women

and Planning, 1890 –1980,” in The American Planner: Biographies and Recollections, ed.

Donald A. Krueckeberg, 2d ed. (New Brunswick, NJ: Center for Urban Policy Research,

1994), 469–506; Peterson, “The City Beautiful Movement,” 415–34; Wilson, The City

Beautiful Movement; Susan Marie Wirka, “The City Social Movement: Progressive

Women Reformers and Early Social Planning,” in Sies and Silver, Planning the Twentieth-

Century American City, 55–75; Daphne Spain, How Women Saved the City (Minneapolis:

University of Minnesota Press, 2001), 13, 249, 252–53. See also Bonj Szczygiel, “ ‘City Beau-

tiful’ Revisited: An Analysis of Nineteenth-Century Civic Improvement Efforts,” Journal

of Urban History 29, no. 2 (January 2003): 107–32.

6. When discussing the Progressive era, I sometimes use the terms commercial men and

businessmen even though women were also Main Street entrepreneurs during this time.

Similarly, the term club women broadly recognizes the men who were involved in the

women-dominated improvement leagues. My usage follows the practices of this era, when

people gendered these phrases despite the underlying mixed-sex realities.

7. The term municipal housekeeping as used at the turn of the century, and as used by

historians, has a broad scope to encompass the variety of women’s urban reform activities.

This chapter examines municipal housekeeping’s role in commercial life and Main

Street — hence the terms downtown and Main Street housekeeping.
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8. Mary Ritter Beard, Woman’s Work in Municipalities (New York: D. Appleton, 1915),

307; “Editorial Comment,” American City, June 1912, 801. Enthusiastic credit was granted

to women in Alan Bright, “How Women’s Organizations May Improve Methods of Street

Lighting,” ibid., 893; and Zona Gale, “A Club That ‘Studied America,’” ibid., June 1913, 624.

9. “Notes,” Civic League Bulletin (Colorado Springs, CO), October 1911, 6. Mildred

Chadsey, “A Woman Chief of Sanitary Police: Cleveland the First City to Discover This

Logical Field for Women Specialists,” American City, June 1912, 871–73. Blanche Zieber to

John Nolen, ca. October 1909, box 32, Reading file 1, John Nolen Papers, collection no.

2903, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library (hereafter

cited as JNP). For another account of ridicule, see Beard, Woman’s Work in Municipalities,

310. A pioneering woman judge, head of Chicago’s Court for Delinquent Girls, actually

tied a pink ribbon in a neat bow around her gavel. “America’s Only Woman Judge Is Do-

ing a Big Work,” New York Times, May 25, 1913, SM4. During the same years, when New

York City’s first female commissioner took charge of the Department of Corrections, one

of her employees joked about “the possibilities of pink ribbons and things to trim the

chandeliers” but concluded that she was just a good new boss. “Miss Davis Takes Hold of

Her Work,” New York Times, January 3, 1914, 3.

10. Beard, Woman’s Work in Municipalities, 293. The debates over the civic meaning of

street objects such as trash cans indeed indicate the narrowing of the nineteenth-century’s

wide-ranging “civic wars” described by Mary Ryan — yet also suggest why the sentiments

behind downtown housekeeping were so forceful. See Mary Ryan, Civic Wars: Democracy

and Public Life in the American City during the Nineteenth Century (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1997).

11. “Need of Closer Civic Fraternity,” clipping dated June 3, 1909, box 17, file Fort

Wayne, Charles Mulford Robinson Collection, Frances Loeb Library, Graduate School of

Design, Harvard University (hereafter cited as CMRC).

12. Anne Firor Scott has suggested that there is a “danger of being carried away by the

women’s own infectious enthusiasm for their work, to the possible detriment of balanced

analysis.” She questions the “reliability” of Beard’s book, because of the absence of cita-

tions. Indeed, both the American City women’s number and Beard’s book have promo-

tional qualities. Scott concludes that even if the accomplishments described are glossed

over or exaggerated, the underlying work is still remarkable, though perhaps more com-

plex than Beard and the club writers imply. Yet I also cite throughout this chapter many

examples of conflict, resentment, indifference, and resistance within the club reports and

Beard’s accounts. Less common, but still present, are outright admissions of failure.

Whenever the same story appeared in the American City and Beard, Beard’s account is

true to the magazine, even though she did not use footnotes. Anne Firor Scott, Natural Al-

lies: Women’s Associations in American History (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1991),

112, 150 –51, 224 n. 33 (quotations on 112, 151).

13. Mary I. Wood, The History of the General Federation of Women’s Clubs (Norwood,

MA: Norwood Press, 1912), 71–73, 253. Helena Marie Dermitt, “The Value of Co-operation

between Men and Women in Public Work,” American City, June 1912, 846. For an over-

view of the uneven transition from self-culture to social justice among women’s clubs, see

Scott, Natural Allies; and Karen Blair, The Clubwoman as Feminist: True Womanhood Re-

defined, 1868–1914 (New York: Holmes and Meier, 1980), 98 –103. See also Robyn Muncy,

Creating a Female Dominion (New York: Oxford University Press, 1991); Lori Ginzberg,
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Women and the Work of Benevolence: Morality, Politics, and Class in the Nineteenth-

Century United States (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1990); Kathleen McCarthy,

Noblesse Oblige: Charity and Cultural Philanthropy in Chicago, 1849–1929 (Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1982). On personal relationships between the club women and

the city’s male leaders, see Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement, 75.

14. Scanning the indexes to the records of the National Association of Colored

Women’s Clubs (NACW) reveals this difference in agenda with the General Federation of

Women’s Clubs. For a detailed analysis, see Dorothy Salem, Black Women in Organized Re-

form, 1890 –1920 (Brooklyn: Carlson Publishing, 1990); and Anne Knupfer, Toward a Ten-

derer Humanity (New York: New York University Press, 1996). Daphne Spain found that

NACW increasingly turned toward municipal housekeeping. Sarah Deutsch draws dis-

tinctions between how white and black club women related to the reform geography of

Boston. Spain, How Women Saved the City, 83; Deutsch, “Reconceiving the City.”

15. At the same time, the story circulated that village improvement had been sparked

by the demands of summer visitors from the city — illustrating how inspiration for in-

vestment strategies flowed among different-sized places. The suburbs also inspired village

improvers. On the history of the Village Improvement Societies, see Wilson, The City

Beautiful Movement, 42– 45; and Mel Scott, American City Planning since 1890 (Berkeley:

University of California Press, 1969), 65–67. For a turn-of-the-century account of the first

society, its woman founder, and the role of summer visitors, see Jessie M. Good, Village

Improvement, box 20, file [Village Improvement], CMRC. Although many of the folders

in the CMRC collection are not labeled, they are organized alphabetically. I have supplied

the likely name of the file in brackets.

16. On big cities versus small towns, see Richard Watrous, “How to Organize for Civic

Work,” American City, January 1913, 38. On women composing “the great majority” of im-

provement clubs, see Clinton Rogers Woodruff, “Woman and Her Larger Home: Marvels
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A rare analysis of postcard alterations is John W. Ripley, “The Art of Postcard Fakery,”

Kansas Historical Quarterly 38 (summer 1972): 129–31. The cut-and-paste tall-tale post-

cards of about 1910 — featuring imaginary animals, children eating six-foot watermelons,

and other giant produce — have received attention. Cynthia Rubin, Larger Than Life: The

American Tall-Tale Postcard, 1905–1915 (New York: Abbeville Press, 1990); Hal Morgan,

Big Time: American Tall-Tale Postcards (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1981).

4. Postcards remained popular throughout the twentieth century but achieved “fad”

status between 1901 and 1915. For most of these years, almost 1 billion postcards were sold

annually. The postcard entered the American mail system by the 1880s, but until the U.S.

Postal Act of 1898 established a special one-cent rate, they remained an oddity. The first

American commercial postcards were souvenirs from the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893.

German printing houses initially dominated the field, with American clients sending neg-

atives abroad. World War I curtailed patronage of German plants, allowing American

firms to compete. Brooke Baldwin, “On the Verso: Postcard Messages as a Key to Popular

Prejudices,” Journal of Popular Culture 22 (1988): 15; Kelly Henderson, “The Art of the

View: Picture Postcards of Virginia, 1900 –1925,” Virginia Cavalcade 40 (1990): 66. On

alleged lower quality after 1918 because of new manufacturing techniques, see John M.

Kaduck, Mail Memories: Pictorial Guide to Postcard Collecting (Des Moines, IA: Wallace-

Homestead, 1975), 6. See also George and Dorothy Miller, Picture Postcards in the United

States, 1893–1918 (New York: Clarkson N. Potter, 1976), 32, 149.

5. Charles Mulford Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh (Raleigh, NC: Woman’s Club of

Raleigh, 1913), 25. Postcard located in box 19, file Raleigh, Charles Mulford Robinson Col-

lection, Frances Loeb Library, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University (hereafter

cited as CMRC).

6. Postcard companies also at times bought out the inventories of local photographers.

Postcards facilitated the creation of “a network of nationally shared images,” specifically

“a national urban culture,” according to Dotterrer and Cranz, “The Picture Postcard,” 49.

7. Lithographer Curt Teich founded a general printing firm in 1898, three years after

immigrating to the United States from Germany. He caught on to the postcard craze in

1905, getting his start with the local view cards. After the 1909 tariff act taxed German

cards, Teich sold 150 million postcards a year for the next three years, rising to an esti-

mated 250 million annually. The firm emphasized competitive images at lower prices,

relying upon quantity production for its profit margin. In the 1930s and 1940s, Teich
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produced a significant percentage of that period’s linen-stock cards. The firm closed in the

1970s, possibly because it was slow to convert to chrome prints based on color negatives.

The local souvenir view cards — images of everyday cityscapes and vacation destina-

tions — were the backbone of Curt Teich and the postcard industry. Teich calculated its

pricing by building in a loss on the card’s first run and making a profit on the reprints. The

average local view went through eight printings, as compared to the average advertising

card, which had only one or two. More than ten thousand towns and cities appeared in

Curt Teich postcards. Of the company’s 380,000 total production, about 6 percent are

classified as street views. Henderson, “The Art of the View,” 66 –70; Miller, Picture Post-

cards in the United States, 164; Keister, “Wish You Were Here,” 54, 57, 60. A 1941 “House

Telegram” in one Curt Teich client file suggests that there was a Local View Sales Division,

but it is not clear whether the company artists developed specialties, such as Main Streets.

“Main Street in Buffalo” (Otto Ulbrich Co., Buffalo, NY, 1941), Curt Teich Postcard Ar-

chives, no. 1BH2143 (see note 8).

8. This extraordinary collection, the Curt Teich Postcard Archives, is held at the Lake

County Discovery Museum in Wauconda, Illinois. The client files, which usually contain

the original photographs and the specific requests guiding their artistic transformation

into postcards, are available beginning in 1926. Details of the production process, such as

how many hours were spent on retouching each photo, are recorded on the outside of the

envelope. The smallest common order was 1,000 cards, whereas the biggest cities and dis-

tributors requested 25,000 copies, and there was a rare order for 50,000 (a Times Square

scene, for example). In the 1930s and 1940s, a popular order size for a local Woolworth was

3,500 cards, while news agencies gravitated toward 12,500 orders. A rush request might be

completed in a week, but a three-to-four-week turnaround was more typical.

Client directions were conveyed in several forms. Often they were typed up and in-

cluded on the large file label. In these cases it appears that a Curt Teich employee pro-

cessed the requests and paraphrased them based on verbal instructions given in the field

to the Curt Teich salesman at the time the order was placed, or possibly they were written

down during phone orders. Many clients included their own handwritten or typed in-

structions with their order. The client usually had the option of reviewing a proof and

making suggestions at that point. To the best of my knowledge, the details of this produc-

tion process, from order through artwork and printing, have not been examined for Curt

Teich postcards or any other company. When quoting from client requests typed onto the

file labels, I converted the often all-uppercase lettering into upper and lower case for ease

of reading.

Curt Teich’s geographic index, organized by state and then city, is also a useful source

— it recorded who ordered how many copies of which views.

9. One 1927 publication listed 201 comprehensive plans made between 1905 and 1926,

with 87 of those issued between 1920 and 1926. Norman Johnston, “Harland Bartholo-

mew: His Comprehensive Plans and Science of Planning” (Ph.D. diss., University of

Pennsylvania, 1964), 8.

10. William H. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Uni-

versity Press, 1989), 4, 45, 74; Park Dixon Goist, From Main Street to State Street: Town,

City, and Community in America (Port Washington, NY: Kennikat Press, 1977), 122–27;

Jon A. Peterson, “The City Beautiful Movement: Forgotten Origins and Lost Meanings,”

Journal of Urban History 2, no. 4 (August 1976): 426 –28. Sherry Piland, “Charles Mulford
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Robinson: Theory and Practice in Early Twentieth-Century Urban Planning” (Ph.D.

diss., Florida State University, 1997).

11. Nolen specialized in small and medium-sized cities — in the 50,000 to 100,000 pop-

ulation range. Johnston, “Harland Bartholomew,” 56. On Nolen as a city practical plan-

ner, see Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement, 290. John L. Hancock, John Nolen, Land-

scape Architect, Town, City, and Regional Planner: A Bibliographical Record of Achievement

(Ithaca, NY: Program in Urban and Regional Studies, Cornell University, 1976). Recent

analyses of Nolen include Kevan Frazier, “Big Dreams, Small Cities: John Nolen, the New

South, and the City Planning Movement in Asheville, Roanoke, and Johnson City, 1907–

1937” (Ph.D. diss., University of Western Virginia, 2000); Thomas W. Hanchett, Sorting

Out the New South City: Race, Class, and Urban Development in Charlotte, 1875–1975

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1998); R. Bruce Stephenson, Visions of

Eden: Environmentalism, Urban Planning, and City Building in St. Petersburg, Florida,

1900 –1995 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1997); Millard Rogers, John Nolen and

Mariemont: Building a New Town in Ohio (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,

2001). Cornell University possesses Nolen’s business records; less well known is the corre-

spondence with his wife covering decades of extensive professional travel, held in the

Nolen Family Papers, Schlesinger Library, Radcliffe College.

12. Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement, 75. For example, the majority of contributors

to the city planning fund for Hamilton, Ohio, were merchants. Harland Bartholomew,

City Plan of Hamilton, Ohio (Hamilton, OH: Chamber of Commerce, 1920), 65. For com-

munity studies investigating the role of businessmen in Progressive era urban improve-

ment, see Donald Doyle, New Men, New Cities, New South: Atlanta, Nashville, Charleston,

Mobile, 1860 –1910 (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1990); John Cumbler,

A Social History of Economic Decline: Business, Politics, and Work in Trenton (New Bruns-

wick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1989); David Hammack, Power and Society: Greater

New York at the Turn of the Century (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982).

13. William J. Reilly, “Methods for the Study of Retail Relationships,” University of

Texas Bulletin, no. 2944, November 22, 1929, 16, 18. “Giving Commercial Service,” Printer’s

Ink, August 29, 1906, 6. In 1915 former newspapermen dominated among chamber of

commerce secretaries. Kenneth Sturges, American Chambers of Commerce (New York:

Moffat, Bard, and Co., 1915), 131.

14. One example of conflict among professionals is Robert Anderson Pope’s response

to the Bridgeport City Plan Commission, which had solicited Pope’s critique of Nolen’s

work. Pope “heartily opposed” the principles advocated by Nolen and Olmsted: “The fact

of the matter is that Landscape Architects are not qualified to deal with City Planning be-

cause of their training in this profession.” Pope questioned landscape architects’ abilities

to ascertain the “economic value of the social effort.” Pope described himself as a “Land-

scape and Garden Architect.” Pope to E. W. Schrewe, Esq., May 1, 1915, box 22, file 26, John

Nolen Papers, collection no. 2903, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell

University Library (hereafter cited as JNP).

15. “The Loan and Why,” Reading (Pa.) Herald, November 11, 1910, box 89, file Read-

ing Newspaper Clippings, JNP. George Gove to Nolen, March 8, 1917; August 17, 1917,

box 22, file 22, JNP.

16. Marion Association of Commerce to Nolen, December 19, 1919, box 77, file Marion,

Ind., no. 20, JNP.
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17. Nolen to Marion Association of Commerce, December 24, 1919; Nolen to Dr. E. O.

Harrold, January 15, 1920, box 77, file Marion, Ind., no. 20, JNP. Planners were cautioned

not to have real estate interests in cities where they consulted, since it would invalidate

their work. George Dudley Seymour, Our City and Its Big Needs: A Series of Four Articles

(New Haven, CT: Chamber of Commerce, 1912), 5, no. 6827 New Haven 2, John Nolen

Pamphlet Collection, collection no. 6337, Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections,

Cornell University Library (hereafter cited as JNPC).

18. By July Nolen learned that the Marion job had been awarded to someone else. John

Nolen to R. G. Brusch, July 23, 1920, box 77, file Marion, Ind., no. 20, JNP. For a discus-

sion among planners about personal salesmanship versus promotion of planning, see

correspondence forwarded between John Nolen, the Olmsted Brothers firm, and Flavel

Shurtleff, April 12, 1930, box 71, file Binghamton, JNP.

19. On the negative impact of a new mayor on planning in Flint, Michigan, see Irving

Root to Nolen, May 8, 1922, box 89, file Flint 4, JNP; on debate in Bridgeport, Connecti-

cut, where the business district was a priority, see City Plan Commission to Nolen,

March 3, 1915, box 22, file 26, JNP; Elkhart quotation in Carl Greanleaf to Nolen, Novem-

ber 3, 1924, box 25, file Elkhart, Ind., 1920 –21, JNP; “Study John Nolen’s Plan before You

Condemn It: Give It a Careful Reading, Then Read It Again,” Reading (Pa.) Herald,

March 7, 1910, box 89, file Reading clippings, JNP; on the blurring of lines between com-

mercial men and public officials, John M. Guild, Commercial Organizations and Civic Af-

fairs (Washington, DC: American Civic Association, 1915), 2, box 17, file Dayton, Ohio,

CMRC; Charlotte Parsons, “La Crosse, Wisconsin, January 1919–December 1919,” in

Summaries of Selected Projects (1937–38), 3, box 1, JNP.

20. The postcard examples cited in this chapter extend from the 1910s through the 

mid-1950s, because the basic approach of artistically improving the cards according to the

Main Street beautification ideal persisted during these decades and was only abandoned

in the 1950s (at the same time the Main Street ideal was set aside for urban renewal). The

touch-up techniques evolved over time in ways noted in this chapter. The linen cards, pro-

duced 1930 –59, mark the single greatest change in that they invited more dramatic alter-

ations. Linen cards are identified by an H in the production code. Although there is much

to analyze in the earliest cards, the existence of the client files beginning in 1926 added

invaluable evidence. For a detailed analysis of postcards from the earlier decades, see

Alison Isenberg, “Downtown Democracy” (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1995),

112–208.

A rough analysis of computerized postcard records confirms that Main Street views

were most popular among Curt Teich clients in the first three decades of the twentieth

century. Although an annual breakdown was not possible, the average for 1900 –1930 was

about 440 Main Street orders yearly. This dropped in the early 1930s below 100, then

settled between 100 and 170 until the late 1950s; after that it stayed below 100. Christine

Pyle, “Street Scenes from the Curt Teich Postcard Archives”; and Christine Pyle to Alison

Isenberg, May 28, 1996, both in author’s possession.

21. “Center Avenue, Looking East, Moorhead, Minn.” (1928), no. 119615. All postcard

citations in this chapter refer to Curt Teich postcards. Additional information on each

card was drawn from the geographic index located in the Curt Teich Postcard Archives

and the client files (for most cards dated 1926 and after). Wherever possible, I have in-

cluded in parentheses the year of production and the postcard sponsor. In the few cases
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in which sponsor information from the geographic index, the client files, and the postcard

differed, I included the multiple sponsors. The code found in each citation is the card’s

Curt Teich production number.

22. Charles Mulford Robinson, The Wellbeing of Waterloo: A Report to the Civic Society

of Waterloo, Iowa (Waterloo, IA: Matt Parson and Sons Co., 1910), n.p.; see also John

Nolen, The City Plan of Flint, Michigan (Flint, MI: City Planning Board, 1920), 7; Robin-

son, A City Plan for Raleigh, 32–33; and Charles Mulford Robinson, Modern Civic Art; or,

The City Made Beautiful, 4th ed. (New York: Arno Press, 1970), 139. Charles Mulford

Robinson, Better Binghamton: A Report to the Mercantile-Press Club of Binghamton, N.Y.

(Cleveland: J. B. Savage Co., 1911), 33.

23. Robinson, Better Binghamton, 45; for illustrated examples, see John Nolen, Greater

Erie: Plans and Reports for the Extension and Improvement for the City (Erie, PA: Press of

Ashby Printing Co., 1913), 65; and Cass Gilbert and Frederick Law Olmsted, Report of the

New Haven Civic Improvement Commission (New Haven, CT: New Haven Civic Improve-

ment Commission, 1910), 19; Charles Mulford Robinson, The Beautifying of San Jose: A Re-

port to the Outdoor Art League (San Jose, CA, 1909), 14; John Nolen, Planning a City for 

the People: Report for the City of Schenectady (New York) to the Board of Parks and City

Planning (Cambridge, MA: Published by the author, 1913), 17; John Nolen, Replanning

Reading: An Industrial City of a Hundred Thousand (Boston: George H. Ellis Co. Printers,

1910), 11; Charles Mulford Robinson, Report of Sacramento, California (Sacramento, CA:

Sacramento Chamber of Commerce, 1908), 35; John Nolen, A New Plan for Lock Haven:

Report to the Board of Trade and the Civic Club (Cambridge, MA: Published by the author,

1912), 8.

24. Charles Mulford Robinson, Report on the Improvement of the City of Ogdensburg,

New York (Ogdensburg, NY: N.p., 1907), 4; “Will Hear No Song of Wires,” Rochester

(N.Y.) Post Express, March 21, 1908, box 21, file Wires, CMRC; Frederick L. Ford, The

Removal of Overhead Wires: They Are Dangerous and Unsightly (N.p.: American Civic

Association, Department of City Making, Leaflet no. 13, 1907), 5, no. 2922.1, JNPC. The

German-born planner is E. E. Schrewe, quoted in “To Combine Beauty and Utility, Aim

of City Planners,” Bridgeport (Conn.) Telegram, May 30, 1914, box 22, file 15, JNP. On the

destruction of real estate values, see “Parks and the City Plan,” Madison (Wis.) Democrat,

April 26, 1910, box 90, file Lecture Clippings, JNP.

25. Quotation from Ford, “The Removal of Overhead Wires,” 3, 7. A Columbia, South

Carolina, plan noted that recently “a maze of overhead wires” and “a forest of bare poles”

were exciting signs of prosperity. Kelsey and Guild, The Improvement of Columbia South

Carolina: Report to the Civic League, Columbia South Carolina (Harrisburg, PA: Mount

Pleasant Press, 1905), 35.

It is significant that Charles Mulford Robinson’s hometown of Rochester, New York,

claimed to have pioneered the burying of wires in conduits beginning in 1892, using fer-

rets to run the wires. “Many Miles of Wire in Ground,” Rochester (N.Y.) Democrat, Janu-

ary 13, 1910, box 21, file Wires, CMRC.

26. Sample requests in 1950s client files: “13th Street, Looking North, Lincoln, Ne-

braska” (Lincoln News Agency, Lincoln, Neb., 1952), no. 2CH1677; “Market Avenue Look-

ing North, Canton, Ohio” (Ralph Young, Canton, Ohio, 1953), no. 3CH95.

27. “Tijuana, Mexico” (1954), no. 4CH712. Smaller towns in budget series: “Main

Street, Looking North, Baxley, Ga.” (Barnes Drug Store, Baxley, GA, 1929), no. 5522-29;
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“Main Street, Abita Springs, La.” (Carey’s Drug Store, Abita Springs, LA, 1929), no. 5894-

29; “Haywood Road, West Asheville, N.C.” (Asheville Post Card Co., Asheville, NC, 1929),

no. 5808-29. An examination of early Main Street cards often reveals wire traces against

the buildings, where they were more difficult to remove, as well as trolley rods without

connecting wires. Contemporary photographs were retouched with the same techniques.

See illustrations in Cynthia Read-Miller, Main Street, U.S.A. in Early Photographs: 113 De-

troit Publishing Co. Views (New York: Dover, 1988).

28. “Howard Street, Hibbing, Minn.” (Hibbing (Minn.) Daily Tribune, 1937), no.

7AH3541. See also “Commercial Street, Astoria, Oregon, Junction Old Oregon Trail and

Oregon Coast Highway” (1938), no. 8AH3212. Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh, 35. See

also Robinson, Report on the Improvement of the City of Ogdensburg, New York, 4.

29. Evans, “Main Street Looking North from Courthouse Square,” 102; for smooth

paving quote, see “View of Main Street [Lancaster, Ohio],” (Welsh News, 1942), no.

2BH1177. See also “Main Street Looking East at Night, Painesville, Ohio” (C. L. Carle,

Ashtabula, OH, 1942), no. 4BH1421; “Third Street Looking West, Jamestown, N.Y.”

(Weakley-Olson, Jamestown, NY, 1939), no. 9AH1881; “Main Street Looking West, Nor-

ristown, Pa.” (Lynn H. Boyer Jr., Wildwood, NJ, 1941), no. 1BH2221; “North Park Street

Looking South, Warren, Ohio” (Mahoning Valley Dist. Agency, Youngstown, OH, 1941),

no. 1BH1741.

30. Improvement of the City of Detroit: Reports Made by Professor Frederick Law Olm-

sted, Junior, and Mr. Charles Mulford Robinson to the Detroit Board of Commerce (Detroit:

Detroit Board of Commerce, 1905), 63; Fayetteville’s Opportunities: Report of Charles Mul-

ford Robinson to the Fayetteville Park Commission (June 4, 1909), n.p., NAC 6827, Fay 1909,

Frances Loeb Library, Graduate School of Design, Harvard University.

31. For a discussion of smooth streets by downtown housekeepers, see Susie Brochelle

Wright, “Improvement of a Georgia Town,” in Village Improvement, by Jessie M. Good,

n.d., box 20, file [Village Improvement], CMRC. The rate at which cities chose smooth

pavement, and their options at the turn of the century, are analyzed by Clay McShane,

Down the Asphalt Path (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 59–62.

32. John Williams Reps, Bird’s Eye Views: Historic Lithographs of North American Cities

(New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1998); Spiro Kostof, The City Shaped: Urban

Patterns and Meanings throughout History (Boston: Little, Brown, 1991).

33. Fayetteville’s Opportunities; Charles Mulford Robinson, A Plan of Civic Improve-

ment for the City of Oakland, California (Oakland, CA: Oakland Enquirer Publishing Co.,

1906), 19. See also Robinson, The Beautifying of San Jose, 14.

34. On the harmonious vista, see Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh, 98; and Nolen, A

New Plan for Lock Haven, 8. On uneven building line, Gilbert and Olmsted, Report of the

New Haven Civic Improvement Commission, 26 –27; on the relation of tall buildings to nar-

row streets and the canyon effect, Nolen, Replanning Reading, 11; Charles Mulford Robin-

son, The Improvement of Fort Wayne, Indiana (Fort Wayne, IN: Press of Fort Wayne Print-

ing Co., 1909), 33–34; Robinson, Modern Civic Art, 124; on skyscrapers and height limits,

Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh, 35. For an 1890s example of a women’s club’s interest in

harmonious vistas and the proportions of building height to street width, see “Prize Com-

petition Instituted by the Woman’s Union of Rochester, New York” (May 1896), box 16, file

Buildings, CMRC.

35. “Main Street at Night, Burlington, N.C.” (F. W. Woolworth, 1940), no. 0B209.
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Instructions to the artists often specified the illumination of streetlights and windows —

a practice “left up to art department for a good effect” — as well as moonlight treatment.

Most night scenes were converted from daytime photographs. “Canal Street by Night,

New Orleans, La.” (A. Hirschwitz, New Orleans, LA, 1941), no. 1BH1197; “Market Avenue

Shopping Center, at Night, Canton, Ohio,” (Ralph Young Publishing Co., Canton, OH,

1941), no. 1BH1852; “East Broadway by Night, Ybor City, Fla.” (Hillsboro News Co.,

Tampa, FL, 1939), no. 9AH119; “Main Street at Night, Greenville, S.C.” (Asheville Post

Card Co., Asheville, NC, 1929), no. 5910-29; “Curtis Street at Night, Denver, Colo.” (San-

born Souvenir Co., Denver, CO, 1929), no. A-5663-29.

36. “Dwellings and Business Blocks,” in Let Us Make a Beautiful City of Springfield,

Massachusetts: A Series of Sixteen Articles Reprinted from the Springfield Republican with Il-

lustrations (Springfield, MA: Republican Co., 1901), 49, box 20, file [Springfield], CMRC.

Another contemporary recommended the “judicious use of color” to enliven business

streets. George Kriehn, “The City Beautiful,” Municipal Affairs 3 (1899): 595, as quoted in

Peterson, “The City Beautiful Movement,” 420.

37. For a slate sample mailed to Curt Teich, “United States Post Office, Saginaw, Mich.”

(Reid Paper Co., Saginaw, MI, 1937), no. 7AH3132. “Maine Street, Quincy, Illinois” (1940),

no. 0B373-N. See also “Queen Street, Looking North, Kinston, N.C.” (North Carolina

News Co., Durham, NC, 1940), no. 0B508.

38. “Looking East on Gurley Street, Prescott, Arizona” (Lollesgard Specialty Co., Tuc-

son and Phoenix, AZ, 1942), no. 2BH1506; “Looking East from Union Depot, along 25th

Street, Ogden, Utah” (Deseret Book Co., Salt Lake City, UT, 1938), no. 8AH2734; “Main

Street, Salt Lake City, Utah” (Deseret Book Co., Salt Lake City, UT, 1938), no. 8AH2740;

and “Looking East on Congress Street, Tucson, Arizona” (Lollesgard Specialty Co., Tuc-

son and Phoenix, AZ, 1951), no. 1CH1090. On referencing an old postcard, “Sears, Roe-

buck and Company’s New Super Store, Baltimore, Maryland” (I. and M. Ottenheimer,

Baltimore, MD, 1941), no. 1BH1525. See also “Street Scene on Malvern Avenue, Showing

Pythian and Baptist Hospitals and Baths, Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas” (Wood-

cock Mfg. Co., Hot Springs National Park, AR, 1951), no. 1CH1366; “Canal Street, New

Orleans, La.” (1941), no. 1BH1666. Sometimes the colors were described by a Curt Teich

salesman in the field rather than the client.

An excerpt from a five-paragraph color correction shows how precise clients could be:

The porte cochere beyond is a Richfield Oil station which is always yellow with blue

lettering. Beyond that you show a tan building. This should be grey with brown trim.

The hotel magma is red brick, not brown; and the building of same size beyond is all

cream color with a little red tile trim. You show the front of this brown same as hotel.

Make it cream.

Here the street pavement is not asphalt but is light concrete color; and the white

spot you have at far end of street is tan or dust, or gravel road starting up toward the

water tank. Use your reading glass and you will see you have painted over a little grey

house up the hillside; and just to left and below it under a tree is a rust-brown cottage.

“Main Street, Looking toward Apache Leap, Superior, Arizona” (Lollesgard Specialty

Co., Tucson and Phoenix, AZ, 1942), no. 2BH1500

39. “Main Street Looking West, Johnson City, N.Y.” (Walter R. Miller Co., Bingham-
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ton, NY, 1939), no. 9AH2289. See also “Times Square at Night, New York City” (Frank E.

Cooper, New York, NY, 1938), no. 8AH2794.

40. “Looking up Western Avenue, Muskegon, Michigan” (F. W. Woolworth, 1941), no.

1BH2329.

41. Robinson, The Improvement of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 16. Nolen, Replanning Reading,

offers an example where consultants thought it too expensive to widen the street and em-

phasized clearing the sidewalks instead. Other traffic remedies included widening parallel

streets to relieve the main thoroughfare and cut-throughs to alter inconvenient traffic pat-

terns. The 1913 Chicago photos are located in the file Sidewalks, box 19, CMRC.

42. Robinson, Modern Civic Art, 165; Robinson, The Wellbeing of Waterloo; Robinson,

A City Plan for Raleigh, 26; Robinson, The Improvement of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 18; Cham-

ber of Commerce, Elkhart, Indiana, “Planning Survey,” October 1920, 17, box 25, Elkhart,

IN, file 1920 –21, JNP; Robinson, The Beautifying of San Jose, 16.

43. “Looking up Western Avenue, Muskegon, Michigan,” no. 1BH2329. See also “Main

Street at Night, Looking South, Sumter, S.C.” (Asheville Postcard Co., Asheville, NC,

1938), no. 8AH3175.

44. “Third Street Looking East, [Grand Island, Nebraska]” (Kaufmann’s, 1942), no.

2BH1139; “Main Street in Buffalo,” no. 1BH2143; “Street Scene on Malvern Avenue, Show-

ing Pythian and Baptist Hospitals and Baths, Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas,” no.

1CH1366; “Main Street Looking West, Johnson City, N.Y.,” no. 9AH2289. Other examples:

“Sears, Roebuck and Company’s New Super Store, Baltimore, Maryland,” no. 1BH1525;

and “Washington Street South from Market Street, Tiffin, Ohio” (F. W. Woolworth, 1933),

no. 3A219.

45. “Essex Street, Main Business Section, Lawrence, Mass.” (Louis Pearl, Lawrence,

MA, 1945), no. 5BH955.

46. Other Woolworth examples: “Chestnut Street Looking North, Atlantic, Iowa”

(F. W. Woolworth, 1931), no. 1A1922; “Main Street, Oneonta, N.Y.” (F. W. Woolworth,

1952), no. 2CH1551; “Walnut Street, Looking East, Murphysboro, Illinois” (F. W. Wool-

worth, 1935), no. 5A222-N; “Ocoee Street, Looking South, Cleveland, Tenn.” (F. W. Wool-

worth, 1936), no. 6AH2328; “Main Street Looking South, Rockland, Maine” (F. W. Wool-

worth, 1940), no. 0B670; “View of Fayetteville Street Looking toward Capitol, Raleigh,

N.C.” (F. W. Woolworth, 1914), no. A49455; “West Dominick Street from James Street, by

Night, Rome, N.Y.” (Wm Jubb Co., Syracuse, NY, and F. W. Woolworth, 1915), no. A55414;
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55. “Dexter Avenue, Looking East, Showing State Capitol, Montgomery, Ala.” (Ehler’s
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56. “The Social Settler,” Transcript, May 8, 1907, no. 3880.11, JNPC.

57. “A Real Campaign of Civic Education,” Providence (R.I.) Journal, December 9, 1906,

box 19, file Providence, RI, CMRC.

58. Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh, 32; Improvement of the City of Detroit, 45. The
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59. National Committee for Restriction of Outdoor Advertising, What Attracts the

Tourist to Your Town? n.p., no. 3880.2, JNPC; see also Robinson, A Plan of Civic Improve-

ment for the City of Oakland, California, 20, for the ugly-beautiful choice.

60. “Huron Avenue Looking South, Port Huron, Mich.” (Port Huron News Co., Port

Huron, MI, 1941), no. 1BH1023; “S. H. Kress & Co. [Austin, TX]” (Austin News Agency,
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61. John Nolen, Remodeling Roanoke: Report to the Committee on Civic Improvement

(Roanoke, VA: Stone Printing and Manufacturing Co., 1907), 10; Gilbert and Olmsted,
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Report of the New Haven Civic Improvement Commission, 21; box 22, Bridgeport files 15 and

20, JNP.

62. Nolen, Replanning Reading, 10; Robinson, Better Binghamton, 33, 52; Nolen, San

Diego, 61–62; Robinson, The Improvement of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 33–34; Robinson,

Modern Civic Art, 102, 118 –19; Scott L. Bottles, Los Angeles and the Automobile: The Mak-

ing of the Modern City (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987), 52–91.

63. “Queen Street, Looking North, Kinston, N.C.,” no. 0B508; “Ocoee Street, Looking
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ing North, Wilmington, N.C.,” no. 1BH1659; for a request to convert trucks into cars, see

“Main Street, Looking North, Hendersonville, N.C.” (Harry N. Martin, P.O. Box 324,
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Boyne City, Mich.” (ca. 1906), no. A521; for a pasted example, see “Main Street Looking
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67. “Third Street Looking West, Jamestown, N.Y.,” no. 9AH1881; and “Main Street,

Greenville, S.C.” (Asheville Postcard Co., Asheville, NC, 1936), no. 6AH2666.

68. “Main Street Looking West, Uniontown, Pa.” (I. Robbins & Son, Pittsburgh, PA,

1913), no. A44198; Isenberg, “Downtown Democracy,” 158 –59.

69. “Looking West on Federal Street, Youngstown, Ohio” (Youngstown News Agency,
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hold. Down the Asphalt Path, 57–80, 187–88. Peter Baldwin has an excellent and detailed

analysis of how the uses of urban streets were transformed during these years. Peter Bald-

win, Domesticating the Street: The Reform of Public Space in Hartford, 1850 –1930 (Colum-

bus: Ohio State University Press, 1999).

70. “Main Street, Looking East, Rock Hill, S.C.” (Rock Hill Newsstand, Rock Hill, SC,
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no. 9A778-N; “Clinton Street Looking North, Defiance, Ohio,” no. 5A391; “Superior and

Adams, Toledo, Ohio,” no. 8AH2523.

71. “Maxwell Street, Chicago” (Aero Distribution Co., Inc., Chicago, IL, 1941), no.

1BH1454; and “Main Street, Victoria, Texas” (Gulf Coast News, Victoria, TX, 1941), no.

1BH2002. See also “Fremont Street, Las Vegas, Nevada” (Boulder Dam Service Bureau,

Boulder City, NV, 1938), no. 8AH3108; “Pikes Peak, Alt. 14,110 Ft., from Pikes Peak Avenue,

Colorado Springs, Colorado” (Sanborn Souvenir Co., Denver, CO, 1952), no. 2CH1503.
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chitecture,” reprint from Santa Barbara Daily News, no. 6827 SB11, JNPC. National Com-

mittee for Restriction of Outdoor Advertising, What Attracts the Tourist to Your Town?
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provement for the City of Oakland, California, 17. Another critique targeted “architectural
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no. 1BH1673.

76. Robinson, Modern Civic Art, 132, 157, 152.

77. Robinson, Better Binghamton, 33; see also Robinson, The Improvement of Fort

Wayne, Indiana, 24; Robinson, A City Plan for Raleigh, 80; and Nolen, The City Plan of

Flint, 54.
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nomic gain and invoked for the efficient order of, for example, segregation in the 1920s,

over the decades the record is more balanced. On the commandeering and perversion of

urban environmental reforms, see Baldwin, Domesticating the Street, 7–8, 260.

chapter 3
1. Frank Parker Stockbridge, “A Woman Who Spends Over Forty Million Dollars Each

Year,” American City, June 1912, 814 –15; A. Lawren Brown, “How to Sell Real Estate to

Women,” National Real Estate Journal (NREJ), December 22, 1930, 10 –11.

“Mrs. Consumer,” in the chapter title, is from Christine Frederick, Selling Mrs. Con-

sumer (New York: Business Bourse, 1929); “Mrs. Brown America” from “The Negro

Woman Goes to Market,” Brown American, April 1936, 13; and “Mr. Chain Store Man”

from George A. Young Jr., “What Chain Stores Want from Real Estate Brokers,” NREJ,

December 9, 1929, 38.

2. “Women Madly Riot at Bargain Sales,” New York Times, April 25, 1909, 4. Kathleen
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active and pivotal player in the political sphere defined him as male. Those who wanted to

establish the consumer as a passive and marginal political identity coded her female.”

Both sides “assumed that a consumer who was cerebral, rational, and scientific was male.”

Kathleen G. Donohue, “What Gender Is the Consumer? The Role of Gender Connota-

tions in Defining the Political,” Journal of American Studies 33 (1999): 20, 41.

3. As quoted in Darlene Clark Hine, ed., Black Women in America: An Historical Ency-
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of Black Harlem” (Ph.D. diss., University of Minnesota, 1996), 107–17.

4. Wm. H. Babcock and Sons, “Report on Survey of the City of Flint, Michigan,”

April 5, 1929, 4, box 3, Henry Andrews Babcock Papers, collection no. 3022, Division of
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son Pirie Scott & Company’s Men’s Building,” February 10, 1927, 9, box 4, HABP.

On 1920s growth, see M. Christine Boyer, Dreaming the Rational City: The Myth of

American City Planning (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1983), 137–99; and James R. Gross-

man, Land of Hope: Chicago, Black Southerners, and the Great Migration (Chicago: Uni-

versity of Chicago Press, 1989), 3– 4. Historians have begun to argue that commercial
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dential suburbs. Greg Hise, Magnetic Los Angeles (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University

Press, 1997); and Richard Longstreth, The Drive-In, the Supermarket, and the Transforma-

tion of Commercial Space in Los Angeles, 1914 –1941 (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1999). On

the decentralization of retail in the nineteenth century, before the arrival of electric street-

cars, let alone automobiles, see Michael P. Conzen and Kathleen Neils Conzen, “Geo-

graphical Structure in Nineteenth-Century Urban Retailing: Milwaukee, 1836 –90,” Jour-

nal of Historical Geography 5, no. 1 (1979): 55–66. The authors suggest that existing retail

dictated the location of mass transit lines, not necessarily the other way around.

5. Richard Longstreth’s publications tell an intricate story of experimentation in retail

form that makes the inevitable unfolding of shopping malls look like the cliché that it is.

In addition to the works cited above, see “The Diffusion of the Community Shopping

Center Concept during the Interwar Decades,” Journal of the Society of Architectural His-
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competitors. See J. Freeman Pyle, “The Determination of Location Standards for Retail

Concerns,” Harvard Business Review 4, no. 3 (April 1926): 303; James J. Doran, “Factors

Influencing the Purchasing of a Retail Store,” Journal of Retailing, October 1926, 9; Lew

Hahn and Percival White, eds., The Merchants’ Manual (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1924),

vii; John Alford Stevenson, Problems and Projects in Salesmanship (New York: Harper and

Brothers, 1923), xix.
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7. Investors could read about all of these techniques in trade magazines such as the

Journal of Retailing, Printer’s Ink, the National Real Estate Journal, and Women’s Wear

Daily.

8. During the 1920s, land values assumed a more prominent role in investing as rising

real estate prices affected mortgage lending. When evaluating loan security, lenders (and

appraisers) came to rely “almost exclusively” on “the supposed value of the real estate it-

self.” The relationship between projected income and expenses (especially debt service)

was de-emphasized, on the assumption that if the loan went bad, the property’s value

would cover the loss. The presumption of a continued upward trend encouraged this de-

pendency. Frederick M. Babcock, “Response of Mortgage Lender to Cycle,” typed manu-

script of a talk given to Georgetown University Savings and Loan Forum, December 4,

1964, 2, box 3, Frederick Morrison Babcock Publications, collection no. 4087, Division of

Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library. John Nolen found that the
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Civic Survey and Preliminary Plan for Akron Ohio,” insert after p. 22 of typed manuscript,

1917, box 18, John Nolen Papers, collection no. 2903, Division of Rare and Manuscript Col-

lections, Cornell University Library (hereafter cited as JNP).

In the late nineteenth century, Henry George propelled land values into public debate

by challenging the existing land tax system, which let owners walk away untaxed from the

value increases in their unimproved properties.

9. Robert Haig, “Toward an Understanding of the Metropolis,” Quarterly Journal of

Economics 40 (1926): 429.

10. See Wm. H. Babcock and Sons, “Valuation Report of Store Property Located at 6443

to 6457 Sheridan Road, Chicago, Illinois,” January 29, 1931, 4, box 3, HABP.

11. Nathan Nirenstein, “There’ll Always Be a Main Street,” Appraisal Journal, Janu-

ary 1947, 105.

12. Delbert S. Wenzlick, “Pedestrian Traffic,” NREJ, August 18, 1930, 20 –21; Frank S.

Slosson, “The Principles of Locating Chain Stores Successfully,” NREJ, December 12, 1927,

52; Ira A. Lurie, “Who Has the Best Location in Your Town?” American Magazine, n.d.

[probably late 1920s], 21, no. 3250.1, John Nolen Pamphlet Collection, collection no. 6337,

Division of Rare and Manuscript Collections, Cornell University Library (hereafter cited

as JNPC).

13. Lurie, “Who Has the Best Location in Your Town?” 20, 127; Mark Levy, Chain Stores:

Helpful and Practical Information for a Real Estate Broker (Chicago: NAREB, 1940), 9. See

also Helen Canoyer, Selecting a Store Location (Washington, DC: Bureau of Foreign and

Domestic Commerce, 1946), 29. Delbert Wenzlick argued that some “accepted theories”
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dation.” Wenzlick, “Pedestrian Traffic,” 20.

14. See Young, “What Chain Stores Want from Real Estate Brokers,” 35–36; Lurie,

“Who Has the Best Location in Your Town?” 129; Henry Wolfson, “Traffic-Location-

Trends as Considered by the Chain Store,” NREJ, July 8, 1929, 39, 41; Henry Wolfson, “Fac-

tors Which Influence Chain Store Location,” NREJ, March 31, 1930, 35; Slosson, “The
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cooks, 117; Housewives’ Leagues of,

79–80, 119, 347n3, 361n107; in rest-

rooms and lounges, 119–20; retailers’

and marketers’ stereotypes of, 81, 115–

17, 120, 359n89; and style, 116, 117

Akron (Ohio), 85, 105, 106

Albuquerque (New Mexico), 231, 304,

314 –15

Alexander, Laurence, 168, 373n2

Alexandria (Louisiana), 139

Allentown (Pennsylvania), 267, 268

alleys, 23, 24

Allied Department Stores, 175

American City (magazine), 16 –17, 22, 30,

130, 157, 365n23, 328n12

American City Planning Institute, 335n66

American Civic Association, 32, 36, 53,

335n66

American Council to Improve Our

Neighborhoods (ACTION), 172,

375n17, 376n19

American Institute of Real Estate Ap-

praisers, 132–33

American League for Civic Improve-

ment, 26

American Society of Real Estate Coun-

selors, 369n62

Ames Department Stores, 404n24

Analyst (newsletter). See Real Estate

Analyst

antispitting ordinances, 34, 330n29

Appel, Jim, 154, 370n65

appraisal, 128 –35; “highest and best” land

use concept in, 140; investment ap-

proach to, 133, 135; and new building

materials, 151; and principles of urban

growth, 133–35; professionalization 

of, 131, 132–33, 135; and protests, 226;

reconceptualizing value, 131–32,

364n18; as reinventing itself during

1930s, 130 –35, 364n15; of riot-affected

property, 249; of vacant stores, 263–69

Appraisal Journal, 131

Architectural Forum (magazine), 11, 142,

144, 149, 153, 164, 195–98

Architectural Record (magazine), 144, 147,

180

Armstrong, Robert, 161
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Asbury Park (New Jersey), 231

Ashtabula (Ohio), 96, 98, 100

Atlanta: civil rights protests, 218, 220, 228,

389n29; Great Depression’s effect on

black businesses, 361n107; plan to con-

demn black business district, 191; race

riots of 1906, 113–14; Rich’s Depart-

ment Store, 182, 389n29; Underground

Atlanta, 282, 292–93, 294, 308

Auburn (New York), 96, 100

Augusta (Georgia), 228

Austin (Texas), 63, 64, 70

automobiles (cars): postcards eliminat-

ing, 67, 70 –71; postcards streamlining,

71; Sears’s automobile-oriented shop-

ping, 81, 103– 4; shoppers’ mobility in-

creased by, 80, 91, 185; in suburbaniza-

tion, 80; traffic congestion, 70, 81, 103,

355n61; wartime restrictions on, 160;

women drivers and commercial de-

sign, 178 –80. See also parking

awnings, 56, 62

Babcock, Frederick M., 110, 131–32, 135,

142, 364n16, 366n35

Baker, Paula, 335n68

Baker, Ray Stannard, 113, 115, 359n84

Baltimore: Charles Center project, 234,

375n14; civil rights protests affecting

retail, 389n29; downtown redevelop-

ment of 1940s and 1950s, 171; O’Neill’s

Department Store closing, 175. See also

Inner Harbor development

Bamberger’s Department Store, 201

bank buildings, disposal of closed, 366n34

bargain basements, 7, 200 –201, 384n88

Barlett, Dana W., 332n35

Barnard, Kurt, 302

Barnes, Billy, 386n6

Bartholomew, Harland: Appel and, 154,

370n65; on glamour of new things, 152;

plan for Hamilton, 104, 108, 339n12;

plan for Knoxville, 107, 144

Bassett, Edward M., 103

Bean, Jonathan, 396n72, 396n75, 398n88

Beard, Mary, 16, 17, 21, 22, 30, 35, 328n12

beat culture, as force in commercial revi-

talization during the 1950s and 1960s,

274 –83, 409n63

Beaumont, Constance E., 400n107

Beauregard, Robert, 374n13, 376n24

beautification: during Birmingham civil

rights boycott, 222; and downtown

crisis of 1950s and 1960s, 180 –81; as

exclusionary, 6; gendered origins 

of, 13– 41; and Main Street postcards,

340n20; in 1920s, 77. See also City Beau-

tiful movement

Belk Department Store, 224

Bennett, Edward H., 15

Benson, Susan Porter, 323n9

bicentennial celebration, 260, 297

Biddeford (Maine), 265

billboards, 24, 67

Binghamton (New York), 52

Birch, Eugenie, 327n5, 330n23, 335n66

Birmingham (Alabama): Belk Depart-

ment Store closing, 224; boycott of,

216 –17, 218, 220, 222, 223, 390n37; and

chain store location, 99; church bomb-

ing, 216; and City Beautiful movement,

36; civil rights protest of May 7, 1963,

212, 214, 214; Loveman’s Department

Store tear gas bombing, 214 –16, 215,

392n48; racial conflict and property

values, 226; rioting of May 12, 1963,

393n56

black Americans. See African Americans

black business districts, 112–22; appear-

ance of, 120, 361n102; black consumers

and, 114 –15, 118 –19, 121–22, 123,

359n85; black ownership in, 121; Great

Depression and, 361n107; new possibil-

ities offered by, 81, 121–22; racial vio-

lence and, 206, 229, 235; segregation in

establishment of, 83, 110 –12, 113–14;

undercounting of, 121; unsavory repu-

tations of, 120, 121–22; and urban re-

newal, 191, 252

black capitalism, 244 –51; Colored Mer-

chants Association, 115, 361n107; Na-

tional Negro Business League, 113, 114,
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115, 358n81, 359n87, 360n96, 361n107;

riots of 1960s and, 8, 206, 231–32

“Black Control of Central Cities: The

Hollow Prize” (Journal of the Ameri-

can Institute of Planners article), 204,

205

Blank, Rebecca M., 352n29

Blount, Winton, 203, 206, 240, 385n1,

398n88

Bluestone, Daniel, 327n4

boards of trade. See chambers of

commerce

Bogalusa (Louisiana), 217

Borroughs, Nannie, 361n102

Boston: downtown decline feared, 189;

Filene’s Basement, 384n88; former

Woolworth building, 310; and riots

following King assassination, 240;

urban renewal, 252; Women’s Mu-

nicipal League of, 32; Woolworth’s

largest store, 262. See also Faneuil 

Hall Marketplace

Bowlker, Mrs. T. J., 32

boycotts, 209, 212, 216 –24

Boyer, M. Christine, 258 –59, 402n14

branch stores, 169, 355n62

brand names, 117

Bremerton (Washington), 303

brick, 43, 51, 143, 150, 199, 202, 255, 273,

286 –87, 308

Bridgeport (Connecticut): age of Main

Street buildings in 1939, 150; down-

town congestion in, 70; Nolen’s plan

for, 28, 37, 48 – 49, 332n41, 339n14;

parking lot construction during 1930s,

137, 365n27; as prototypical “Main

Street, U.S.A.,” 11; storefront modern-

ization in 1930s, 144; women shoppers

and property values, 88

Brownell, Blaine, 6, 322n9

Bruce, Lenny, 275

Buffalo (New York), 304, 310, 362n2

Buffington, John, 393n58

building materials: in appraisal, 150 –51;

in Gaslight Square, 255; plywood, 244 –

45, 248; structural glass, 145, 146, 148,

151, 369n58; women and, 176. See also

brick

Burlington (North Carolina), Main Street

postcard of, 57, pl. 2

Burlington (Vermont), 270

Burnham, Daniel H., 15

buses, 80, 171, 176, 222, 391n40

businesspeople: on advertising value of

civic improvements, 66; in City Beau-

tiful movement, 36; and city planners,

48 – 49; city plans sponsored by, 47;

and historic preservation, 298, 414n99,

414n100; and new Main Street ideal, 45,

50, 75; Nolen on, 38, 335n69; postcards

sponsored by, 47; in remaking down-

towns, 45–50; separating women’s

housekeeping from men’s business, 7;

in urban renewal, 171, 194 –95, 375n15.

See also men’s commercial groups

business strips, 82, 104, 107, 108

Business Week (magazine), 142

Butler (Pennsylvania), 310

Camden (New Jersey), 310

Cannery Row (San Francisco), 282, 293,

412n87

Canoyer, Helen, 163–64

Caplovitz, David, 232

Carrara Glass, 151

cars. See automobiles

Carter, Wilmoth, 112, 119, 121, 357n77,

359n85, 360n98

“Case City, U.S.A.” study, 190

Central Business District Council (Urban

Land Institute), 168

chain stores: African Americans patroniz-

ing, 117; backlash against, 350n14,

353n41; boosted by 1920s investment

theories, 3; as “cheap,” 98 –99, 100 –

101; choicest locations sought by, 80,

84, 86 –87, 265, 349n14; civil rights

protests and, 218 –19, 389n31, 390n32;

and class differences in shopping be-

havior, 99; criticisms of, 97–99; dispos-

ing of vacant properties, 406n38; in

early twentieth century commercial 
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chain stores (continued)

culture, 7; expansion during 1930s, 139;

and historic preservation, 297, 298 –

301; local merchants threatened by, 81,

96, 97, 353n40; and local real estate val-

ues, 100, 101; market surveys used by,

82; national expertise of, 10, 81, 90,

348n6, 351n21; 100% districts defined

by, 86 –87, 87, 267; and ordered Main

Street landscape, 63; postcards spon-

sored by, 62, 63, 67, 344n46; real estate

departments of, 350n15; and Reilly’s

Law of Retail Gravitation, 91, 93; and

riots of 1960s, 398n88; scientific strate-

gies sought by, 316; as standardized, 98;

in urban renewal, 195; women shop-

pers as focus of, 79; women’s personal

and professional ties in shopping be-

havior, 100. See also variety stores

chambers of commerce: American City

magazine and, 157; on civic responsi-

bility, 36; on economics of civic im-

provement, 36; and politics, 33; urban

renewal supported by, 172, 173; urban

violence as concern of, 203, 240, 385n1

Charles Center (Baltimore), 175, 375n14

Charleston (South Carolina), 4, 400n107

Charlotte (North Carolina), 358n81

Chattanooga, 210, 231

Chester (Pennsylvania), 217, 219–20

Chicago: Burnham and Bennett’s plan

for, 15; civil rights boycotts, 223,

389n29; collapse of property values

during 1930s, 129; Daley’s shoot-to-kill

order, 235; department stores opening

branches, 355n62; downtown decline

feared, 189; Marshall Field’s, 65, 163;

“mothering a municipality” cartoon,

23, 23; Old Town, 294, 308; property

appraisals in 1920s, 348n4, 363n12; after

riots of 1960s, 247, 251; Rouse’s Navy

Pier proposal, 413n92; slums encroach-

ing on downtown, 189, 190; used brick

supplied by, 255; war economy affect-

ing, 162; white provocation in riots of

1960s, 237; window boxes, 66

Chicago Market Letter: during depression,

152, 154 –55, 156, 157–58, 159; on post-

war market, 164 –65; during World

War II, 161–62, 163. See also National

Market Letter

Cincinnati, 240

citizenship: protesters of 1960s and, 76 –

77; women’s groups teaching, 22, 31–37,

75, 316

City Beautiful movement: businesspeople

and politicians in, 36; versus City Prac-

tical planning, 48, 76; grandiose visions

of, 14, 15, 42, 326n4; origins of, 327n4;

Robinson associated with, 47; seen as

effeminate, 38 – 40; watercolor render-

ings and goals of, 14, 15, 42, 76; women

as natural leaders of, 16 –23; women in

debates of, 14; women’s clubs in, 20 –26

city government: becoming familiar with

city planning, 27–28; civic revivals

sponsored by, 26; in conflict with busi-

ness and planners, 48, 49–50; cooper-

ating with women’s clubs, 20 –21; and

festival marketplaces, 294, 412n89;

Nolen on, 38; in urban renewal, 171

city planning: appraisal and, 133; busi-

nesspeople and planners, 48 – 49; city

officials and, 27–28, 38, 48, 49–50; dis-

tancing itself from municipal house-

keeping, 3– 4, 16, 37–38; and down-

town crisis of 1950s, 373n3; economic

value of, 35, 39; Ghirardelli Square de-

velopment as problem of, 291; lectures

promoting, 14 –15, 26 –27, 316; men’s

role in, 38 – 41; national character of, 9,

324n14; during 1930s and World War II,

133, 362n4; opposition to, 38; popular

demand lacking for, 28; professional-

ization of, 335n66; for putting retail de-

cisions on scientific basis, 81; and real

estate interests, 340n17; on sidewalk

obstacles, 58 –59, 344n41; in twentieth

century downtown improvement, 10;

on utility poles and wires, 53, 53–54;

women and legitimation of, 14, 16, 26 –

30, 327n5. See also city plans
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city plans: businesses sponsoring, 47; in-

dividual store fronts ignored in, 148;

1950s Downtown Idea Exchange repeat-

ing ideas of 1910s plans, 383n80; num-

ber of, 338n9; and outlying retail busi-

ness, 355n64; postcards compared with,

44, 45– 46; women supporting early, 

14, 28, 331n32

City Practical planning, 48, 76

civic improvement clubs: in downtown

cleanup, 23–26; in legitimation of city

planning, 26 –30; and male power

structure, 20 –22, 330n22, 330n23;

number of, 329n17; women’s role in, 20

civic revivals, 14 –15, 26 –27

Civil Rights movement: African Ameri-

can shoppers’ value shown by, 7, 201,

207; downtown protests of 1960s, 209–

24, 316, 387n11; downtown’s significance

understood by, 4, 254; Jews as sup-

porters of, 236; middle-class dress and

demeanor of protesters, 226; in trans-

formation of downtown commerce, 3,

7, 9

Clark, Petula, 418n1

Clark, Ramsey, 235, 395n69

class: African American markets and, 117,

119; bargain basements and, 200 –201;

beautification strategies and, 34 –35; 

in Main Street planning, 6; in 1950s 

redevelopment fears, 166, 188 –89; 

and shopping behavior, 99. See also

middle-class housewives

clerks, 96, 100, 117–18, 307, 353n49

Cleveland, 17, 145, 203, 353n45, 389n29

Cohen, Lizabeth, 378n34, 379n45, 383n80

Cole, Albert, 170, 172, 191, 192, 193–94,

201, 382n74

color, 42– 43, 50, 55, 57–58, 143, 148, 149,

151, 198, 314, plates

Colorado Springs, 29–30

Colored Merchants Association, 115,

361n107

Columbus (Georgia), 28

Coming Boom in Real Estate, The (Wenz-

lick), 153, 156, 159–60

commercial clubs: and city plans, 28, 47;

civic revivals sponsored by, 26

commercial life: authenticity of, 314 –15;

cities’ fate diverges from, 8; cooperative

values in, 45, 65–67; culture distin-

guished from, 16; democratic nature 

of, 6, 308, 322n9; fear of feminization 

of commercial landscape, 3, 37– 41; hy-

brid nature of, 40; multiple ideals and

possibilities for, 309–10; new commer-

cial vision of early twentieth century,

13, 42, 45, 50, 67, 75; postcard depic-

tions of, 42–77; Progressive ideal of,

13–14, 42; segregation of, 107–22; val-

ues of, 1–12; women teaching citizen-

ship in commercial space, 31–37, 75.

See also retail

Community Reinvestment Act (1977),

244

congestion. See traffic congestion

Connor, Bull, 217

conventioneers. See tourists

Corning (New York), 301

Country Club Plaza (Kansas City), 103,

335n61, 355n63

Crane, Caroline, 331n35

Crawford, Mrs. Dana, 294

credit cards, 380n51

crime, 246, 273, 385n3

Cupino, Thelma, 270, 407n50

curfews, 239, 239

Curt Teich Printing Company, 46 – 47,

337n7; annual postcard orders, 340n20;

chain stores commissioning cards

from, 62; client files of, 47, 338n8;

clients conveying instructions to, 46,

46, 62, 63, 70, 71, 338n8

Daley, Richard J., 235

Dallas, 40

Daly-Bednarek, Janet, 324n14

Davis, Mike, 6, 254

Dayton (Ohio), 234, 247

Dayton Company, 163

demolition: for downtown crisis of 1950s

and 1960s, 180, 192–99, 252; by New 
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demolition (continued)

Deal programs, 366n29; for parking

lots and taxpayers, 135– 43; vacant

parcels left for development by, 309

Denver: former Woolworth store, 310;

Larimer Square development, 282, 292,

294, 295, 308; municipal housekeeping

movement, 18, 34; pedestrian mall, 270

department stores: Bamberger’s Depart-

ment Store, 201; bargain basements of,

7, 200 –201; Belk Department Store,

224; Dayton Company, 163; depression

affecting, 362n3; and downtown crisis

of 1950s, 170, 174 –75, 377n28; expan-

sion in mid-1940s, 163; Filene’s Base-

ment, 384n88; G. Fox & Co., 1, 2, 4, 

310, 322n4; Halliburton’s, 175; J. L.

Hudson, 200 –201; Lord & Taylor, 

200; Loveman’s Department Store, 212,

214 –16, 215, 392n48; Marshall Field’s,

65, 163; men-only facilities in, 182; and

new commercial culture of early twen-

tieth century, 7; New Haven losing,

252; O’Neill’s Department Store, 175;

Pizitz’s Department Store, 218; reloca-

tions in nineteenth century, 354n51;

Rich’s Department Store, 182; Straw-

bridge & Clothier, 384n85, 389n29;

suburban branches of, 355n62; versus

suburban stores, 103; Thalhimer’s, 163,

182; in urban renewal, 195; as women’s

democracy, 322n9. See also J. C. Pen-

ney; Sears, Roebuck, and Company

depression of 1930s. See Great Depression

Detroit: Housewives’ League of, 79, 119;

J. L. Hudson bargain basement, 200 –

201; Northland Center near, 177, 247;

parking lot construction during 1930s,

135–37, 136, 138, 365n27; racial violence,

205, 238, 240, 395n67; after riots of

1960s, 246; Robinson report for,

332n40

Detroit Publishing Company, 46

Deutsch, Sarah, 329n14, 334n60

dime stores. See variety stores

Disneyland, 290, 292, 315

Dock, Mira Lloyd, 20

Dollard, John, 118, 120

Domosh, Mona, 323n9, 354n51

Donohue, Kathleen, 347n2

Downs, Anthony, 370n63

Downs, James C., Jr., 152, 153–54, 160,

184, 187, 188, 191

“Downtown” (song), 418n1

Downtown Idea Exchange, 168; city plans

of 1910s compared with those of 1950s,

383n80; on downtowns as needing a

face-lift, 194; on downtowns compet-

ing with suburban standards, 378n34;

on unified look for downtowns, 198;

on women and mass transit, 176; on

women as drivers, 178, 180

downtowns (Main Streets): African

Americans and, 203–54; civil rights

protests of 1960s, 209–24, 387n11; col-

lapse of property values in 1930s, 123,

128, 129–30, 134; as commercial corri-

dors, 42, 44, 54 –55, 62, 65, 68, 70 –71,

75, 76, 107; commercialization of, 40,

42; concentration of ownership of, 

9; as constantly remade, 8 –9; crisis 

of 1950s, 8 –9, 166 –70; democratic na-

ture of, 6, 8, 67, 199–201, 254, 308, 315,

322n9, 323n11; depression-era innova-

tions of, 2–3, 125–60; “dignified,” 3,

10, 42, 44, 45, 48, 67–75; emotional ties

to, 182–83; entertainment districts in

the 1960s and 1970s, 255, 273, 291; fear

of encroaching slums, 188 –92; gen-

dered origins of beautification move-

ments, 13– 41; heterogeneity of, 10,

199–201, 309–10; homogeneity of, 10,

11, 308, 315, 325n15; as idealized public

space, 4 –5, 315; integrating function 

of, 5–6, 13, 254, 322n7, 400n107; invest-

ment innovations of 1970s and 1980s,

253–54, 255–56; living-organism meta-

phor for, 1–2; Main Street and down-

town as interchangeable, 325n18; mean-

ings invested in, 7–8; modernization

during 1930s, 127, 143–52; mundane

material conditions of, 12, 202; national
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character of development, 9, 324n14;

obsolescence attributed to by redevel-

opers, 192–99; office workers, 83, 89,

177, 256, 270; parking lot construction

during 1930s, 127, 135–37; postcards of

Main Street, 10, 42–77; preservation

and vacancy since 1960s, 255–311; Pro-

gressive era improvement agenda, 13–

14; rhetoric of decline as threat to, 170,

253; riots of 1960s, 229– 44; rise-and-

fall theories of, 2, 324n13; shopping

centers competing for women shop-

pers with, 175–83; shopping malls in,

256; taxpayers built during 1930s, 127,

137– 43; traffic congestion in, 70, 81, 94,

103, 170, 173, 177–78, 355n61; unified

street fronts for, 45, 63, 67; women and

property values of, 3– 4, 7, 16, 83, 87,

174, 183, 315, 379n42; women consumers

and, 16, 77, 78 –123; women’s clubs in

management of, 14 –15; after World

War II, 164 –65; during World War II,

126, 160 –64. See also black business

districts; festival marketplaces; historic

preservation; urban renewal

Durham (North Carolina): Chamber 

of Commerce postcard of 1911, 65, 65;

closing of Woolworth, 4; protest march

of April 5, 1968, 204 –6, 205, 385n6;

racial violence in, 393n56; Shops at

South Point and Main Street develop-

ment, 257, 402n10

Dyer, Stephanie Kay, 377n28, 408n54

Ebony (magazine), 218, 386n9

“economic man,” 93

Edwards, Paul, 113, 115–17, 121–22, 358n79,

359n88, 361n103, 386n9

Eisenhower, Dwight D., 375n17

elderly, as prevalent among downtown

consumers and entrepreneurs in

post-1950s decades, 1, 10, 260, 273, 

283, 302– 4

Elkhart (Indiana), 50, 60 –61

Endicott (New York), 266, 268

Equitable Life Assurance Society, 155

Erie (Pennsylvania), 89, 170 –71

ethnicity: Jews, 100, 195, 216, 235, 236; and

ring-of-slums concept, 189; and shop-

ping behavior, 100; and urban renewal,

195. See also race

Evans, Walker, 13, 14, 16, 42– 43, 54, 199,

326n1

Fairbanks, Robert, 324n14

F. & W. Grand, 5–10 –25 Cent Stores, 84

Faneuil Hall Marketplace (Boston), 294 –

96; architect of, 293; difficulties in real-

izing, 294 –95; as national model, 271,

296; signing lease for, 294; success of,

254, 260, 295, 296

fashion. See style-consciousness

Fayetteville (North Carolina), 55

Federated Department Stores, 175

Feminine Mystique, The (Friedan), 186 –

87

feminism, 8, 183, 186, 269, 270

festival marketplaces: authenticity and,

315; criticisms of, 259; Ghirardelli

Square as precursor to, 283; gourmet

food at, 304; historic preservation

compared with, 297; as investment in-

novation, 253; long-term failures of,

413n93; nostalgia as goal of, 304, 311;

precursors of, 255, 260, 272–92; public-

private partnerships in, 412n89; riots 

of 1960s as inspiration for, 307; Rouse

in development of, 254, 260; similarity

of, 308; variety stores contrasted with,

304, 305; vision of democratic com-

mercial life kept alive by, 308; white

suburbanites as target of, 271–72. See

also Faneuil Hall Marketplace; Inner

Harbor development

Filene’s Basement, 384n88

first-floor store leases, 141– 42, 366n35

five-and-dimes. See variety stores

Flanagan, Maureen, 330n23

Flint (Michigan), 80, 104, 107

Florsheim, 240

Fogelson, Robert M., 232, 324n13, 375n15

Fond du Lac (Wisconsin), 266, 267
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food: class patterns in purchase of, 117;

gourmet food as force in post-1950s

downtown revitalization, 286, 290, 291,

296, 302, 304; and municipal house-

keeping, 24; as old-fashioned and

simple in variety stores, 304. See also

lunch counters

Foot Locker, 303

Fortune (magazine), 13, 169, 188, 192,

336n1

Fort Wayne (Indiana), 27, 59, 61, 332n37

Fort Worth (Texas), 378n32

Friedan, Betty, 183, 186 –87, 270

Frieden, Bernard J., 2, 256, 403n15

Fuller, Howard, 206

Furness, Betty, 232–33, 236, 238

F. W. Woolworth. See Woolworth

Gale, Zona, 32–33

Galesburg (Illinois), 297

Gallery at Market East (Philadelphia),

271–72, 307, 408n54

garbage (trash) cans, 12, 17, 19, 40, 62

Gardner (Massachusetts), 67

Gaslight Square (St. Louis), 273–83; an-

tiques shops, 277; artifacts salvaged

from urban renewal, 255, 273, 275–77;

bohemian and beat character, 277–78,

278, 280, 409n63; commercialism in-

fecting, 281; Crystal Palace, 275, 278;

decline, 281–82; derelict ruins of, 275;

as entertainment destination, 255, 273;

gaslamps, 279–80, 280, 282; as hodge-

podge, 275, 408n59; Huxtable on, 273;

Musical Arts Building, 274 –75, 276,

279, 282; riots feared in, 283; Roaring

’20s club, 281; surrounding neighbor-

hood, 281; Three Fountains Restaurant,

275–76, 278; Trillin on, 308; unlikely

success, 273; Vanity Fair club, 277, 278

G. C. Murphy, 240, 404n24

gender: challenges to gendered design

assumptions in 1970s, 269–71; and

downtown crisis of 1950s, 167, 175; gen-

dered origins of beautification move-

ments, 13– 41; and historic preserva-

tion, 298, 414n99; housewife as “eco-

nomic man,” 93; in Main Street plan-

ning, 6; and riots of 1960s, 395n67. See

also homosexuality; men; women

General Federation of Women’s Clubs,

20, 29, 32–33, 329n14, 333n51

George, Henry, 349n8

Gerloff, Scott, 272

G. Fox & Co., 1, 2, 4, 310, 322n4

Ghirardelli Square (San Francisco), 283–

92; chocolate company’s sign on, 289,

291, 412n86; clock tower, 286, 289; as

economic success, 283–84; as enter-

tainment district, 291–92; factory

buildings as suitable for retail, 288 –89;

and Gaslight Square in St. Louis, 282;

historical events linked to, 286; land-

scaping, 285–86, 289–90; location,

284; as model for other developments,

293; open spaces, 286 –87, 287; origins

of project, 284 –85; as preservation

without sentimentality, 285, 298; Rouse

visits, 295; shopping center model con-

sidered for, 290 –91; Trillin on, 308

Gilmore, Paul, 350n14

glass store windows, 144, 145, 146, 368n46

Goldfarb, Morris, 140

Goldfield, David, 6, 322n9

Goss, Jon, 403n15, 403n18, 417n121,

417n128

Grand Rapids (Michigan), 332n38

Great Depression, 124 –60; appraisal in-

dustry during, 128 –35; and black busi-

nesses, 361n107; collapse of property

values in, 123, 128, 129–30, 134; mod-

ernization during, 127, 143–52; parking

lot construction during, 127, 135–37;

real estate investor newsletters of, 10,

152–60; taxpayers built during, 127,

137– 43; vacant property during, 125,

362n2

Greensboro (North Carolina), 210, 311,

387n11

Greenville (South Carolina), 220, 265

Greenville (Texas), 269, 406n38

Greenwich (Connecticut), 310
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Gritz, Abraham, 229

Gruen, Victor, 169, 176, 177, 191, 194,

400n108

Guerin, Jules, 15

Hagerstown (Maryland), 231

Haig, Robert, 103

Hale, Grace, 111, 353n47, 359n89

Hales, Peter, 326n3

Haley, Alex, 261

Hall, Peter, 327n5

Halliburton’s, 175

Halprin, Lawrence, 285, 286, 289, 290 –91

Hamilton (Ohio), 104, 107, 108, 339n12

Hamlin, Lenora Austin, 332n35

Harborplace (Baltimore). See Inner Har-

bor development

Harrington, Michael, 232

Harrisburg (Pennsylvania), 20, 27, 32

Hartford (Connecticut), 1, 2, 4, 231, 240,

310, 322n4

High Point (North Carolina), 210

Highway Act (1956), 171

historic preservation: and development,

257, 259, 272, 402n11, 402n15, 415n109;

early historic districts, 401n3; feminine

associations of, 298, 414n99; in Gaslight

Square, 273–83; in Ghirardelli Square,

283–92; historic house museums, 298;

meaning in this study, 402n8; mer-

chants and investors resisting, 260,

297–98; mothball analogy for, 297–98;

potential not recognized in 1960s and

1970s, 260, 272–73, 297–301; in small

towns and large cities, 10; and World

Trade Center site, 314

H. L. Green, 87, 404n24

Holleran, Michael, 413n98

Homer (Louisiana), 231

homosexuality, and effeminacy in com-

mercial aesthetics, 38 –39, 273, 408n60

Hoover, Herbert, 102

Hot Springs (South Dakota), 297

housewives. See middle-class housewives

Housewives’ Leagues, 79–80, 119, 361n107

Housing Act (1949), 171, 191, 375n15

Housing Act (1954), 171, 192

Houston: planning recommendations

for, 56; racial segregation, 109, 111, 112;

racial violence, 231; reuse of old com-

mercial structures, 310; traffic conges-

tion, 355n61

Hoyt, Homer, 160, 178, 363n7

Huxtable, Ada Louise, 10, 256, 258, 273,

295, 298, 401n1

Indianapolis, 124 –25

Inner Harbor development (Baltimore):

clean-slate approach to, 257, 258; nos-

talgia in, 257; riots and, 401n109; Rouse

in development of, 254, 271; success,

271; visitor’s eye-level view of, 259

insurance, 246, 398n88

integration, racial. See racial integration

International Downtown Executives As-

sociation (IDEA), 166, 168, 180, 184, 188

investment: African American investors,

115, 245, 247, 253; in black business dis-

tricts, 115, 121; consumer research for,

81–82, 123; cultural preferences in, 6 –7;

depression-era characteristics of, 153;

depression-era newsletters, 10, 152–60;

factors in, 312–13; “highest and best”

land use concept, 140; and historic

preservation, 297–98; innovations of

1970s and 1980s, 253–54, 255–56; in-

vestment approach to appraisal, 133,

135; investors having greater interest in

business district, 75; land values as fac-

tor in, 349n8; location as factor in, 83–

84; market surveys in, 82, 94; middle-

class women targeted by, 79, 89; na-

tional scale of, 9–10; national strategies

rejected, 309; Progressive era strategies

of, 13, 14, 45, 50; in public as well as pri-

vate space, 32; race as factor in, 109–10,

118, 207, 268; and racial integration,

225, 228; and racial segregation, 79;

racial violence and, 204, 206, 223, 245;

Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation in, 82,

93; reorientation during 1930s, 127–28;

after riots of 1960s, 245, 247– 48, 253, 
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investment (continued)

316; speculation of 1920s creating fan-

tasy world for, 130, 363n13; and vacant

stores, 266, 267, 268; women emphasiz-

ing citizenship over, 35; and women’s

retail behavior, 78 –79; after World

War II, 164

Ithaca (New York), 4

Jackson (Mississippi), 220, 222

Jackson, Jesse, 244, 251

Jackson, Kenneth, 364n15, 377n28

Jacksonville (Florida), 218, 220, 222

Jacobs, Jane, 169–70, 195, 374n7

Jaeger, Hester, 37

Jamestown (New York), 67

J. C. Penney: enlarging its stores, 405n29;

leaving Topeka, 263; market survey of,

95–100, 352n36; and riots of 1960s, 251;

transforming itself into shopping mall

anchor, 262

Jemison, Robert, Jr., 99

Jersey City (New Jersey), 203

Jews, 100, 195, 216, 235, 236

J. J. Newberry, 67, 226, 404n22, 404n24

J. L. Hudson bargain basement, 200 –201

Johnson, Harlan, 235

Johnson, John H., 386n9. See also Ebony

Johnson, Lyndon, 232, 238

Johnstown (Pennsylvania), 39

Journal of the American Institute of Plan-

ners, 204, 205

J. Walter Thompson (JWT) Company,

94 –95, 99, 352n33, 352n36, 360n96

Kansas City (Missouri), 103, 193, 283, 308

Keene (New Hampshire), 310

Kerner Commission, 233, 238, 395n65

King, Martin Luther, Jr.: boycotts called

for by, 217; brother’s home bombed,

393n56; “Build, baby, build,” 400n101;

events following assassination of, 204,

205, 212, 228, 229, 230, 233, 234, 239, 240,

248, 387n17, 398n82

King, Rodney, 253

Kingston (North Carolina), 70

Kinmundy (Illinois), 24

Kmart, 262, 403n21, 403n22, 404n26

Knoxville (Tennessee), 21, 107, 144, 218

Kortum, Karl, 285–86, 290, 291, 292,

411n77, 412n86

Kresge: closing its Main Street stores,

evolving into Kmart, 261–62, 263,

403n21; in Lowell, Massachusetts, 87; in

Miami postcard, 66; in Muskegon

postcard, 62; plan to sell to Woolworth,

403n21; in riots of 1960s, 240; as staying

in variety store business, 404n22

Kress: in Austin postcard, 63, 64; civil

rights protests at, 4, 210, 218 –19, 220,

223–24, 226; decline of, 262, 263,

404n24; former buildings and sites 

of, 310; and historic preservation, 297,

298 –300; landmark buildings of, 263,

299–300; museum exhibit of architec-

ture of, 305–7; new construction in

1930s, 139; and racial integration, 225;

as remaining downtown, 223; as unable

to cater to nostalgia, 301; Variety Fair

stores, 414n106; after Watts riots of

1965, 249, 399n97

Kuehnle, Walter A., 137, 139

La Crosse (Wisconsin), 50

Lakeland (Florida), 121

lampposts (streetlights): Beard on, 17; in

Denver, 18; disagreement over, 12; eco-

nomic value of, 35; emotion-laden

meaning for, 14; and feminization of

commercial landscape, 3, 24, 38, 38, 39,

167; gaslights in nostalgic entertain-

ment districts of later twentieth cen-

tury, 257, 259, 279–80, 280, 282, 285;

and night postcards, 57; politicization

of, 40. See also utility poles and wires

Lancaster (Pennsylvania), 104

Landesman, Fred, 277, 281

Landesman, Jay, 275, 278

landscaping, 24, 25, 176 –77, 256, 269–70,

289–90, 289, 378n32

Larimer Square (Denver), 282, 292, 294,

295, 308
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Lawrence (Kansas), 231

Lawrence (Massachusetts), 62, 67, 266,

268

Leach, William, 40, 323n11, 368n46

League of Women Voters, 37

Lebanon (New Hampshire), 268

Leesburg (Virginia), 31–32, 316

Lemmon, Warren, 285, 290, 291, 292

Lerner, 240

Levy, Mark, 87–88, 90, 350n16

Lewis, Sinclair, 325n15

Lexington (Kentucky), 333n52

Libbey Owens Ford (LOF), 144, 146, 149,

151, 152, 367n44, 368n45

Life (magazine), 189, 190, 381n62

Lincoln (Nebraska), 34

Little Falls (New York), 96, 97, 99–100

Little Rock, 72, 109, 217, 223

Lock Haven (Pennsylvania), 28 –29,

335n65

Longstreth, Richard, 348n5, 355n62

looting. See riots of 1960s

Lord & Taylor, 200

Los Angeles: department stores opening

branches, 355n62; downtown decline

feared, 189; downtown parking ban 

of 1920, 70; investment downtown and

in Watts, 253; Rodney King riots, 253,

400n106; racial violence, 203, 205, 238;

retail density in, 65; after Watts riots,

245– 46, 249, 250

Louisville, 73, 235, 356n71

Loveman’s Department Store, 212, 214 –

16, 215, 392n48

Lowell (Massachusetts), 87

lunch counters: civil rights protests tar-

geting, 209, 210, 220; closing to avoid

integration, 218; integration of, 213, 216,

224 –25; nostalgia for, 302– 4; Wool-

worth closes, 301, 415n110

Lurie, Ira, 84, 89–90

Lynn (Massachusetts), 27

Macon (Missouri), 21

Madison (Indiana), 297

“Main Street Five-and-Dimes: The Ar-

chitectural Heritage of S. H. Kress &

Co.,” 305–7

Main Street Pilot Project (National Trust

for Historic Preservation), 253, 255,

297, 301, 402n11

Main Streets. See downtowns

“Main Street, U.S.A.” (Architectural Fo-

rum article), 11, 88, 325n17

malls, pedestrian, 253, 256, 270, 297,

379n43, 401n4. See also shopping

centers

mannequins, 208 –9, 299

mansard roofs, 299

Marion (Indiana), 49, 340n18

market surveys, 82, 94 –101, 115, 352n32,

360n96

Marshall Field’s, 65, 163

Martinez, Jorge, 281

mass transit. See public (mass) transit

Massucci, Jimmy, 277, 280, 281, 408n60

May, Elaine Tyler, 380n50

May Company, 1, 175, 322n4

Maynard (Massachusetts), 265, 268

McClellan, 263, 404n24

McCrory Corporation: and Birmingham,

99; integration and store closings, 225;

Kresge stores bought by, 403n21; Kress

stores bought by, 404n24; in Miami

postcard, 66; nostalgia for, 302; as un-

able to cater to nostalgia, 301

McCue, George, 274, 275, 280, 281, 282

McFarland, J. Horace, 32

Meadville (Pennsylvania), 406n38

Mellquist, Proctor, 286, 410n76

Memphis, 223, 226, 228, 240, 242, 299–

300

men: in downtowns in World War I,

334n58; as executives active in urban

renewal, 183–87; as mayors active in

urban renewal, 171; men-only facilities

in department stores, 182; real estate

analysts categorizing, 89; role in city

planning, 38 – 41; as urban designers 

in 1960s redevelopment, 291. See also

businesspeople; gender; homosexual-

ity; men’s commercial groups; women
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men’s commercial groups: in civic im-

provement work, 335n64; women’s

groups influencing, 15, 35–36. See also

chambers of commerce

Mercer family (Omaha, Nebraska), 293

Merrill, Dora, 28, 29

Metzger, John T., 400n104, 413n93

Miami, 66, 231, 239

middle-class housewives: downtowns 

and shopping centers competing for,

175–83; failure to lure downtown, 269–

71; investors focusing on, 79, 89; prob-

lems facing African American, 118; 

and property values, 83, 175, 201; shop-

ping losing its appeal for, 183–87, 186;

style-consciousness attributed to, 81;

urban renewal focusing on, 167, 174,

201, 315–16

Middletown (Connecticut), 310

Milwaukee, 271

Mobile (Alabama), 212, 213

modernism, 288, 309. See also Halprin,

Lawrence; urban renewal

modernization, 143–52; as depression-

era investment strategy, 127; for down-

town crisis of 1950s and 1960s, 176; of

entire blocks, 368n50; as exclusionary,

6; versus historic preservation, 297,

298, 299; of individual storefronts,

148 – 49; “Modernize Main Street”

competition, 144 – 48, 147, 148, 149,

368n45; redevelopers looking back 

on depression-era, 194

Molinaro, Leo, 296

Montgomery (Alabama), Main Street

postcard of, 67–72, 68, 69, pl. 4, 300

Montgomery Ward, 62

Moorhead (Minnesota), Main Street

postcard of, 50 –58, 51, 52, pl. 1

Mortgage Bankers Association of Amer-

ica, 172, 173

Muncie (Indiana), 353n40

municipal housekeeping movement: on

citizenship in commercial space, 31–37,

75; city planners distancing themselves

from, 3– 4, 16, 37–38; extent of, 10;

meaning of term, 327n7; nonthreaten-

ing female responsibilities in, 78; post-

card artistry as part of, 43– 44; setting

standards for downtown aesthetics,

14 –16; shopping mall standards and,

176; women as natural leaders, 16 –23

Muskegon (Michigan), Main Street post-

card of, 58 –62, 59, 60, pl. 3

Mutrux, Dick, 277, 278 –79, 281, 283,

409n60

Nasaw, David, 323n9, 323n11

Natchez (Mississippi), 218, 239

National Association of Colored Women’s

Clubs, 113, 115, 329n14

National Association of Manufacturers,

172–73

National Conference on City Planning,

335n66

National Market Letter (NML): on Afri-

can American consumers, 225; Chicago

Market Letter becomes, 155; on mer-

chants and officials in downtown re-

vival, 267–68; predicting fewer full-

time housewives, 270; on progress

requiring death and decay, 269; on race

and real estate, 397n76; on rhetoric of

downtown decline, 253; on vacant

property, 264 –65

National Negro Business League, 113, 114,

115, 358n81, 359n87, 360n96, 361n107

National Real Estate Journal, 144

National Retail Drygoods Association,

170

National Retail Merchants Association,

173

National Trust for Historic Preservation:

and federal tax incentives for preserva-

tion, 415n109; Main Street Pilot Proj-

ect, 253, 255, 297, 301, 402n11; National

Main Street Center, 301

Nation’s Business (magazine), 142, 242,

243, 248, 248

neighborhood business centers, 81, 104,

106

Nelson, Richard, 177, 379n42
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Newark (New Jersey): Bamberger’s De-

partment Store, 201; racial violence,

205, 235, 238, 240, 241, 248; after riots 

of 1960s, 248, 249

New Bedford (Massachusetts), 231

New Brunswick (New Jersey), 236

Newburgh (New York), 73

New Haven, 70, 195, 252

New Orleans, 299, 310, 389n29

news agencies, 47– 48, 66, 339n13

newsletters (real estate investment), 152–

60; clients of, 155–56, 370n67; confi-

dentiality of, 156 –57; as depression-era

strategy, 10. See also Chicago Market

Letter; National Market Letter; Real

Estate Analyst

New Urbanism, 256

New York City: black businesses not get-

ting prime locations, 400n105; “col-

ored” mannequins in Harlem, 208 –9;

Housewives’ League in, 119; jumbled

land use, 102; modernization in, 151;

Port Richmond, Staten Island, 265,

266; property value decline in 1930s,

129; racial violence, 203, 228 –29, 232;

after riots of 1960s, 246; shopper hyste-

ria, 78; South Street Seaport Museum,

259, 261, 293; taxpayers constructed,

141; Times Square, 415n109; Washing-

ton Square Southeast Project, 383n78;

World Trade Center site, 312–14, 313,

315, 317, 418n1

Nichols, J. C., 103, 335n61, 355n63

Nirenstein, Nathan, 165

Nirenstein’s National Realty Map Com-

pany, 90 –91

Nolen, John, 47; on beauty and city plan-

ning, 39, 336n73; on business inter-

ests and government, 38, 335n69; on a

dignified Main Street, 48, 69; lectures

and work of, 14 –15; at Lynn, Massa-

chusetts, 27; Marion, Indiana, busi-

nessmen and, 49, 340n18; as most

influential planner of his era, 28; plan

for Akron, 85, 105, 106; plan for Bridge-

port, 28, 37, 48 – 49, 332n41, 339n14;

plan for Elkhart, 50, 60 –61; plan for

Flint, 104, 107; plan for Lancaster, 104;

plan for Lock Haven, 28 –29, 335n65;

plan for Reading, 48, 50; plan for

Roanoke, 331n32, 336n76, 356n67; as

practical planner, 47; on sidewalk ob-

stacles, 60 –61; on signs, 72; as source

for this study, 325n19; as speaker, 10,

30, 331n33; as specializing in small and

medium-sized cities, 339n11; on value

gap in business and residential proper-

ties, 349n8; on zoning, 102

Northland Center (Southfield, Michi-

gan), 177

nostalgia, 255–311; for black business dis-

tricts, 417n126; criticisms of, 258 –60;

developers’ approach to, 259–60; and

Evans’s view of downtown, 13; memo-

ries as controversial, 304 –8; multiple

and confusing meanings of, 311; in

New Urbanism, 256; for segregation,

305–7, 311; in shaping downtown

development, 257–58; store closings

evoking, 4 –5, 260, 403n16; and urban

renewal, 193; for variety stores, 260,

301– 4, 311, 403n16; variety stores as

unable to cater to, 301, 308

Nystrom, Paul, 130

Oakland (California), 55, 150, 151, 207

obsolescence: attributed to downtowns

by redevelopers, 192–99; and down-

town crisis of 1950s, 167, 176; versus

historic preservation, 299; and mod-

ernization of 1930s, 150 –51; planned,

260 –61, 303; variety store customers

bucking tide of, 302, 303

office workers, 83, 89, 177, 256, 270

Oklahoma City, 175

Omaha, 293–94, 310

100% districts, 84 –91: black business

districts contrasted with, 114, 121–22;

chain stores defining, 86 –87, 87, 267;

versus consumer opinion of chains,

101; guarantee faded by 1960s, 250; as

“integration corner,” 214; investment 
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100% districts (continued)

decisions based on, 3, 81; Levy’s nation-

wide list of, 350n16; merchants as un-

able to change, 90; in Pasadena map,

82; real estate atlases mapping, 81–82;

Reilly’s Law of Retail Gravitation con-

trasted with, 93; vacant stores in, 266 –

67; women in definition of, 87; Wool-

worth and, 265

Oneida (New York), 265–66, 267, 303

O’Neill’s Department Store, 175

Osceola (Arkansas), 24

out-of-town trade, 92, 95, 97–98, 99

Ownby, Ted, 353n49, 360n89

Page, Max, 259, 402n15

parking, women drivers and downtown

crisis of 1950s and 1960s, 178, 179, 180,

181. See also parking lots

parking lots, 135–37; as depression-era

investment strategy, 127; in Detroit,

135–37, 136, 138, 365n27

Pasadena (California), 82, 355n62

pedestrians: in black business districts,

114; pedestrian malls, 253, 256, 270, 297,

379n43, 401n4; postcards eliminating,

67, 70, 71–72; postcards repainting fea-

tures of, 72; postwar decline in, 164; re-

tailers attempting to attract, 84 –91, 99;

variety store customers, 303, 304. See

also 100% districts

Peekskill (New York), 180

Penney, J. C. See J. C. Penney

People’s Drug Store chain, 90

Peoria (Illinois), 231

Pesonen, David, 291, 292, 411n76

Peterson, Jon, 327n4, 327n5

Philadelphia: black businesses in, 247; de-

partment stores divesting from down-

town real estate, 377n28; Gallery at

Market East, 271–72, 307, 408n54; mu-

nicipal housekeeping movement in, 

17, 38; Strawbridge & Clothier, 389n29;

Variety Fair store in, 414n106

Phoenix, 86

photography, urban, 326n3

Pioneer Square (Seattle), 295, 308,

415n109

Pittsburgh: black businesses, 247; cham-

ber of commerce, 36; downtown after

World War II, 193; Golden Triangle de-

velopment, 171; after riots of 1960s, 249,

399n98; South Side historic preserva-

tion proposal, 298; urban renewal, 10

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company, 367n44,

368n50

Pizitz’s Department Store, 218

planning. See city planning

plans. See city plans

plate glass store windows, 144, 145, 146,

368n46

plywood, 244 – 45, 248

police brutality, 230, 231

Poor Pay More, The (Caplovitz), 232

Pope, Robert Anderson, 339n14

Portland (Maine), 381n64

Portland (Oregon), 66

Port Richmond (Staten Island), 265, 266

Portsmouth (Virginia), 210

postcards, 42–77; alteration of images in,

43, 51–55, 61–62, 67–75, 340n20; busi-

nesses sponsoring, 47; chain stores

sponsoring, 62, 63, 66 –67, 344n46; city

plans compared with, 44, 45– 46; corri-

dor perspective in, 54 –55, 107, 345n58;

as enacting municipal housekeeping

goals, 43– 44; Evans on, 42– 43; fad sta-

tus between 1901 and 1915, 337n4; hand

coloring of, 43, 58, 314, 343n38; imple-

menting improvements in, 44; legiti-

macy as historical documents, 336n3;

linen cards, 340n20; monumental City

Beautiful vision contrasted with, 42,

326n3; national convergence seen in,

10, 45, 309, 337n6; news agencies spon-

soring, 48, 66; night views, 57, 343n35,

pl. 2; as optimistic and forward-

looking, 44; preservationists using, 

314; producers of, 46 – 47; sidewalk ob-

stacles removed in, 61–62; signs elimi-

nated in, 45, 67, 72–73; from turn-of-

the-century, 43; up-to-date appearance
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in, 71; utility poles and wires removed

in, 43, 44, 53–54, 342n27. See also Curt

Teich Printing Company

postmodern architecture, 256 –57

preservation. See historic preservation

prime retail property, changing definition

of, 267

Progressive era: and feminization of

American society, 3, 38, 167, 335n68;

Main Street improvement agenda of, 

3, 13–14, 42, 44, 50, 76; Main Street

used like a stage in, 316; postcards as

artifact of, 44; postwar development

contrasted with, 167; sense of control

presumed in, 314; as watershed mo-

ment in perception of cities, 326n3. 

See also City Beautiful movement

property values. See real estate values

public (mass) transit: and access routes,

178; buses, 80, 171, 176, 222, 391n40; city

agencies taking over, 171; falling rider-

ship, 173; Gallery at Market East cus-

tomers using, 272; streetcars, 71, 104,

171, 300; variety store shoppers using,

302, 303

Quincy (Illinois), 58

Quincy Market (Boston). See Faneuil

Hall Marketplace

Rabin, Yale, 354n56, 356n68

race: and cleanup campaigns, 33–34;

commerce affected by racial violence,

10; and downtown crisis of 1950s, 167,

168, 175; in Main Street planning, 6 –7;

racial zoning, 109, 356n71; and urban

renewal, 172, 188 –92; vacant proper-

ties and, 268; “white flight,” 245, 246.

See also African Americans; black busi-

ness districts; racial integration; racial

segregation

race riots. See riots of 1960s

racial integration: attempts to control de-

segregation, 393n55; and downtown

property values, 207, 226; and nostalgia

for segregation, 305–7; as often un-

eventful, 225; and potential for down-

town revival, 7, 271–72; retailers and,

206, 224 –29, 392n52; urban commer-

cial life affected by, 8; in urban shop-

ping in the South, 353n47

racial segregation, 107–22; and Gaslight

Square, 273; as limiting consumer

choice, 81; municipal laws in, 83; nos-

talgia for, 305–7, 311; and property

values, 208; recommended for north-

ern cities, 357n75; for reordering com-

mercial life, 79; segregationist oppo-

sition to civil rights protests, 212, 213,

217

Raleigh (North Carolina): black business

district, 119–20, 121, 358n77, 358n82,

360n100; black businesses downtown,

114; civil rights protests in, 211, 211, 218,

226, 387n15; racial integration and busi-

ness in, 392n52; Robinson’s plan for,

44, 53, 54, 69, 331n32

Ratcliff, Richard, 178, 378n37
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